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ABSTRACT

CSS MOD II is a multiphase project consisting of the development of
Combat Service Support Representation Objectives (CSSRO); the design of
a CSS module, based on the CSSRO, for use with a corps-division host
model; and the implementation of the design. The design document
contains background information of the project, descriptions of the CSS
functional areas of concern (transportation, supply, personnel, medical,
maintenance and decontamination), and the model design.

The document is separated into two volumes. Volume I contin's the
main report. Presented in the main report are discussions of the
functional areas, each including the objectives, constraints and
assumptions concerning the specified functional area; a description of
the real world process being modeled; and a narrative of the design.
Volume 1I contains the appendixes to the report. Appendix A contains a
discussion of JSD, the design methodology used.' Detailed design
specifications for each functionil area, host model requirements. gamer
interfaces, and data requirements are provided in the succeeding
appendixes.
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APPENDIX A

JSD OVERVIEW

1. lackoround. The Jackson System Development (JSD) and Jackson
Structured Programming (JSP) methodology is a product of Michael Jackson
Systems, Ltd., London, England. In 1984, Dr. Wilbur Payne, Director,
TRADOC Operations Research Activity (TORA), selected JS9 and JSP as the
TORA model design standard. The MOD 11 design document represents both
the first CAORA application of JSD to combat modeling and thefirst U S
Army application of the methodology to a major simulation.

2. JSD Overview.

a. In JSD, the structure of a program is based upon the structure
of the unde, ' !ing problem. Components recognizable in and relevant to a
problem can oe sapped directly onto the components of the program. For
example, a transportation problem primarily concerned with transporters.
transporter suppliers, and transporter customers would generate a JS.D'
transportation program structured around the same three entities. Any
object recognizably important in the problem should have a corresponding
program coaponent., In other words, the entities (nouns). actions
(verbs), attributes (adjectives and adverbs) and functions (processes)
used in a simulation ;are selected and shaped by the reality being
simulated.

b. The static relationships between the processes (i.e., the flow
of the data into, between, and out from the entity-action and function
sets) serve as the framework for the program text. The structure of the
program is built by specifying the patterns of sequence, selection, and
iteration components that define the possible paths of control. In J30,
the diagramming technique used to depict the program structure will
contrast with traditional flow charting methods. Flow charts oroviae a
de;criotion of orooram ?::?cution. but they have no direct affect ucon
the code; JSD structure diagrams are used to generate code during tne
implementation phase (see paragraph 4 below).

c. In JSD, development begins by constructing a model of the
reality with which the simulation is concerned; identification of the
functions needed will come later. There are several reasons for
adopting this approach:

- The model expresses the user's view of the world and
can provide a more satisfactory basis for communication
with the user during the early stages of developaent.

A-1
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- The model is more stable than are the user's functional
requirements (i.e., functional requirements can change
without the model itself changing; the model cannot
change without requ ring that the functional requirements
change also).

- The act of constructing the model will implicitly
define a set of pos ible functions; no function can
be developed which aos not rely on the model.

3. Definitions. Several terms used by the JSD process require
elaborations

a. Model. A JSD model is the formal description of the reality
being simulated, given in terms of "entities" and "actions" to be
portrayed. It consists of a set of disconnected processes (the entity-
action sets) that describe the time-crdered behavior of the entities of
interest. Because it preserves the sequential structure of the subject
matter onto which functions ae superimposed. the modelIs considered to
be the fundamental structure 4f the system (i.e.,,the model processes
are the domain of the functiois).

b. Process. The real warid objects being sodeled are comprised of
sequential processes (i.e., tie events and actions thaL occur to an
entity in some time-ordered sequence). In MOD I1, the processes
discussed generally refer to either the "life" of an entity (i.e., the
entire entity-action set) or o a group of functions which together
comprise a critical event in he life of an entity.

c. Entity. An entity is n object in the real world (e0g., a
convoy, a supply base, a tran portation request) which participates in a
time-ordered set of actions a d which needs to be tracked during the
simulation. The entities sel cted should be those considered most
important to the reality that is being modeled. If the user does not
need or cannot gather the nec ssary information about an object, it
should not be an entity in th model.

d. Action. An action is n event which results in chanoes to one
or more entities. An action s the representation of an instant in
time. It should not be be confused with a process which occurs over a
period of time (e.g., BEGIN " VE is an action$ MOVE Is a process). If
an action cannot be measured n some manner within the model, it cannot
be considered an action in the model. Actions and entities must not
only be a part of the reality being modeled, but they must be examined
closely to guarantee that the are appropriate for the level of
resolution being modeled.

2
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e. Attributes. An'attribute is a data item which defines a
charactistic of an entity, an action, or botn. Entities-are evaluated
by monitoring their attrioutes. Entity attribute values can be changed
only by the actions that occur in the program. In effect, an action is
defined as an action because it results in a change-of-state to one or
more entity attributes. Actions also have attributes. All data
elements and variables, including the entity attributes, that are
necessary for the performance of an action are considered attributes of
that action.

f. State vector. In JSD, all of the elements needed to describe an
entity within the model %i.e., all of the entity attributes that can .i

changed within the simulation) are held in a global structure callid a
state vector. Note that the value of an attribute in a state vector can

,only be changed as the result of an action.

g. Functions. A function is a set of instructions or steps
perfor&ed in the model which results in the producti•n of output (output
function) or in the generation of one or more actions (interactive or
generator functions). Output functions consist of simple algorithms
which obtain data from'the model and manipulate them to produce the
required output information. Interactive functions apply sets of rules
to the current situation to determine which action is to occur next. In
other words, an interactive function generates the data which, when
received by the associated entity-action set, will result in changes to
the appropriate attributes. Most of the detailed, algorithmic work
involved in the simulation will take place in the generator processes.

4. D•morass. JSD diagrams are used directly during the implementation
phase to produze code. Two types of diagrams are required: process
structure diagrams and system specification diagrams (SSO).

a. Process structure diagrams. Process structure diagrams are used
to define both, entity-action and function sets. A process structure
diagram is a tree structure comonsed of interaction, selection, and
sequence components using the notation shown in figure A-I.

(I) Components. The too level comoonent. the root, identifies
the process (entity or function). Each nodu ;box) below the root
represents a component or step in the process. The relationship which
exists between nodes is depicted by their relative location. Nodes are
connected by branches. A node with one or sore nodes branching dowm
from it is called a parent node; the nodes branching directly from it
are called its children, all nodes branching from it are called its
descendents. Children of one parent node are called siblings. A parent
and all of its descendents are called a subtres. A node which has no
descendents is called the leaf node. The breakdown of a process into
actions occurs only at the leaf-node level.
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(2) Sequencing. Function diagrams are read *sequentially*
beginning at the root and following the leftmost branches down to the
leaf-node level, locating the next most closely related node and
following the branching to its leaf node, etc., until the final leaf
node has been reached. Entity-action diagrams are read by locating the
subtree structure containing the action to be performed and proceeding
as described above until the final node in the action subtree has been
reached. Sequential processing in this manner is assumed unless
notation for iteration E01 or selection Ee] appears in the upper right-
hand %orner of the box.

- Selection. Selection is required when only ane of the
siblings and its descendents will be processed at a time. TOe sibling
nodes represent alternative steps in ihe process. A test made in the
parent node determines which sibling to use: the remainina siblings and
their descendents will be skipped. For example, if a parent node checks
a unit's MOPP level and determines that it has been contaminated. the
subtree in which the decontamination process is scheduleo will be
selected; if not, it would be skipped.

(,3) Iteration. Iteration pvreits the iterated node and its
descendents to be executed zero or more times. The number of
repetitions of an iterated subtree can vary. The exact number required
at a given time will either be determined by the parent node or will be
obtained from data accessed by the iterated node itself.

In the MOD It design document, a structure narrative has been included
I"th each structure diagram (see the functional area appendixes (C-6)

for examples). In standard JSD applications, the narrative is not
included in the desiqn stage because structured text, a form of pseudo
code. is generated during the implementation ohase.

b. System specification diaqrams (SSD). An SSD shows the data flow
into and out of a desionated function (i.e.. the function's interoroces3
communi:ation and data file requirements). Two basic tio•/ of
communication are depicted: data stream and state vector check (see
figure A-2).

(1) Data streams. Data streams are used when the process
holding the data writes or passes the data to the receivinq process.
Both processes are aware of the. transaction and the value of the
variable can be changed during the transaction.

(2) State vector checks. State vector communication occurs
when one process looks at another's local variables without affecting
them. This type of communication is invisible to the owning process and
requires no response from it. In a state vector check,,the value of the
variable is not chanqed at the time of the inspection.
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(3) Multiplicity. Multiple holding units, multiple receiving
units, or both are possible in JSD and are depicted in SSO by two short
parallel lines intersecting the entity's input or output line.

(4) Merging The capability of a process to obtain or receive
the necessary data froe more than one source is called merging. -Two
types of merges are possible: A fixed merge is one in which a different
command is executed to access each separate source. 'A rough serge
occurs when a single cowmand can access any of the sources.

5. M*thodoloay. The MOD II design effort has focused on five primary
staps in tne JSD aet'nodology.

a. Identify entities and actions. The first step in the JSD design
process is to identify the entities and actions to be modeled. The
model must be rich enough to support all the functional requirements of
the' system but simple enough that extraneous actions are easily
excluded. Real world entities and actions are selected as the result of
rasearch and consultation.

b. Create oeneric entities. The entities and actions are aade
generic bvcomoining similar ones. If two entities perform the same
actions, they can be comoined as shown in figure A-3.

c. Develop entity-action structures. Once the entities and actions
have been' identified, it is necessary to develop a description of each
entity, a set of action definitions, and a number of disconnected
sequential processes describing the constraints between the actions.
These are defined and depicted graphically in the entity-action
structure diagrams in the functional area appendixes (C through G). An
examole taken from apoendix E Is provided in figure A-4.

d. Develop functions. In desiqning a simulation, the development
0f the functIons 13 the most intricate oart of the JSD prociss.
Fnctiýn; ira needd t: ?':t-a:t information from the 1odel ina to
aenerate input tor the actions. Functions are needed to tirst :reate
the situations in which actions can occur through tne manipulation and
processing of data and then to invoke the actions. Function
soecifications are defined in narrative form and in structure dianrims
similar to the entitv-actions diagrams discussed above. The MOD [l
functions are described, in the annexes to each of the functional area
appendixes (C through G). An example taken from appendix E is' provided
in figure A-5.

e. Determine the data flow. Each action is defined in terms of tho
attributes that it uses and the attributes that it changes. These
changes occur as a result of'.the dpta flow generated by functions. Each
function is descrited in teris of the data required and the data
generated, allowing it to either prpduce output or invoke actions. This
data flow is defined in the systea specification diaaraas %'SS3) drawn
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for each function. SSD. diagrams are inclusive and not esluontial in

nature. Each one depicts one function, the entities it affects, the
data files accessed, and the flow of data through the function. SSD
diagrams for each function are included in the annex to each functional
area appendix as described above. An example taken from appendix E is
provided in figure A-6.

6. MOD I1 deviations from JSD. Two aspects of the MOD II project
resulted in slight modifications of JSD in the application. First, the
purpose of the project was to develop a logistics module to be attached
to different host models. Thus, many aspects of the MOD II structure
had to be adapted to those of a pre-existing, but unspecitied. iodel
structure. Second, because JSD was not originally developed for
application to large-scale simulations, expertise and documentation
concerning simulation applications were limited. MJSL is currently
investigating this area and appropriate documentation should be
forthcoming in the near future. Various situations arose in which minor
adjustments in the JSD approach were required. The major deviations
from JSD are described below. (It should be noted that the MJSL
representative was consulted regarding these problems and approved the
MOD It solutions.)

a. In traditional JSD, functions are invoked by entites and, in
turn, trigger actions which update other entities. Seldom do functions
invoke other functions. In larqe-sca:e simulations, it became too
cumbersome, in some instances, to depict all of the intricate processes
in one function. Thus, many generator functions in MOD II have been
broken down into several functions of more manageable size. (It is to
be noted that this often occurs in traditional JSD during the
implementation process to increase efficiency.)

b Entities, for the most part, will already exist in the host
model. Thus, many of the actions that a JS0 entity should perform
during its life in the model will already be handled by different areas
0i the host model. 1OD .1 vnthtt-action iats contain on.'. th;a asce:a
of the entities that are actually a part of the MOD I sodulo, either
through actual application within the module or through interface
requirements with host model. The entit, roles to be fullfiled bv the
host model are specified in appendi;. H (Host Model, Requirements; and, are
referenced in the appropriate functicn descriptions in the 'unctional
area apoendixes.

c. The state vectors of entities pre-existing in a host model will
already contain many of the attributes required in MOD II. A conscious
effort was made to define entities by the (assumed) existing state
vector attributes in order to avoid the problems of large-scale
rewriting (of the host model) and extensive duplication. 2
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d. In JSD, each entity attribute is changed as the resblt of only
one action. The obvious advantaqe in this approach lies in the ease of
locating errors or making modifications. Because a host model will
update the attributes currently in its state vectors, the oee-to-one
correspondence recommended in JSO cannot be adhered to in ROD It because
those attributes already contained in the host model will also be
changed there. In MOD II, attribute changes will occur in one of three
waysi

- s status flag will be set and reset to specific values by
separate, specific actions (e.g., a unit will have its status
flag set to a value aenoting decon only by the BEG1N-DEUXN
action and reset only by the END-DECON action).

- The value of- an attribute will be changed by only one
action inside the module but may be changed in other ways
by the host model (e.g., a unit say receive personnel only by
the TRANSPER action in 1OD I but it aay lose personnel for many
raasons throughout the host model).

The value of an attribute wil! be changed in one direction
(e.g., addec' to) by one specific action and in another direction
(e.g., subtracted from) by another within the module. For
example, a replacement unit (R-POOL) receives replacement
personnel only by the TRANSPER action (because it is acting as a
customer unit) but it loses personnel by tCe ASSPER action
(because it is acting as a replacement unit).

7. References. More information concerning JSD methodology is
available in the publications listed below. References specifically on
ISO applications to simulation are currently underway at MJSL and are
not yet available.

Cameron. John R. JSP and JSD: "he Jack;on Aoorc.ch to Soflvare
Dewelopamnt. 1EEE Coaputer Sociati Pras3. Silver Spri•g. MO. 184.

Jackson, ".A. Principles of Progras Design. Academic Press Inc.

Ltd.. London. IO75.

Jackson, M.A. System Development. Prentice-Hall International. 198Z.

King. .J. and J.P. Pardoe. Program Design (lung JSP:. A Practical
Introduction. Wiley and Sons, 1995.

Pressean, R.S. Software Engineerings A Practitioner's Approach.
McGraw-Hill Series in Software Enqineerinq 4rd Technology, 1982.
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APPENDIX 3

GLOSSARY

I.ENTITY LIST.

ENTITY NAME REF NO,

AIR-TRANSP-EX C-E2

AIR-TRANSP-SPLR C-E&

ALLOCATION D-E3

BOOKKEEPER F-E2

D-CUSTOMiER G-E2

DECON UNIT 6E

GND-TRANSP-El -E

6ND-TRANSP-SPLR C-E7

IMPLICIT-TRANSP C-E3

P-CUSTOMER E-E 1

ft-POOL E-E2

REPAIR-JOB F-El

RUST-MANAGER CE

SUPPLIER DE

SUPPLY-CUSTOMER D-E2

TRANSP-RQST C-E4
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2. ACT-ION LIST.

-ACTION NAME REF NO

A-ADD-QUEUE C-A20

A-ADANDON-RJ F-A12

A-ASSIGN-LOSS F-ALA4

A-.ASSPER E-.A2

A-ATTACH G-A4

A-BEG IN-DECON 6-Al

A-BEGIN-LOAD C-AL3
D-A2

A-BEGIN-PH C -A9

A-BEGIN-RES1 6-A7

A-BEGIN-SET UIP a-AS

A-BEGIN-UNLOAD C-All

D-A 15

A-CANCEL-ALLOCAT ION D-A9

A-CHANGE-CSR D-A113

A-CHANGEXAEA

A-CLASS! FY-RJ F-Ab

A-COMB! NE-RJ F-43

A-COMPLETF-F ILL C-A25

A-CONSUME-SUPPLY O-A12

A-CONTAM IN-RJ F -A4

A-CREATE-ALLOCATION O-A7

A-CREATE-IMP-UNIT C-A27
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A-CREIE-RJF-Al

A-CREATE-ROST C-A22

A-DETAC14-A

A-DIE-PRJ F-AIO

A-DISPA TCH-A IRCRAFT CA

A-DISPATCH-VEHICLE C-A)

A-DROP-ROST C-A26

4-ENO-DECON 6-A2

A-END-IM'P-UNI T C-A2S

A-END-LOAD C-A14

A-END-REST G-AS

A-END-SETUP G-Ab

A-END- TRAVEL C-Ab

A-END-UNLOAD C-Al?
D-Ab

A-EVAC-RJ-EAC F-A17

A-EVACUATE-RJ F-A9

A-EXCHANGE-PARTS F- 45

A-FORWARD-RUS7

A-GAIN-aN F-A1b

A-IMfP-LV-SPLR C-A19 a

*A-IMP-LY-CUSTOMER C-p

A-INVENTORY-PARTS F-A13

A-LOAD-ALLOCAT ION D-AI')
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ACTION NAME R N O.

A-LOSE-OH F-A 15

A-LOSE-REQUEST D-AZI

A-PART-FILL C-A24

A-PASSBACK-RJ F-42

A-PLACE-ýOROER D-Al

A-PROSRESS-RJ F-A7

A-RECEIVE-AIRCRAFT C-A4

A-RECEIVE-R9ST C-A23

A-RECEIVE-VEHI'CLE C-A2

A-RECOVER F-AS

A-RED IRECT C-AS

A-REF ILL-WORK-ASSETS D-A4

A-RETURN-RJ F-All

A-SPLIT. C-A17

A-START-TRAVEL C-A5

A-START-FLIGHT C-AIo

A-START-MQ'JE

A-START-TRANSIT C-MIs

A-SUST-QUEUE -I

'A-TRANSPER E-Al

A-UPDATE-ALLOCATION D-AS
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3. FUNCTION LIST.

FUNCTION NAME REF NO

F-AIR-IMP-TRAVEL C-F S

F-ALLOC-ORDER Dl-F14

F-ALLPER E-FS

F-ARRCRU E-F12

F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER fl-F 17

F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER D-F12

F-ATODJ-AIRCFl

F-ATODJ -6ND C-FIO

F-BATTLE-EFFECT F -F S

F-BE6-TRANSP-AIR C-F6

F-DEG-TRANSP-OND C-F5

F-C2-IE I D-F7

F-CALPER E-F6

F-CHKCUS E-FI1

F-CHINV E-F 4

F-CONTAMIN-EFFECT FF

F-CREATE-ROST C-Fl

F-DECISION G-Fl

F-DECON G-F6

F-DECON-AiODJ G-F5

F-DECON-AVA IL G-F2

F-DETACH 6-F4

F-DIRECT-RQST C -F'2
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FUNCTION -NAME REF NO.

F-DISPER E-F3

F-DONE-CUSTOMER B-Fl

F-DONE-DECON 647

F-EVAC-MANABER F-F 11

F-EVAC-RECEIVER F-412

F-FILL-WAITINS D-FIS

F-FILLWS E-F9

F-FUEL-USED D-F 2

F-GND- IMP-TRAVEL C-F7

F-HOLD/MOVE-ASSESS F-F2

F- JF -RQMT 046

F-ILIFT-JOB D-F16

F-LOADPER E-F14

F-LOCPER E-F13

F-LOS.SES-ALLOC F-F 13

*F-NUWSR E-F7

F-OLWSR E4

F-PEREP E-Fl

F -PF-RQMT l- Fz

F-PREPARE G-F.)

F-RAWM/DNI-INIT F-F4

F-RECOVERY F-F6

F-RECOVERY-SHORT F-F9'

,F-RECOVERY-SUPPORT F-F7



JUNCTION NAME REF NO

F-REDIRECT C-F9

F-REP-RES-ALLOC F-Fl

F-RO-ORDER D-F4

F-RO-RQI9T D-F I

F-RO-SUPPLYCK D-F3

F-RTNS-ALLOC F-FIO

F-SCHED-IMP-TRANSP C-F14

F-SHIP-AVAIL D-F 10O

F-SPLIT-CK C-FIZ

F-SUPPER E-FIO

F-SUPPLYv-RQST 0-F 11

F-SUPPLY-STORE D-F19

F-TCONTROL C-F 3

F-TRANSFORM F-F3

F-TRANSP-DECIDE C-F15

F-TRANSP-DECON C-Flb

F-TRANSP-PM' C-F 12

F-TRANSP-RETURN *C-F17

F-TSUPPLIER CF44

F-TU-OECISION D-FI5

F-TU-LOSSES D-FI3

F-WSRO-SPLY-AVL D-F9

F-WSRO-SPLY-RgD D-F8

F-WSRO E-F2



APPENDIX C

TRANSPORTATION

The transportation dppendix includes the sections listed below. Note
that reference numbers are coded to indicate both the functional area
(the appendix letter CC] is used) and the type (E a entity, A a action,
F a function) involved. Thus, C-Al refers to the first action listed in
transportation (appendix C). For information on the JSD diagram
notation discussed, see appendix A.

1. Entity list. The entity list contains the reference number, the
name, and the definition (summary and attributes) of each entity used in
transportation.

2. Action list. The action list contains the reference number,
the name, and the definition (summary, attributes, generators, and
associated entities) of each action belonging to the entities in
transportation.

3. Entity-action diagrams and cross-reference table. The cross-
reference table provides a mapping of entities and actions. One JSD
entity-action structure diagram is provided for each entity. Following
each diagram is a narrative description of each action shown.

4. Generator function list. The function list contains the
reference number, name, and definition (summary, triggering mechanisms,
and resulting actions) of each function associated with transportation.
Detailed descriptions of each function are contained in the annex.

5. Annex. The contents of the annex are as follows: L

a. Dispatcher. The dispatcher serves as a road map to the
functions. It is 6ot a JSD struicture diagram, but it is presented in
tree fore to show the hierarchical' nature of the structure involved.
The root of the tree is the dispatcher. The top-level nodes (boxes)
identify the critical events occurring in transportation and the
subsequent nodes (boxes) identify the functions (and show the
interrelationships) involved. The calling routines and triggering
mechanisms for each critical event are listed above the event node. The
actions and events caused by a function are listed below the function
node. Each critical event is numbered for identification purposes only;
no ordering is implied. The event scheduler (SCHED) uses the critical
event numbers to identify the event being scheduled by a function.

C-!



5. Annex (cant.)

b. Functions. The following information is provided for each
function belonging to transportation. Note that the reference number of
the function (e.g., C-FI) appears at top of each page.

(1) Function summary. The function summary contains the
reference number, name, and definition of a function. The definition
contains a summarized narrative, a list of the mechanisms which can
trigger the function, and a list of the actions and functions which can
result from the function.

(2) System specification diagram (SSD). The SSD is a JSD
structure diagram of the data flow to and from a specified function. It
shows the static relationships between the entities and funct-ons
involved; no calling sequence or hierarchical relationship is implied.
In addition to the standard JSD SSD notation (see appendix A), special
notation has been adopted to indicate ownership. A single box is used
to denote a function belonging to the specified functional area (e.g.,
transportation). Plain double boxes indicate functions belonging to
another CSS area. The area is identified in the outer box and the
functions involved are listed in the inner box. Patterned double boxes
(diagonal slashes in the outer box) indicate functions belonging to the

,host model. Whenever possible, the particular module is identified in
the inner boA (e.g., movement, air). A timer is considered part of the
CSS module and is represented by a plain double circle; data files (OF)
will belong to the entire model and are depicted by a patterned double
circle. Note that although more than one data file (or timer) may be
used by the specified function, only one representation (circle) will
appear in the diagram. The individual data files will be identified in
the corresponding, data definition table.

(3) Data definition. This table provides a listing Of the
data elements and structures required for the specified function and
comments on their usage. The connection nuabars correspond to the data
flow numbirs shown on the SSO. A "DO or "SO is added to distinouish
between data and state vector elements. Detailed descriptions of the
data files can be found in appendices 3 and K.

(4) Generator diagram. The generator diagram is similar to
the JSD entity-action diagrams described in paragraph 3 above. Each
node (box) depicts either an iteration, a selection, or a sequential
step required by the process.

(5) Generator description. The generator description
provides a detailed narrative of the function process. Step numbers
correspond to the box numbers shown on the associated generator diagram.
Data elements cited refer to the data listed in the associated data
definition table.

C-2
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1. ENTITY LIST.

G=U ONO-TRANSP-EX

SUMAfl.RY The explicit ground transportation anti y models the
life of a ground transporter. The traniporter can
consist of one or more vehicles. The 1Ife of the
entity begins when it is created to perform a specific
task and continues through the completi in or the
cancellation of the mission or destruct on of the
transporter.

ATTRIBUTES: Unit ID Current location
Objective unit ID Objective location
Customer location Commodity inventory
Movement flag Parent anit ID
Status flag Vehicle quantity
Vehicle type

PMEZ AIR-TRANSP-EX

JUMMARY: This entity models the life of an air t ansporter.
The transporter can consist of one or a re aircraft,
fixed wing or helicopter. The life of :he entity
begins when it iscreated to perform a specific task
and ends when the mission is completed r cancelled or
when the transporter is destroyed.

ATTRIBUTES: Unit 10 Current location
Objective unit ID Objectie location
Customer location Commodi v inventory
Movement flag Parent unit ID
Status flag Aircraf: quantity
Aircraft type

C-E3 IMPLICIT-TRANSP

SUMMARY: This entity models any transporter that is not to be
explicitly represented. Transportation y'this
entity will buy delay time.

ATTRIBUTES: Unit ID Current location
Objective unit ID. Supplies location
Customer location Movemen: flag
Commodity inventory Time criated
Parent unit ID Vehicle type
Vehicle quantity

C-3
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C-E4 TRANSP-ROST

SUMMARY: This entity represents the life of one request for
transportation support. The request can be issued
by any functional area (ex: supply, maintenance,
personnel).

ATTRIBUTES: Customer unit ID Supply unit ID
Supply type Commodity type
Commodity quantity Request type
Time created

S RQST-MANASER

SUMMARY: As requests for transportation support are received,
they are placed on a queue. One queue will be at
every transportation controller and supplier. One
RQST-MANAGER entity will control each queue.

ATTRIBUTES: Transport supplier ID Commodity type
Commodity quantity Ties request created

C-E.& AIR-TRANSP-SPLR

3UMMARY: This entity models any unit that has air
transportation assets. These air assets can be
either for self use only or for support of other air
transportation users.

ATTRIBUTES: Unit I1' Aircraft inventory
Parent unit ID

C-E7 GND-TRANSP-SPLR

S.UMARY: This entity models any unit that has ground
transportatiin assets. These ground assets can be
either for self use only or for support of other
ground transportation users.

ATTRIBUTES: Unit ID Parent unit ID
Vehicle inventory
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2. ACTION LIST.

C,41 A-DISPATCH-VEHICLE

IU~AY A g ound transportation supplier creates a temporary
transport unit to perform a specific task.

ATTRIOUTKSs Transport unit ID Parent unit ID
Vehicle type Vehicle quantity

GENERATOR: F-TSUPPLIER (C-F4)

ENTITY: GND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
SND-TRANSP-SPLR (C-E7)

C-A2 A-RECEIVE-VEHICLE

SUMMARY: A temporary ground transport unit has completed a
task and is reclaimed by the originating supplier.

ATTRIDUTESi Transport unit I0 Parent unit 10

Vehicle type Vehicle quantity

SENERATOR: F-TRANSP-PM (C-F12)

ENTITY: SNO-TRANSP-EX (C-EI)
GND-TRANSP-SPLR (C-E7)

C-A31 A7-0I.SPI: -T CHI A.IR C RAF T

SUM.MARY: An aircraft transoortation supplier creates a
temporary transport un:t to perfbrm a specific task.

ATTRIBUTE-S: Unit 10 Parent unit ID
Aircraft type .9Aircraft auantiti

GEN-ERATOR: F-TSUPPLIER (C-F4)

ENTITY: AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)

AIR-TRANSP-SPLR (C-Ei)



C-A4 A-RECEIVE-AIRCRAFT

SUMMARY: When a temporary air transport unit has completed a
task, it is reclaimed by the originating transport
supplierý.

ATTRIBUTES: Transporter unit ID Parent unit ID
Type of aircraft Quantity of aircraft

GENERATOR: F-TRANSP-PIO (C-F12)

ENTITY: AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)'

AIR-TRANSP-SPLR CC-E6)

C-A5 A-START-TRAVEL

S.UIM-tRYs Implicit travel has begun for either an explicit
ground transporter or an explicit air transporter.

ATTRIBUTES: Next objective

GENERATOR: F-9E6-TRANSP-AIR (C-F6)
F-BEG-TRANSP-SNO. (C-F5)

ENTITY: AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-42)
OND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)

CZ-Ak A-D-RY

SUMMARY: Implicit travel has been completed for an explicit
ground transporter or an explicit air transporter.

ATTRIBUTESi Current location Objective unit status

HIENER-ATOR: F-ATOBJ-SND (C-FlO)
F-flTOBJ-AIR (C-Flh)

ENT IT Y A!R-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)
GND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
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C-A7 A-START-PIOVE

SUMMARY:- Explicit travel has begun for an explicit ground
transporter. The movement madu!e is called.

ATTRIBUTES: Next objective

GENERATOR: F-DEG-TRANSP-SNO M4-5)

ENTITY: GND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)

C-AS A-RED I RECJ

SUMMARY: The objective has been changed. The change can be
made because the objective unit status has changed
or because a gamer has redirected the transporter.

ATTRIBUTESt Objective unit 10 Objective location
Flag indicating gamer or model change
Old objective location (i.e.. the supplier or
customer destination)

GENERATOR: F-REDIRECT M4-9)

ENTITY: AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)
6N0-TRANSP-EX (C-El)

C-A9 A-BEGIf4-P"

SUMAY When an explicit transporter, ground or air, has
completed a task and has returned to the supplying
unit, it must undergo preventive maintenance (PM)
(represented by a delay -cycle) before being reclaiaed
by the transportation supplier.

ATTRIBUTES: Unit 10 Unit'status flao

GENERATOR: F-ATOBJ-GND (C-FIO)

F-ATOBJ-AIR ((.-F11)I

ENTITY: AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)

GND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
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C-AIO A-START-FLIGHT

SUMMARY, Explicit travel has begun for an explicit air
transporter. The air module is called.

1ATTRIBUTES: Most objective unit 10

GENERATOR: F-DEG-TRANSP-AIR 4C-Fb)

ENTITY: AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)

4 -jjj A-9261N-UNLOAD

ISUMMARY: An explicit transporter has started the unload
* process at a customer.

ATTRIBUTES: Commodity type Commodity quantity

GENERATOR: Supply Module

ENTITY: GND-TRANSF-EX (C-El)
AIR-TRANSP-EX CC-E2)
CUSTOMER ID-El)

7 jC-12A-END-UN LOAD
SUMMARY: An explicit transporter has completed the unload

process at a customer. A test is done to determine if
the transporter is air or ground. If~the transporter
is in aircraft, the unloading process could have been

I an irdrop or a land and deliver mission.

ATTRIBUTES: Commodity type Commodity quantity

GENERATOR: Supply Module

ENTITY: GN-RNP-X4-I

*SUPPLIER (D-E2)
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C-AI3 A-DEGIN-LOAD

SUMMARYf!. An explicit transporter has started the lead process
at a si:pplier.

AIRDUEa 'Commodity type Commodity quantity

IER&ATOat Supply Module

ENITBND-TRANSP-EX fC-EI)
AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)
SUPPLIER ID-E2)

C-414 A-END-LOAD

SUNMiARYs An explicit transporter has completed the load
process at a customer.

ATTRIBUTES: Commodity type Commodity quantity

6ENERATORt: Supply Nodule

ENTITY: AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)
GND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
SUPPLIER (D-E2)

C-413 A-IMP-LV-CUSTaNER

SUMMARY: After an implicit unit's commodity has been unloaded,
the implicit transporter begin% the return trip
(raprosented by a delay period) to the parent unit

ATTRIBUTES; Commodity type, quantity Unit location

GENERATORs F-SCHED-IMP-TRA.NSP (C'-FlU)

ENTITY: IMPLICIT-TRANSP (C-E3)

C-A16 A-FORWARD-RQST

*SUMMARY: If a request cannot be filIled by the current
controller, it is sent to the next controller in
the report structure.

ATTRIBUTESi Request ID Now control unit

GENERATORs F-TCONTROL (C-F3)

ENTITY: TRANSP-ROST (C-E4U
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C-A17 A-SPLIT

SUMHARY: When a supplier cannot fill the entire request, the
ground transporter is separated into two explicit
transporter units. One to load the items at the
current supply location; one to proceed to the next
supply location.

ATTR!DUTESs Transportation *od* flag
Commodity type and quantity

GENE RAT0RZ FF-SPLIT-CJ( (C-Fl'b

ENTITY: GND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)

C-A1S A-START-TRANSIT

SUMMARY: An implicit transporter, air or ground, has begun an
implicit mov# represented by a delay period.

ATTRIBUTES: Objective location Movement flag
Parent unit ID Customer unit TO
Supplier unit 10

GENERATOR: F-SCHED-IMP-TRANSP (C414)

ETTtIMPLICIT-TRANSP (C-E3)

C-A 1-9 AlIM-P LV -S PL R

SUMMARY.: An imolicit transoorter has completed an imolicit
ioeto the supplier and ii loaded and readv.

ATTRIBUTES: Movement flag (indicating unit not saving)
Location TO (Parent/Customer/Su~ppier unit 10)

GENERATOR: F-SCHED-IMP-TRANSP (C-F14)

ENTITY: IMPLICIT-TRANSP (C-E3)
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C-A20 A-ADD-QUEUE

SUMHARYa When a request received by a transportation controller
cannot be satisfied ijaedlately, it is added to the
queue for that controller.

ATTRIOUTESs Request ID Control unit 1D

GENERATORs F-TCONTROL (C-F3) F-DIRECT-ROST (C-F2)

ENTITY ROST-MANAGER (C-E5)

C-A21 A-SUBT-QUEUE

SUMMARY: When a transportation controller has assets available,
the highest priority request is taken off its queue.

ATTRIBUTES: Request ID Control unit 10

GENERATO~s F-TCONTROL (C-F3) F-TSUPPLIER (C-F4)

ENTITYi RUST-¶ANAGER (C-E5)

C-A22 A-CREATE-ROST

SUMMARY: A request has been generated by a transportation
user and will be sent to a transportation controller.

ATTRIBUTES: Customer unit ID Supply unit ID
Supply type Request ID
Comeodity type. quantity Request type

GENERATOR: F-CREATE-RQST (C-Fl),

ENTITY: TRANSP-RQST (C-E4)

C-A2Z A-RECEIVE-ROST

SUMRARY: A task has been received by a transportation
controller.

ATTRIBUTESt Control unit ID Request ID

GENERATOR: F-DIRECT-RQST (C-F2)

ENTITY: TRANSP-ROST (C.E4)

C-1l
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C-A24 A-PART-FILL

SUMMARY: If the requirement to fill a transportation request
can only be partially met by the transport supplier,
the vehicles/aircraft that are available are sent.

ATTRIBUTESt Request 10 Commodity remaining

SENERATOR: F-TCONTROL (C-F3)

ENTITY: TRANSP-ROST (C-E4)

C-A25 A-COMPLETE-FILL

SUMMARY: The entire requirement to fill a transportation
task is filled by the transportation supplier.

ATTRIBUTES: Commodity type Commodity quantity
Request ID Transport supplier ID

GENERATOR: F-TCONTROL (C-F3)

ENTITY: TRANSP-ROST (C-E4)

C-A26 A-DROP-ROST

SUMMARY: When a request cannot be filled and the decision is
made to not hold it, it is dropped.

ATTRIBUTESi Request I0

GIENERATOR: F-TCONTROL (C-F3)
F-TSUPPLIER (C-F4)

ENTITY: TRANSP-ROST (C-E4)

C-A27 A-CREATE-IMP-UNIT

SUMMARY: An implicit unit record is created for an implicit
transport unit to perform a specific task.

4

ATTRIBUTES: Unit ID Parent unit
Vehicle type, quantity Time created

GENERATOR: F-TSUPPLIER (C-F4)

ENTITY: IMPLICIT-TRANSP (C-E3)

C-12
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-A0A-END-IMP-UN4j[

SUNHARYt When an implicit unit's mission is complete, it can
be deleted.

&ITRILUTESs Unit ID Parent unit

SENERATUR: F-9CHED-IMP-TRANSP (C-F14)

ENTITYs IMPLICIT-TRANSP (C-E3)
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3. ENTITY-ACTION CROSS-REFERENCE AND DIAGRAMS.

ENTITY ACT ION

GNO-TRANSP-EX (C-El) A-START-TRAVEL (Cý-AS)
A-END-TRAVEL (C-Ab)
A-START-MOVE (C-A7)
A-DEGIN-PH (C-A9)
A-RECEIYE--VEHICLS (C-A?)
A-BEGIN-UNLOAD (C-All)
A-END-UNLOAD (C-Al?)
A-BEGIN-LOAD (C-Al")
A-END-LOAD (C-A14
A-SPLIT (C-A17)
A-DISPATCH-VEHICLE (C-Al)
A-REDIRECT (C-A8)

AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2) A-DISPATCH-AIRCRAFT (-3
A-RECEIVE-AIRCRAFT (C-A4)
A-START-TRAVEL (C-AS)
A-END-TRAVEL iC-A6)
A-START-MOVE (C-A7)
A-REDIRECT (C-AB)
A-BEGIN-PM (C-A9)
A-BEGIN-UNLOAD (C-All)
A-END-UNLOAD (C-Al?)
A-BEGIN-LOAD (C-A13)
A-END-LOAD (C-A14

IMPLICIT-TRANSP (c-E3) A-IMP-LV-CUSTOIER (C-A135
A-START-TRANSIT (C-A19)
A-IMP-LY-SPLR (C-A19)
A-CREATE-IMP-UNIT (C-A17)
A-END-IMP-UNIT (-2

TRANSP-ROST (C-E4) A-CREATE-RQST (C-A2?)
A-RECEIVE-ROST (C-A23)
A-PART-FILL (C-A24)
A-COMPLETE-FILL (C-A23)
A-DROP-ROST (C-A26)
A-FORWARD-ROST (C-F30)

RgST.-MANABER (C-ES) A-ADD-QUEUE CC-A2O)
A-SUDT-QUEUE (C-A21)

AIR-TRANSP-SPLR (C-E6) A-DISPATCH-AIRCRAFT (C-A3))
A-RECEIVE-AIRCRAFT (C-A4)

GND-TRANSP-SPLR (C-E7) A-DISPATCH-VEHICLE (C-Al)
A-RECEIVE-VEHICLE (C-A?)
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GROUND-
TRANSP-EX
C-El

cl) C13)
CREATE MISSION HOME A-RECU-
CONVJOY UEH C-A2

A-DISP a 2() * C12)
-VJEHICLE A-SPLIT MISSION A-BEGIN-

C-A2. C-A17 CYCLE PM C-AS

Fig; C-lb Fig7 C-lc

Figure C-ia. Entitw-action diagram for GROUND-TRANSP-EX
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ENROUTE

From C-la

IMPLICIT EXPLICIT
TRAVJEL TRAVEL.

A-START- A-END-TUL TRAVJEL
TRVL C-AS C-AS CYCLE
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AT
OBJECTIVE

From C-la

0 0
CUSTOMER SUPPLIER

c 7) A- ce A- SA- - dO) A-
SBEGIN-UNL END-UNLD BEGIN-LD SPLIT END-LOAD

C-All C-Ala C-A13 C-_ .4

c~l)
A-SPLIT

C-A17

Figure C-ic. Ent'tw-actlon diagram for GROUND-TRANSP- EX Ccontinued)
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AIR-
TRANSP-EX
C-Ea

Cl) A- C12) A
DISP-AIR MISSION HOME RECU-AIR
C-A3 C-Alt

(11) A-
MISSION BEGIN-PM
CYCLE C-AS

Figure C-2a. EntitU-sctior' diagram for AIR-TRANSP-EX
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ENROUTE

IMPLICIT EXPLICIT
TRAVEL TRAVEL,

0)~ A- ('*) A-
START-TRV END-TRUL FLY
C-AS C-AS BODY

C-20S

Figure C-b. Entitwaction digram foriR-RNP-XConiud
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AT
OBJECTIVE

From C-2a

HOMIE CUSTOMIER SUPPLIER

MA()A- CS) A- (10) A- c1i-l A-
BZGIN-F!? BEG-UNLD END-UNLD BEG-LOAD END-LOAD

C-AS C-All C-AlZ C-A13 C-AlVi

Figure C-2c. Entity-action diagram for AIR-TRANSP-EX Ccontinuud)
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ENTITY-ACTION DESCRIPTION: AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)

1. CREATE CONVOY. Create the temporary air transport unit by
triggering A-DISPATCH-AIRCRAFT (C-A3).

2. MISSION CYCLE. Loop until the mission is complete. A mission can
, loop zero or more times.

3. A-START-TRAVEL (C-A5). Start an implicit move segment.

4. A-END-TRAVEL (C-Ab). Stop an implicit move segment. The objective
should be reached.

5. A-START-FLIGHT (C-AIO). Begin an explicit move. The movement
module is called.

6. A-REDIRECT (C-AS). The objective is changed. The objective can be
changed zero or more times.

7. A-BESIN-UNLOAD (C-All), Begin the delay to unload the transporter.
This action is triggered by the supply module when lift capability is
available.

S. A-END-UNLOAD (C-AI2). The unload delay has elapsed so end the
unload delay.

9. A-BEGIN-LOAD (C-AI3). Begin the delay to load the transporter.
This action is triqgared by the supply module when lift capability is
available.,

"10. A-END-LOAD C-A14). The load delay has elaosed so end the load
Ielay.

11. A-BESIN-PM (C-Ag). After a mission is coeplete, the transporter
must undergo preventive maintenance before being reclaimed by the parent

unit.

12. RECEIVE-AIRCRAFT (C-A4). The mission is complete so delete the
temporary unit.

C-22
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XIMPL ICT
4 TRANSP

c 1) A- C S) A-
CREAT-1-U MISSICN END-I-UNT
C-A27 B013Y C-A28

ce) A- C3) A- ()A
STRT-TRNS XflP-LU-SP lIrP-LU-MU

C-AOIC C-AlS C-A2j

Figure C-3. Entity-action diagr-am for IIIPLICI'-TRANSP
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ENTITY-ACTION DESCRIPTIONt IMPLICIT-TRANSP (C-E3)

1. A-CREATE-IMP-UNIT (C-A27). Create a record for the temporary unit.

2. A-START-TRANSIT (C-A18). Start the implicit transporter on the
first l1q of the mission. The delay for loading at the supplier is
added to this delay.

3. A-INP-LV-SPLR (C-A19). Start the implicit transporter on the
supplier to customer leq of the mission. The delay to unload at the
customer is added here.

4. A-IMP-LYV-CUSTOMER (C-A15). Start the implicit transporter on the
customer to home leg of the mission. Any PM time needed before the
traniporters are available aqain is added here.

5. A-ENO-IMP-UNIT (C-428). Add the implicit unit 'asets back into the
parent unit and delete the implicit unit record.
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tRANSP-

CC-E'*)

(1) A-
CRAT-ROST REQUEST ENED
C-AZZ LIFE PART

(2) * CS) A-o a C7)A- a
REQUEST DROP-RUST COMP-F ILL
CYCLE C-A2S C-AZS,,

RC-A23T PART-FL HC

PART-FILL FWD-POST
C-AP.4C-AlS

Figure C-4t. EntitW-action diagram for TRANSP-ROST
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ENTITY-ACTION DESCRIPTION3 TRANSP-R9ST (C-E4)

1. A-CREATE-ROST (C-A22). A request-for-transportation record is
created.

2. ROST CYCLE. Loop until the request is filled or dropped. The cycle
is necessary because the request can be passed to different controllers
for processinq.

3. A-RECEIVE-ROST (C-A23). The request is received at a control unit.
Any time a request is received by a new control unit, this action is
executed.

4. -A-PART-FIL.I (C-A24). This action is performed zero or more times.
If the request is filled by one transport supplier, no part fill will be
executed. If one transport supplier cannot fill the request, one part-
fill will be executed for each transport supplier.

5. CHECK STATUS. If the request is not completely filled, the decision
is made whether to hold the request or to forward it to the next
controller. If it is to be forwarded, A-FORWARD-RQST (C-AIW) is
triggered.

6. A-DROP-ROST (C-A26). If the request has been on the queue longer
than the maximum time and it cannot be filled, it is dropped and the
request record is deleted.

7. A-COMPLETE-FILL (C-A25). This action is performed when the request
is completely filled.

4
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ROST
MlANAGER

C?-E5

WORK
LIFE

(1)(2 0 A- 0
A-ADC-QUE SUBT-QUE

C-A20 C-A21

Figure C-S. Entity-actigi, diagram for ROST-MA~NAGER
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ENTITY-ACTION DESCRIPTION: ROST-MANAGER (C-E5)

1. A-ADD-QUEUE (C-A20). Add one request to the transportation control
unit's request queue.

2. A-SUBT-QUEUE (C-AZI). Read one request (subtract) from the
controller's request queue.
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AIR-
TRAN-SPI.

C-ES

WORK
BODY

Cl)DTRMOa a
MODE OF 2)A-

TRANSPORT R CU-AIR

A- o A-CREA a
DISP-AIR -IMP-UNtT

C-A3 C-A27

Figure C-S. Entity-action diagr~am for AIR-TRAN-SPLR
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ENTITY-ACTION DESCRIPTIONa AIR-TRANSP-SPLR (C-Eb)

1. DETERMINE MODE OF TRANSPORT. This step corresponds directly to step
I (CREATE CONVOY) of AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2). When the explicit air
transport unit is created, subtract the aircraft froa the transportation
supplier (parent unit) using A-DISPATCH-AIRCRAFT (C-A3). When an
implicit transport unit is needed, trigger A-CREATE-IMP-UNIT (C-A27) to
create one.

2. A-RECEIVE-AIRCRAFT (C-Af). This action corresponds directly to step
12 of AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2). When the explicit air transport unit is
deleted, add the aircraft bock into the transportation supplier (parent
unit).

-- 3



GROUND-
TRAN-SPLR

C-E7

WORK
BODY

C2JDTRI1o (2) A- c
MlOVE OF RECEIVE-

TRANSPORT VEH C-AZ

Figure C-7. Entity-action diagram for GROUNO-TRAN-SPLR
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ENTITY-ACTION DESCRIPTION: GND-TRANSP-SPLR (C-E7)

1. DETERMINE MODE OF TRANSPORT. This action corresponds directly to
step I (CREATE CONVOY) of 6ND-TRANSP-EX (C-El). When the explicit,
ground transport unit is created, subtract the vehicle #roe the
transportation supplier (parent unit) using A-DISPATCH-VEHICLE (C-Al).
When an implicit transport unit is needed, trigger A-CREATE-IMP-UNIT (C-
A27) to create one.

2. A-RECEIVE-VEHICLE (C-A2). This action corresponds directly to step
13 of the GND-TRANSP-EX (C-El). When the explicit transport unit is
deleted, add the vehicle back into the transportation supplier (parent
unit).
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4. GENERATOR FUNCTION LIST.

C-Fl F-CREATE-ROST

SUNNAlYt Can be called by any model functional area (e.g.,
supply, personnel replacement). A transportation
task/request will be created if the request is greater
than or equal to the minimum size allowed.

TRIPM6ER-D01y Any functional area requiring transportation
support

RESULTING IN: TRANSP-ROST (C-E4)
A-CREATE-RQST (C-A22)

Cý!Fi F-DIR ECT.-!RQ ST

SUMHARYi Determines the transportation type and which control,
unit will receive the task/request in A-RECEIvE-RaQS.T

TRIGGERED DYs F-TCONTROL (C-F3)
Any functional area creating, a transport request

RESULTING IN: TRANSP-RgST (C-E4)
A-RECEIVE-ROST -(C-A23)

RgST-NANASE.R (C-ES)
A-ADD-QUEUE (C-A20)

C'-F3 F-TCONTROL

SUMMARY: Defines the priority of the request and the support
type needed. If transportation support units are
available, assign the request to the selected support
unit(s)i otherwise, either fill part and hold part on
the queue or drop the request.

TRIGGERED DY: Transportation dispatcher

RESULTING. INi TRANSP-R9ST (C-E4)
A-PART-FILL (C-A24)
A-COMPLETE-FILL . (C-A25)
A-DROP-ROST (C-A26)
A-FORWARD-RQST (C-A16)

ROST-MANAGER (C-Es)
A-400-OUEUE (C-A20)
A-SUBT-QUEUE (C-A21)



C-F7F-GND-IfP-TRAVEL

SUMMARY: Computes an implicit movement delay times for a ground
transporter.

TRJIGGRED Ili F-DES-TRANSP-BND IC-F5)

RESULTING INt F-ATO3J-BND (C-FlO) Scheduled

&qIMARtY Computes an implicit movement delay tint for an air
transporter.

T.R-IGG E-R.ED DY F-DEG-TRANSP-AIR (C-FS)

R E-SUL 1NG.IN.: F-ATOBO-AIR (C-FlI) Scheduled

C4F9 F-REDIRECT

SUMMARY: Generates a now objective, defined by either i amer
or the model, for a transport unit while tfle unit is
enroute.

TRIGGERED DY: Movement module Air module
Gamer

RESULTING IN: GND-TRANSP-EX CC-El1)
AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)

A-REDIRECT (C-AS)

C7.F1O F:-A T 0.9J:N

SUMMARYi Determines what action to take after a qroumd

transporter reaches its objective.

T.RIGGEfRIED B.Y, Transportation dispatcher

RESULTING IN: GND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
A-END-TRAVEL (C-A6)

F-TRANSP-PM (C-4l2)
F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D-F2?). Supply
F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER 04-17) Suppl'ý
F-DISPER (E-F) Peursonnel
F-LOADPER (E4F14) Personnel
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C-F4 F-TSUPPLIER

SUMMARY: Determines the available assets And dispatches the
vehicles/aircraft to perform the requested task.

TRIGGERED |Y: Transportation dispatcher

RESULTING T Nt ROST-MANAGER (C-ES)
A-SUBT-QUEUE (C-A21)

6ND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
6ND-TRANSP-SPLR (C-E7)

A-DISPATCH-VEHICLE (C-Al)
AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)
AIR-TRANSP-SPLR (C-Eb)

A-DISPATCH-AIRCRAFT (C-43)
TRANSP-ROST (C-E4)

A-DROP-RQST (C-A26)
IMPLICIT-TRANSP (C-E3)

A-CREATE-IMP-UNIT (C-A27)
F-CHINV (E-F4) Personnel
Scheduler (to begin transport event)

C-F5 F-DES-TRANSP-SND

SUMMARYs Defines the first objective and triggers movement

for a ground transporter.

TRIGGERED BY: Transportation dispatcher

RESULTING I a GNO-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
A-START-TRAVEL (C-A5)
A-START-MOVE (C-A7)

F-GND-IMP-TRAVEL (C-F7)
Movement module

C-F6 F-BGN-TRANS -AIR

SUMMARYi Defines the first objective and triggers movement

for an air transporter.

TRIGGERED B a Transportation dispatcher

RESULTING IN: AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)
A-START-TRAVEL (C-A5)
A-START-FLIGHT (C-AlO)

F-AIR-IMP-TRAVEL (C-FS)
Air module
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C-F1j F-ATOSJ-AIR,

SUMARY: Determines what'to do after an air transporter
reaches its objective.

TRtIilEREL BY: Transportation dispatcher

REULINGIi~iti AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)
A-END-TRAVEL (C-Ab)
A-END-UNLOAD (C-A12)

F-TRANSP-P" (C-F12)
F-ARRIVEý-SUPPLIER (D-F12) Supply
F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER (D-F17) Supply
F-DISPER (E-F3) Personnel
F-LOADPER (E-F14) Personnel

q_412 F-TRANSP-PM

SUMARY: Computes a delay time to represent the time needed
to perform maintenance on the transporter after it
returns to its home unit.

-. TRISGERED BY: F-ATOBJ-GND (C-FIO0)
F-ATODJ-AIR (C-FPh),

RESULTING IN: GND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
1~AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2).

F-TRANSP-RETURN (C-F17) Scheduled

C -.F IZ F.-S P.L IT.-CK

,.,lM'A.RY.: Deterraints what action a ground transport unit
should take when arriving at a supply point.

TRIGGERED DY F-TU-DECISION (D-Fl!) Supply

RES UL TJ NG.11 N: SND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
A-SPLIT (C-Al7)
A-OISPATCH-YEHICLE (C-Al)

F-DEG-TRANSP-GND (C-F5)
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C4F14 F-SCHED-IMP-TRANSP

SUMMARY: Controls then movement of implicit transportation

from parent to supplier to customer to parent.

TRIGGERED DY: Transportation dispatcher

RESULTING IN: IMPLICIT TRANSP C-E3)
A-START-TRANSIT (C-All)

*A-END-IMP-UNIT (C-A28) Scheduled

A-IMP-LV-SPLR (C-A19) Scheduled
A-LIP-LV-CUSTOtIER. (C.-AI5) scheduled

C415S F-TRANSP -DEC IDE

SUM MAR.-Y: Determine what the t-3nsporter is to do in key
situations.

TRIGGERED DYi Transportation dispatcher from:
F-DISPER CE-F3) Perso~nnel
F-LOADPER (E-FlU) Persoannal
F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D-F12) Supply
F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER (D-F17) Supply

RESULkTI.NGN: OND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
A-RECEIVE-VEHICLE (C-A2)

#1AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)
A-RECEIVE-AIRCRAFT (C-A'3)

F-BES-TRANSP-6ND (C-F5) Scheduled
F-BEG-TRANSP-AIR (C-46) Scheduled

C-F1i F-'RA4SP-CECCN

SUMMARY: Determines whether a ground transporter needs, to go
throuqh decontamination while del~ivering commodities.

TRIGGERED BY: F-TSUPPLIER (C-F4)
F-DONE-DECON (646&) Decon

RESULTING IN: The next objective or intermediate unit
* decon objective.
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C-F17 F-TRANSP-RETURN

SUHMARY: CompIlets the mission and adds the teeporary unit
assets back into the parent.

TRIGGERED DY: Transportation dispatch~er frost
F-TRANSP-P" (C-F12)

RESULTING IN: AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)
AIR-TRANSP-SPLR (C-E7)

A-RECEIVE-AIRCRAFT (C-A4)
SND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
OND-TRANSP-SPLR .(C-Eb)

A-RECEIVE-VEHICLE (C-A2)
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C-FI F-CREATE-RgST TYPE: Interactive Function

SURftNARY. This function can be called by any model functional
area (e.g., supply, personnel replacement) seeking
transportation. The request is evaluated and, if it
is greater than or equal to the minimum size allowed,
a transportation task/request will be created.

TRIGGERED IY: Any functional area that needs transportation
support.

RESULTING IN TRANSP-RaST (C-E4)
A-CREATE-RgST (C-A22)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See figure C-9.
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DATA DEFINITION: F-CREATE-ROST

Connection Data
Numeor Transferred Comments

91 a Transportation request information
a Customer unit 10 Received from requestor.
a Supplier unit 1I
o Supplv type
o Commodity type to be hauled
o Commodity quantity to be hauled
o Request type (normal,

emergency, allocation)

02 o Transportation request information
o Request ID Needed by A-CREATE-ROST.
o Customer unit ID
a Supplier unit ID
a Supply type
o Commodity type to be hauled
o Commodity quantity to be hauled
o Request type (normal, emergency,

allocation)

03 o Request flag 0 a no request created.
I a request created.
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-CREATE-ROST

1. READ REQUEST. Read file DI.

2. VALIDATE REQUEST. Nake sure this is a valid request that can be:
processed.

3. CHECK REQUEST AMOUNT. Check to oake sure the request is for a
quantity that would require at least one vehicle- (i.e., truck or
aircraft) to tr.7.3:zrt the requested commodity. Requests for smaller
amounts wil; not be processed. The amount of the commodity needed can
accumulate at the requesting unit and be processed later.

4. TRIGGER CREATE. Trigger the action A-CREATE-ROST (C-A22) for
TRANSP-ROST (C-E4). This creates one request that will be processed by
F-DIRECT-RQST.

5. RETURN. Return to the 'calling module indicating whether the request
was created.
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"C-F2 F-DIRECT-ROST TYPEs Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function reads a file of transportation
requests. It determines which transportation
control unit will receive each request and triggers
the A-ADD-QUEUE action to add the request to the
controller's queue. Then, it establishes a support
type and a task priority for the control unit
selected.

Each functional area requiring transportation fills
the request file by triggering the A-CREATE-ROST
action. A transportation requester defines all
requests for all units during a cycle before
initiating this function. When this function is
triggered, it processes all requests in the file.

TRIGGERED DY: F-TCONTROL (C-F3)
Any functional area that has created a request.

RESULTING IN: TRANSP-ROST (C-E4)
A-RiCEIVE-ROST (C-A23)

ROST-MANAGER (C-E5),
A-ADD-QUEUE (C-A20)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM%

See figure C-1I.
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C4F2

DATA DEFINITION: F-DIRECT-ROST

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

01 o Request 1D Transportation request.
a Customer ID
a Supplier ID
o Supoly tvoe
o guantity to be hauled
a Request type (normal,

emerqency, allocation)
o Time in queue
o Request owner

02 o Request ID Needed to triqqer A-
o Control unit ID RECEIVE-ROST and

A-ADD-OUEUE.

S3 o Customer echelon Transportation control
o Customer unit type unit relationship
a Customer mission (C-DFI).
a Customer unit supply

indicator
o Transportation control unit

supportinq this customer
a Second control unit (optional)

04a o Customer unit type Used to determine
o Customer mission request priority.
o Customer echelon
o Customer supply indicator
o Request type (normal,

emergency, allocation)
o Supply type
o Supplier echelon

D4b o Control unit echelon Used to determine
o Request priority support type.
o Commodity type
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DATA DEFINITION, F-DIRECT-RQST (cont.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comsents

Hea a Request priority data Request priority
(C-CC4).

DSb a Support type and priority Support type (C-CCS).

S& a Transport control unit The control unit
a Control unit echelon supporting the control

unit.

D7 a Controller Unit ID Added to the controller
list.
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SENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-DIRECT-RUST

10 DIRECT.BODY. Loop for every request on the file.

"2. READ FILE. Read file Dl.

3. GET CUSTOMER SV. Get the customer unit state vector (I3) using the
customer unit ID passed in 01.

4. CONTROL UNIT CYCLE. Loop until a control unit with the proper
available support type is found.

5. DETERMINE CONTROL UNIT. Every customer unit has a control unit to
report to. (Notes A customer unit can be a control unit for itself.
If a customer unit is its own control unit, an additional pointer is
kept for the next control unit in the chain.) Each loop of the control
unit cycle (step 4) progresses one control unit through the list.
Determine the first control unit to be checked using S3. All subsequent
control units to be checked are obtained from S6.

6. DETERMINE TASK PRIORITY. Using the customer read in 01, determine
the priority o4 this task. The priority is a function of the following
data elements (passed in C4a):

o Request type (normal, emergency, allocation)
o Supply type
o Customer mission
o Customer supply status (low, critical, etc.)
o Customer type
o Customer echelon
o Controller echelon

These parameters are used to retrieve the priority from data file D5a
using F-COMMANDER. Customer data is passed by S3.

7. DETERMINE SUPPORT TYPE. The support type is determined as a
function of thq following passed in 04b:

o Request priority (determined using C-CC4)
o Control unit ecbelon (Sb)
o Commodity to be transported
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r'1

i C-F2

F-DIRECT-ROST (cont.)

7. (cant.) The support type is retrieved from data file DSb using F-
CONNANDER. The choices are the followings

o Rolling stock (self delivery)
o Ground vehicle delivery
o Air lift
o Air drop

The data returned defines a priority for each of the support types. The
control unit need not have the highest priority support types needed.
The priority-is used only when a control unit has more than one of the
support types.

"9. SUPPORT TYPE NEEDED. If the control unit selected has one of the
support types necessary, exit the control unit cycle loop.

S9. NOT SUPPORT NEEDED. If the control unit does not have the support
. type necessary, continue the loop with the next control unit.

P 1.0. CONTROL UNIT UPDATE. If the transportation control unit is not one

that has been deWined already in this cycle, add it to a list of control

units recsiving requests used by F-TCONTROL (07). Trigger action A-ADD-
QUEUE (C-A20) for RQST-MANASER (C-Es) using D2.

11. TRISSER TRANSP-ROST. Trigger action A-RECEIVE-RUST (C-A23) for
TRANSP-RQST (C-E4) using D2 to define the control unit for the request.

I

V..

S.-
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C-F3 F-TCONTROL TYPEs Interactive Function

SUMMARYI This function models the tasks performed by the
transportation controllers (e.g., the division
transportation officer and movement control officer).
When a task is received, a transportation supplier is
selected. The task can be partly filled, completely
filled, dropped, or forwarded to the next controller.

TRIGGERED BY: Transportation dispatcher

RESULTING INi TRANSP-RQST (C-E4)
A-PART-FILL (C-A24)
A-COMPLETE-FILL (C-A25)
A-DROP-RQST (C-A26)
A-FORWARD-ROST (C-Alb)

ROST-MANAGER (C-T5)
A-ADD-QUEUE (C-A20)
A-SUBT-QUEUE (C-A21)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See fiqure C-13.
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C-F3

DATA DEFINITIONs F-TCONTROL

Connection Data
"Number Transferred I Comments

DlA a Controller list

Olb o Commodity t, be hauled - Request file items.
a Quantity to be hauled
o Supplier ID
o Customer ID
o Request pri rity
o Support typ
a Time on queoe

02a a Commodity t be hauled Written when a task is
o Quantity remaining being partially filled.

D2b a Request ID Written to trigger
o Transportation supplier A-COMPLETE-FILL.
o Commodity type .
o Commodity quantity

02c 0 Customer uni~t ID Written to trigger
o Supplier unit ID A-CREATE-ROST.
o Supply type
o Commodity t be hauled
o Commodity quantity
o Request typo

02d o Control unit ID Written to trigger
o Request I1 A-RECEIVE-ROST.

03. o Request ID Written to trigger
A-DROP-RQST.

D3b o Request I0 Written to trigger
o New control unit A-FORWARD-RQST.

ID

D4a o Request ID Written when an entry is
o control uni I1 added to the queue:

triggers A-ADD-GUEUE.

C-I5
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DATA DEFINITION: F-TCONTROL (cant.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

DO4b Request ID Written when an entry is
a Control unit, ID removed from the queuen

triggers A-SUDT-QUEUE.

S5 a Control unit echelon Control unit data.
o Type of support provided

(ground, airlift, airdrop)

o6 0 Type transport assets Transport supplier data.
o Quantity transport assets

D7a a Request processor echelon Task processing (C-CCf).
o Request priority
o Support type

07b a Echelon of control unit Support unit priority
o Type of support (C-CC2).

07c a Support type
o Request priority

/.a Transport supplier echelon Task split (C-CC3).
DGa a Request/task status flag When the Queue is,

checked, if the task is
older than a cutoff tise
or if no support unit is
availatla. detertine
what to do with the
task (C-CCI).

DSb o Suoport unit priority When more than one
support unit is
available (C-CC2V.

08c o Request/task split flaq When there is more than
one support unit
available and one alone
cannot completely fill
the task (C-CC).
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DATA DEFINITIONs F-TCONTROL (cont.)

Connection Data
Number Transfarred Comments

09 o Customer ID Triggers F-DIRECT-ROST.
o Supplier ID
a Supply type
o Quantity to be hauled
"a Request type
o Time in queue
o Request ID
o Request owner

Dla o Maximum request life Maximum time allowable
in queue (C-DF2).

0lOb a Hauling capacity Transportation constant
giving the hauling,
capacity for each

'transport type (C-DF3).

010c a Capacity needed Transportation constant
giving the capacity
needed to hold each
commodity (C-OF4).
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Figure C-14b. F-TCONTROL generator (continued)
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-TCONTROI.

1. CONTROLLERS LOOP. Loop through all transportation controllers
listed in Dla.

2. REQUEST LOOP. Loop through each request for each controller until'
all requests are processed or until all transportation supplier assets
are in use.

3. READ REQUEST. Read the request from file Olb.

4. CHECK TIME IN QUEUE. Check the request road in step 3 to make sure
it is current (D0b) by comparing it to the maximum request life (0lOa).
If the request's time in the queue has not exceeded the maximum time
allowed, continue processing it. If the maximum time has elapsed,
trigger F-COMMANDER with file D7a to determine what to do with the
request. The response (i.e., drop, forward, continue) is returned in
DSa.

5. DROP. If the decision is to drop the request, trigger the A-SUBT-
QUEUE action for ROST-MANAGER (C-ES) with 04b. Trigger the A-DROP-RQST
(C-A26) actieon for TRANSP-ROST (C-E4) with D3a.

6. FORWARD. If the decision is to forward the request, trigger
function F-DIRECT-RQST (C-F2) to decido which transportation comtroller
will receive it. Before this is done, put the request into the request
file (09) read by F-DIRECT-RQST and trigger A-SUBT-QUEUE for this
request in this control unit. The output from F-DIRECT-RQST will
trigger A-RECEIVE-RQST again which will lead to another call to F-
TCONTROL. When F-TCONTROL is reactivated, the DI file will be just like
it was before the call except the request now being Processed will have
a now owner. Trigger A-FORWARD-RQST (C-A16) for TRANSP-RQST tC-E4) b,
D3b.

7. CONTINUE. The default decision is to continue processing the
request.

8. BUILD LIST. Loop throuqh the support type list in the assigned
priority order (i.e., the order assigned in F-DIRECT-RQST). Check the
highest priority first. If the request concerns rolling stock, it will
not need support. Otherwise, each control unit has one or more support
units in its command which can be checked as a possible supplier of
transport asset;.

9. CHECK UNIT TYPE. The type of support needed and therefore the unit
type needed is defined in Dib. Continue the UNIT LOOP until a unit of
the type needed for this request is found.
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F-TCONTROL (cont.)

10. CHECK ASSETS. Each support unit should have a value for its total
hauling capacity available. This haul capability is obtained from F-
TSUPPLIER (C-F4) and kept in data file C-DF3. Check S& to determine
the asset type and determine if the unit has the assets available.

11. ADD UNIT TO LIST. Each unit that is found to have the support type
necessary and have assets available to perform a task is put on a list.

12. DO NOT LIST. Do not list units that are not the support type
needed or that do not have assets currently available.

13., NO TYPE MATCH. Continue the UNIT LOOP if the unit type does not
match the type needed.

14. NO LIST. If there are no entries on the support unit list created
in step 11, the request cannot now be processed. Trigger F-COMMANDER
with 07a to determine what to do with the request. The possible
responses are:

o Forward the request to the next contrcller
o Drop the rmquest from the queue
o Continue processing (i.e., leave the request on

the queue and not out).

The response is passed back from F-COMMANDER in DSa and either step 4,
5, or & is repeated, depending upon the response.

15. LIST OF 1. No list processing is necessary/ if only one support
unit is on the list.

16. READ SUPPORT UNIT PRIORITY. If more than :hne Writ is on'the lilt
dWfined in step 11, trigger F-COMMANDER with D7b.' DSb is returned ,o
determine the criteria needed to select t'e support unit. This i's a
function of the unit echelon and suioart unit tvie.

17. SORT LIST. The units on the list should be sortrd according tu the
criteria defined in step 16. The default, if no entry is in t6, is the
support unit closest to the supply point or pickup point.

19. FILL CYCLE. Loop for each unit on the list or until the task is
assigned.

19. COMPUTE HAULING CAPACITY. Determine how many assets are available
in the unit being checked using assets passed in S6. Get the hauling
capacity of each vehicle/aircraft from 010b. Comoute the total' hauling
capability of the unit. Compute both the volume capacity and the weight
capacity.
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* F-TCONTROL (cont.)

20. COMPUTE CAPACITY NEEDED. Determine the hauling capacity needed to
transport the type and quantity of commodity specified in 01b. Get the
volues and *eight of each commodity fro* 0Otc.

NOTE. The computations in steps 19 and 20 above are the same as those
in steps 9 and 10 in F-TSUPPLIER (C-F4). This would be a good place to
use a common routine.

21. UPDATE SUPPLIER LIST. A list of transportation suppliers is built
to be passed to F-TSUPPLIER. If the transportation supplier just
selected is not on this list, add it.

22. ONE SUPPLIER. If the unit being checked can fill tVi rseuest or
there is only one unit on the list, perform stop 26.

23. CHECX SPLIT. Trigger F-COMMANDER file using DTc to determine
"whether the remainder of t0e task is to be completed by the first unit
selected or if the task is to be split. The response is -in DOC.

24. MORE TO CHECK. If a split is to occur and there are &ore units to
checks

o Trigger A-CREATE-RO$T for the split portion of the request
C with 02c.

o Tripqer A-PART-FILL (020). Subtract the amount that can be
filled by the unit from tne task munt giving a new task
amount.

a Trigger A-400-QuELE (04a; ;or the transportation supolier
* queue adding the task with the aoaunt that can be filled.

o Trigger A-PECEIVE-ROST using D2d. This is to the request is
received at the transportation sucolier.

"a Add the transportation supplier to the list of units receiving

requests this cycle.

NOTEt An implementation decision oust be made here. For COROIVEM, this
list is used by a dispatcher to loop through all suppliers. If sore

"Z.. resolution is desired, schedule F-TSUPPLIER (C-F4) here. If an event is
scheduled, use 0lOa to determine delay time.
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F-TCONTROL (cont.)

25. CHECK LAST UNIT. If a split is to occur and there are no more
units to checks

o Trigger A-ADD-QUEUE (D4a) for the transportation supplier
:elected. This .wll add the remaininq task to the queue,.

o Add the transportation supplier to the list of units receivinq
requests durinq this cycle. (1ee note in step 4.)

a Triqqer A-SUIT-QUEUE (D4b) to subtpact the task froe the
controller unit queue.

a Trigger A-COMPLETE-FILL (02b) to move the entire amount remainanp
to be filled in this task to the transportation supolier task.

26. NO SPLIT. If the task is not to be spliti

o Triqger A-ADO-OUEUE (04a) for the transportation supplier

selected. This will add the entire task to its task aueue.

a o Add the transportation supplier to the list of units receivinq
requests thit cycle. (See note in step 24.)

o Triqger A-SUIT-QUEUE (D4b) for the transportation control unit.

v Triqqer A-COMPLETE-FILL (D2b) to save the entire amount to be
*• filled in this task to the transportation supolier, task.

:7. ROLLING STOCK. If the selected aode of trarsoortation it r:;Iin

o Trigger A-ADO-QUEUE (04a) for the transportation supolier
* selected. This will add the entire task to its task oueue.

o Add the transoortation supplier to the list of units recelvi,•
requests duriaq this cycle. (See note in 24.)

a o Trgqqer A-SUIT-QUEUE (04b) for the tr:asportation control unit.

o Triqqer A-COMPLETE-FILL (:2) to sove the entire amount to be
filled for this task to the transportation supplier task.
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SF-TSUPPLIER TYPEs Interactive Function

SUnflf.a This function models the task perforeed by any unit
on the battlefield with transportation assets. It
detereines what assets are available and dispatches
the transporter. The function can be triggered in two
w4yss

1. By a control unit when a request has been put
into the transportation unit queue (F-TCONTROL).

2. By the transporter unit when it returns to the
parent unit and is ready ftr another nission.

TRIGGERED .Yi Transportation dispatcher

RfLSULTING I'41 ROST-MANAGER (C-E5)
A-SUIT-QUEUE (C-A21)

TRANSP-ROST (C-E4)
A-DROP-ROST (C-A26)

BNO-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
GND-TRAN9P-SPLR (C-07)

A-DISPATCH-VEHICLE (C-Al)
AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)
AIR-tRANSP-SPLR (C-E6)

A-DISPATCH-AIRCRAFT (C-A3)
IMPLICIT-TRANSP (C-E3)

A-CREATE-IMP-UNIT (C-A27)
F-CHINY (-141' Personnel
Scheduler (to heqin transpnrt evertn

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAMt

See figure C-15.
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C-44

DATA DEFINITION: F-TSUPPLIER

Connection Data
Number Transferred --Comment .

Dl a Unit I1 Needed when a request is
o Support type needed added to a transport

supporter.

02 a Unit 1D Needed when a transport
o Support type available unit returns from a

mission.

03 o Request ID Request queue.
a Transport supplier 10
O Customer unit ID
a Supply unit ID
o Supply type
a Commodity to be hauled
o Commodity quantity to be hauled
a Request type
a Time.put into queue

04 a Transportation request ID Trigger A-SUBT-QUEUE.
o Transport supplier ID

05 o Customer unit I1 Triqger A-COMPLETE-FILL.
o Indicator

06 a Unit ID Determine whether a unit
a Eouipment to be used has personnel to man the

systems.

D7 o Equipment to be manned
o Personrel to be used

D9 a AIR-TRANSP-EX I1
o Objective un'it ID
o Flaq indicatinq implicit

or explicit travel

09 o Transport I1 Triqger A-DISPATCH-
VEHICLE.o Objective unit ID

o Flag in6icating iaplicit
or explict travel

o Objective save
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C-F4

DATA DEFINITION: F-TSUPPLIER (cant.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comment.

010 o Transnortation supplier ID Create an implicit
tUit.

a Supplier ID
a Customer ID

D011 a Transporter ID Trigger F-TRANSP-DECON.
o Objective unit ID
o Current unit ID

012 a Objective unit ID Returned from function
a Objective save unit ID F-TRANSP-DECON.

013 a oDplav time Sent to scheduler.
i o Transport unit IDa Objective unit ID

o Type of move

C14a a Maximum request life maximum lenoth of ties
.. a request 'should remain

on the queue (C-DF2).

014b a Haulinq capacity Hauling capacity data
for each vehicle type
(C-CF3).

D14c a Mode of transportation Implicit or exolicit
travel tvoe C-DOF;.

D14d a Commodity capacity Transportation constant
(C-CF4).

0Dl4e o Supplier decision time TSUPPLIER C2 timo
(C-)FIl)

• 014f a Control decision time Controller C2 time
"(C-OFt2).

9

4,

°d
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TSUPPLIER

cl) *
PROCESS

CYCLE

Figg C-16b

[ ... .
GET PROCESS SCHEDULE

REQUEST BODY 'BEGIN

C2)REAO
SUPPORT FIND

TYPE BODY

g ~(3)6
FINO

REQUEST

READ ()REOUEST
REQUEST CHECK AGE BODY

Pa

a a

""sa) C Sb)
KEEP D3ROP

Figure C-lSa. F-TSUPPLIER generator
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PROCESS.",
BODY

From C-1Sa

0 NO o

FILL REQUEST
REQUEST TO FILL

Figý C-16c

FILL CREATE
BODY

(C) a C1't) o
FILL ROLLING

TRANSPORT STOCK

COMPUTE COMPUTE ASSIGON c:HEc ADJUST
HAUL CAP CAP NEED CARRIER PERSONNEL CAPACITY,

Figure C-16b. F-TSUPPLIER generator (continued)..
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CREATE

From C-. lb

" .. .. 5 ) a .. . . . .

NO CREATE
SYSTEMS BODY .

Fig C-16d

(IS) (17)
READ CREATE .DESTINAT N END
IflP-EXP TRANSPORT BoDy PROCESS

EXPLICIT EXPLICII IMPLICIT ROLLING TRFANSPRTD
GROUND AIR TRANSPORT STOCK OBJ STOCX OBJ

Figure C-l6c. F-TSUPPLIER generator (continued)
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END
PROCESS

From C-16c

(20) 0 (21)0a
REOUEST RUST NOT
FILLED fFILLED

ADJ
sk-SUBT- CREA~TE

QUEUE AMOUNT

FLgurs C-16d. F-TSUPPLIER generator Ccontinued)
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C-F4

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-TSUPPLIER

1. PROCESS CYCLE. Loop until either there are no more transportation
assets to fill requests or there are no more requests to fill.

2. READ SUPPORT TYPE. Read the support type (01 or 02). If the
fun:tion was triggered because of a new request, the support type is the
requested support type. If it was triggered because some assets have
become available, the support type is the asset type now available in
the transportation supplier unit.

3. FIND ROST. Loop until a current request is found or until no more
requests are found requiring the support type available.

4. READ REQUEST. Read a request from the request queue (03) for the
transportation supplier being processed. The request should be the
first one needing the support type defined in step 1. The queue is
loaded so that the highest priority requost will be read first.

5. CHECK AGE. Obtain the maximum time a rcquect should remain on a
queue by accessing D14a. The time is a function of both the support
&,pe and the echelon. If the request has bean on the queue longer than
the maximum allowable time, the request should not be filled.

6. REQUEST BODY. Determine if the requett should be filled or dropped.

a. KEEP. If the request has been on the queue less than the
maximum time, get out of the FIND-ROST loco.

b. DROP. If the request has been an the queue lonier than the
maximum time, it must be drooped. Initiate the A-DROP-RCST'111-A2t,
action for TRANSP-ROST (C-El) using 05 i Initiate the A-SUBT-QUEUE C-
A2) action for ROST-MANAGER (C-ES) using 04.

7. PROCESS BODY. Check to see if there is a request to be filled. If
so. continue with step B. If no request has been found that can be
filled by the available support, exit the process cycle loop (step 1).

S. FILL TRANSPORT. If the commodity is to be transported by a vehicle,
process steps 9 through 13.

U

9. COMPUTE HAULING CAPACITY. The support type was defined in step 1.
Get the number of vehicles of this type in the unit being processed.
Get the hauling capacity of each vehicle type in the unit from file
D14b. Compute both the volume capacity and the weight capacity.
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C-F4

F-TSUPPLIER (cant.)

10. COMPUTE CAPACITY NEEDED. Determine the hauling capacity needed tm
transport the type and quantity of 'Coamodity specified i" D3. get the
volume *eight of each commodity from Dl4d.

MOTE: The computatior in steps 9 and 10 are the same as in steps 19 and
20 in F-TCONTROL. This is a good place for a call to a common routine.

11. ASSIGN CARRIERS. Determine which carriers will be assiqned to the
mission by the following process. Largest carriers are filled first.

a. Divide the Lapacity of the largest carrier into the required
amount to am hauled.

b. Use the resultinq whole number to determine the number of
carriers of that size desired.

c. Compare the number of the carrier type desired (defined in step
lib) with the number available at the unit ano select the lower value t6
define NUMBER-OF-THIS-CARRIER-TYPE.

d. Multiply the NUMBER-OF-THIS-CARRIER-TYPE by its capacity and add
the result to TOTAL-ALLOCATED.

m. Subtract TOTAL-ALLOCATED from required amount to be'hauled to
obtain the AMOUNT-REMAINING to be hauled.

f. Divide the capacity of the next largest carrier inin the AMOUNT-
REMAINING.

a. Repeat steps 1lb throuqh 11e until the AM OUNT-REM :N-42 ÷-zall
:ero or until no more carrier types remain to be checked.

h. If AMOUNT-REMAINING is not equal to zero when all carrier types
have been checked, assign one additional o4 the hoallest carriers to tne
aission. The TOTAL-ALLOCATED is the capacitv of the transpcrter.

12. CHECK PERSONNEL. Pass the unit identification code and tne carrier,
types to be used (D6) to the personnel operations module 'see F-CHINV
(E-F4) in appendix E) in order to determine the unit's current
capability to man the carriers. The number of each personnel type is
received from this module (D7). If all carriers are not manned, receive
the number of each vehicle type that is manned.
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C-44

FFt-TPPIJft (cont.)

13. ADJUST CAPACITY. If the number of vehicles in the teepnrary nit
that can be manned is not equal to the vehicles Cosputed in step 1W,
recompute the total capacity of the temporary unit. Multiply the
capacity of each vehicle typc in the temporary unit that cannot be

a smanned by the ntaber of each type. Sebtract this accumulated tota that
ca'not be manned from TOTAL-ALLOCATED to give the new capacity of ýhe
u•'it.

14. ROLLINS STOCK. If the commodity can sove by its own power and
rolling stock is the transportation mode selected, the total all;citioncan move in the convoy without additional support.

15. NO SYSTEMS. If there ate no ey~teossor equipment, get out.

16. REAC !MP-'EXR. Read L!4c to determine whether to credt' an aill:t
unit or an explicit unit.

17. CREATE TRANSP. Perform one of the followinq procedures.|

*a :,eate an explicit temoorary grot d unit (09). Call the
routine in the host *odel that creates temporary ground units
This develops the structure. Trigger the A-OISPATCH-VEHICLE
(C-Al) action for SND-TRANSP-11 and GND-TRANSP-SPLR.

o Create an explicit temporary air vnit 48). Call the routine
in the host model tliAt coeates temporary 4ir units.
Triqger the A-5ISPA1CH-AIRCRAFT (:-A3) action faor
AIR-TR.NSP-EX ani .lk-TQANSP'-*PL•

o Crtate a tzecrl far an imolicit tvinsoort Unit 'I:ot. D141MI
* ~~a toaoorari llacatizn to za~. the wnit ~ *~~

.m not an entire unit record fore.licit use on t- P eiel
,Trigger A-CREATE-IMP-UNIT (C-427) for LRPLICIT-I-4Sr.

19. ROLLING ST•tK OBJECTVE. Def:ne the rol•ini st):v '-RS oabec C,
unit. The comaotity sucplt rolnt (e.g., suppiv ocint tOr saior en
Staems) i the transportation supplier $or rollinj ltock. Set the
objectivae unit ID (Dil) to thv customer unit I1 (0:1 and curr!?nt unit ID
011) to the supply unit 1D (03). Trigger function F-TRANSP-DECON iC-

F16) with D11. This function will adjust the objective if
decontamination as a consideration either at the current unit or at the
objective unit. The adjusted objectives are returned in 012.
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C-F4

F-TSUPPLIER (cont.)

"4 19. TRANSPORTED STOCK O3JECTIVE. Oe4ine the transported stock
objective unit. Sit the objective unit 1D (011) to the supply unit Io
(03). lot the current ueit ID (DI1) to the transportation supplier.
Trigger function F-TRANSP-DECON (C-Fi6) with D11. The adjisted
objectives a. returned in DI2.

20. RHQUIST FILLED. 14 the Capacity of the temporary unit is equal to
the desired aRount. triqger A-SUBT-OUEUE (0) to txae the reuuest off
the queue (in this Case, because the request hog been filled).

21. 12DUCST NOT FILLED. If the temolrary unit does not fill the
request, subtract the amount carried by the temporary unit fro* the

.3desired &mount on the queue. Leave the request on the queue 'so it aill
be number one PraoritV next time assets are available.

22. SCHEDUL['IIBIN. Schedule the event that triqqer0 the 1eqannanq of
a trensporter. rhis is done by a c41 to the scheduler math 01'.
tra~nsoOrtation event 4. Comoute a delay time for the scheduler to
account for the decision asking and administrative tate. If F-SUPPLIZE•
was triqgnred by a scheduled event, the delay tiee is obtained from
014e. If it 1s triqgered bv a call, the delay time is obtained bv
addinq 014e and D14f toqether.
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C F1 TYPES JnrcivFtj3 t

SUMMAR-Y This function is triggered after F-TSUPPLY has created
a temporary unit to fill a request or after F-TRANSP-

DECIDE has defined the next objective for an explicit
ground transportation unit. If defines the first
object for the transporter and triggers the movement

e process.

TRtq.;RJ;__y: Transportation dispatcher

RESIIS•1T"1, IN F-ONO-IMP-TRAVEL tC-F7)
ONO-TRANSP-I1 (C-1li

A-START-MOVE (C-A7),
A-START-TRAVEL (C-AS)

*.• Movesnt module

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DiAGRAMt

See fiqure C-0?.
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DATA I _ L!lN 3 F-DBEG-TRANSP-OND

Connection Data
Number Transflrred

01 0 Unit ID Initiates the function.
a Objective unit 1D
o Type of sove Explicit or implicit.

02a o Transporter objective

02b o Transport unit I1 Triqqers implicit travel
o Unit objective (A-START-MOVE or

A-START-TRAVEL).

D3 o Transport unit ID Triqgers the movement
*odule.

04 a Transport unit ID Triqqers F-GND-IMP-
TRAVEL.

.0

g.4

.4.

44.•
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'iii

7-BEG-

TRANSP-

DEFINE TRIGGER
OBJECTIVE BODY

EXPLICIT IMPLICIT
TRAVE~L ITRAVEL

I r r I .

TRIGGER TRIGGER TRTC F-
A-START- TRIGGER A-START- GNO-IMF-
MOUE C-A7 MOVEMENT TRUL C-AS TUL C-F7

Figure C-18. F-SEG-TRANSP-GNO generator
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C-F3

,ER.AT0RT9_DtRIPTIONs F-BES-TRANSP-GND

1. DEFINE OBJECTIVE. Define the qround transportation unit objective.,
Set the transporter objective (02a) equal to the current location of the
objective unit on Dl.

2. EXPLICIT TRAVEL. If the travel mode is explicit, define the
objective and trigger the A-START-MOVE action :n GND-TRANSP-EX usinq 02.

SPass'control of the transporter (OZ) to the movement module where routes
and speed-will be computed.

3. IMPLICIT TRAVEL. If the travel lode is implicit, triqqer the A-
START-ThAVEL action (D2b) for GND-TRANSP-EX. Triqger the function F-

GNDO-rP-TRAVEL using 04. This will compute the delay time needed to
simulate the move.
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C-F6

C4-F F-BES-TRANSP-AIR TYPEs Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function i triggered after F-TSUPPLY has created
a temporary uni to fill , request or after F-TRANSP-
DECIDE has defi ed the next objective for a
transporter. It defines the objective for an explicit
air transpertat on unit and triggers the flight
process.

TRIGGERED BY: Transport tion dispatcher

RE•.A T.NjN: F-AIR-IMP -TRAVEL (C-FI)
AIR-TRANS :-EX (C-E2)

A-START-FLIGHT (C-AlO)
A-START-TRAVEL (C-AS)

Air modul

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See figure C-19.
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DATA DEFINITION: F-BEG-TRANSP-AIR

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments .

01 o Unit ID Initiates the function.
a Objective unit ID
a Type of move Explicit or implicit.

02a o Transporter ob:.a

D2b' a Transport unit ID Triqqers implicit
o Unit objective travel.

03 o Transport unit I1 Trigqers the air module.

04 o Air unit I1 Triqqers F-AIR-I.MP-
TRAVEL.
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P-BEG-,H"

TRANSP-
AIR

I ' .

DEFINE TRIGGER
OBJECTIUE BODY

ca) o.C3) 0
EXPLICIT IMPLICIT
TRAVEL TRANSPORT

TRIGGER TRIGGER TRIGGER TRIG F-
A-START- AIR A-START- AIR-IMP-
FLT C-AlO MODULE TRUL C-AS TRUL C-FB

Figure C-20. F-BEG-TRANSP-AIR generator
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C-F6

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-BEG-TRANSP-AIR

1. DEFINE OBJECTIVE. Define the air transportation unit objective.
Set the objective (D2a) equal to the current location of the objective
unit on D1.

2. EXPLICIT TRAVEL. If explicit travel, trigger the A-START-FLIGHT
action for AIR-TRANSP-EX to set objective. 'Pass control of the
transporter (D3) to the air module where routes and speed will be
completed.

3. IMPLICIT TRANSPORTATION. If implicit transportation. triqger the A-
START-TRAVEL action (D2b) for AIR-TRANSP-EX. Trigger the function F-
AIR-IMP-TRAVEL with D4. This will compute a delay time to aove the
flight.

C7

P
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C-F7 F-GND-IMP-TRAVEL TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function is triggered after an explicit unit has
selected implicit travel and computes a delay time
corresponding to the time of a move from the current
transporter unit location to an objecti~ye. An end of
delay event is set.

TRIGGERED DY: F-DEG-TRANSP-GND (C-FS)

RESULTING IN: F-ATOBJ-GND (C-FIO) Scheduled

SYSTEI SPECIFICATION DIAGRAMl:

See figure C-21.
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IF-EG - GROUND-
RA3P- OND IITMNSP -EX

C- I C-El

F-GND- IMPI

DIF 4-TRAVEL

SF-ATOBI
(3 I-GNDI

SCHEDULER 3aulu.u~4I

Pqm C -21. F -GND -IMP -TRAVEL SSD
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C-F7

DATA MLýFNITION: F-_No .INP-TRAY1F.

Connection Data
Number Tronfosrred , ContL4 -

a1 # ground unit 1D Triliers this function.

12 o around unit objective ground transporter.
e ground vehicle type
a Current 4, 1 locatian
o Travel flaq Indicates implicit or

eoelic~t travel.

03a 0 Unit 1D Schedule delay.

01b a Delay time

04a o Movement rate Implicit movement rates
(C-DF6).

DO4b 0 Day!niqht Weather data.
o Dry/let
o Suamer/winter
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ii iii

IMF-

TRAVEL

(1) '(2)
GET DEFINE DEFINE COMPUTE (7)

UNIT I0 OBJECTIVE M-RATE BODY SCHEDULE,

(3) C4)F (9)C)
DEFINE GET COMlPUTE COMPUTE

oAPArETRS9 RATES DISTNCE TIME

Figure C-22. F-WNO-flP-TRAVEL goelratoa"
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P~~~~RIFiION: F-OND-IMP-T RAVjE

1. 6ET UNIT ID. Read the unit ID fro* the DI file.

2. DEFINE OBJECTIVE. Determine the 1, Y objective location by checking
the state vector of the transporter unit.

3. DEFINE PARAMETERS. Define the parameters necessary to determine the
movement rate for this leq of the journeys

a. Vehicle type (defined on 92)

b. Environmental conditions (D4b)o

a Day/Niqht
o Rain or Snow/Dry
0 Sudmer/Winter

There will be a set of these data for each theater played.

4. SET RATES. Get the movement rate from D4a usinq the parameters
defined in step 3. The rate is an averaqe straight line soveeRnt rate
givan in meters per minute.

5. CNFNUTE DISTANCE. Compute the straiqht line distance to be moved.
Both the current location and the objective location are obtained in the
state vector check (921. The distance is

6. COMPUTE ftPM. Co,,uto t¶i t:is nolled to love -1v lultvalo vin týa
to /laont rat e t : g I itA ::t

7. SCHEDULI. Schedule the F-4T0&J-iMD function using (D~a) and the
deuay tise (01b) colouted in %te: S.
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C-FJ

C-F9 F-AIR-IMP-TRAYEL TYPE[ Interactive Function

SUtMARY.I This function is triggered after an explicit fliqht
selects implicit travel and computes a delay time
corresponding to the time to fly from the current
transporter unit location to an objective. An end of
delay event is set.

TiR GQERj~j F-BEG-TRANSP-AIR (C-F&)

4 RESULTIN_ IN: F-ATOJ-AIR (C-FIi) Scheduled

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAPI:

See figure C-2:.

I
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DATA DEFINITIONt F-AIR-IMP-TRAVEL

Connection Data

Nua._ALCTr ansferre. al om._nt-

Do • Air unit ID Triggers this function.

S2 a Air unit objective
o Aircraft type
a Current X. Y location
* Travel flag Indicates implicit or

explicit travel.

D3a o Unit ID Schedule delay.

031 a Delay time

04a a Movement rate Implicit movement rates
(C-OF6).

"".
"D4b a Day/night Weather data.

"a Visibility

d'.

-.9

0',

m.5
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IMF-

I -#' I R-
S.. .... . |~~Ill t'-i t t i

TRAVJEL

(1) GlET DEFINE DEFINE COMPUTE (7)
UNIT 1D OBJECTIVE fl-RATE BODY SCHEDULE

SI

(3) (5) (5)
DEFINE (C) GET COMPUTE COMPUTE

PARAMIETRS RATES DISTANCE TIME

Figure C-24. F-AIR-IMP-TRAVEL generator
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-AIR-IMP-TRAVEL

1. SET UNIT 1D. Read the unit ID from the DI/D2 file.

2. DEFINE OBJECTIVE. Determine the X, Y objective location by checking
the state vector'of the transporter unit.

3. DEFINE PARAMETERS. Define the parameters necesary to determine the
flight rate for this movement leq. The parameters are as follows:

a. Aircraft type (defined on 52)

b. Day/night (D4b)

S€c. Visibility (D4b)

There will be a set of these data for each theater-played.

4. GET RATES. Get the fliaht rate fiom D4a using the parameters
defined in step 3. The rate is an average straight-line flight rate
given in meters per minute.

i 5. COMPUTE DISTANCE. Compute the straight-line distance to be moved.
Both the current location and the objective location are obtained in the

0 state vector check (C2). The distance then is:

DIST U (XCuR " X.OW) 2 + (Yeuxod"? " Y-ew)

6. COMPUTE TIME. Comoute the time to fly by multiplving the fjlioht
rate by the distance (DOb).

7. SCHEDULE. Schedule the F-ATOBJ-AIR function usino ODa and' the delav
time computed in 6 (DOb).

P-
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C-F9
C-F9 F-REDIRECT TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function is triggered by either the movement
module or the air module to check the transport unit's
current objective unit location. A transportation
unit (ground or air) travels along a movement path in
"short segments. F-REDIRECT is triggered before each
new segment. A transportation unit's current
objective may be changed in two ways:

1. The objective location may be changed by the gamer
by entering new objective coordinates.

2. The objective can be chanqed automatically if
the destination is a unit and that unit moves.

TRIGGERED BY: Movement module Air module
Gamer

RE-SULTING.I.If: GD-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
AIR-TRANS-EX (C-E2)

A-REDIRECT (C-AS)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See figure C-25.
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C-F9

.ATA DEFINITION: F-RE.DIRECT

Connection Data
Number Transferred Coammntl

O0 a Transport unit ID Unfiltered data.
o Objective unit ID
o Supplier or customer ID

Dl o Input type flag Filtered data.
o Transport unit ID
o Objective unit ID

S2 o Objective urit location Destination unit.

D3 o New transporter Written to transporter.
objective unit ID

o New transporter, objective location
o Flag indicating gamer or model
o Supplier or customer objective

S4 o Objective unit ID
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C-49

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-REDIRECT

1. READ FILE. Read file Dl.

2. CHECK FLAB. Check the flag to determine if the activator is fro*
the gamer or from the model. The flag values are as follows:

o I a A model-generated :all

a 2 A gamer-genertead change to the objective custoaer ID

o 3 a A gamer-generated change to the objective supplier ID

3. GAMER-SENERATED. If this function is initiated'by a =aaer. th
objective unit ID is the objective unit ID read in DI.

4. MODEL-GENERATED. If this function is initiated by the model, he
objective unit ID is obtained by a state vector check (S4).

5. DEFINE LOCATION. Using the objective unit ID described in eit er
steop 3 or 4, obtain the objective unit's current location (S2).

6. GROUND TRANSP. Trigger A-REDIRECT action for a SND-TRANSP-EX. Pass
the parameters defined above and set a flag to indicate whether th s was
a gamer- or model-activated call (D3).

7. AIR TRANSP. Trigger A-REDIRECT action for an AIR-TRANSP-EX. Pass
the parameters defined above and set a flag to indicate whether this was
a gamer- or model-activated call (03).
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C-Fl F-ATOBJ-GND TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function is triggered whenever an explicit
ground traniport unit reaches its objective. The
movement module has an implied end-of-move action.'
Anytime an end-of-move is completed and the transport
unit is at its objective or the implicit travel mode
c mpletes a cycle, this function is triggered through
the transportation dispatcher. The unit can be
t'raveling either in the e.;li~ t :.a ;r ;:;a........
mode. A check is made to ensure the transporter is
either at its home, customer, or supplier. The next
action in the transporter's work life is tri;ger;d.

TRIGGERED BY: Transportation dispatcher:
o via movement modulo
o following an implicit travel cycla

RESULTING IN: F-TRANSF-PM (C-F12)
OND-TRANSP-EX tC-EI)

A-END-TRAVEL (C-A6)
F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D-F12) Supply
F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER (D-F17) Su;Cli
F-DISPER (E-FZ) Personnel
F-LOADPER (E-Fi4C Personnel

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See figure 0-27.
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C! -FI

DATA DIFINITIONs F!ATq3J-BNO

Connection Data
4 Juokvr Tr on s..Ar! r @d Codster .

31 • Transport unit 1D Triggers function.

12 o Current unit I0 Transporter state
o Objective unit I0 vector.
o Custoser unit ID
a Supplier unit I0
* Parent unit 1D
o T-CON unit 10
a Objective save unit ID
o POPP status

03 o Transport unit ID, Siqnals the arrival of a
transporter.

04 o Obj•ctive unit ID Triggers A•EN-TRAV£E .
a nOPP status of transportF

'1

'%

0**',
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-ATO3J-GND

1. VERIFY ODJECTIVE. Read file 01. Perform a check to determine the
identification of all friondly units within the area. (Notes This
depends on the computer functions available within an area defined as
3,000 meters or less.) Using the objective unit I0 obtained in 92,
compare the objective unit ID to the list of friendl-y units in the area
defined in 92 to verify that the transporter is in the correct location.
If the objective unit I0 is not on the list of friendlv units, return to
the move sequence.

2. DETERMINE LOCATION. Using data obtained in 92, determine whether
the transporter has arrived at the parent unit, the customer, the
supplier, or the decon unit.

3., UPDATE TRANSPORT. Trigger A-END-.TRAVEL for GND-TRANSP-EX with D4 to
update the transporter's location and MOPP status.

4. HOME. If the transporter is at the parent unit, triqqer an F-
TRANSP-PM with 03 to schedule PM.

5. NON-PERSONNEL CUSTOMER. If the transporter is at the customer unit
and not carrying personnel, trigger the supply module function F-ARRIVE-
CUSTOMER (03).

6. PERSONNEL REPLACEMENT CUSTOMER. If the transOorter is at the
customer and is carrying personnel, trigger the personnel replacement'
module function F-DISPER (03).

7. NON-PERSONNEL SUPPLIER. If the transoorter is at the su plitr unlt
and is not pickinq up Oersonnel, trigger the suOplV module ;uncti;n F-

C ~ARR!IVE-SUPPLIER (0:).

9S. PERSONNEL REPLACEMENT SUPPLIER. If the transporter is at the
supplier unit and is ptckinq up personnel, triqqet the ,oerscenel
replacement module function F-LOASPER (D14).

9. DECON UNIT. If the objective save unit ID (92) is not eoual to
zero, the unit has been diverted to a decon unit. Trigger the function
F.DECISION (H-FI) in the decon module to determine if the transporter
needs to be decontaminated. If it does, it will be added to the decon
unit's customer queue.
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C-FIl F-AT•9J-AIR TYPEs Interactive Function

qI1M[4AB21 This function is triggered anytime an explicit air
transporter unit reaches its objective. The air
*Odult has an implied end-of-4light action. Anytime
an end-of-flight is completed and the transporter is
at its objective, or when the implicit travel mode
completes a cycle, this function 'is triggered by the
dispatcher. The unit can be traveling either in the
explicit llint Baoe or tne Iap,4a1c tra•o! a&i.
A check is made to ensure the transporter is either at
its home, customer, or supplier. The next action in
,the transporter's work li;e is triggered.

TRIGGERED BY: Transportation dizpatcmer:
0 via air module
o following an implicit travel :y:le

RESULTING INs F-TRANSP-P" (C-F12)
F*ARRIYE-SUPPLIER (0-91.:) •:

F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER ID-cl7) Su;pl.
F-DISPER (E-F") Personnel
F-LOADPER (E-F14) Personnel

AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)
A-EN0-TRAVEL (C-A6)
A-ENO-UNLOAD (C-A12)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAMt

See figure C-29.
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C41

DATA DEFINITIONs F-ATOBJ-AIR

Connection DataNumber Transferred Commen~tl._ ..

DI o Transportation unit 10 Triggers function.

'S2 o Objective unit ID Transporter state
o Customer unit ID vector.
SSupplier unit ID
o Parent unit 10
o "OPP status

D3 o Transport unit ID Signals arrival of a
transporter.

04 o Objective unit ID Triggers A-END-TRAVEL.
o NOPP status of transport

05 o Terrain data

C-II0



F-ATODJ
-AIR

VERIFY DETERMINE UPDATE RESPONSE
OBJECTIVE LOCATION TRANSPORT

Fig C-30b Fig C-30c

C3) N') SUPPLIER
HorME CUSTOMER

Figure C-30a. F-ATOBJ-AIR generator
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L USTOI1ER

From C-30.

CS) LAND
AIRDROP 10 EL IU ER Y

ROTARY FIXED
WING WINGIIN

C5), TRIGGER (9)
IHELICOP R END LOCATE STRIPT I

LAND UNLOAD STRIP BODY

C7)0 a) 0 0

PERSONNEL OTHER CIO) LAND3
4SUPPLY SUPPLY REROUTE BODY

C11) TRIGGER
LAND SUPPLY

, PERSONNEL OTHER

'.5 UFPLY SUPPLY

Figure C-nib. F-ATOBJ-AIR generator (continued)
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SUPPLIER

From C-30

LOAD

FIXED a 0
HELICOPTR WING LOAD (IS) NO

LAND SEARCH AIRCRAFT LOAD

LOCATE STRIP LOAD LOAD
STRIP BODY COMrlODITY PERSONNEL

(10) C 13)
REROUTE FIXED

WING LAND1,
I

Figure C-30c. F-ATOBJ-AIR generator (continued)
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C-FUI

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-ATOBJ-AIR

1. VERIFY OBJECTIVEt Read file 01. Perform a check to determine the
identification of all friendly units within the area. (Note: This
depends on the computer functions available within an area defined as
3,000 meters or less.) Compare the objective unit ID obtained in S2
with entries on the list of friendly units in the area defined in S2 to
verify the transporter is in the correct location. If the objective
unit ID is not on the list of friendly units, return to the fly sequence v

(air module).

2a. DETERMINE LOCATION. Using data obtained in S2, determine whether
the transporter has arrived at the parent unit, the customer, or the
;'applier.

2b. UPDATE TRANSPORT. Trigger A-END-TRAVEL for GND-TRANSP-EX with D4
to update the transporter's location. If the unit is to land, update
the MOPP status. The MOPP of the transporter is compared with the MOPP
of the objective unit and is set to the higher level.

3. HOME. If the transporter is at the parent unit,, trigger F-TRANSP-PM
with D3 to schedule PM. So to the end of this function.

4. CUSTOMER. If the transporter is at a customer unit, continue with
steps 5 through 11. If it is at a supplier, go to the supplier process
(step 12).

5. AIRDROP. If the customer is to receive the commodity by airdrop,
trigger the A-END-UNLOAD action using (D3). The commodity could be any
supply class or personnel. No time delay will be added to unload the
commodity.

6. HELICOPTER LAND. If the customer is to receive the commodity by
having a helicopter land at the customer location, set the speed and
altitude to zero. Add the flight Ounit* to the unit occuoancv list of
the grid/hex involved. Assume a helicopter can always find a place to
land inside the grid size played in a corps model.

7. PERSONNEL SUPPLY. If the transport aircraft has landed and is
carrying personnel, trigger the personnel replacement module function F-
DISPER (D3). So to the end of this function.

S. OTHER SUPPLY. If the transport aircraft has landed and is carrying
any commodity other than personnel, trigger the supply module function
F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D3).
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F-ATOBJ-AIR (cont.)

9. LOCATE STRIP. Determine if the aircraft can iand in the specified
"area. A simple ap;roach should be taken. There will be very few
landing strips available in a corps area. Check a list of these
airstrips to see if the aircraft is in a grid that is defined as flat
and unforisted (1S); if so, allow the aircraft to land.

10. REROUTE. If no landing area is available, reroute the aircraft.
(This situation should not happen unless the airstrip has been destroyed
because the aircraft wouuld have checked for a landing area before
taking off.) Redefine the aircraft objective as its hooe airfield and
trigger the air module.

11. FIXED WING LANDING (CUSTOMER). If the customer is receiving the
commodity by having an FW aircraft land at the customer location, set
the speed and altitude to zero. Add the flight "unit" to the unit
occupancy list of the grid/hex involved and repeat steps 7 and S..

12. HELICOPTER LANDING (SUPPLIER). Set the helicopter's speed and
altitude to zero. Add tha flight *unit" to the unit occupancy list of
the grid/hex involved and proceed to step 14.

13. FIXED WING LANDING (SUPPLIER). Set the speed and altitude to zero.
Add the flight *unit* to the unit occupancy list of the grid/hex
involved. Repeat'steps 9 and 10 and continue.

14. LOAD AIRCRAFT. If the transport aircraft is at the supplier and
picking up personnel, trigger the personnel replacement module +unction
F-LOADPER (D14). If the transport aircraft is at the suoplier and
picking up a commodity other than personnel, trigger the sunolv module
function F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D0).

15. NO LOAD. If the aircraft is rerouted, do not perform a load
action.
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C41l2 F-TRANSP-PM TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function is called whem a transportation
mission ends. A delay is calculated to represent the
total time between the vehicle/aircraft's arrival
at home and the time it would be available for another
mission. The delay time includes time to perform
preventive maintenance plus any other pertinent time.

TRIGGERED BY: F-ATOBJ-GND (C-F10)
F-ATOBJ-AIR (C-FII)

RE.SULT•ING TI.N: GND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)

A-BEGIN-PM (C-A?)
F-TRANSP-RETURN (C-F17) Scheduled

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See figure C-31.
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C-F1SINP-E RA3-E
F-ATOBJ-AMRCE
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FIgure C -31. F -TRANSP - IM SSD
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oDAA_DJfINfLQ:s ATO3J-AIR

Connection Data
Nusber Trinsforred Coa eMt I

11 a Transport unit 10 Triggers function.

52 o Vehicle types

03 a Delay tice Sent to scheduler.

04 a Transport unit 10 Reeuired by transporter.
o Transport suopp;er I0 parent and scheduler.

(Transoorter ;arent unit ID)

05 a Transport unit 10 Triggers A-BE6IN-Pfl.
o Flaq indicating action

04 o Delay time for each PM data file.
Vehicle/aircraft type
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TRANUP-P

(1) DEF (2) GET (3)
RANSP DELAY SCHEDULE
TYPE TIME DELAY

Figure C-32. F-TRANSP-PfI enerator
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SENrMRATOR .JS1R MP1J.O3 F-TRANSP-PM

I. DEFINE TRANSPORT TYPE. Determine the types of vehicles (S2) in the
transport unit. A convoy or flight can contain several types of trucks
wr aircraft.

2. SET DELAY TIME. lot the delay tieU (04) for each vehicle found in
step I. The delay time on file will be,& function of vehicle type only.
The delay time that is the greatest for any of the vehicle types (92)
wull be used •04).

3. SCHEDULE DELAY. Set an event using the delay time 403) defined in
step 2. Trigger A-BESBN-P" with 05 for either 6ND-TRANSP-EX or AIR-
TRANFP-EX. After the delay has elasped. 04 will trigger the action to
rejoin the transporter unit and the parent.

C-2
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.C4F3 F-SPLIT-CK TYPE: Interactive Function

S•.MARY This function determines whether a ground transport
"unit should split at a supply point or remain as one
unit. The supply module passes the amount of supplies
that cannot be loaded. This function decides whether
the convoy should split to go to the next supply
point or home. If so, a new convoy is created using
assets from the original transporter.

TR.U!SERg .•. F-TU-DECISION, (04Pl5) SupplI

RESULT-INS INs F-DEB-TRANSP-SND (C-FS)
GND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)

A-SPLIT (C-A17)
A-DISPATCH-VEHICLE (C-A•,)

Set supply action flag

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See figure C-3:.
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C4F13

DATA DEFINITION: F-SPLIT-CK

U

Connection Data
Number Transferred Colments.

DiS o Transporter ID Received from supply.
a Amount and type that

cannot be loaded on vehicle
o 0 or next supply point

aOb o Volume to be hauled Calculated using Dia
o Hauling capacity in step 1.

D2 a Transporter ID Original transporter.
o New transporter ID
o Flag indicating action

oD3 Transporter ID New transporter.
o Parent ID
o Transport supplier ID

- 04 o XY coordinates Current parent location.

05 o X,Y coordinates Customer location.

06 a Unit ID Triggers F-BEG-TRANSP-
o Objective unit ID 6NO.
o Type of move exolict or implicit.

07 o Transporter ID Passed back to upoply.
o Supply action flag:

I u Load available - Drop "can't fill"
2 z Load aiailabie - Put *can't fill' in aueue
1 2 No load

"D8 o Action to be taken Split decision table
. OV transporter (C-CC6).

b4

, D9a o Minimum convoy Minimum transport size
(C-DF8).

09b o Hauling capacity Hauling capacity
(C-DF3).

D9c o Commodity Capacity Commodity measure
(C-OF4).

SlO o Convoy vehicle tyoe Transporter.

o Quantity requested
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F-
SPLIT-CX

Trso C3b

DEFINE TRIGGER SPLIT ACTIOrN LOAD
PARARIS Ca BODY BODY AVAILABL.E]

GENERATE TU TRIGGER
SPLIT SUPPLY

'C3). C4t)
CREATE ADJUST PROCEED WAIT
CONVOY REQUEST

C5) a (7)NEXITo
PROCEED SUPPLY
HOME POINT

I ~Figure C-34fa. F-SPLIT-CX generator
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S (1)
3EFINE
PARAMS

From C-34a

Cla) (ib) Cic) Cld)
SUPPLY LAST SPLY SPLY MINIMUM

CLASS. POINT POINT AlT AMOUNT

Figure C-3ib. F-SPLIT-CK generator Ccontinued)
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-SPLIT-CK

1. DEFINE PARAMETERS. Receive the prompt 01 from the transportation
dispatcher. Obtain the parameters necessary to determine the action a
ground transporter should take after arriving at the supplier (09).' Tie
parameters are used to answer the following questions:

a. What is the supply class (Dla)

b. Last supply point flag (01a)

c. Does the supplier have all the commodity needed, part of the
commodity needed, none of the commodity needed? (Dla)

J. If the supplier does not have all of the commodity, is the
amount remaining greater that the minimum amount for a convoy?

Compute the minimum that can be transported by multiplying minimum
convoy size (9a) by hauling capacity (9b) to obtain the hauling capacity
of the convoy.

Calculate the volume of the amount available at the supply point., by..
subtracting the amount not available (01) from the amount requested
(SIO) and multiplying the result by the commodity volume (D9c). Compare
this minimum with the hauling capacity computed above.

2. TRIGGER C2. Trigger a call to F-COMMANDER using the parameters
defined in step 1. The resulting response is returned in DS.

3. CREATE CONVOY. Call the routine that creates a temporary unit.
Create a new temporary ground transport. If the unit is a around unit,
trigger the A-DISPATCH-VEHICLE action for the GND-TRANSP-E( to :reate a
new transporter (03). For this call, the original arriving transoorter
becomes the transportation supplier. Therefore, assets are subtracted
from this transporter and added to the newly created transoorter. This
is accomplished by triggering the A-SPLIT action for the original GND-
TRANSP-EX using 02. A

4. ADJUST REQUEST. Trigger the A-SPLIT action (03) for entity GND-
TRANSP-EX. This will adjust the supplies to be hauled by each
transporter. 4

5. GENERATE ACTION. Loop for each transport unit. If the unit has not
been split, loop only once. If it has been split, loop for the original
unit and for tUe newly created transporter.
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F-SPLIT-CK (cant.)

4. PROCEED HOME. If either the original transport unit or the newly
created unit is to proceed hoae, get the current location of the parent
unit (D4).

7. NEXT SUPPLY POINT. If either the original transport unit or the
newly created unit is to proceed to the next supply point, get the
current location of the next supply point 0D5). The uply point was
passed from supply i&i).

9. TRISGER MOVEMENT. Trigger function F-BEG-TRANSP-END to initiate a
move for the transporter (06).

9. WAIT. A convoy :an be told to wait. The wait can occur while
supplies are being loaded or because supplies are not available.

10. TRIGGER SUPPLY. Set the flag to be returned to suoply. The
possible settings are:

a. Load available, drop *can't fill."

b. Load available, put *can't fill" in queue.

Sc. No load.
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9-F 14 F-SCHED-IMP-TRANSP TYPE: In or.ctVe. Function

SUMMARY: This function schedules implicit tr nsportation. It
-. is triggered when a mission is assi ned and implicit

tranportation is selected. The transporter will
always be scheduled to move from parent to supplier to
customer to parent. The stationery (e.g., loading
time, unloading time) and movement limes for the.
journey are determined and a delay triad for each leg
is calculated. The function will r schedule itself
after the initial task assignment a d will continue
to do so until the transporter ratu ns to the parent.

T•RJI.E.RED. DY: Transportation.dispatcher

RESULTIN__IN: IMPLICIT TRANSP (C-EZ)
A-START-TRANSIT (C-AIS)
"A-END-IMP-UNIT (C-A28) Scheduled
A-IMP-LV-SPLR (C-A19) Scheduled
A-IMP-LV-CUSTOMER (C-AIS) Scheduled

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See figure C-35.
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Figure C - 35. F - SCHED - IMP - TRANSP SSD
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DATA DEFINITION: F-SCHED-IMP-TRANSP

Connection Data
Nj ber Transfered Comments

01 a Unit record ID

02 a Implicit unit record Implicit unit (C-DF9).

03 a Delay time Stationary delay
(C-DFIO).

S4 o Unit status flaq Implicit transporter.

S5 o Objective location Parent/customer/supplier

06 o Unit 1D Trigqer START-TRANSIT.
o Unit objective

07 o Unit ID Scheduier.
o Delay time

0a o Novement rate Implicit move (C-DF6).
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F-SCHED
-IMfP

-TRANSP

Fig C-36b

cl) C2) ACT ION
READ CHECX COMlPUTE & SCHED

INFORM1ATN STATUS DELAY E PART

C3) NL)
STAT IONRY MOVUE

DELAY DELAY

Figure C-36A. F-SCHED-IIIP-TRANSP generator.
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-SCHED-|lP-TRANSP

1. READ. Read 01. This triqqer% the function. Riad 02. This data
file contains the record describlnq the Implicit unit of interest.

2. CHECK STATUS. Check the curremt status of the transporter (S4).
The unit status can bee

o 0 a at parent ready for missloo
o I at supphq'
o 2 a at customer
o 3 a at parent with mission complete

3. STATIONARY DELAY. Got the stationary delay ties from 03.

'4. MOVE DELAY. Deterrdne the next objective. The curre,,t location of
the unit i's determined by step S. The unit will go from parent to
supplier to customer to oarent in turn. Bet the objective unit location
fros S3. Compute the distance from the tranporter's current location
(34) to the objective location. Determine the vehicle type in the unit
(S4). Get the iaplicit sovemint rate for the vehicle type (D0). Use
this sovement rate and the distance computed above to compute a movement
times.

5. START. When the *transporter is at the parent and ready for a
mission, triqger the A-START-TRANSIT action for I[PLICIT-TRANSp (C-E31
usinq 04 to move the unit to the supplier.

6. LEAVE SUPPLIEP. When the transporter is at the supplier, trigger
the A-IMP-LV-SPLR acticn +or IlMPLICIT-TRAMSP (C-13) usinqD6. this will
end an imolicit travel leo. load the commodity, and start tne aove.

"LEA',E •USVOnER. o) the transoorter is at tre customer. trliaor
the A-|MP-L'V-CUSTGME9 iction for IMPLICIT-TRANSP (C-E;) using oo. This
will unload the commodity and beqin the move back to the parent unit.

3. LAST LEG. Il tre 1l4t 4ove was to the parent, trigger the A-EN•-
IMlP-UNIT (C-A28) action for IIIPLICT-TRANSP to delete the temporary unit.

9. SCHEDULE. Add the stationary delay and the movement delay to
determine total implicit delay time. Schedule the next implicit lg
(07). Trigger the next A-START-TRANSIT action for IMPLICIT-TRANSP .(C-
E3) usinq 06.

C-l,3
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C-I M E I ~TYPEt LIpjr. .vact ... Function

SUMMARYt This function is triggered when a transporter has
reached a key point in the mission and needs to make
a decision about what to do next. A rolling stock
mission will end at the customer.

TP11LIE. Y_8 Transportation dispatcher frost
F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D-F12) Supply
F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER (D-F17) Supply

F-DISPER (E-F3) Personnel
F-LOADPER (E-FI4) Personnel

RESUL•TING IN SND-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
A-RECEIVE-VEHICLE (C-A2)

AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)
A-RECEIVE-AIRCRAFT (C-A)

F-DEG-TRANSP-GND (C-F5) Scheduled
F-BEG-TRANSP-AIR (C-F6) Scheduled

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAMi

See figure C-37.
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PERSONNEL SUPPLY
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"DATA DEFINITIONt F-TRANSP-DECIDE

Connection Data
Number Transferred Com0ents

Ol a Transporter ID Triggers function.

52 o Current unit ID Transporter state
a Customer unit ID vector.
o Supplier unit ID
o Parent unit 1D
o Current unit location
o Novement type

D3 o Transport type Triqgers F-COMMANDER.
o Current location

(supplier or customer)
o Current location echelon
o Parent echelon

D4 o Next move response Go hose/go to custoaer/
check back/haul (C-CC7).

05 D Unit 1D Sent to scheduler.
o Objective unit ID
o Type of move Implicit or explicit.

0a • Transporter I0 Trigger A-RECEIVE-
o Action VEHICLE or A-RECEIVE-

A[RCRAFf.
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Figure C-38. F-TRANSP-DECIDE generator
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-TRANSP-DECIDE

1. READ INPUT. Read the transporter ID to be processed from DI.

2. TRANSPORT. I; the transporter is not rolling stock, or if it is
rolling stock not yet at the customer unit, continue processing.

3. DEFINE PARAMETERS. Define the parameters necessary to determine the
next move.

4. MAKE DECISION. Using the parameters defined in step 3, access
TRANSP-NEXT-MOVE (C-CC7). The response is returned in 04.

5. CHECK BACK HAUL FILE. If the vehicle is a type that can haul both
ways, the back haul file is checked. This allows for missions such as
HETs hauling tanks needing repair back to a repair site.

&. GO TO CUSTOMER. If the response is for the transporter to move to
the customer, set the objective unit I0 (05) to the customer unit ID
(02). Set the type of move (05) to the movement type (02).

7. 60 HOME. If the response is for the transporter to return to the,
parent unit, set the objective unit ID (D5) to the parent unit ID (02).
Set the type of move (05) to the movement type (02).

9. SCHEDULE GROUND. Schedule an event using D! to trigger function F-
DEG-TRANSP-GND. This will initiate the move for the ground convoy. No
delay time is needed.

9. SCHEDULE AIR. Schedule an event using 05 to triager function F-BEG-
TRANSP-AIR. This will initiate the move for the fliqht or aircraft. Ac
delay is needed.

10. ROLLING STOCK CUSTOMER. If a rolling stock transporter is at the
customer unit,, the mission is over. When this call is made. t1he stock
has been subtracted out of the transporter. Trioqer the A-RECEIVE-
VEHICLE action for GNO-TRANSP-EX (C-El) or the A-RECE!VE-AIRCRAFT action
for AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2) using 05. This will end the transoort.
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C-F16 F-TRANSP-DECON TYPE# Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function is triggered by either F-TSUPPLIER,
when it is setting up a ground convoy, or F-DONE-
DECON, to determine whether a ground transporter needs
to go thrugh decontamination while delivering
commodities.

TRIGG 91-010 F-TSUPPLIER (C-F4)
F-DONE-DECON t#-24) decan

RESULTI!N16-1N1 Definition of the objective unit and any
intermediate decon objective (if necessary).,

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See figure C-39.
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DATA DEFINITION: F-TRANSP-DECON

Connection Data
. ,,Number -'Transferred Ceoments ..

DI a Transporter ID Triggers function.
o Objective unit ID Current location unit or
o Current unit ID next location unit.

S2 o 'ransp decon flag Leaving and entering
0 a no decon decon.
I a decon, when leaving
2 a decon while entering

o Decon unit ID
o IOPP status

D3 o Objective unit ID Parameters returned to
o Objective save unit ID triggering function.
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Figure C-40. F-TRANSP-DECON generator
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gENERATOR DESCRIPTION. F-TRANSP-DECON

1. READ INPUT. Read the transporter ID, its current location, and its
next objective in D1.

2. CURRENT IN MOPP. The current 'location unit's NOPP status is
checked. If the transporter is just beginning a eission, the current
location would be the parent unit location; otherwise it would be' the
supplier, customer, or a decon unit location.

3. CURRENT DECON ON. If the unit where the transporter is currently
located has its transport decon' flag (92) on, set the objective save

unit ID (03) to the objective unit ID (DI). Set the objective unit ID
(Q3) to the decon unit ID (S2).

4. CURRENT DECON OFF. If the unit where the transporter is currently
located has its transport decon flag (S2) off, set the objective unit ID
(03) to the objective unit ID (Dl). Leave the objective save unit ID
(03) blank or zero.

5. CURRENT NOT MOPP. If the current location unit's MOPP status shows
the unit is not in MOPP, then the unit that the transporter is movi'ng to
must be checked also.

6. OBJECTIVE DECON ON. Determine if the transporter's objective unit
has the transo decon flag on by checking S2.

7. OBJECTIVE NOT MOPP. If the objective unit is not in MOPP (S2). the
transporter entering the unit must be checked for cbntaminat,.or. Set
the objective unit ID (0D) to the decon unit ID (S2). Set the objective
save unit ID (D3) to objective unit ID (DI).

8. OBJECTIVE I11 MOPP. If the objective unit is in MOPP (32), ,t is
senseless to decon a transport before entering a contam'inated unit. Set
the objective unit ID (Df3) to the objective unit ID (DI). Leave the
objective save unit ID (D3) set to zero.

9. OBJECTIVE DECON OFF. If the objective unit does not have the
transport decon flag (S2) set, then no decon is necessary before.
entering this unit. Set the objective unit ID (D3) to the objective
unit ID (Di). Leave the save unit ID (03) set to zero.
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i F-TRANSP-RETURN TYPEs Interactivi Function

SUMMARY This function is triggered when a transporter has
completed a mission and the maintenance delay (PH) is
finished. The equipment from the temporary unit is
transferred ,back to the parent unit and the temporary
transport unit is deleted.

TRIGGERED BY: Transportation dispatcher
via F-TRANSP-PM (C-F12)

RESULTING INs, ONO-TRANSP-EX (C-El)
6ND-TRANSP-SPLR (C-E7)

A-RECEIVE-VEHICLE (C-A2)
AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)
AIR-TRANSP-SPLR (C-E6)

A-RECEIVE-AIRCRAFT (C-A4)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See figure C-41.
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C-F 17

OAT_•_f _NITLQht F-TRANSP-RETURN

Connection Data
_umber Transferred Ccl,!lt!

0l a Transport unit 10 Triggers function
o Transport supplier 10

02 a Transport urit ID' Triqqers A-RECEIVE-
a Equipment tvpe VEHICLE'and A-RECEIVE-
a Equipment Quantity AIRCRAFT for the
o Transport supplier 10 transport supplier.

03 o Transport 10 Triogers A-RECEIVE-
VEHICLE and A-RECEIVE-
AIRCRAFT for the
transporter

94 a Equipment type Transporter state vector
o Equipeent quantity

C'-

iI
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Figure C-42. F-TRANSP-RETURN generator
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C-F 17

BNERATOR DESC11!IQJs F-TRANSP-RETURM

1. READ INPUT. Read the transport unit ID (Dl) that triggered this
function.

2. GET TRANSPORT ASSETS. Obtain the typo of transport assets and the
quantity of each that is in the transporter unit from S4

3. GROUND PARENT. If the transportation supplier is a ground unit,
trigger A-RECEIVE-VEHiCLE (C-A2) for 6ND-TRANSP-SPLR (C-E7) using 02.
This will add the assets back to the parent unit.

4. AIR PARENT. If the transportation supplier is an air unit, trigger
A-RECEIVE-AIRCRAFT (C-A4) for AIR-TRANSP-SPLR (C-E6) usinq D2. This
will add the assets back to the parent unit.

5. GROUND TRANSPdRT. If the transporter is a ground convoy, trigger A-
RECEIVE-VEHICLE (C-AZ) for OND-TRANSP-EX (C-El) using D3. This will
delete the temporary unit.

6. AIR TRANSPORT. If the transporter is an air flight, triager A-
RECEIVE-AIRCRAFT (C-A4) for AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2) using 03. This will
delete the temporary unit.
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APPENDIX D

SUPPLY

The supply appendix includes the sections listed below. Note that
reference numbers are coded to indicate both the functional area (the
appendix letter is used) ;nd the type (E a entity, A a action, F *
function) involved. Thus, D-AI refers to the first action listed in
supply (appendix D). For information on the JSD diagram notation
discussed, see appendix A.

1. Entity list. The entity list contains the reference number, the
name, and the definition (summary and attributes) of each entity used n
supply.

2. Action list. The action list contains the reference number,
the name, and the definition isusaerv, attributes, generators and
associated entities) oi eacn action belonging to the entities in suppl .

3. Entity-action diagrams and cross-reference table. The cross-
reference table provides a mapping of entities and actions. One JSD
entity-action structure diagram is provided for each entity. Followin;
each diagram is a narrative description of each action shown.

4. generator function list. The function list contains the
reference number, name, and definition (summary, triggering mechanisms
and resulting actions) of each function associated with supply. More
complete information on each function is contained in the annex.

S. Annex. The contents of the annex are as follows,

a. Dispatcher. The dispatcher serves as a road mad to the

function;. It is not a ISD structure diagram, but it is presented in
tree form to show the hierarchical nature of the structure inzea.
The root of the tree is the dispatcher. The top-level nodes tboxes)
identify the critical events occurring in supply and the subsequent
nodes Iboxes) identify the iunctions and show the interrelationships
involved. The calling routines and triggering mechanisms for each
critical event are listed above the event node. The actions and event
caused by a function are listed below the function node. Each critica
event is numbered for identification purposes onlyt no ordering is
implied. The event schedulmr (SCHED) uses the critical event numbers to
identify the event being scheduled by a function.
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5. Anntx (cont.)

b. Functi ons. The following information is provided for each
function belonging to supply. Note that the reference number of the
function (e.g., D-F1) appears at top of each page.

(1) Function summary. The function summary contains the
reference number, name, ano definition of a function. The definition,
contains a summarized narrative, a list of the mechanisms which can
trigger the function, and a list of the actions and functions which can
result from the function.

(2) System specification diagram (SSD). The SSD is a JSO
structure diagram of the data flow to and from a specified function. It
shows the static relationships aonmq'tho entities and functions
involved. No calling sequence or hierarchical relationship is iapliad.
In addition to the standard JSD SSD notation (see aoeondix A). soecial
rio~ation has been adopted to indicate ownership. A single box is .;ed
to denote a function belonging to the specified functional area te.p.,

Ssupply) Plain double boxes indicate functions belonging to another CGS
area. The area is identified in the outer box and the functions
involved are listed in 'the inner box. Patterned double boxes (diaQonal
slashes in the outer box) denote functions belonging to the host model.
Whenever possible, the particular module is identified in the inner box.
A timer is considered part of the CSS module atid is represented bv a
plain double circle: data files (DF) will belong to the entire model and
are depicted by a patterned double circle. Note that although more than
one data file (or timer) may be used by the specified function. only one
representation (circle) will apoear in the diagram. The individual data
files and timers will be identified in the corresoanding data 4&finition

"! Z: ata defn•it;:n. This ta~le prc,,'idas a "i.t-• ::,t'a

* . C:meants an trair usaoae. 71 n.urt~ .tars .

* ~flow Mnubers s ::n 0 t~a~ "e --r~
between data and state vector elements. Detailed descriotions of t~o

~~~~~; file In:a I.. jo Kir : io.dz

k4) Generator diagram. The qeneratzr d.wram is ,siil.- . L
t 1" 2S.D antlti-actlon dieprani esribadrte iý.o;araoraph
node (box) deoicts either an iteration, a selection, or a sequential
step required by the process.

(5) Generator description. The aenerator description
provides a detailed narrative of the function orocess. Steo numbar3
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- II = t - n *'..'C a~r S .: .. . .- '- - --, : --s:: .:t: :?7-.,t-11 , t.- ----.

04ota that not all b:×e$ are assizned a ,uter.ý Data a. Innt3 :.t~drefer to the data itat-d in the associateo data aiijniti:n :otle.



1. ENTITY LIST.

0-El SUPPLY-CUSTOMER

SUM•ARYt This entity models any unit that has supply
requirements. These supplies can be either for
consumption or for issue to other units.

ATTRIBUTESt Unit ID Unit type (SRC)
Echelon Side
Supply data OPCODE
Supplier !Ds HSNCODE
Systems data Combat flag
Combat effectiveness Systems effectiveness
Personnel effecti-,eness Personnel data
MOPP posture Contamination level
Movement $lag Location
Deployment flag

D-E2l SUPPLIER

SUMMARY: This entity models any unit that has the
responsibility of providing resupply support to other
units. The supported units. are SUPPLY-CUSTOMERs that
need supplies for their own use (user units) or for
issue (supply bases) to their supported units.

,ATTRIBUTES: Unit ID Unit type (SRC)
Echelon Side
Supply data OPCODE
Suoolier IDs MSNCUDE
•, ta~s data Combat flaa
Comuat e¢tecti.'eness 'Systems effectiieness
Personnel ?f ct ieness Personnel data

MOP10 posture Contamination level
Movement t'aq Location
Deoloym, nt +lag

D-Eý ALLOCATION

SUMMARY: This entity represents supplies reserved for issue to
a SUPPLY-CUSTOMER resulting from a special request or
a request requiring command-approval..

ATTRIBUTES: ALLOCATION ID SUPPLIER ID
SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID Supplies required
Supplies committed
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2. ACTION.L•IST.

D-41 PLACE ORDER (A-PLACE-ORDER)

SUMMARY: The SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (D-EI) sends his supply order and
updates his supply status for the amount of each
supply item expected (due-in).

ATTRIBUTES: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID Supply order
SUPPLY-CUSTOMER supply data

GENERA.TO.R: F-RO-RQMT (D-F4)
F-C2-NEI (O-F7)

SENTITTY: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (D-EI)

*.DA2. BE..N LOAD _..-.BEGIN-LOAD).

SUMMARY: A SUPPLIER (D-E2) begins loadino the suoplv order onto
the cargo vehicles of a suooly transport nint'(T'').

ATTAIBUTES: SUPPLIER ID TU I1
Job lift requirement StoraQe capability
Storaqe requirement
Temporary storage flag
SUPPLIER available lift capability,

0 EN ERAT R: F-JOB-LIFT (D-F16)

ENTITY: SUPPLIER (D-E2)
GROUND-TRANISP-EX C- E)
AIR-TRANS'P-EX

D-A5 END LOAD (A-END-LOAD)

SUMMARY:. A SUPPLIER (D-E2) finishes loadino the suo:lio; onto
the cargo vehicles of a TU.

ATT.RI.BU.TES: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID SUPPLIER I0
SUPPLIER inventory TU ID
TU inventory Fill list

GENER ATOR: Clock scheduler
F-ARRIVE-CUST..ER (D-F4')

ENTITY: SUPPLIER (D-E2)
GROUND-TRANSP-EX (-E1)
AIR--TRANSP-EX (C-E2)
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D-A4 BEGIN UNLOAD (A-BEGIN-UNLOAD)

SjQflARY: The SUPPLY-CUSTOMER beqins unloading and/or storinq
the cargo received on a TU.

ATTRIBUTES: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID TU ID
Job lift requirement
Job storaqe requirement
SUPPLY-CUSTOMER available lift capability
SUPPLY-CUSTOMER storaqe capability

GENERA T OR: F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER (D-FI71

ENTITY.: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID (D-EI)
GROUND-TRANSP-EX (C-El1
AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2)

D-A5 END UNLOAD . (A-END-UNLOAD)

SUMMARY: A SUPPLY-CUSTOMER finishes unloadin; and/or stzrina
the carQo received on a TU.

ATTRIBUTES: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID TU ID
Supplies unloaded/stored TU carooi inventorv
SUPPLY-CUSTOMER supply inventory
SUPPLY-CUSTOMER storaqe capability

GENERATOR: Clock scheduier

ENTITY: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (D-El)
GROUND-TRANSP-EX tC-E1)
AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E!,

D-Ao CREATE ALLOCATION (A-CREATE-ALLOC)

SUMMARY: A soecial sucol order is Dlaced in a r ser.,e st *..._z
for a soec:fic SUPPLY7CUSTQMER.

ATTRIBUTES: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID SUPPLIER I'
SUPPLIER inventory ALLOCATION file
Special supply order list
CUSTOMER supply inventory

GENERATOR: F-JF-RQMT (D-F6) F-C2-MEI (D-F7)

ENTITY: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (O-El)
SUPPLIER •-E2)
ALLOCATION (D-E:)
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IA7 COQMMIT TO ALLO CATION (A-COMMIT-ALLOC)

SUMMARY: An ALLOCATION is updated when supplies or personnel
needed by the ALLOCATION are co~mitted to it. Part
fill may mean complete fill if no more fill
requirement remains in the ALLOCATION.

ATTRIBUTES: Current owning unit ID ALLOCATION ID
ALLOCATION supply base I0
Supply requirements fill list

SENERATOR: F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIR OD-F1"
F-C2-MEI (D-F7)
F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER (D-F17)

ENTITY: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (D-El)
SUPPLIER (D-E2)
ALLOCATION (D-E3)

0-A8 BEGIN LOADING ALLOCATION (A-BEGIN-.OAD-ALLOC)

SUMMARY: Begin loading the supol es currently available and
committed to an ALLOCAT ON onto a TU for delivery tothe owning SUPPLY-CUSTOIER.

ATTRTI.BUTE.S.: SUPPLIER ID ALLOCATION ID
Job lift requiremint TU ID
Temporary storage flag Storage reouirement

- SUPPLIER availabli lift capability
SUPPLIER ;t:raae azabiliti zer suool t,,:o

GENERATOR: F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D-Fl:)

ENTITY: SUPPLIER (-E)
ALLOCATION (D-E3)
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D-A9 ENDLOADING ALLOCATION (A-END-LOAD-ALLOC.)

SUMMARY: End loading the supplies onto the transport unit.
This action occurs when the ALLOCATION still has
requirements to be filled.

ATTRIBUTES: TU ID TU cargo data
Supply order SUPPLIER ID
ALLOCATION inventory data ALLOCATION ID
SUPPLIER inventory data

GENERATOR: F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (0-FI2

ENTITY: SUPPLIER (D-E2)
ALLOCATION (D-ED)

0-AIO FINISH ALLOCATION (A-FINISH-ALLOC)

SUMMARY: End loadinq the suoplies onto the transport unit.
This action occurs when the ALLOCATION is comoleted
with no remaining reouirements to fill.

ATTRIBUTES.: TU ID TU carqo data
Supply order SUPPLIER ID
SUPPLIER inventory data
ALLOCATION supply data ALLOCATION I1'

GENERATOR: F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D-F12)

ENTITY: SUPPLIER (D-E2)
ALLOCATION tD-ES)

0-A I, CANCEL ALLOQATC.N0 ýA-CANCZL-ALLOC)

SUMMARY: An ALLOCATION is canceled if not Picked up by the
SLPPLi-CUSTOMER aiter a cerx•d of ti.

ATTRIBUTES: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER I SUPPLIER ID
ALLOCATION supply data. ALLOCATION ID
SUPPLY-CUSTOMER inventory
SUPPLIER inventory

GENERATOR: Clock scheduler

SUPPLIER tO-E2}
ALLOCATION
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......R (A-LOSE-ORDER)

SUMMARY: The SUPPLY-CUSTOMER Adjusts the size of the order when
the convoy has been interdicted enroute. On!,/ the
carrying capacity is lost going to the SUPPLIER; both
carrying capacity and supplies are lost returning to
the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER.

ATTRIBUTES: SUPPLY CUSTOMER I1 SUPPLIER ID
Controlled supply item issue TU ID
TU vehicle data TU vehicles lost

GENERATOR: F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D-F12)
F-TU-LOSSES (Do-F13)

ENTITY: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (D-El)
GROUND-TRANSP-EX (C-El) Transportation
AIR-TRANSP-EX (C-E2) Transportation

D-A13 CONSUME SUPPLY (A-CONSUME-SUPPLY)

SUMMARY: Supply types that are consumed over a :eriod :f t:me
and are accounted for periodically are adjusted uiing
this action.

ATTRIBUTES: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER IS Supplies consumed
SUPPLY CUSTOMER supply inventory

GENERATOR: F-FUEL-USED (D-F2) F-PF-ROMT (D-F5)

ENTITY: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (0-EI)

O-A14 SUPPLY .ALLOCATION (A- SUPPLY-ALLOC)

SUMMARY: Whe, the suoplies and fuel reouired •v sa ~s-n
are not available at the WSRO suoolv - as2. t•,v a-•
obtained from the WSkO supply base's assiqned
SUPPLIERs when enough non-committed, recured .
are available. The supplies are trans-ere, ,.: •i .'.:

as if the WSRO crews went after them.

A T.RIBUT E.S: MEI SUPPLIER ID ALLOCATION ID
ALLOCATION supply data Supplies transferred
MEI supply base inventory
Assigned SUPPLIER IOs
Ammo/fuel supply base inventories

GENERATOR: F-WSRO-SPLY-AVL (D-FP)

&TITY: SUPPLIER (D-E2) ALLOCATION (O-Es)
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3. ENTITY-ACT!ON CROSS-REFERENCETABLE AND DIAGRAMS.

ENTI.TY AC IO --.........

SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (D-El1) A-CONSUME-SUPPLY (D-A13)'
A-PLACE-ORDER CD-Al)
A-9ESIN-UNLOAD CD-A4)
A-END-UNLOAD (D-45)
A-LOSE-ORDER CD-A12)
A-CREATC-ALLOC ?,L
A-CANCEL-ALLOC (D-111l)

SUPPLIE9 (D-E.) A-BESINI-LCAD

'A-CCIMM T-.ALL -

A-PEC14-LOAD-ALLOCC'73
A-EtJD-LOAD-ALLOC

A-CANCEL-ALLOC:-
A-SUPPLY-ALLOC t1A4

.ALLOCATION (D-EZ) A-CREATE-ALLOC (0-A.6)
A-COMMIT-ALLOC (D-A7)
A-BEGIN-LOAO-ALLOC (0-Ae)
A-END-LOAD-ALLOC (-9

A-SUPPLY-ALL2: 4*
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ACT IONS

Fig 
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Figure 0-1s. EntitW-action diagram For SUPPLY-CUSTOMIER
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ACT ION -

SET TWO

From D-la

CD-A12)o CO-AG) a CC-All)o
A-LOSE- A-CREATE- A-CANCEL-,
REQUEST ýALLOC ALLOC

Figure 0-lb. Entity-action diagram Ecr SUPPLY-CUSTOM1ER (c'ontinued)
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ENTITY-ACTION DESCRIPTICN: SUPPLY.-CUSTOMER •O-Sl)

1. SUPPLY-CUSTOMER. The supply-related action% that a SUPPLY-CUSTOMER
performs or experiences (suffers) arw discussed in the following
paragraphs. (Note: There are many other actions that this unit may
perform ir experience, but they arm in roles other than that of SUPPLY-
CUSTOMER, such as: MOVER, SUPPLIER, VICTIM, etc. However, because the
Mod II CSS module, designed using JSD, ia to be added to already ,
existing corps/division-level models designed using other tmchniqumS,
the non-CSS roles are treated implicitly and any CSS actions they
contain (such as the depletion of ammunition) take place elsewhere in
the ,3odel .. In order to avzi J e;::assi ý9 !*etaas ; f :4t - ;',. -:_
these actions have not been drawn into the set of actions that C•S
entities eight porform or experience. The only possible consecuence.
known at this time, is greater difficulty in the oatherinq :f the
effects on CSS entities for post-processinq.)

2. A-CONSUME-SUPP'LY (D-Al:). The deoletion oý eerai •:ol t.ov is
not explicitly represented in a corp/division level modal. Thase
include all of the PF supply types, which are in the real world ard

consumed over time, such as food and clothing, but most ijiportantli.
fuel. In order to account for these supply tyoes, the iuc.zi
consumption is determined using planning factors ýPF) based on rates :•
consumption per person or per system for an elaosed time perizo. Th ;
action it triggered by the functions, F-FUEL-USED (D-F2) and F-PF-RO1'¶T
(0-F5), which calculate the amount consumed by the unit. The A-CONSUME-
SUPPLY action then reduces the unit's on-hand stocks by th, amount
consumed. For PF supply types, this may be either one big reduction in
short tons available or an amount for each individual item: for fuel.
the calculated consumption will be a reduction in the amount of each
fuel type available at the unit. The inforzation naudoo d :ad:

o SUPPLY CUSTCMSR ID
Co SUPPLY rUST0MER sjo o da r, torv
o Supplies consumed

The amount of supplies consumed is calculated in the triqoerino function
and is passed to the action routine to update (reduce) the '
CUSTOMER inventory.
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SUPPLY-CUSTOMER CD-El) (cont.)

3. A-PLACE-ORDER (D-Al). This action is triggered when a resupply
order is created and transportation suoport is reouested an accetnted.
It updates (increases) the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER's due-in amount of each
supply item requested by the amount requested. A reduction in supply
shortage must be accounted for at order time to avbid having the unit
attempt to reorder the supplies before they can be delivered and added
tc the inventory. Information needed includess

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID
o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER su=olv data
o Supply order

The supply order information is determined by the trioaering function
and is passed to the A-PLACE-ORDER 'action routine. The unit suzolv due-
in is increased by the amount of each t'/pe of suppli ordered.

4. .A-BEGIN-UNLOAD (D-A4). This action is selectnd when a su3oolv'
transportation unit (TU) arrives Aith cargo for the SUPPLY-CUSTER
entity and it becomes necessary to uodate (reduce) the init s.. -
status (for supply tvyes that reaqLre storace) and lit caoabilitt ýzr
a suoplv base). The work assets are assigned at this ti..iie based ar tne
order's priority; they can be changed if the order oriorities chance.
The unit's storage capability for the supply type is decreased by the
amount of the job's storage requirement up to the amount of the unit'i
permanent storage capability. The data needed for this action include:

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID
STU ID

a SUPPLO-CUSTOMER available, l+t caoatilitv
o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER storaze :acatiliti

o ,Job storage reou:-,. i eit

(Note: The storage and work asset constraints are aaalied' to the iob by
the trlgqeri no routine so the )on si:a ii irealv co sr a; . "•
"inventory for the units Jices not :nanze until tne unao3 .;s :n........
A-END-UNLOAD.)

03
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S UPPLY-CUSTOME 'ED-El) (cont.)

5. A-END-UNLOAD _D-WA). This action is selected after the time
required for unloading the TU has elapsed. It now becomes necessary to
update (increase) the unit's inventory of supplies on-hand for each
supply item unloaded by the amount unloaded.

q SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER supply inventory
o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER supply storage capability

So TU ID
o TU cargo inlientorv
o Supplies unloaded

6. A-LOSE-ORDER (D-A12). This action is triggered when an interdicted
su;Plv TU arrives at a SUPPLIER or SUPPLY-CUSTOMER unit. It is
"necessary to adjust the size of the order that the TU sent after :r
delivered because of losses in suoplies and/or :arr;in4 :a:zcit,. Tna
order delivered to the supply base to be filled ihould nct te 3reater
than the TU has carrying capacity. The same is true of deliveries made
to the receiving unit. The information required includes:

o SUPPLY CUSTOMER ID
o SUPPLIER ID
o TU 10
o Controlled supply item issue
o TU vehicle data
o TU vehicles lost

Not only is the order reduced by the fraction of cargo vehicles lost.
'out the authori:ad aMount of each cargo vehicle tvoa -s ral:-zd tz tlo

amount on-hand so that any interdiction that occurs to the TU durirc tz
next leg of its trio can be oasilv discerned and ac::unted f:r.

7. A-CREATE-ALL3C - See thns action in the M"LL" TZ M-.•,

Entity-Action Description and figure D-Z for a complete dcr::tio .

8. A-CANCEL-ALLOC (D-AllJ. See this act:on in t'1 ALLCLT; KN-E
Entitv-Action Description and accoloanvino fiqure u-; for a -:n•'.te

description.

.- 1
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SUPPLIER

ACTIONS

Fig D-2b

0 0
FIRST SECOND
GROUP GROUP

(O-Ae) o ( O-A3) o O-A6) o C-A7)o

A-BEGIN- A- A-CREATE- A-COMMIT-
LOAD END-LOAD ALLOC ALLOC

a

I

F Figure 0-2a. Entity-action diagram for SUPPLIER
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ENTITY-ACTION DESCRIPTION: SUPPLIER (D-E2)

1. SUPPLIER. The supply-related actions which the SUPPLIER 'entity
performs or experiences (suffers) are discussed below:

2. A-BEGIN-LOAD (D-A2). This action is selected when a SUPPLIER has
checked his capability to fill a supply order (in terms of lift capacity
and supplies available) and begins loading all or part of the order onto
a convoy. The information needed contains:

o SUPPLIER ID
o SUPPLIER available lift capability
o TU ID
o Job lift requirement
o Storage requirement per supply type
o Storage capability per supply type
o Temporary storage flag for the supply type

This action updates (reduces) the SUPPLIER's lift caoability currently
available by the amount of the lift requirement to do the load job. If
the supplies require storage, the temporary storage flaq is checked. If
it is set, the supolies are to be taken from temoorary storage first.
then from permanent storage as necessary.

3. A-END-LOAD (D-A3). The same function that triggers A-BEGIN-LOAD
schedules this action based on the expected time to complete the load
job, given the amount of lift capability assigned and the, job
requirement. The data needed includes:

,o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER I1
a SUPPL:ER 10
o SUPPLIER inventory
3 TU ID
. 1i invent, or,

'This action updates (reduces) the SUPPLIER's and tincreases! the TU s
supplies on-hand,

4. A-CPEArE-ALLOC 0-46). Read this action discussion in the
ALLOCATION (D-E3) Entity-Action Description.

5. A-COMMIT-ALLOC (D-A7). Read this action discussion in the
ALLOCATION (D-E3) Entity-Action Description.

"6. A-BEGIN-LOAD-ALLOC (D-AS). Read this action discussion in the
ALLOCATION (D-E3) Entity-Action Description.

7. A-END-LOAD-ALLOC (D-A9). Read this action discussion in the
ýLLOCATION tD-E3) Entit-i-Action Description.
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SUPPLIER (D-E2) (cont.)

9. A-FINISH-ALLOC (D-AlO). Read this action discussion in the
ALLOCATION (D-E3) Entity-Action Description.

9. A-CANCEL-ALLOC (0-All). Read this action discussion in the
ALLOCATION (D-E3) Entity-Action Description.

10. A-SU PPLY-ALLOC (0A-L4) Read this action discussion in the
ALLOCATION (D-E3) Entity-Action Cescription.
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ALLOCATON

BEG IN BD N
ALLOCATON LOAN

CD-A6) * (O-AlO)o (13-A11)o
A-CREATE- ACTIONS A-FINISH- A-CANCEL-
ALLOC A.O LO

CD-A7) ai cD-Ae)Ao CD-AS)Ac (M-*A14)o
A-COrWIIT- -BEGIN- -EN!)- A-SUPPLY--

ALLOC LCOD-ALOC LCAD-ALflC ALLOC

Figure 0-3. EntitW-actici, diagram f~or ALLOCATION
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ENTITY-ACTION DESCRIPTION: ALLOCATION (D-E3)

1. A LLOCATION. All of the actions that are experienced by an
ALLOCATION are diagrammed in figure D-3 and discussed in the following
paragraphs.

2. A-CREATE-ALLOC (D-_A). This action occurs whenever a special order
is received and placed in a reserve status for a specific SUPPLY-
CUSTOMER. The special order typically results from receiving an order
setup by a job fill (JF) supply requirement (see function F-JF-RQMT, D-
F& for details) or an ME1 requisition (see function F-C2-MEI, D-F7 for
14tail;). The 4f-ornation needed ,v the action :n:".:

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER 10
o SUPPLIER ID
o Special supply order
a ?LR inventorv
3 Z•:ý TS.MER' su:;); y inventor,/

SALLOCATION file

The ALLOCATION is a special order record in a file of ALLOCATICNs at a
Supply base. The first record of the file is not an order: it is a
bookkeeping record of the totals of the supplies required and committed
to all of the ALLOCATIONs on file at the SUPPLIER. None of the supplies
are actually transferred from the SUPPLIER to'tte ALLOCATIO!1. (Note:
The original supply requirement is kept untouched in the ALLOCATION.
The unfilled requirement per item is the difference in the required and
the committed amounts. This Could be saved as part of the record
instead of recalculating it each time.) The action updates the
following:

o The list bf active ALLOCATIONs by placing the special iuOplv
order requirements in a vacant record and asaiqni.q :t an '.

o Any of the required suoplies availaole at the 5UFZ• )-:;
which are moved from the suoplies avai!aole column to tme SL-.-0119
committed column.

o The supplies committed to the ALLýCATiO.l recnrded ii 'me
ALLOCATIONs record and added into the total for each suppol item in the
bookkeeping (first) record.

o The supplies in the supply order added to the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER's
due-in amount for each item.

0-20



A LL-O.CA.TION.. (D--E3) (cant.)

3. A-C'OMMIT-ALLOC _(D- A7.* This action is selected when the supplies
that are part of the ALLOCATION requirement arrive either at the
SUPPLIER (D-E2) where the ALLOCATION resides or at the suppliers of this
supply base. The required information includes:

o Arriving supply base ID

o ALLOCATION supply base I1
o ALLOCATION ID
o ALLOCATION supply requirements fill

The function that triggers this action has already checked the arriving
supplies against those required by the ALLOCATION and it has determined
the fill amounts, if any. This action updates the follcwina by the
amount of the fill for each supply item:

o The arrivirg supply base suoolies cn-hand adu:a.
o The SUPPLIER's committed supplies (increaaed,.
o The total committed in record I (increased).

o The committed at the ALLOCATION (increased).

4. A-BEGIN-LCAD-ALLOC (D-A8). This action is selected whon thi
transportation arrives to pick up the committed (availabla. part of an
ALLOCATION. This differs from A-BEGIN-LOAD (D-A2) because the supplies
are reserved and committed to an ALLOCATION so a different set of
entities and actions is involved. The information required involves:

o SUPLIER unit 10
o ALLOCATION ID
o TU ID
o Job lift requirement
o St:raoe reouirement
o SjP?L:ER avail able l;f: at i~.
o SUPPLIER storaga :aoaobl:ts par su~c:ý t,:?
o Temporary storage ilag

The triggering function alreacy mat:hed thp 4rrý.- ;.:.. "
the amount committed and ailable. It 1, r e l_2 4-1mo.1. e

determined the amount of the SUPPLIER'S lift assets to assio. to the
load job. This action reduces the SUPPLIER's lift capabili:.. '+ tr
supply type requires storage, the temporary storage flag i3 checked. If
it is set, the supplios are removed first from temporary storage,
thoreby emptying the temporary storage. Any remaining supplies are then
removed from permanent storage, thereby increasing the permanent storage
available.
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ALLOCATION _(D-EM)

S. A- END-LOAD-ALLOC_ (D-A9). This action is scheduled at the same time
that the A-BESIN-LOOD-ALLOC is triggered. The length of time that
elapses before this action is triggered depends on the lift requirement
of the job and the work assets that the SUPPLIER 'an make available.
The information needed includes: a

o TU ID
o TU cargo data
o Supply order
o SUP 0 LIEP :C

o SUPPLIER inventory data
o ALLOCATION ID
o ALLOCATION inventory data

The action uodates tie following by the amount of each item ioaded:

o The SUPPLIER's inventory committed (reduced).
o The ALLOCATION's supplies committed (reduced).
o The total supplies committed in record I of

the ALLOCATION1 file (reduced).
o The TU's cargo on-hand fincreased).

6. A-SUPPLY-ALLOC (D-A14). This action is triggered when ar. ALLOCATION
is created for WSRG suoplies. Its purpose is to get any necessary
supporting supplies (ammunition/fuel) for the WSRO systems not at the
MEI supply base from the assigned local suppliers and put them into the
ALLOCATION for the WSRO order so as many "readv-to-fight" WSPC s-'stems
as ;ossible can be shipped ASAP. The information needed in:i~es:

o MEI suooli 'Ias ID

o ALLOCATION suooly data

The triggerin f unct. on ýF-4SRD-SPLY-AVL, •-Fi,) has a Z., .r, t-..

Availaý,a su~ppes. The action u; ata; the follow ng oase, a ;az
supply amounts available at the SUPPLIERs:

o The supplies on-hand at the ammo/fuel SUPPLIERs (reduced).
o The amount committed to ALLOCATIONs at the MEI

SUPPLIER (increased).
oTotot a! ~t ::7ni t 2d t : ALLCAT~!O C~ t-s
record (1) of the ALLOCATION file (increased).

o Te• recorded iuo;ly dounti comrmitted to the
ALLOCATION in its own record (increased).
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ALLOCATION (D-23) (cont.)

7. A-FINISH-ALLOC (D-A10). This action is similar to the A-END-LOAD-
ALLOC (0-9) except that it is selected when the triggering function
determines that the amount to be picked up completes the ALLOCATION and
there is no further need to maintain it.

o TU I1
o TU cargo data
o Supply order
o SUPPLIER ID
o SUPPLIER inVentory data
o ALLOCATION ID
o ALLOCATION supply data

The action frees the record space by removing it from the active
ALLOCATION file and updates the following by the amount of the supplies
loaded:

o The SUPPLIER's supply inventory committed (reduced).
o The total supplies committed in record I of

the ALLOCATION file (.-educeJ).
o The.TU's cargo on-hand (increased).

9. A-CANCEL-ALLOC (D-All). This action occurs when the specified time.
assigned when the ALLOCATION was created, elapses. Its primary purpose
is ti remove the ALLOCATION, move any supplies committed to it to the
SUPPLIER's supply inventory, and alter the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER's due-in
accounts so he will no longer expect the order and will be able to
reorder if he wishes. The information needed includes:

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID
o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER inventory

SSUPPLIZý It)

a S3UPPLIER inventory
o ALLOCATION :D
o ALLOCATION supply data

Th'e action zeros out the ALLOCATION record and updates the follcwing:

o -The total commi'ted in record I by the amount
Lommitted to :he ALLOCAT(ON (reduced).

o The SUPPLIER's committed amount per itOm (;,educed) and
his on-hand amount (increased) by the amount committed to the
ALLOCATION.

o The amount due-in at the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (reduced) by the
amount of unfilled requirement in the ALLOCATION.
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4. SENERAT OR FUNCTI 01N -L.IST.

D-F1 F-ROD-RQMT

SUIMMARY.: This function determines the status of RO supply
types. If the supply type is fuel, the fuel
consumption algorithm (F-FUEL-USED, D-F2) is called
to determine unit consumption and remove it from the
unit's stocks. Supplies are checked by another
algorithm (F-RO-SUPPLYCK, D-F3) which, if required,
calls the function that creates and sends the order
(F-R:-OP:ER, 0-F4).

TRIGGERED y.DY Any user unit, any module, or the SCHEDULER

RESULTING N: F-FUEL-USED (0-F2)
F-RO-SUPPLYCK (D-FZ)
Scheduler

D-F2 F-FUEL-USED

SUMMARY: This function determines the amount of 4uel ti tiza
that a unit has consumed since its last fuel
assessment and triggers the action A-SUPPLY-C3NSUMED
(D-A13) which takes the amount consumed out of the
unit's fuel 'assets.

TPISGERED BYs F-RO-ROMT (D-Fl)

RESULTING 11l SUPPLY-CUSTCMER (D-EI2
A-CONSUME-SUPPLY (D-A13)

D-F3 F-RO-SUPPLYCK

SUMMARY: This function checks the status of an PO suoolv tvoe
for a unit to determine if a suouiv requ.est a'•ulI ti
sint. Quantities on-hand and due-in for iac!. ten 3ý
the supply type are checked against resuoply
thresholds to determine what action snould',:e tlaen.
All major end items (MED) short of the assigned number
are reported as battle losses.

TRIG.GERED BY: F-RO-RQMI (D-Fl)

PESL T!.1 I': F-R0--4ER
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D-F4 F-RO-ORDER

SUMMARY.: ME1 loss reports are sent to headquarters via COMMO
* for a requisition decision. Other supply orders arg
* submitted to the requesting unit for transportation

support.

TRIGGERED DY: F-RO-SUPPLYCK (04F31

RESULTING IN: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (D-El)
A-PLACE-ORDiER (0-Al)

F-DIRECT-ROST (C-F2) Transportatioci
(COMMO implied action: A-SEND-MESSAGE)

D-F5 F-PF-ROMT

SUM¶MARY: This function determines a unit's suopl
requirements for its supply t~ypes accounted for
through planning factors (PF) and requests
transportaion support for supplyI pickup and deli'~ver.

TRIGGERED BY: SCHEDULER ýDefault: 24 hours)

RESULTING IN: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (0-El)
A-CONSUME-SUPPLY (D-A1Z)
A-PLACE-ORDER (0-Al)

F-CREATE-ROST (C-Fl) Transportation
F-DIR ECT-ROST (C42) Transoortation

D F-JF-RCO1T

SUMMA~RY:' i' hf jcti on is trig;er ad tv a soecia' :1, ;:r~
_ru1 _3 :ý10 frsim t, ;a~ier or re~.3.eStinL -71t Z

the scoau.er (ohen a special crder r :>'-rt.:
continues beinq sent an a periodic basis). it
roserves the special order at the sendino unit and
ol'aces an order from the sendino unit ; u3 'iA --o

those requested suoplies not aiailatle or

4TRIGGERED BY: C OMMO message SCHEDULER

-RESUL-TIN-GIN: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER CD-El)
SUPPLIER (O-E2)

4.ALLOCATION (D-E;)
A-CREATE-ALLOC (D-A6)
P - S
A-PLACE-ORDER (0-Al).

F-CREATE-ROST C.- ;I T
Schedule F-JF-ROMT (046)



D-F7 FC2MEI

SUMMARY: This function is prompted an hour (default) after the
last ME1 battle loss report is sent by a aanuevar
unit. At that time, each unit's MEI loss report is
reviewed and a decision is made concerning
requisitioning lost ME!.'

TRIIASEREDDY: Prompted by the SCHEDULER

RESULTIN SIN: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (D-El)
- SUPPLIER (D-E)

ALLOCATION (D-E3)
A-CREATE-ALLOC (D-Ab)

.SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (D-El),
A-PLACE-ORDER (D-AI)
SUPPLIER (D-E2)
ALLOCATION (D-El)

A-COMMIT-ALLOC (D-A7)
A-SUPPLY-ALLOC (D-A14)

F-SUPPLY-RQST (D-FiI)
F-WSRO-SPLY-ROD (D-FB)
F-WSRO-SPLY-AVL (D-F9)
F-WSRO (E-F2) Personnel
F-SHIP-AVAIL (D-FiO)
F-CREATE-TASK (C-FI) Transoortation

D-FB F-WSRO-SPLY-RQD

SUMMARY: This function checks throuqh the Iist o;-E :7. i,

unit's reouisition for the ouroose of firdino dSR3
systems. If WSRO MEI are oart of the
it 'in,.s tmp ammunition., ';ui~l,
r@oau i r .

TRIGGERED BY: F-C2-MEI (D-F7)

RESULTING IN: Lists of WSRO MEI. non-WSRU MEI.
ammunition and fuel requirements
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D.-F9 F.-W.S ROQ-SPLY- AV.Lý

SUMM..ARY: This function checks the availability of a required
WSRO supply component (ammunition or fuel) at the ¶EI
supply base. If the amount available is not enough, an
attempt is made to get the remaining requirement from
the MEI supply base's ammunition/fuel supplier. Any
of the required supply available is committed to the
ALLOCATION on the update list.

TRIGGERED By: F-C2-MEI (0-F7)

RESULING IN: SUPPLIER !D-E2)
ALLOCATION (D-E3)

A-COMMIT-ALLOC (D-A7)
A-SUPPLY-ALLOC (D-At14)

0-FlO F-SHIP-AVAIL

SUMMARY: This function determines the amount a+ ar ALLCCATI]IN
that is available for immediate ioiernt and z-s.t...
the sh:pment order. It incldIds inv ny -•RC "¶
any comolete "ready to fioht" (arm.ed, fu~1a,d. an
crewed' WSRO MEI.

TR.IGGERED BY: F-C2-MEI (D-F7)

RESULTING IN: F-CREATE-TASK (C-Fl) Trnrsoortati:n

D-F01 F-SUPPLY-ROST

:-jM M APY: T s c r : a s a zt n c v a t a..•., • •:: • •

reoupsted by a SUPPLY-CUSTOQE.ý. i t
availabilitv at t@e SUPOLIER anr the :.tt2
each item. It then validates (i.e., sakes necessary
changes to) the initial request. inc-; ",• ., ,
suo titutions, when availanle.

TRIGGERED BY: F-C2-MEi (D-FT)
F-NONALLOC-ORDER (D-F01)

RESULTING IN: A validated fill list and/or a no fill list.
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4/

0.1-F.12 F.ý-ARRIV.E-.SUPPLIE.R

SUMMARY: This function simulates the arrival and servi:ing of a
transport unit (TU) at a SUPPLIER (D-E2). The TU
delivers a supply request for a SUPPLY-CUSTOMER,
a user unit, or a supply base.

TRIGGERED BY: F-ATOBJ-GRND (C-FIO) Transportation
F-ATOBJ-AIR (C-F11) Transportation

R.ESULT1NG...IN: F-TU-LOSSES (D-F13)
F-ALLOC-OR:ER ýZ-FA))
F-NONALLOC-ORDER (D-Fi5)
F-TU-DECISION (D-FI6)
F-LIFT-J03 (D-F17)

SD-FI: F-TU-LOSSES

SUMMARY: This function finds the number of TU :arqc ,iehicles
lost and the amount of the supply order lost !i.a.,
"caroo-carying. capacity, and it tricqers -'-.SE-OCREP
(D-A12) ti revise tho SUPPLY-CUSTOMER due-in and
chanqe the authori:ed TU vehicles to the :crrant
vehicles on-hand. If appropriate, it a1s: creates
new order to replace the part of the order lost.

TRIGGERED BY: F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D-F12)
F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER D-F17)

.ES L... .. IN: IS TS1 P t,
A-LOSE-ORDER (D-AtZ

"- -: ''- TA K_

DF-14 F-ALLOC-ORDER

SUM.MAR e: T!ý1 fur'.:t i n siiul at es a SUPDLE >ER
pickuo order of an, ALLOCATION (D-E:) from an •rri'.,1n
transport unit (TU) for a supported SJFPLY-L3STO Eý
(i.e., D-El, a user unit, or a supply base).

TRIGGERED BY: F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D-F12)

RESULTING IN: Fill and 'no-fill lists of committed suoo•iles
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D-F1S F-TU-DECISION

SUMMARY: This function triggers F-SPLIT-CK (C-F13) to request a
decision 4rcm the TU commander when a part of a sup:lv
request (no fill list) cannot be filled by a supply
base. The fill list returned is either filled or
zeroed out; the no-fill list is either put on the
backorder queue (BOO) or zeroed out. The function
then performs the necessary action to each list.

TRIGGERED AY: F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D-Fl2)

RESULTING IN, F-SPLIT-CK (C-F13) Transoortation

D-FlI F-LIFT-JOB

SUMMARY: This 4un:t zn simulates a b•s, t;az ' . t
perform a l10t (load or unload) jrb. It tr: t
determine ths best way to qet it done ccnsiderinq t,)e
other jobs it may bt taskkd to do and tha lamtad wzrk

asiets it has for doinq them.

TRIGGERED BY: F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D-FI:)
F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER (D-Fl7)

RESULT.ING IN: Schedule and reschodlIe:
A-BEGiN-LOAD (-u) Transnortation
A-BEGIN-UNLOAD (C-_l11) Trars:-rtatz
A-END-LCAD fC-A14! T r = .... a 1

. .U

a loaded transoort unit (TU) at a SUPPLY-CUSTCM5R

TRIGGERED BY: F-ATOBJ-GRND (C-PlO, Trars;zratior
F-ATQBJ-AIR ¶0c-Fl) "-: rttn

* RESULTING IN: F-TU-LOSSES (D-Fl:)
SUPPLIER (D-ET)

* ALLOCATION (D-E3)
A-COMMIT-ALLOC (D-A7)

F-LIFT-JOB

F-SUPPLY-STCRE (ý-1?1
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D-F18 F-_FILL-WATING.

SUMMARY: This function simulates the servicing of supply orders
waiting for supplies to arrive at a supporting 2upply,
base.

TRIGSERED BY: F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER (D-F17) s

SUPPLIER (D-E2)
A-END-UNLOAli (D-A3)

RESULTIN6.IN: SUPPLIER (D-E2)
ALLOJCATION (

A-COMMIT-ALLOC (D-A7)
Updates a supply base SUPPLY-CUSTOMER BOO

D-F19 F-SUPPLY-STORE

SUMMARY: This function simulates a suplv yase SUPPLY-CUSTOME•
receiving a loaded TU with some supplies that ro.uires
storage.

TRIGGERED BY: F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER (0-F17)

RESULTING IN: Store and no-stare lists.
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USEfi UK"T COML
ToERTIMER I TIMER TIMlER YRANSPORT ThANSPORT

ER) (2) E..EI....

F-O -P F-JFIEF-C2 I -ARRIVE F-ARRIVE

- ROUT RalY -ROUT -MISUPPLIER -CUSTOMER

D-F1 I I ( -FS ( - JG (D -F (D F12) (D-F17)

A--PLACE A-- CREATE A-CREATE v-iU1 A-COMMIT
-ORDER -ALLOC -ALLOc -LOSSES -ALLOC

F - FUEL A- CONSUME A'-PLACE A-PLACE ( 1])
7USED - SUPPLY -ORDER -ORDER FT

(D-2) F-RETE F-CREATE A- COMMIT -LOSSES
-RO-ST2)RFST CREAT A-LOSE '

AOT -RSENDLLO -ORDER (D-F13)
A-CONSUME RESCI ED (2) A-EDIF-CREATE

-SUPPLY - MSG(IMPL) F-WSRO -ROST FFL
SCHED (3) - SPLY - RO SCHED (1) F-FL

(D- F8) I-wArnNG
F - RO I II(D-F18)

(D F3 F-SRO F-ALLOC A- COMMIT
(D F3 F- SR.YA - ORDER -ALLOC

(DY- AI) (D-F14) Updato . Bo

F-ROY

F -1110 A-O MT F 0ta -11111 F-SUP L-ORDER A -C MM T Fll' L(D-F)-ALLOC III* -STORE
A-SUPPLY(D-F1U)

A - PLACE. A-ASPLYO F -SUPPLY

F-CORDEATEL -ROST 'Can storel
F-CEAE (D--F11) cannot stors8

ROST F - SHIP lisft.
-DIRECT - AVAIL

-ROST (D -F10) IF.-fU

-MSG(IMPL) 
(D-F15)

RESCHED (1) F -SUPPLY1,:F1)

SCHED (4) -ROST
E(D-FF 1) F-UIFT

-JOB
VALIDATES [ID -F1 6)

ORDERS
ABEGIN
-LOAD

A-END
-LOAD

Figure'D - 4. Supoty Dispatcher
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041 F-RO-ROMT TYPEs Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function cycles through unit(s) to determine the%
status of RO supply types. If the supply type is
fuel, the fuel consumption algorithm (F-FUEL-USED. 0-
F2) determines the unit consumption and remove it fro&
the unit stocks. The status of a supply type is
checked by F-RO-SUPPLYCK (D-F3) which, when required,
calls F-RO-ORDER (0-F4) to create and send an order.
Major end item (MEl)' battle loss raports are sern -
to HO for command decision on what requisitiori to
initiate. F-DIRECT-REQUEST (C-F2) is invoked if
requirements for transportation support were developed.
in F-RO-ORDER.

TRIGGERED BY: (Note: All times are default values that car be
reset during preprocessing or during tne running.
of the game through controller interaction)

(1) User units:

(a) AMMO - Units in Qround combat every 30'
minutes. Units upon leaving combat.
Artillery, air defeise, air and victim units
after each fire mission.

tbl FUEL - Prompted by the movement module
$or moving units arriving at center of hex
(Ever,'ýr3. •. ) . Prcapted by SCrEDUI.ER for slow
or nonmovino units every hour.

. C1 MEl - c .roroted ov the z-ainterar, zs
nodule. after its nai ,tenance as5e snert S- ýr
4E!. It passes a lIst of any units wr:.:n 1 *i

suffered ME[ losses.

tdý CL IX - Prompted bv the maintenan.:e
module, at the end of its, maintenance c-cle. It
passes 1 list of any maintenance units to cneck
for low repair part supply status.

(Note: Besides the class IX depletion that a
maintenance unit experiences from its own uses.
its inventories are also reduced by its users
-13ss I1 PM rqu~rements. The maintenance
module accounts for these witn planninq factors.
The supply module resupplies tne iiaintenance
units back to the basic load of repair parts.)
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F-R-0RQMT (cant.

(2) Supply bases are all che ked for
replenishment on a scheduled asis:,

(a) Brigade - every 3 hours
(b) Division - every 6 hours
(c) Corps - every 12 hours
(d) Theater - every 24 hours

RES.UL.TI.NG. IN: F-FUEL-USED (D-F2)
F-RO-SUPPLYCK (D-F3)
F-DIRECT-ROST (C-F2) Transportation

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure D-5.
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MODUL UNIT SCHEDULER

SUPPLY

CUSTOME

F -FUEL- USED F-RO-

FIGURE D-S. F-RO-RQMT 3SD
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DATADEF!N!TION: F-RO-RQflT

Connection Data
Number Transferred ___............Comments .

D0 Parameters received from a single unit:

o Support flag Set u 0 for single unit.
This is the usual case,
5 th m O'd -u, e- s.
Supply for single unit
supply checks are set to
0.

o Unit ID When checking a sunpl
,voe of an individual
unit.

o Suiply type All iteam; of the suapli
type at the unit are
checked.

2nformation from the SCHEDULER on a grouo of units:

o Support flag Set A I for unit arou',.
Supply sets this
parameter for scheduled
checks of a group of
units.

o Unit type When :heck~ig a supply

o Echelon units by t)Oe an.
echelon: a2 ,j;t

In'orfation rece,ived on a list.of inits r: :

o 3upport fla4 Sat • +•+:r a I.St
'~~~ nuIt$S. The "aneaz

and anv other modules
providing a list 7f
units to be :hecked set
the flag to 2.

o Unit list Unit IDs.
o Supoly type All items of the ;uooly,

type it the unit are
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Di.A.TA_ DE..I N..I TI.O N: F-RO-RQMT (cont.)

Connection Data
_ Number Tra.ns fe r ed ---. . So mm en t s .

04a Needed to get unit list from data file (D-DFI):

o Side
0 RO supply type

o Current time

D4b Needed to get next time from data file (D-D,2.):

C P'J sLOlYpl tv02

o Unit type (SR-)
o Echelon

S a Data, file ýD-DFI) of unit list checked on sc:aduled
basis.,

o Unit list List of unit ID's to be
checked by supply type,
side, unit type,
echelon(s) & time.

S5b Scheduling time data (D-DF2) ;'r checking qroups ai
~ntc

Unh -l ttne LeO'e x't : ':

ocnalcn :j t:•

36 In: -edeO .r r. t.e SUP'- .s5T]EP :at. .:to.

c' Side
L Jead flag
3 Deployment flag
o Phantom unit flag

D7 Parameters passed to F-FUEL-USED (D-F2!:

cOnsumOti on.
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D-F1

DATA DEFINITION: F-RO-RQMT (cant.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

D8 Parameters passed to F-RO-SUPPLYCK (D-F3):

a Unit ID Determine supply type
status.

o SupDlv type

D9 Parameter passed to SCHEDULER to reschedule D2:

o Time Schedulai F-C2-1EI.

0-3
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F-R0-RgMT

Fig 0-Sb Fig !-Sc

BEGINNING M IDD3LE END,
PART PART PART

(1') I

INPUT SUPPORT
PARAMETRS TYPE

S INGLE GROUPED (C4)

SUNIT UNITS UNIT LISTI

PUT IN PUT IN PUT
GET LOCAL GET LOCAL LIST IN

UNIT ID ARRAY UNITS qRRAY UNITARRAY

Figure O-Sa. F-RO-ROMT generator
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PART

F'rom a-6a

UNIT LOOP

NOT a a
APPROP APPRO0P
UNIT UNIT

FUL.HC

COSMTNPR
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END
PART

From D-6a

0 1) (9) (10)
SCHE ULNG MEI TRANSPORT

REQUIRED REQUIRED

a 0 o o IN-OXE o a
SCHEDULED SCHEDULE F-DIRECT-

UNITS F-C2-MEI REQUEST

GET
SCHEDULNG SCHEDULE

DATA F-RO-RGMT

"Figure 0-6c. F-RO-RQMT generator (continued)
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-RO-RQMT

1. INPUT PARAMETERS. Read in the parameters passed in 0l. 02 or 03.

2. SINGLE UNIT. If the support flag Ls set at zero (D1), the support
it for a single unit. Put the unit I1 into the unit array for its one
trip through the unit loop at 5.

3. GROUPED UNITS. If the support'flag is set at one %D2), the support
is for a group of unit;. Read list of units to be checked from unit
table for the supply type, unit type (SRC) and echelon(s) (D4a) from S5a
into array(s) by echelon for the loop through the units' SRC by
ascending'order, i.e., ATPs, ASPs and CSAs. (Note: A utility routine
must be developed for the purpose of maintaining these lists as the (ame
is played. This will include adding newly deployed units, removing dead
or nondeployed units while keeping them in the selected order (e.o..Or
echelon, OPCODE, etc.)

4. UNIT LIST. If the support flag is set to two (D3), the suoport is
for a list of units, developed by another module (probably oassed from
the maintenance module for MEI or repair part resupply check). Put the
list into unit array in preparation for paragraph S.

5. UNIT LOOP. Cycle thr;ugh the units defined and placed in array(s)
in paragraphs 2, 3 or 4. Check for any inappropriate units, such as
nondeployed, dead, or phantom units (SW). (Note: For the scheduled
check of unit groups, these units should already be removed by the
utility routine. Also, if these checks were made by the calling
routine, they are not necessary here.)

6. FUEL CONSUMPTION. If the supply type is fuel, then triacer F-FUEL-
USED (D7: D-F2) to determine amount consumed since lastý,al assassment

and remove it from the consuming unit's fuel assets.

7. CHECK/ORDER. Trigger F-RO-SUPPLYCK (DBs D-F3) to check the unit's
suoolv type status. I+ an order needs to be placed, F-RO-ORDER (D-F4)
is called from withini-RO-SUPPLfCK (D8: D-F3).

B. SCHEDULING. If this is a scheduled supply check for a group of
units (support flag x 1), access SSb using the D4b parameters to get the
time to schedule the next occurrence (D09)

9. MEI REQUIRED. If the supply type is MEl, the shortages are put on
the unit's battle loss report and forwarded up command channels by F-RO-
ORDER (D-F4) where, deoending on the tactical/strategic situation, the
MEI's scarcity and the unit's priority, the losses are requisitioned forissue.
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F-RO-RQMT (cont.)

(Notes The function, F-C2-MEI (D-F7), is scheduled from F-RO-ORDER to
decide on each unit ME-I requirement. This is scheduled for some time
(default I hour) in the future to ensure that the last MEI loss report
(COMMO message) has arrived.)

10. TRANSPORT REQUIRED. If, during the loop through the units, orders
more created and transportation requested and approved, invoke F-DIRECT-

. ROST (C-F2r.

Ul-
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D.-F2- F-FUEL.USED TYPE, Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This functio determines the amount ot fuel by type
that a unit consumed since the last fuel assessment
and takes the amount consumed out of the unit'sfuul
assets. This is based on the unit's current operation
and the type and number of fuel burning systems on
-hand, including an estimated amount for any nongamed
equipment in the SRC.

TRIGGERED BY: F-RO-ROMT (04-F)

RESULTING IN: aUPDL(-CUSTOMER (s-El'
A-CO4SUME-SUPPLY (D-*:I)

SYSTEMS SPECIFICATION'DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure 0-7.
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D-F2

DATA FR-Q SUPPLY
CUSTOMERFILES (-IS (D - F) '(D -El)

F-FUEL-USED1

(D- F2)

FIGURE D-7. F-FUEL-USED SSD
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D-F2

D.AT.A D-EF.IN IT.I ON: F.-F.UýEL-USED-

Connection Data
Number ____Transferred ______Comments

DI, Parameters passed from F-RO-ROPMT (D-F1)i

o Unit ID Determine this unit's
fuel consumption since

S2 Information needed from SUPPLY-CUSTCMER ;tate vector:

0o OC 'D E C -t 'a t n
o Sý';tems on-hand Fue turn.ers.
o Fuel ID C'f aac i t.-:2

a Fuel on-hand Ouantiti availatl3..
o System effectiveness Fraction of unit's

systems operational.

03Parameters needed to get info from data file at S4:

o Side
o Unit's SRC
0 Svstam tvoq
o Unit ;OPCODE

o Fuel consumption Rate/gamed system

D5 Parameters passed for A-CONSUME-SUPPLY (D-A!Z) action:

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID Unit having fuel
consumed.

o Amount consumed (Item#, ouantitv)*.
o Current time Tilme of :evi-.iu 45.'~

assessment
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F-FUEL
-USED

Cl) (5)

RECEIVE CALCULATE CONSUME
PROMPT AMOUNT FUEL |

"(2) C'i)

ELAPSED FUEL NONPLAYED
TIME CONSUMPTN SYSTEMS

C3)
SYSTEM

LOOP

o 0

NONAPPROP APROPRIAT
SYSTEM SYSTEM

GET CALC sm ..

SYSTEM'S AMT AMOUNT BY

FUEL DATA CONSUMD FUELTYPE

Figure 0-8. F-FUEL-USED generator
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D-F2

GE NERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-FUEL-USED

1, RECEIVE PROMPT. Read input data at D1. Set the state vector data
at S2.

2. ELAPSED TIME. Determine the time elapsed by subtracting the time of
the previous fuel assessment (S2) for the unit from the current time.
Save the current time for the unit'snext *previous fuel assessment"
(05).

3. STVE ..CCP. :^cle through all of the systems in the unit $kicoing
non-fuelburning systems. Read the number of systems available (S2) and
the type of fuel each burns (D4). Read the consumption rate of the
system type (S4) for the unit type and the unit'; operation (OPC.Z).
Multiply the number of systems on-hand times the consum=ti:n ratl ti.as
the elapsed time. Accumulate the amount of ea:c fuel t,;z _ :i;.re: •.,:
an array by fuel type.

4. NONPLAYED SYSTEjiS (NPS). Account for nonplaved Fupl-Lurning s,';to.:
by reading the consumotron rate for all NPS for the SRC zrcm c•l,
multiplying it by the elapsed time and by unit systems effectiveness,
and then adding it to the appropriate fuel type.

5. CONSUME FUEL. The fuel consumption algorithm produces an array for
the amount of each fuel type consumed., Trigger the A-CONSUME-SUPPLY (D-
AI') action at the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER entity to subtract the amounts
consumed of each fuel type from the amount available at the unit (D).
Return to F-RO-RQMT (0-F1).
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D-F3 F-RO-SUPPLYCK TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function' checks the status of an RO supply type
for a unit to determine if a supply request should be
sent. Before the unit's status is checked, amounts
that have arrived via throughput and air lines of

communication (ALOC) are determined and added into the

unit's on-hand amounts. (Note: For the time being,

throughput should include delivery by pipelines and
bar;gas a wells as transz:rt trj:Y. 7 i :;,e '.,.-

on-hand and in-transit (due-in) for each item of the

supply type are checked against resupply thresholds to

decide what action should be taken. MEI are treated

differently. The difference in an MEI's basic load

and the total assigned and in-transit quantities are

calculated and the difference is placed :n the -.nit a

battle loss report to be sent to command for a

requisition decision.

TRIGGERED BY: F-RO-ROMT (D-FI

RESULT ING IN: F-RO-ORDER (D-F4)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure b-9.
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D-F3

*

DATA F- O - RQMlT SUPPLY
FIES(D- l)CUSTOMER

FLES(D - F1) (D - E1)

4 32

F-RO

-SUPPLYCK
(D- F3)

F- RO - ,.RDERto1 - F4) "

FIGURE D-9. F-RO--SUPPLYCK SSD
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DATA DEFINITION: F-RD-SUPPLYCK

Connection Data

Number Trarsferred 0_8-0__ Cmnts_... ......

III Parameters sent from F-RO-ROMT (04F1):

o Unit ID Unit being checked.
o Supply type RO supply cataqory being

* S2 Inforsition required-from the unit's state vector:

a System effectiveness Used to calculata the
RD level.al

o Unit CPCODE Current
o Unit MSNCObE Planng~d fC~t,"re

Operati on.
o ALOC flag V~aqs AiLOC receii~ng

o 'hr:)ughput flag Flaqs tihrCLý;;Ut

supply type.
o Assigned amo~unt Data for ME, :r.l/.
n Authorized amount Data for suppli type
o On-hand amount per item:
o Due-in amour.'
o Primary SUPPLIER I D
a Sazzndar,; S'U'PL1V:'
a Alt I SUPPLIER 10

o Emeroen:v £FJFL:ER i

03ja Needed to get info from data file at 24a:

o , Unit typq
0 Supply type
o OPCODE'
o MSNCODE

D~jb Needed to got info irom data file at S4b:

o Unit ýVpe
o ecneleon
o Supply type,
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DATA DEFINITION: F-RO-SUPPLYCK (cont.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred _ _a,_aCo ent ..............

D3C Needed to ret info from data file at S4c:

o Side
o Supply type
o SRC
o supplv item
o Time

DZd Needed to iet info from data fia- at S4j:

o SRC
o Supply type
o Supply item
o MSENCODE

Sla Resuoply threshold data file (D-0F4):

o Reorder point Resupply thresholds/
unit tvpe/suoplv type/
OPCODE/MSNCODE.

o Critical point Ditto.
o 4onoperational point Ditto.

:4b RD ;upol v tioe character'isti: data ;ile i .- F

a Fra~tion ALOC arrivino - .
o RO flag Indicates if RO

$4c Suppliv item attribute data fiAe tD-DFt):

o Total arriving Qty/supply type/SRC
(-ALOC) supply item/today.

o Total ALOC arriving Oty ALOC/suppl, tvpe/SPC
supply item today.

o Exceotio• ']m =!aOS :' :tn n:t
checked.
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D-F3

DATA DEFINITION: F-RO-SUPPLYCK (cont.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

S4d RO supply item forecasts (D-DF7) data file:

o Forecast Daily rate/supply
type/supply item/
MSNCODE/SRC.

o Forecast NPS Daily rate/total
* nonplayed supply

item/supply tvpe/
MSNCODE/SRC'.

05 Parameters sent to F-RO-ORDER (D-F44 to create -rd~r:

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID
o SUPPLIER ID Supplior for suoolv

list.
a Order list (Supply type. teT,#.

quantity)*.
o Order type Regular. emergency. or

ALLOCATION.
o Total available Used to calculate
o Total RO noneffective fraction.
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F-RO-
SUPPLYCK

cl) (2) GET SUPPLY (20)
RECEIUE STATUS CHECK ORDER
PROMPT DATA BODY PART

(3) * INUOKE NO

CHECK F-RO- ORDER
SUPPLIES ORDER NECESSARY

0 a
INAPPROP APROPRIAT
SYS/ITEM SYS/ITEM

Fig I-l1b Fig 0-10C

ALOC OR NON SUPPLY
RO CALC THRUPUT EFFECTIVE SHORTAGE

PART PART CX PART PART

(4) RO o (5) RO o (7) c o
CALC CALC NOT ACCUM RO

REQUIRED ROD & ON-HAND

SYSTEM BASIC
EFECTUNES LOAD IS
TIMES BL 'RO'

Figure D-1Oa. F-RO-SUPPLYCK generator..
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*J

ALOC OR
THRUPUT
PART

From 0-1Oa

ALOC/TP
RECEIUER

TP/ALOC FRAC DAY PRRM ARRIVED

Figure 0-lOb. F-RO-SUPPLYCK generator (contin'ued)
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SUPPLY
SHORTAGE

PART

From n-10.a

F- F ig 0-lcd

CALC (0o) (11)
dSHORTAGE FORECAST 'SHORTAGE

PART PART CHECX,

SUPPLY OTHER REQUIRE ---
TYPE SUPPLI!ES

a GET ADT
FORECAST CALC FUELTYPE

DATA FORECAST TOTAL

Figure 0-lOc. F-RO-SUPPLYCX generator (continued)



SHORTAGE
CHECK

From 0-10c

SOME--

SHORT

PUT ON((S) (i6)
MEI LOSS DETERMINE COMPARE REORDER

REOT STATUS THRSHOLDS ACTION

SET PUT ON SE~T PUT OUCRITICAL EEMRGNCY REORDER ORDER
h ORDERFLAG ORDERLIST FLAGLT

Fiqure 0 -10d. F-RO-SUPPLYCX generator (cont, nued)
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D-F3

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-RO-SUPPLYCK

I. RECEIVE PROMPT. Read DI to determine which supply type is being
checked for which unit.

2. GET STATUS DATA. Access the units supply data for the supply type
which includes the basic load (authorized level), quantity on-hand and
quantity due-in for each item of the supply type (M2). If MEI, it would
also include the quantity of each NEI assigned, Read the resupply
thresholds for the unit type, its OPCODE, MSNCODE and the suoplv type
(S4a). Read the RO flag that irdicates if this supply type requires the

RO calculation, (S4b). If RO flag set, read the unit's system
effectiveness (S2) for use in the RO calculations done in the loop
through the items/systems at paragraph 3.

3. CHECK SUPPLIES. Loop through all items/systems for this supply
type. Read the system exception flag (S4c) that indicates if the item
is handled interactively by the gamer or by some other method; if So.
skip it (i.e., nukes, etc).

4. RO CALCULATION REQUIRED. Calculate the RO level of the suooly item
by multiplying its amount authorized by the unit's system effectiveness.

r 5. RO CALCULATION NOT REQUIRED. The unit maintains the basic load
(authorized level) of the supply type, i.e., MEI by tetting the RO level
"to the amount authorized.

.4

. 6. ALOC OR THROUGHPUT. (TP). Check ALOt or TP flags of the supply
item to see if ALOC or throughput are delivered for this unit tvoe (S2).

5' (Note: Throughput can include pioeline or Darot delivery, or it may Do
preferable to k.eeo ALOC,. throughput. piaeline and barae deliver', in
seoerate files.) If so, oet the total .3 the suooll tvoe arri,,ino irn

theater today iS4c) and the fraction of the total allotea to tnh; unit
SRC (S4b). Multiply the fraction that this unit tvOe gets by the total
amount arrived in the theater by the time elapsed. Do this for both
ALOC and throuqhput. Add the quantity of ALOC and throuahot arrived
for each supplyitem to the unit's quantity on-nand for the Item.

7. ACCUMULATE RO AND ON-HAND. Check for a noneffective threshold for
the supply type and SRC. If, one exists, keep a running total on the RO
amounts and the on-hand amounts. These totals are passed later to F-RU-
ORDER (if an order is created). These totals are used to see if the
unit's supply status for the supply type has breached the noneffective
threshold.

.4
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F.-.RO0-S-UPPLY CK (can t.

8. MEI SUPPLY TYPE. If MEL, determine the losses by subtracting the
number assigned and due-ii (noncommitted) from the basic load quantity
for the unit type ($2). (Note: The assiqned systems are those on-hand
and in DS maintenance units. Catastrophic kills and systems taken to GS
maintenance have lost their unit identities.)

9. OTHER SUPPLIES. If any other RO supply type, determine the amount
sh-rt tv subtractina tho amocut: on-hand and die-..n-
the RO supply level for the supply type.

10.. FORECAST. If a forecast amount is in S4d for the sucol/ and urit
type, 'et the exoected additional amount of the supply type reauired fcr
each of the system tvpes Iuring the assigned m.s;ion. mult,:l, the
qLantitV of the system type 0, the amount. aggq'ezte it a,.J e
amount of the suppiv item short by the amount of the forecastad:
quantity. Get the forecast amount to be added in for noncamed systems
and multiply it times the system effectiveness. Add the result to the
amount short.

11. SHORTAGE CHECK. If a shortage of the supply item exist3. determine
if the supply type is MEL or another supply type.

12. MEI SUPPLIES. If the supply type short is MEL (S4b)W the supply
level is not checked against a reorder threshold. Instead, the amount
of the MEL short is added to the MEI battle loss report list Ahi:h is
sent up the command channels via COMMO where decisions are made
reoardino 4hat act.ons. if at;'. are to te tal.en te:ar &:I. ;: t-
lost systems. The reouesting unit s due-in balance for the jeoletoe

not increasa unto! a r2'i3~tiOn for issue :s . .
~uc~ and ar LC J *:re2ated.

13. OTHER SUPPLIES. Status of the other suocl; t.:es arr ::,arc
against the supply reorder thresholds (S4a);

14. DETERDIIE STATUS. Determine the unit s suoo i sta-.is i-rE
by dividing the amount on-hand plus due~in ýnoncommitteo) by the item's
RO level. This calculation p~rovides the fraction that ,s coacared
bel ow.
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F -.RO-.S-U.P-PLYCK (cant.

15. COMPARE THRESHOLDS. Compare the re ulting status fraction to the
reorder or critical thresholds. Ii a noIneffective threshold datum
exists for the unit and an order is to b created, a total status
fraction is used later in F-RO-ORDER (D5: D-F4) to determine if the unit
is noneffective as a result of the shortage of the supply type. (See 7)

l. REORDER ACTIONS. If the fraction o RO is below the reorder or
:ritical points. then set the ac;'opriatz re:rdr T. -; .i rJ . t:;'

item's normal, alternate, or emergency supplier (S2). A list of itoe:
short is developed for each supplier.

17. EMERGEMJCY ORDER REQUIRED. If telow the criti:&' lavi. ;','j t' .o
supply type, item and amount short tc the ameran:, t f:13 t1:
amergancy supplier. Turn on tha orler f½a;.

13. REGULAR ORDER REQUIRED. If below t .e reorder levl dd the ":"

tvoe, item/svstem, and iuantitv to the r gular order ;er suzlizir.
on thz order f7aq.

l1. 10 ORDER REQUIRED. i the status f action 4; not at :r _=:.
reorder level, do not put the item on an order.list. D: not site- t.e

order flag. The exception was discussed in 12.

20. ORDER PART. If the order flag was ot turned on during the loo
through tne items of the suoolv type, then exit. Gtherisa. r:,•ek -
RO-ORDER (D5).

06
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D-F4

D-F4 F-RI-ORDER TYPE: interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function first checks if a unit is noneffective
based on the status of a given supply type. If not
effective, it sends a COMMO message to the CSS gamer
to notify his of the unit's situation so an
appropriate action can be taken. MEI loss reports are
sent to headquarters via COMMO for a requisition
decision. Other supply orders are submitted for

Transportation may refuse to provide support 'at this

time if the order is too small.

TRIGGERED BY: F-RO-SJPPLYCK (D-Fi)

RESULTIrN3 IN: 3UF'-C'TE-
A-PLACE-ORDER (D-A1)

F-CREATE-ROST (C-F1) Transcortation
(COMMO module implied action: A-SEIZ-MES%=GE)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM ýSSD):

See figure 1-11.
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D-F4

F-RO SUPPLY.-
-SUPPLYCK CUSTOMER
(D -F3) (D-El)

1 2

F-HO-ORDERI (D -F4)

I TAN SPORTATIONI

COMMO I 'CREATE -RQST

FIGURE D-11. F-RO-ORDER SSD
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D-F4

DATA DEFINITION: F-RO-ORDER

Connection Data
Number Transaction Comments

Dl Parameters recqived from F-RO-SUPPLYCK (04F3)s

o' SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID
6 SUPPLIER ID
o Order list (Supply tvae. ltemt~

quantity)*.
o Order type Regular, emergency,

or ALLOCATION.
o Total available Used to calculate
o Total RD noneffective fr~acti on.

S2 Information from the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER state vector:

o Side Blue or Red.

D~ja Information sent in.COMMO message to gamer about

SUPPLY-CUSTOMER:

o Unit ID
o Supply type
o Status

D3b Information sent in COMMO messa;* about MEl
requisition:

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID
o SUPPLIER ID
o Battle loss list (System*, quantity)* lost.

D4 Trigger F-CREATE-RGST (C-Fl):

o Outset unit For Blue. this is
usually the SUPPLY-

CUSTOMER unit unless tar
supplybase

replenishment. For Red,
this is nearly always

the SUPPLIER u nit.
o Destination unit For Blue, this is'

usually the SUPPLIER
unit. For Red, this is
nearly always the SUPPLY

-CUSTOMER.
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D-F 4

DATA DEFINITION: F-RO-ORDER (cont.)

Connection Data
Number Transaction Comments

04 Trigger F-CREATE-ROST (C-Fl) (cont.):

o Order list (Supply type, item#,
quantity)*

o Order type Normal,. emargenc/. or
ALLOCATION.

D5 Receive Transportation response:

o Request flag 0 a no request created.
I = request created.

D6 Trigger to A-PLACE-ORDER (D-Al):

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID Chanqe SUPPLY-CUSTOMER's
supply status.

o Supply order (Supply type. item#.
quantity)* verified.
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F-RO-
ORDER

Fig 0-12b

C1) C2)CALC (3) NON (Lj)
RECEIUE NONEFFECT EFFECTIQE ORDER/ (7)
PROMPT FRACTION PART RQST TYPE RETURN

NON
EFFECTIUE

commo
MESSAGE

TO GAMER

Figure D-12a. F-RO-ORDER generator
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ORDER/
RQST TYPE

From 0-12a

aCS) a
ICS) ME OTHER
ISUPPKIES SUPPLIES

SEND TRIGGER
- COmMO MSG F-CREArE- RESPONSE

T•CORPS ROST

0-66

SFLAG-O FLAG>O,

iiTRIGGER SET

SKIP [A-!PLACE- ORDER
UNIT ORDER FLAG

S~Figure 0-12b. F-RO-OROER penerator (continued)
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D -FF4

ENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-RO-ORDER

RECEIVE PROMPT. Read input parameters from DI.

. CALCULATE NONEFFECTIVE FRACTION. Get the total RD and total on-hand
ccumulated durieg the check of the supply items. Determine if the
nit's status for the supply type is in the noneffective level by

cividing the total on-hand by the total RO to get the frAction to
ompare to the noneffective threshold.

NONEFFECTIVE PART. If the comparison indicates that the unit is
neffective for the supply type, send a message to thi gamer (D3a) for
is information and action. Place thq order (the gamer can decide to
elete it).

ORDER/REQUEST TYPE. Check the order list (DI) to determine if MEI
attl9 loss report or supply order for a non MEI supply type.

. MEI ORDER. If MEe, send the MEI battle losses list to coros ,via a
OMMO message (D3b).

. OTHER SUPPLIES. If the supply type is other than MEI, check D2 to
;t the unit's side so the starting point unit and ending point unit
arameters can be passed to transportation apnropriatly for the unit's
ide. (Note: The Blue starting point for user unit resupply is usuAlly
t the unit, except for supply base replenishment. Red is nearly always
ror the supply base going tn the unit, except in criticai circumstance
Shen the unit may send its organic vehicles back for supolies). Then
ass the supply order to transoortation by triagerino F-CREATE-ROST (04:
-FA). Receive the resoonse from transportation at D5. If the request
lag returned is zero, skio the unit. It will be checked acaan at a
ater time. If the reOuest flag is one. invoke A-PLALE-GR30 106: D-4R)

1 o update the SUPPLe-CUSTUMER unit s due-in for the amount t• n teas

brdered.

R RETURN. Return to the calling routine, F-RO-SUPPLYCK ND-F5. rio
nformation returned.
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D.-F5 F.-_F -R 9 M.T TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function determines a unit's supply requirements
for its supply types accounted for through planning
factors (.PF) and it requests transportation support

for pickup and delivery of the supplies. It is
triggered by the scheduler which activates it
periodically based upon the data input. The default
is 24 hours.

STRIGGERED.I.Y: Scheduler (Dvfpult is -4 houri).

RESULTING.IN: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (D-E.)
A-PLACE-ORDER (D-g11)

A-CONSUME-SUPPLY D-AI)
F-CREATE-ROST (0-FI) Trars;rLition

SYSTEM SPECIF)CAT'ON 9IAGRAM (SSD):

See figure 0-I.
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D-FS

DATA DEFINITIaN: F-PF-RQNT

Connection Data,
Number Transferred COm ants__ .

DI Information passed by the sch'edulaer:

d Time Previous time this
assessment occurred.

o Supply, type(s) Indicator :f suool,
types'to be distributed.

a Side Blue or Red.

S2 SUPPLY-CUSTOMER's required state vector information:

* o Unit type
o Side
o MOPP posture
o Contamination level
o OPCODE
o SUPPLIER(s) ID
a Number of personnel
o Personnel effectiveness

D3a Parameters needed to access the data file at S4a:

o Supply type
o Unit type
o Side
ýo MOPP posture
o Contamination level

-, o OPCODE
o MSNCODE,

'D3b Parameters needed to access the data file at S4b:

O Supply tvpe

o Side

S4a Planning factor data file (D-DFS) information:

o Planning factors Weight amount/man/day.

S4b Planning factor scheduling data file (D-DF9):

a Schedule time For PF suoplv tvoes.
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DATA DEFINITION: F-PF-RQ•'T (cont.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

D5 Parameters passed to trigger A-CONSUME-SUPPLY (D-AlZ):

o Unit ID Consuming unit.
o Supplies consumed (Supply type,

o Current game time Save as previous
time checked.

D6 Trigger F-CREATE-ROST (C-Fl):

Q Outset unit For Blue. usual.lv the
SUPPLY-CUSTOMER unit
unless for suopl.vy ase
replenishment. For Red,
usually the SUPPLIER.

o Destination unit For Blue, usually the
SUPPLIER. For Red. tnis
is nearly always the
SUPPLY-CUSTOMER.

o Order list (Supply type, item#,
quantity)*.

o Order type Normal, emergency
or ALLOCATION.

07 Receive Transportation response:

o ec:- s -1ai ;% no rS1.!m=t -

09 Tr~qqer to A-PLACE-ORDER (D-AI):

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER I' Chlarca S3UPP .'-• •
suopli status.

o Supply order (Suppli type, Ita'#.
quantity)* verified.

09 Schedule the next occurrence of this assessment:

o Time Next time this

3 'uppiy tvpe(s) Indicator :; sjoaly
tipes to te distriaLteo.

o Side
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F-PF-RQMT

(2) BODY OF -() 7)SCHD
RECEIVE ELAPSED 'PF' SCHEDULE NEXT
PROMPT TIME DETERMNTN TRANSPORT F-PF-ROYT

Fi .g.-14b

(3)
UNITS

Fg

i Figure O-1~a. F-PF-RQfIT generator
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uori

(3)
UNITS

from D-1'i.

CS

UNIT SUPPLY SEND
STATUS ICALC PARl ORDER

C4) N 3T

UNIT PERSONS SUPPLY ORDER/ ORDER
STATE ON-HAND TYPES SUPPLIER EXISTS

GETSEND
PF/UNIT 'PF' F ORDER

STATE PART /SUPPLIER

DOES WO A-CREATE-
NOT EXIST EXISTS RUST

CALC REDUCE BUMP ADD TO
SUPPLY AMOUNT AMOUNT SUPPLIERS

CONSUMTN ON-HAND DUE-IN ORDER

Figure D-14b. F-PF-RQMT generator (continued)
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G-ENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-PF-ROMT

1. RECEIVE PROMPT. Read input parameters (DI).

2. ELAPSED TIME. Determinn the time elapsed since the previous
distribution of the planning factor (PF) supply type(s). Subtract time
of previous assessment (D0) from the current time.

3. UNIT LOOP. Begin cycling through all units in the force. The
supply types treated with the Pe tethcd ar ,Isua2li ;sn:-ý t: a
Get each unit's state vector data (S2).

4. SUPPLY TYPES. Loop through all of the PF supply types at each unit.
Read in the planning factor amount for the supply type for the unit i
current state (S4a). nulti;1I the planning factor times tfe nwr
persons available. Reduce the on-hand inventori t,/ tne ai;"nt.
Determine the order amount by subtracting the on-hand and due-in
quantities from the product of the authori:ed level times the oori:n~i
effectiveness. Add the result to the order list being prepared icr
submission to the supplier.

5. SEND ORDER. When all of the requirements for the unit's PF
supplier(s) are accumulated. set the arguments for the transportation
appropriately for the starting' point and destination point. (Note: The
Blue starting point for user unit resupply is usually at the unit,.
except for supply base replenishment. Red is nearly always from the
supply base going to the unit, except in critical circumstance when the
unit may send its organic vehicles back for supplies.) Then trigger A-
CONSUME-SUPPLY (D5:D-A41. to redu:2 the amount availab•e a"t The 4nit and
send the order(s) to transportation (D6: F-CREATE-RQST (C-cl1l. if the
recuest flag returned 'D7) 4nlicates the reqest was croati:, tr:r .•-

PL~cs-oRoER D2:o-e : t; ;;,,ate the- init'suai :er zo
ordered and set a local flaq for paragraph 6.

6. SCHEDULE TRANPORTATION. Once the unit loop is finished, if reouests
'were submitted and accepted by transportation, in~oke F-DIRECT-F>:ST kC-
F2) to indicate to transportation that all of the orders ire readv.

7. SCHEDULE. Read the time (S4b) for scheduling the next occurrence of
this PF supply typa assessment. Schedule the next PF occurrence (D91.

a
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D-FO F-JF-RGIIT TYPE: lInteractive Function

SUMMARY:, This function receives a message through COMMO from
the gamer or requesting unit placing a special job
order for supplies needed to accomplish an assigned
job or is triggered by the scheduler when the special

- order previously entered continues being sent on a
periodic basis. It reserves the special order at the

* sending unit and places an order from the sonding
.I4~ 3Z arpS. iW ti.1 a~ I , r a;

avaiabla or due in.. It r.quests aed2. .
/, transportation suoport.

TRI13EREO BY: A CgOM .-essge
Sch~du~ r

RESULTINIS IN4: SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (D- I
SUPPLIER OD-E:)
ALLOCATI0N1 (D-E)

A-CRZA7ý -,L.1-3 !O-Aý:

SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ,D-E1)
A-PLACE-ORDER (0-AI)

F-CREATE-ROST (C-I) Transoortation
F-DIRECT-ROST (C-F2) Transportation
Schedule F-JF-RQMT (D-F6)
(Implied COMMO module action: A-SEND-MESSAGE)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure 0-1!.
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D-F8

SUPPLIER COMM SCHEDULER

(D - E2) MODULESCDUE

1 2

10
3 F-JF- ROMT

ALLD.ATION SUPPLY -F-CRETED -E3 CUSTOME -.ROST

FIGURE D-15. F-JF-RQMT SSD
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DATA DEFINITION: F-JF-RQMT

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comment.....................
D$ Special order parameters received from qamer/user

ýunit via COMMO:

o Receiving unit ID Unit to receive

o Sending unit ID Unit to send su~plies.
o Order list (Supply type. item#.

quantit *'.
o Time scheduled Array L:' o c !-

o Repetitions
:rdar to .e sent.

02 Parameter f'rom SCHEDULER about soecial order:

o Order 12

D'a Information stored about special scheduled order(s):

o Order ID
o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID
o SUPPLIER ID
o Order list (Supply type, item#.

o Schedule time
o Pecetitions Oacrement ea:ý, a~

03b Parameter passed to retrieve order fr:o data 4i1a:

o Order ID

D3c Parameter passed to set :hanged data in order file:

o Order ID
o Repetitions Remaining.
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DATA DEFINITION: F-JF-ROMT (cant.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comment

S4 Information retrieved from data file about special
scheduled order(s):

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER 10
o SUPLIER ID
o Order list (Supply type, item#,

'quantity)*.
o Schedule time
o Repetitions Decrement each tine

order is sent.

S5 Status information needed from SUPPLIER (D-E2):

o Amount available (SuDply.type,'item4,
iuantit,ýý*.

06 Parameters passed to trigger A-CREATE-ALLOC D-A):

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID
o SUPPLIER ID
o Special order list (Supply tyoc, item#.

quantity)*.

D7 Parameters pasted to triqqer A-PLACE-QL- •-:

o Unit ID
o Or4or list z .

D8 Parameters oassed to triooer F-CREATE-ROST (C-cil:

o Unit ID
o Supplier ID
o Order list kSupplq tvoe, item#.

quantity)*.
o Order type Regular, emergency.

or ALLOCATION.
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D461.

DATA DEFINITION: F-JF-RQP.T (cont.)

Connection Data

-Number Tr an sfeor re.d ____ omet

D9 Receive Transportation responsei:
o Request flag 0 *no request

created.
1 r2~a~t reaatt.

DIO Parameters sent to SCHEDULER for next accurrence:

o Event time
o Order ID
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F-JF-RQtIT

Fig D-16.
c) (13)

ORDER ORDER LSCHEDULETYPE PART, PART

Fig Dl-lSb ~ 13

C2) NEW REPEAT (7-
ORDER O3RDER ORDER O

"._ Fig D-16c Fig 0-lB

RECEIVE GET UPDATE SEND
SCHEDULED ORDER ORDER ALLOCATON (a) CK ORDERS
'PROMPT FROM FILE FILE PART AVAILABLE PART

TRIGGER TRIGGER
A-CREATE A-PLACE
ý-ALLOC -ORDER

Fiqurr 0-16sa. F-JF-RQMT generator
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C2) NEW
ORDER

From 0-16a

RECEIUE ASSIGN (3)
ORDER ORDER SCHEDULE

MESSAGE NUMBERS TIME

(1*) a ICS) a
SCHEDULE SCHEDU E

FOR NOW FOR LA ER

PUT
REPS ORDER N
PART FILE

o

ONCE MORE
THAN ONCE

PUT
ORDER ON

"FILE

Figure 0-16b. F-JF-ROMT generator Cconti nued)
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CS CK
* 1, AUAILABLE

From D-l6a

' SUPPLY'

ITEMIS

NOT
1AVAILABLE AVAILABLE
* PART PART

AVAILABLE AVAILABLE

PU AT UTO

3NSPL EERIE RSPL
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SEND
ORDERS
PART

From D-16a

(12.) (12)

SUPPLY RESUPPLY
ORDER ORDER

TRIGGERo 0 TRIGGERo 0
F-CREATE- F-CREATE-

ROST ROST

Figure 0-16d. F-JF-ROMT generator (continued)
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C 13)
SCHEDULE
PART

"From 0-16a

NO o r
SCHED SCHED

REPS-a , 'REPS>O

SCHEDINEXT F-JF
-ROMT

-I-

SFigure D-I6e. F-JF-RQtIT generator Ccontinued)
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D-F6

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-JF-RQMT

I. ORDER TYPE. Read input data (DI/D2) to determine if job fill (JF)
order wore received via COIMPO (DI: now order) or a previously scheduled
order (D2s repeat order). Also, if a new order, was it scheduled to be
sent now or later.

2. NEW ORDER. If received via CO tIO (Dl), assign an order number.
(Note: The host model must have a utility routine to handle the
-:igning and creating order numbers).

3. SCHEDULE TIAE. Compare the schedule time input with the new order
to. the current time to determine if the order(s) is/are to be sent now
or later.

4. SCHEDULE FOR NOW. If scheduled for now 0Dl), determine the number
of times the order was to be sent altogether. If more than once. the
order data including repetitions are stored on the special. order file
(D3a) for later access.

5. SCHEDULE FOR LATER. If scheduled to start later, put the order on
the special order file (D3a) and exit.

b. REPEAT ORDER. If prompted by the scheduler (D2), read the data
(DOZb) for order from file (S4).

7. ORDER NOW. If the order were scheduled for now, create an
"ALLOCATION by triggering A-CREATE-ALLOC (06: D-A6) at the SUPPLIER unit
and increase the due-in at the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER for the amount of ea:h
order by triggering A-PLACE-ORDER (D7: D-Al).

... CHECV' AVAILABLE. Cycle throuah the supply items at the SUPPLIER
cneck:ng the availaa:litv of the needed supplies that are currently
aa'ialable and not committed tS5).

9. SOME AVAILABLE. If some of an item are'available at the SUPPLIER
1.S5), put them into a local order list to be sent to the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER

ASAP (if tr&nsportation support is available).

10. SOME NOT AVAILABLE. If part of the ordered amount were not
available (S5), put any of the order not available or due-in at the
SUPPLIER into a local order list for the supplying unit's normal
SUPPLIER.
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I-F6

F-JF-ROMT (cant.)

11. SUPPLY ORDER. If an rder were created for the receiving unit
during the above cycle, request transportation (Mt: F-CREATE-ROST (C-
Fl)). If the request fla g I(D9) indicates the request were created,
invoke F-DIRECT--RQgST (C-F2:. Decrement the repetitions for the order.
If repetitions are now zero, remove from order file (Note: The host
model must prov~ide the routines for managing the special order file..

12. RESUPPLY ORDER. If ar order were created for resuo,/1in h t"h
SUPPLIER, request transportation (D8: F-CREATE-ROST (C-Fl)). I1 the
request flag (09) indicates the request were created, invoke F-DIRECT-
ROST (C-F2).,

1I. SCHEDULE. If the number of times the order remains to te sent i"s
more than zero, schedule its next occurrence (D10).

f.1

4..
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D-F7 El _ _

D-F7 F-C2-MEI TYPEt I n~te~ract iv F~gu nctio.n

SUMMARY: This function is prompted an hour (default) after the
last NEI. battle loss report is sent by a manuever
unit. Each unit's MEI loss report is revieised and a

decision is made concerning the requisition of lost
items. F-SUPPLY-RgST (D-F0I) is called to cycle
throuah the systea types on the list and check the
availability of the MEI at the SUPPLIER, the control
status•, and the availability of suzstit'-,;.
result may or may not be a reouisition. If a
requisition is determined to be necessary, than the
MEI are checked for WSRO items in F-WSRO-SPLY-ROD ýD-
FS). WSRO items are checked for required supplies
which are added to the requisition. (14te: No cha:;. :s

made of the control status of the suoplies goino i.tz
the WSRO NEI. If this is later deemed necassary, the
check should be done using F-SUPPLY-ROST for each
supply type before adding them to the requisition and
creating the ALLOCATION.) An ALLOCATION for the
supplies is created at the SUPPLIER for the SUVPLY-
CUSTOMER %A-CREATE-ALLOC, D-A6). Availability of
ammo, fuel and crews for WSRO MEI are ch2cked in F-
WSRO-SPLY-AVL (D-F9) and F-WSRO (E-F2). Any currently

U available MEI or complete WSRO items are found and an
order for delivering them to the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER is

V passed to transportation in F-SHIP-AVAIL (D-FlO). Any
remainder (not filled) is aggregated into one order
and sent to transportation ;or Tiovaaent -,zTi tý.a
suool',/ base's SUPPLIER (usually corzs Co~rn to

Ji l-:= , Note: As • ?, . :• • 1_ an :.J= l •-

continues :ein I ftllI;. f Ut Is ftl. r
transportation request i5 lssuel tO 12I11 . ..:
remainder to the unit.)

TRIGGERED BY: -:'eduier
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F-C2-MEI (cant.)

- IA-PLACE-ORDER (D-Al)
SUPPLY-CUSTOMER CD-El)
SUPPLIER CD-E2)
ALLOCATION 04-3)

A-CREATE-ALLOC (D-A6)
A-COMMIT-ALLOC (D-A7)
A-SUPPLY-ALLOC CD-Afal

*F-SUPPLY-ROST CO-Phl)
F-WSRO-SPLY-RQD 0D-F)
F-WSRO-SPLY-AVLAIL (D-F9)
F-SHIP-AVAIL 0-410)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure Do-17.
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SCIEDULER COMMO

*J p-E3)

1 2 8, 7.9

6P.-V 10.5( 15~2 )

FIUR -- FS) F-C2--MEI IS
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D--F 7
DATA DEFINITION: F-C2-MEI

Connection Data

Number Transferred Comments:

D1 SCHEDULER prompt:

o Time Scheduled event
time. CONMO msg
containing unit MEI

D2 Information on each battle loss report messagv:

o Unit ID Unit with MEI
I ossai.

lc.. . -: list I Sýs t e-,#.,
;uant6itv)*.

Parameters passed to F-SUPPLY-RQST (D-F11l:

o Unit ID Uoit that suffered
thi losse;.

o SUPPLIER ID ME" suzp1. tasa f."
unit.

o MEI loss list (Supply type, iteiro,
quantity)*.

D4 Return parameters from F-SUPPLY-RQST (D-FPi):

o Validated order 'Su tI vt,' ,

~ !Jz+:i~list-- ' --
;• ut t.,) , ;• at,,.

05 Parameters uassed to F-WSRO-SPLY-ROD (0-F9):

1 MEl list ,tm.~tt;*
on requisition.

06 Information returned by F-WSRO-SPLY-ROD (D-Fg):

o 'WSRO MEI list (Svstem#,quantitv)#.
o Non WSRO'MEI list (SvstemW,1uantitv)*.
o Ammunition list (Ammo ID.quantitv)*,

r eauired.

o Fuel list (Fuel D.:uantit',*,
required.
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D-F7

DATA DEFINITION: F-C2-MEI (cant.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments:

07 Trigier A-CREATE-ALLOC (D-Ab):

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID ALLOCATION owner.
O SUPPLIER ID " location.

quantity)*.

09 Message to SUPPLY-CUSTOMER via COMMO to triager
A-PLACE-ORDER (0-Al):

a SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID
o Order list (Supply t,'pe, item#,

quantity)*.

09 Triqger A-COMMIT-ALLOC (D-A7):

o Ammo/fuel SUPPLIER ID Where supplies are.
o SUPPLIER ID ALLOCATION location.
o ALLOCATION ID
o Supply fill (Supply type, item#.

quantity)* that qoes
toward filling the
remaining ALLCCAT:,3N

D I) lnzrinati :n D&332d t: F-SOSPY 'VL -

o 2UPFPLY-CUSTOýER ID .... .. .. .

o ALLOCATION ID

er-

o ME; SUPPLIER ID
o Ammo/fuel SUPPLIER 'MEI SUPPLIER's.
o ALLOCATION ID
o Supplies transferred
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DATADEFINITIONt F-C2-rIEI (cant.)

Connection Data
Numbsr Transferred Comments•.

012 Parameters sent in personnel request, F-WSRO (E-F2)3

o SUPPLIER ID Personnel CUSTOMER.
a SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID MEI SUPPLY-CUSTOMER.
o ALLOCATICN ID Used t6 izantitv tna

personnel request.
o MEI order list (Systems, Quantity)*.

D1i Information returned from personnel, F-WSR3 (E-F2):

o Crew list (Svstea#.quantitv)#.
available.

014. Parameters passed to F-SHIP-AVAIL (D-F10):

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER'ID ALLOCATION owner.
o MEI SUPPLIER ID locaticn.
o ALLOCATION ID

015 Transportation request for shipping demands
(F-CREATE-ROST):

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID Destination 6nit.
a SUPPLIER ID Stt". .
o Order list •Suo!1 ti:e. Itel,

: Order tvye

016 Resoonse from transportation:

o Request flag ,) re= e.ct n.:t
created.
1 request created.
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F-C2-ME I

(1.) C 13)
RECEIVE BODY SUPPLIER EXIT
PROMPT ORDER

(2) * INVOKE a
UNIT F-CREATE-

REPORTS TASK

INLUjKE a a
F-SHIP- -

AUAIL

Figure 0-18a. F*-C2-rlEI generator
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9

TMEI
RQUISTION

PART

From 0-11e6

00

REQUIRED ---

CS)WSRO WSRO (a)
SUPPLIES RQUISTION CREATE
REQUIRED PART ALLOCATN

INUOKE (7) o a TRIGGER SEND
F-WSRO- INCREASE --- A-CREATE- USER

SPLY-RQD RQUISTION ALLOC UPSATE

FiguL-e 0-18c. F-CE-MEI generator (continued)
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/z

COMPONENT
AUAILPART

From 0-18a

MEI SUPPLIES CREW
PART PART PART

CS)I1EI aa (10) o Ci a
SYSTEMS WSRO CREWS

AVAILABLE SUPPLIES AVAILABLE

. TRIGGER INUOKE
A-COMMIT- F-WSRO- INVOKE

ALLOC SPLY-AUL F-WSRO

Figure 0-18d. F-CE-MEI generator Ccontinued)
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D-F7

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-C2-MEI

1. RECEIVE PROMPT. Receive prompt from scheduler for reading the MEI
"battle loss report messages from NEI user units (il).

9 2. UNIT REPORTS. Begin cycling through the unit NEI battle loss
reports contained in the COMMO messages (D2).

1. READ MEI*BATTLE LOSSES. Read an incoming COMMO messaae containing
the input parameters (D2) for a unit's MEI losses.

4. MEI REQUISITION DECISION. Invoke F-SUPPLY-RQST (D3: D-Fll)) to
decide whether an MEI requisition is to be authorized. F-SUPPLY-RQST.
cycles throuqh the MEI types lost by a unit, checking on its availablity
at the SUPPLIER, determining its' control status. and, makino an,/
substitutions, when necessary and avai)able (assigned durina data
input). Depending on the unit's situation and the MEI status, it
typically returns (D4ý a requisition for the required MEI types ano
quantities. (No.e: Conrtrolled ME! are issued, denied, or substituted
for, based on the unit's total issue of the MEI type so far today
compared to its alloted amount for the day. Noncontrolled MEI are
issued on an (FIFO) basis unless they become scarce, then they become
controlled.)

5. MEI AGGREGATE SHORTAGES. As each unit's order is processed,
accumulate any MEI on the no-fill list into an aggregated order. If an
order is created, it is submitted for transportation support in
paragraph 13.

6. WSRO SUPPLIES PEOUIRED. If an,/ WSPO MEe are in the recuisition,
invoke F-WSRO-SPLf-ROD kDS: D-F3 . This function c-cles'tnrc. h the IE7

list separating it into WSRO and non-WSRO lists. For WSRO MEI, it
determines and lists the ammo/fuel requirements. Tne resultinq lists
are returned (D6) to this function.

7. INCREASE REQUISITION. PlAce any ammunition/fuel requirements and
their quantities on a requisition list for inclusion in the ALLOCATION
requirements in paragraph 8.

S 8. CREATE ALLOCATION. Trigger A-CREATE-ALLOC (D7: O-A6) to create a
reservation of the required supplies for the unit, and then send a COMMO

L message (D8) to the unit to verify the ALLOCATION. This messaae

triggers A-PLIACE-ORDER (D-Al) which updates the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER's due-
ins and total issue so-f?r-toda%' ;or each supply item.

9. MEI SYSTEMS AVAILABLE. If available MEI were raturner: from F-
SUPPLY-ROST at 4., commit those at the MEI SUPPLIER to the ALLOCATION bv
triggering the action A-COMMIT-ALLOC (09: D-A7).
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D-F7

F-C2-MEI (cont.)

10. WSRO SUPPLIES AVAILABLE. If any WSRO MEI are in the requisition,
invoke F-WSRO-SPLY-AVL (DIO: D-F9). This function determines the
availability of required WSRO (ammo/fuel) supplies. If not available at
the MEI SUPPLIER, it attempts to get the* from the NEI SUPPLIER's
ammo/fuel supplier(s). Any available, noncommitted supplies requested
are put into the ALLOCATION (A-SUPPLY-ALLOC, DlI: D-A14).

qA

I!. CREWS AVALABLE. If WSR3 ME" are required, invoke :12: E-
/'. F2) to request any crews from the personnel module. The number of :raws

per MEI type are returned (013), so the numberof AEI (WSRO and non-
WSRO) available now can be determined. (Note: any personnel required to
crew the NEI remain with the personnel module until the transportation
unit (TU) arrives to transport the WSRC MEI and is loaded with thn
supplies currentli committed to the ALLOCrTION.)

12. CURRENT SHIPMENT. If any of the ALLOCATION is available now,
invoke F-SHIP-AVAIL (D14: D-Fro). This functicon deterimines the amount
of a requisition currently available for immediate shiorment ?nJ *.•b.ti

the order to transportation (015). Again, if any WSRO is inclwjad, it
must be complete to include whatever MEI, ammunition, fuel, and cre•

I.: required. If the request flag indicates that the request were :reated,
invoke F-DIRECT-ROST(C-F2).

13. SUPPLIER ORDER. Once the last unit is treated, if an angrcgated
MEI were developed, send it to tranportation (0.5) to move the su^:lie3
down to the MEI SUPPLIER. If the request flag'indicates that the
request were created, invoý:e F-DIRECT-RQ T(C-Fr ). Z;it.
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0- S.

01-1-F8 F-WSROSPL Y RQD TYPE: Interactive Function

SUM.M.A.RY.: This function checks through the !ist of MEI on a,
unit's requisition looking for WSRO systems. If WSRO
"MEI are part of the requisition, it finds the

ammunition/fuel supplies normally required by the WSRO
* tEI. (Notes If later it should become desirable to

control the supplies going into the WSRO MEe, the
supply requirments determined here should be, fed to F-
SUPPLY-RCST (0-FII) to get an a::r:veý lis' f:':
creating the ALLOCATION. This will reouire addinq he
fill and no fill lists together before doing so.)

TRIGGERED BY: F-C2-MEI (D-F7)

RESULTING IN: LUsts of RlSRO MEI. non WSR MEI,
(ammo/ fuel) supply requirements in a unit
requisition.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure 0-19.
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DATA DPE.FI.NIT1.O-N: F.-ASR0-.SP.LY-.RQ Q

Connection Data
Tra sf rred o m ts......... ................

DI The parameter received from routine F-C2-KEI (D-F7):

o NEI list (SysteI!,quantit'i)*
in requisition.

D2 The oarameter needed to get WSRO NEI aa.'nti:n and
fuel basic loads from dati file (D-DF11):

o WSRO ME! ID

S I n f o rInri aation returned fro, d ata fi• i -iaI

o Ammo list (Ammo ID. ouantitv.')*
for NEI.

O Fuel Fuel ID. Quantitv
for 1EI.

04 Information returned to F-C2-MEI (D-F7):

o WSRO NEe list (SVsteu#.quantitv)*.
o Non WSRO NEI list (Systam#,quantitv)*.
o Ccmponent supplies (SupplI ID. item#.

quantitvy).
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SPLY-ROD

RECEIUE BODY CS)
INFORMATN RETURN

(2) MEI
CYCLE

'7WSRO NON-WSRO

"i (3)WSRO ADD TO.

,"'••ADD TO COMPONENT INON WSRO
S...i''WSRO LIST SUPPLIES i LIST

-I.

4.

/ .. ""Figure 0-20a. F-WSRO-SPLY-ROO generator
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C 3) WSRO
COMPONENT
SUPPLIES

From 0-20a

* SUPPLY
TYPES

00

REQUIRED

LOO

*Figure 0-20b. F-WSRO-SPLY-RQD generator (continued)
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6ENERATOR Q CRIPTION: F-WSRO-SPLY-ROD

1. RECEIVE INFORMATION. The invoking routine, F-C2-MEI (0-F7), sends
* the list of NEI on the requisition for filling the unit's NEI battle

losses (D.).

"1 2. NEI CYCLE. Begin looping through the NEI list, checking for WSRO 9
NE! (D2/S3). If a WSRO' MEI is found, enter it on a WSRO NEI requirement
"list and continue. Otherwise, put the NEI on the non WSRO requirement
list an go to 5.

3. WSRO COMPONENT SUPPLIES. Check the basic load data file (D2/S3) for b

any component supplies for the WSRO NEI by looping through the possible
supply types (ammo/fuel). (Note: If none exist. the iteration is zero.
so the process goes to 5.) If a supply type has items in the WJSRO ME!
basic load, get the list of items and amounts of the suooi 1 tvoa for
each MEI basic lzad (D2/$S).

4. ITEM LIST PER SUPPLY TYPE. Cycle through the items of the suoply
type, multiplying the quantity in the basic load times the ouantitv of
the MEI type. Aggregate the sum into an array by supp~y type and item.

5. RETURN. The WSRO MEI, non-WSRO MEI, and the aggregated component
supply (ammo/fuel) requirement lists are returned to the calling
routine, D-C2-MEI (04).

J
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D-F9 F-WSRO-SPLY-AyL TYPE: Interactive Function

SU.MMARY: This function checks the availability of a required
WSRO supply component (ammunition or fuel) at the NEI
supply hase. If the amount available is rot enough, an
attempt is made to get the remaining requirement from
the MEI supply base's closest ammunition/fuel
supplier. Any of the required supply available is
placed on an ALLOCATION update list and committed to
the ALLCCATIOON.

TRI6GERED.-BY: F-C2-MEI (D-F7)

RESULTING IN: SUPPLIER (D-E2)
ALLOCATION (D-E:)

A-COMMIT-ALLOC (D-A7)
A-SUPPLY-ALLOC (D-A14)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM.'(SSD):

See figure D-21.
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DzE9

ALLOCATION F-C2-MEI
SUPPLIER

-SPLY-AVL

FIGURE D-21. F-WSRO--SPLY-AVL SSD
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D-F9

DATA DEFINITION: F-WSRO-SPLY-AVL

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comment I.

Di Information frot invoking function F- 2-MEI 04-F7):

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID ALLOCATION owner,
o MEI SUPPLIER ID ALLOCATION location.
z ', -': '

S2 Information needed from the ALLOCATION about
required supply components:

C £uCC ' t P e im/e.
o R&4uirment lst +Item# t .
o C1cmitted liit ('Iten#, qjaa t'tv--.

S3 Information needed from the MEI SUPP 1SR about
availlable supplies:

o MEI SUPPLIER ID
o SUPPLIER ID's Ammo/f el,
o Sup•ly type Ammo/f el.
o Ava~iable list (Item#, quantity)*,

not co mitted.

S4 Information needed about the ME1 SUP LIER ammo status:

.Ammo SUPPLIER ID

SI n':r at~on needed atcut t12 TMEI u :l~

-uel SF'JP LIER ID

not :or•itted,

D6 Trigger A-SUPPLY-ALLOC (D-A14) from local SUPPLIER
to MEI SUPPLIER:

o ME! SUPPLIER ID ALLOCAtION owner.
o SUPPLIER ID ALLOCATION location.

o Supplies (Suppl tie, it .0.
transferred ;uarti-,,• .
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DATA DEFINITION: F-WSRO-SPLY-AVL (cont.)

Connection Data
Number . -Transferred. . Coasentsts I

07 Trigqer A-CO1¶NIT-ALLOC (D-A7) to reseive the
supplies at the NEI SUPPLIERs

a SUPPLIER I0 Where supOlies o:ated.

"o ALLUCAT'T4 :
a SuoplV #III list (Sup'lv tvoo, Ito*$.

I'o

2.*%

VI

I I P •



* *at. rsn...~ 'rx .SpdWr . .F hl v rrw. rX7n .Mm l ox IN a T-. n rwvr. ra"Wwn, m No~ r. NO WPM Vnfl.. war WwnflL"r -.1%~

V-WSRO-
SPLY-AIJL

0 (1) C2) GET
RECEIV.E ALOCATION boDY (7)

INFORi1ATN RQUIRIINTS RETURN

(3)
SUPPLY
TYPES

SUPPLY
ITEMS

N') CX (6) ANY
WSRO SHORTAGE AVAILABLE

SUPPLIER REMA INS PART

COMPONENT A-CUM1MIT
ýSUPPLIERS -ALLOC

*CHECX SUPPLY-
AVAIL ALLOC

Figure 0-22. F-W~SRO-SPLY-AUL generator
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D-F9

GENERATOR.DESCRIPTION: F-WS.Rj-SPLY-AVL

1. RECEIVE INFORMATION. Read information received from the invokinq
function in D1.

2. GET ALLOCATION REQUIREMENTS. Check the ALLOCATION for component
supply (ammo/fuel) requirments (S2). If any exist that are not filled,
put them-on a supply list by supply type and item.

3. SUPPLY TYPES. Cycle t 1oýh the 4tems for each sucol%. t'.cq :r t-
list. If there are none on t e list, qo to 7 (RETURN). otherwise
continue.

4. CHECK WSRO SUPPLIER. Fir t check for any of the sublyv itam
* availabla (not c:ztittae) at he !'I SUPPL:ER 'Sf). : T o:•e wee

availlab1e. re~uce the acunt eauir-2d on the list far the -.e ir. ý.
th• a!, ount to te committed to the ALLOCATICN in 6. tNoý: sý.en ars
ALLOCATION is cancelled, the iuoplies remain at the MEI st.:olv base.
Also. f there Aere a fuel rejuirement, it could te avaiAaile at O• •E:
SUPPLIER, te:3u;e ME! are 4uet d at corps. Utoa ar-ilal ": ".I

I1El at "h ~ he euiro,4ain'.na is addel nl:: -e .I.. su. Iu I as anj : :,m ittad 't= z he MEI''$.• '.OCATI:J.)

S. COMPONENT SUPPLIERS. Ielo , if there was not encuqh "i t.2 ieW at
the 4E! supplier, check the ;Spolv bases's comoonnt SU'1LIES ' ;.4' ai

* ip�licitli transfer any of thý available. noncommitted tu::l.it•, t:
the MEI ýLOPl tase bv trj'oqim A-SUPPLY-ALL"C (:6: :-4

supplies and put them into the SUPPLY-CUSTIMERs ALLOCATION at tne

Not:e. If tne rntoloý- the 4SR ME: ir:?, at

function will need tc te chanred along with F-C2-MEI, F-wSRO-EPLY-YCD
and F-SUPPLY-ROST, In that c eo suggest that the MEI requisition
returned to F-C2-MEI by F-SUPPLY-RQST be sent to F-WSRC-SPL, -RO to
orovide lists of required suoplies for the WSRC MEI. These li;ts are
fed to F-SUPPLY-POST to, jot aoroved su~plp requirements :iit; teacrp
"crqp:t,"- the ALLOCaTTIN :ts two "EI and suculI riouirgL-ti T 41 *Is
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0-F10

0-FIO F-'.IP-AVAIL TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function determines the amount of an ALLOCATION
that is available for immediate shipment and creates
the shipment order. This includes'any non WSRO MEI
and any complete "ready to fight* (armed, fueled, and

* crowed) WSRO MEI.

TRIGGERED BY: F-C2-MEI 0-17)

RE-uLTING IN:, F-CREATE-ROST (C-FI) Transoortation
F-DIRECT-RQST (C-F2) Transoortation

3STE': F'E:1FICATI!0J DIAGR4M 'SSD,:

* ,,*

*

* o

D- 1



%-

wF -C2 -MEI AL-LOCATION
,DATA

LET ( - F7) (D-E3)

4 32- -
-.4. F-SHIP-AVAIL

P.e-•" (D- FlO)

e'p
e,*.IRANPORTATION

F.-ATERQST

FIGURE D-23. F-SHIP-AVAIL SSD
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0-F 10

DATAO- DEFINITION: F-SHIP-AV.1L

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments_

'D1 Information received from'F-C2-MEI. D-F7:

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID ALLOCATION owner,
o SUPPLIER ID ALLOCATION location.

ALL0C ,.•I .

S2 Information needed from the ALLOCATION:

o Non-WSRO M'E:

: WSPC "EI 2- 4 t2 ,#

o Crews t

o rnuotfuel t ý .. it=-:,#

0: Parameters passed to access data file ýD-DFII) at D4:

o MEI system fD

S4 Date needed about each WSRO MEI comconent c.L:ol
basic load:

o Order lI st UP 1, t, .: .n .

o Order type Norial, eaer;en:v, cr
ALLOCATION.,

SD6 Transportation's response (F-CREATE-POQT: :-"F ):

e



F-SHIP-
AVAILABLE

RECEIVE BODY RETURN
INFOEMATN

C(7)

NON-WSRO (3) IMMER31A T
MEI WSR T MEI SPMNE

P 0 
0 

0 
01

ON SHIP AMM/FUEL CREATED--
LIST JAVAILABLEI

PU INOK

RNTO WORK WSRO F-CFEATE- TRANSPORTS
ARRAYS MEI LIST RUST 'RESPONSE I

°-1 1

MEI FLAG-O FLAG>O
,TYPE

fFig o -21ib Flg 0,,-24c S 
13E

(4) (S) WSRO SKIP t-OIRECT-
WS RO AMMO WSRO,FUEL READY ORDER RUST

Figures 0-24a. F-SHIP-AUAIL generato-
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(CL

WSRO AMMO

From 0-24a

,0. 0
REOUIRED

AMMO TAKE. N
LOADS MIN OF
PART ARRAY

I I

AMMO "
BASIC

LOAD LISTi

i
aQ

S~~~~FI ND .. ..
FIND DIU MIN

TYPE IN AVAIL BY AMMO LOS SAVE IN
WORK LIST BASICLOAD &MEITYPE ARRAY

Figure 0-24b. F-SHIP-AVAIL generator (continued)
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CS)
WSRO FUEL

From O-24a

00
REQUIRED

FIND o DIU. a MIN o a
TYPE IN [UAVL BY FUEL LOS SAUE IN

WORK LIST BnSICLOD SIMEITYPE .,ARRAY

Figure 0-24c. F-SHIP-AUAIL generator (continued)
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-SHIP-AVAIL

1. RECEIVE INFORMATION. Receive the information in Dl from F-C2-MEI.
If any of the ALLOCATION is currently available, attempt to develop an
order for immediate shipment to the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER.

2. NON-WSRO MEI. Check the ALLOCATION for any non-WSRO MEI available
(S2). If there were any, put the items and quantity on the shipment %

order.

3. WSRO MEIs. If the order had WSRO MEI that required ammunition or
fuel (S2) and some ware available, load the list of ammunition/fuel
committed to the ALLOCATION into local work arrays by suoplv type.
Cycle through the list of WSRO MEI available in the ALLOCATION to find
how many are comoldte (armed, fueled, and crewed) and ready for
immediate shipment.

4. WSRO AMMUNITION. If the MEI required ammunition (S4). cycle through
the list oý ammunition types in the MEI basic load (03/$4). (Note: It is
assumed that the MEI are loaded into each unit type (SRC) by priority.
and each ammunition type is loaded for each system by prioritv). Divide
the amount of the ammunition type available ty the amount of the
ammunition type in the MEI type's basic load. This produces the total
number of ammunition loads for the MEe type. Take the minimum of the
number of loads and the number of the MEI and save it in a temporary
array until all of the ammunition types for the MEI are similarly
treated. Reduce the amount of the ammunition type on the work list by
the number of loads set aside for the MEI type. Once through all of the
ammunition types for the MEI, take the minimum of all the loads to

determine the current number of the ME! armed. Save this figure for
later use in findinq how manv complete WSRO MEe are available for
shioaent in 6.

5. WGSR FUEL. If the MEI reouired fuel (S4), divide the MEL tvce s
basic load into the amount of the fuel type used to determine the number
of the MEI tanks-full available. Take the minimum of the numoer of fuel
tanks-full and the number of the MEI type. Save this fiqure for lacer
use in finding how many complete WSRO MEI are available for shipment in
step 6. Reduce the amount of the iuel type on the work list by the
number of loads set aside for the MEI type, so there is not as much
available for the next MEI.

6. WSRO READY. Determine the number of the WSRO MEI comoleted by
finding the minimum number of MEI, crews, ammunition loads, and fuel
loads. Place the MEI system and quantity on a shioment order. Reduce
the quantity of ammunition and fuel available in the work arrays by the
amount alloted to the MEI, so it is not available to the remai•ing WSRt-
MEI being checked. Continue cycling through the WSRO MEI until all are
treated.
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0_FlO

F-SIPAVI L (cont.)

7. IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. If a shipment order were created for currentl•
available MEI for the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER, invoke F-CREATE-RQST (D5: C-Fl)
to request transportation support. If the request flag returned (D6)
indicates that the request were :reated, invoke F-DIRECT-RQSt (CF2).
Exit.
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0-F,1!

tFll F.-SUPPLY-RIST TYPE: Intera:tive Function

SUMMARY: This process function cycles through the supply items
requested by a SUPPLY-CUSTOMER. It chicks the
availability at the SUPPLIER and the control status ofeach item. It then makes necessary changes
(validates) to the initial request, including making
substitutions, when assigned and available. It may
not allow some of the initial request if the

TRIGGERED BY: F-C2-MEI (D-F7)
F-NONALLOC-ORDER (D-F15)

:E :'-L T A, " I•I '• i 4ated fill, and Iof l lists.

, 'E•:: I: ATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See fi'qure D-25.

0.
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DATA D0EFINIT JONs F-SUPPLY-ROST

Connection Data
'Number Transferred Comment%

Di Paramneters received fro* the invoking functiont

o SUPPLY-CUSTONqER 10 Unit takmng reouost.
o SUPPLIER 10 Unit filling requast.
a Request list (Supply type, item#O,

quantity)$.

S2 Check the SUPPLIER's status:

',a,, I sent flag
-o Suoply 10
o Supply item ID
o Amnount o-,ýand 430vr a. o a~ at I

2 Amojfmt ý Non:3,161tted

o Control flaq I~ae MO I

S jet IUp" -Ci; :ýE ata

oSuoolei tem ID
o comtrr~J a1Iot','et Amount *4 t'eo it*

t?ý# unit tii
a total "61.0d today r.;*~

0~ ~~ SU -' I 't

Fares'.*etz I'Dd o 'a



D-FII

DATA DEFINITION: F-SUPPLY-.RgST. (crnt.)

Connection Data
.Number _Transf erred . Comments

04 Parameters returned to the invokinq function:

o Fill list (Supply type, items.,
quantity)*.

i ¢quantity)#o.

p-a

o.1*

'C.

'C

C,



F-SUPPLY
-ROST

"(1) SUPPLY
RECEIVE REQUEST (21)
PROMPT BODY RETURN

(2) "

SUPPLY
ITEMS

(3) TIL*
ALL

TREATED

f ~FiC 13-2*Sd

(5) t) ( IS)

AUAILABLE SUBSTITUT
PART PART

(S)()
SOME NONE

AUAILABLE AUAILAPLE

F g 1-2Sb Fig O-26c

(7) NOT (12)
CONTROLED CONTROLED

PART PART

Figure 0-26a. F-SUPPLY-ROST generator
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(7) NOT
CONTROLED

PART

From 0-26a

NOT o a

CONTROLED

ITEM

a (Cl1) NOa
CONTROLI CONTRL

STHRESHOLD THRESHOLD

GET ACCUM COMPARE PUT REDUCE
CONTROL AVAIL & TO CONTRL AVAIL ON REQUEST

THRESHOLD ISSUED THRESHOLD FILLIST BY AVAIL

0--2

° 0]
(9ý) NOT (10)

BREACHED BREACHED

PUT :IREDUCE PUT Ný/C STRDC
AVAIL ON I REQUEST PART ON CONTROL REQUEST

FILLIST BY AVAIL FILLIST F Ll G BY N/C

.Figure 0-26b. F-SUPPLY-ROST generator (continued)
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C 12)

CONTROLED
"PART

From U.-2.

CONTROLED--
IITEM

ACCUM P OR COMPARE
UN ILL TPROPOSED TO CSR

CSR LIMIT ISSUE LIM T

F PUTe ON2c REDUP CE-S PUerTr ON ZinERO

fli 25

FILLTOED E R FILLTOEETDOD E

CSR LIMIT FILL FULL AMT FILL

Figure 0-25c. F-SUPPLY-ROST generator (continued)
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* SUBSTITUTI
PART

TFrom D-26sa

REQUEST

•" ~REMAINS

" I'
a ~(17)

"AAILABLE I ABLE

SET TRANSFR (16) o (20)
SUBST TO REMAINING EXCEEDED EXCEEDED
NEXT ITEM REQUEST FLCNOTSET FLAG SET

APPR0UE (19)LAST ZERO
I UT CANT SUPPLY REMAINING

FILL BASE REQUEST

YES--

GET REMAINING REST ON ANY
I. NCDI DATA BY NCDI NO FILL REMAINING

Figure O-26d. F-SUPPLY-ROST generator (continued)
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SENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-SUPPLY-RQST

1. RECEIVE PROMPT. Read input parameters (DI).

2. SUPPLY ITEMS REgUESTED. Loop through the supply items requested
(Dl).

3. UNTIL ALL TREATED. Loop through the fill process until all of each
s.pply item is filled, substituted for, listed as no-fill. or deleted

4. AVAILABLE. Check the SUPPLIER for noncommitted amounts of the
s;..olv itan avaiIabl. ,,'JS: . (N(ote: Oortions of the suopl, v as~e s on-hano
ouantities of sumnlies itay be :,ittýJ to s;ilv ALLJCATIP1

r---------------•r.-- Zi- S that tne etfact af ccnta*i t on a

-. JoI :' supoly tvpe shOuj 4e determined and aco.ntQd for v

_ r_,2 :ntanninatinq maoule at the time of the contamination. Th s 41
require a special utility routire, de.elooed tv the :molrentars. that
:at, 1e a zailea at the tine of cz:urren:e.: If a I.p&; i's rn tas
pro:'ess of relocatinq, see the movement flaa 132), it nas an a ero e
affect on the availability of supplies. Th s .affect is reores'ented t,,
the product of a fraction ýdata input), dependent on suzply base SR:,
echelon, supply type, etc., times the quantity of noncommitted supplies
on-hand.

S. SOME AVAILABLE. If some are available, oo on to :heck thc cortrol
status.

6. NCNE AVAI.ABLE. If none are ava:lable, oen thc .: t:
reddest I ist until SLI ,titL~taS C~r, o :*Be:-0.

7. 1107 ýCCJT'(OLLED. : t-. I~ o -_

:ontrol f lig is not set, get the zortrol tIrasro :,1 t:.a
far-todav amounts. Ac.unulate the i•u• anJ the 1u -

8., CONTROL THRESHOLD. Compare the above rcsult aoainst the :cntrol
threshold.

"* 9. NOT. BREACHED. If the NCSI did not breach the control threshold, put
the entire amount of the request on the approved list (on a FIFO basis)
and :ero the request.

I.). BREACmED. It tne " ormacneo n-e .resn i , se- :t n -

-nd put, the amoujt less than the thr2vhold : the az=ri:,. ,.
the fill amount irom the request (32).
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041

F-SUP.PL.Y-ROST (cant.)

11. NO CONTROL THRESHOLD. If the item has no control threshold, put
any amount requested and available (noncommitted) on the approved list.
Remove the amount filled from the request list.

12. CONTROLLED. If the supply item's controlled flag is set,
accumulate the issued and the minimum of the requested amounts and the
amount on-hand. Compare the result against the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER's
controlled allotment (C; ior the item-for today k54.

13. EXCEEDED. If the sum exceeds the CA for the item. fill uo to the
CA limit, remove the amount from the request, and set tho exceeded 4so.

14. NOT EXCEEDED. If not exceeded, fill the entire a'cunt and re-eu:e

the requested amount for the suoply item by t!%o amr.u, t . . .. . . .

15. SUBSTITUTES. If any of the supolv item request remains unfilled
because of lack of availability or exceeded :ontrolled allztzent, :hock
for an assigned substitute (D4/S5).

16. AVAILABLE. If one exists, set it to be the next .ten to be cnec; ad

and transfer over the remaining, unfilled, request amcunt.

i7. NONE AVAILABLE. If no substitute exists, check the eiceeded flag.

18. EXCEEDED FLAG MJOT SET. If the flag is not set, che:c if this 3s
the last supply base.

. LAST SUPPLY BASE. t it the last suoz1 w base. a

* • • • r 3:S. . . ........... ....4- - - - - - - - - - - - -,

2C. EXCEEDED FLAG SET. 1f the exceeded fiag ia sat, :a'o out t;.W
remaininI reou eted n 1.u".t

21. RETUPNS. On:e the raeý st list is troateo, ;: ss a7,,, .. es i>taS , '
list and/or no-fill list back to the invoking routine 1D06 .
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D:F.12 F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER. TYPE: I.nteractive Function

SUMMARY: This function is prompted by the arrival of a
transport unit (TU,) at a supply base. The TU is
delivering a supply request for a SUPPLY-CUSTOMER
(D-EI, user unit or supply base) needing the supplies.

* The TU is first assessed to see if it was interdicted
enroute. If so, F-TU-LOSSES (D-F13) is called to
adjust the supply request to the amount of subolies it
can now carry. Then the type of order LAL.,nALZN cc
non-ALLOCATION) that the TU is there to pick up is
determined. If it is an ALLOCATION. F-ALLOC-ORDER
(D-F14) is called to handle the previousiv .aliiited
and reserved orders. If it is a non-ALLOCATI2,N order,
F-SUPPLY-ROST (f-Fl1) is called. If tae suocl, tase
cannot fill part of the order, F-TU-DECiSIJ:J ;D-FiS• .
is invoked so the TU commander can make a decision on
what to do and the supply base commander can resoond
with the appropriateaction regarding the suool/
order. If the decision . s to lead the ii". l;st. -
LIFT-JOB (D-Fl6) is invoked.

TRI.GGERED. BY: F-ATOBJ-GRND (C-FI0) Transocr'totion
F-ATOBJ-AIR (C-FI1) Transoortation

RESULTING .IN: F-TU-LO•SES (0-F13)
F-ALLOC-ORDER (D-F14)
F-SUPPLY-ROST (0-Fi1)
c-TU-D)ECISI211- 15
F-LIFT-JOB ~ D-F1l•,

SYS'EM 3ECIFICTI DIA]FAI ,3D:

See figure D-27.

J
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D-F12

TRANSPORTATION TRANSPORTATION
F-AToBJ- GND AiR/N UPJI(C-F18)I I/N UPJ

IF-ATORJ-AIRI TRANSP

(C-Fil)(C - EgE7)

F- ARRIVE
- SUPPUER

(D-F14) F-SUp12 (-F5
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DATA DEFINITION: F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

DI Prompt received from arriving TU:

o TU ID

S; Intormation required from rne TU:

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID Unit needIno suoolies.
o SUPPLIER ID' Current I cation.
o Order tvye Reqular.

ALLOCAT!21.

o System ef'ectiveness Used to 1- 'N
interdictad CenrZLte

05 Parameters passed to F-TU-LOSSES (D-cI :):

o TU ID If irtard zted enr..te.
sets TU vhicles to the
number surviv/ina and
reduces tie order by the
amount of lost carrving
capacity.

D4 Parameters sent to F-ALLOC-ORDER (0-F14):

o TU O Conta: s ita 1Ur,

o No till lst (Suoolv ID. it2rM#.
quantity)*, not
currently available.

D6 Parameters sent to F-SUPPLY-RQST (D-F1 about order:

o SUPPLY-CUSTCMER ID Unit makinq rejuest.
o :UPPL:E I Un.it fI,111ano rauL t. aa
o SuQDlV requ2st uooi :, ite .

-uan.t t3 1

0-131.
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DATA D.E.FINITION: F•-ARRIVE-SUPPL!ER (cant.)

Connection Data

D7' Parameters returned from F-SUPPLY-ROST (D-F0l):

o Fill list (Supply IDoitem#,
quantity)*, available.

quantity)*. not
currently ayailable.

I.nfcrmation passed t: F-TU-DECISIQ0 (D-F'5!.

-TL ~
o as r. I f I 0 - other; 1 - last.
o - l s- (Supoly ID, lt27,*

cuantitv)*..

quantitiv)*.

D9 Information returned from F-TU-DECISION:

. Fill list Could be Zero for some
decisions which would
indicate no :ift
requirement at this
t i ne.

:1: ~ 7ncr~itian ;asse,: to -p-J -P.

3 UPLY-CU3TOweP. •D

o SLPFLE-R 7D
o TU ID

o 1I aS tl:.> n.

u an1t



F-ARRIVE
-SUPPLIER

Fig a-

FIRST LAST
SECTION SECTION

C() (3)
T.U. (2) TU ORDER

ARRIVES. LOSSES iYPE

FALLOCATN .ALLOCATN

INVOKE I'INVOKE

F-ALLOC- F-SUPPLY-
ORDER ROST

Figure 0-28a. F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER generator



LAST
..SECTION

F ro 0-28

(4t) NNO
FILL LIST S) (6)

ART Ln JOB aEXIT

INVOKE INOK
* F-TU- F

DECISION LF-O

Figure 0-28b. F-ARRIVE-9UPPLIER generator (continued)
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER

1. TU ARRIVES. 6Gt the TU's I (01). Ascertain the TU status IS2).

• 2. TU LOSSES. If the system effectiveness ( 1.0, ten ianterdiction of
the TU occurred enroute, so call F-TU-LOSSES (031 0413) to adjust the

* TU cargo vehicles authorized and the order amount. If the TU is
contasinated (NBC), invoke F-DECON-DECIDE. (Note: A utility routine
should be developed for determinina the effect of the tarious
contasinates on the various sjaplv tvyes and Subtracting out any
"undecontaminable' supplies i.e. possibly food). Thei routine should
be called by the decon module, Orobably at the end of the decon
process.)

•. ORDER TYPE. Check the order t0o@ (3ý) t: Ife 1+ it 's "or a
ALLOCATION tD-E: i) - cr 4or ar.;.ner order tioo. I+ V1 A
order, invoke F-ALLOC-ORDER (:4t D-Fl4). T6e iunction ret.ars tht
information listed in 0!. If any other t oe of order, invoke F-SUPOI -
ROST (O6: 0-FI). The $unction returns t'he inforiation listed in ý1.

4. FILL/NO-FILL LIS'S. 14 a rmo-iil :ist is rftuf'tw.~. ~ *~
DECISION (D8: 3-FlS) to lit dlcision $roa TU commander in 4hat t3 Jo
about at. The no-+ill i st is either dropoed or 4ueued. c=emfOinq 3n
the TU decison. The fill list is returnod (C9) to indicate if any is to
be loaded. I :ero, no loadinq is required at this time.

5. JOB PAR'. U a 1:ad reoqjre&nt •;W1 rrst de retjrnld and t:
commander did not decide to do something else, invoks C-LIFT-JU? -DI

: • 'r .l: • + •.) . .,;-.,

e
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0-413 F-TU-LOSSEE TYPE: Interactive Function

'• SUMMARY: This fun:tion finds the number of TU cargo vehiclus
interdicted enroute and the amount of the carrying
capacity or supply order lost. It triggers the action
(A-LOSE-OROER) that revises the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER due-in
and TU vehicles authorized to the current number of
vehicles on-hand. If appropriate, this function
initiates a new order for the receiving unit to

'. • ' : • ' '• " i -f• -- - '

be needed but can no longer be expected.

TRISGERED Y: F-ARRIVE-SUPFLIER (D-FI)
F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER (D-FIT)

"9-

"" RESULT!'G N: UFP!LY-CJSTOQ'ER D-E'
A-L'wSE-CROE

"F-CREATE-TASK (C-FfI) ranszrtat:zl

'YS-EM SPEC1FIF " CN S
so

See figure D-29.

22.
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D-F I ,' I I I I I I I I i

DAT A. D-EF I.NI1T ION: F -T.U-L 0SS ES

Connection Data
... Numbr. .. Tran sfer.red Comments .

DI Parameters received from invoking function:

o TU ID The arriving interdicted
transport unit (TU).

S2 Informsation fro2 the TU state vector:

a SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID Jrit neesd.q tha

a .... ER ... .: a a n :r, -

o TU vehicle 11;t S Estoe , c. ZýAn .

sur vi v i n .

o Order li st

"ALLOCATION.

i$3 Inforsation from the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER state vector:

o 4 MissIon
o Supply *ndicator

Parameter to access ýa:a tile :f carrv; oa

I~

S!Data file 3'4 ':; ~~~ :4 ::~
(D-DF):

o :arr ii no ca~aci ti 'r ý

,6 Triler A-LJSE-ORDER (:-AIZ) to raviia thI a •a P
CUSTOMER due-in and the TU status:

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID
o TJ :0 Arrivinj interei:ted rU.
o Order data .Suol I, te ,

3 sII II II Ilst II~t I1 t
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DATA DEf!NT1IQN: F-TU-LOSSES (cont.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred C mments

D7 Sent to F-COMMANDER for decision on reorder (D-CCI):

o Unit mission
Suoolv indicator
Request .;pe tnoraa i aiar anr, i

ALLOCATIONI
* a Suozlv tvoe

SFr actiz. ,+ -_r~er a it

03 eturn'ed frnT ~iDc

0 0.9ci SI on n z n oro- a, r -

order for a.cunt icst.

SnFormation nae•d to iu=it ;•akeuo ýrler •c
transpirtation, F-CREATE-RfST 7 C-;,):

o Initial unit i Blue=SUPPLY-CUSTOMER:
Red=SUPPLIER.

o Destination ID BluezSUPPLIER:
RedsSUPPLY-CUSTOMER.

o Order list (Su l;y :, .ttem#,
quantittvy)'#. I st.

o Request ilag 0 = request not creata•.

recheck the SUP 0 L'y-CUJSTMEP (D-El) 'or the •u:oli tns.o
* 'laO t:

o Support flag Set s 0 for single unit.
o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID Unit. to have supply tvoe

b rechecked.
o su~olv type

Si i i i-i i9



F-TU
-LOSSES

Figl 0-30b

FIRST LAST
PART PART

(...1) (2) TU (3)

RECEIUE LOSSES ORDER
PROMPT PART LOSSES

II

CALC CALC
CAP LOST FRACTION SUPPLY
/TOTAL CAiP LOST ITEM1S

CARGO C_ CALC PUT ON
UEHICLE ORDER SUPPLY

* TYPES LOST LIST LOST

GET
CARRYING CALCULATE AGGREGATE
CAPACITY TOTALS TOTALS

Figure 0-30a. F-TU-LOSSES generator
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LAST
PART

From -30a.

Fig 1030-~c

Ct) CS) NEW
UNIT REORDER ORDER ce)

UPDATE DECISION PART RETURN

TRI BOER INLJOKE
A-LOSE- F- RECEIUE

ORDER COMMANDER DECISION

Figure O-30b. F-TU-LOSSES generator (continued)
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* NEW
ORDER
PART

Prom 0-30b

(5) o(7) NONa C
ALLOCATN ALLOCAIN--

IORDER ORDER

"ORDER INVOKE 0 a
TRANSPORT F-CREATE-' TRANSPORT TRIGGER--

Sony RUST RESPONSE F-RO-RQt1T

INVOKE o, a
SUPPLY IF-I REET-

ITEMI LOOP RUST

CREATE
ORDERS OF
LOST AMT

Figure 0-30c. F-TU-LOSSES generator (continued)
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S.E.N E R1ATOR_DES.C.RIPTIO0N.: F-._.TU-.L.OSSES.

I. RECEIVE PROMPT. Read Dl. Got information from TU (S2).

2. TU LOSSES. It is desireable at this point to set the authorized
vehiclos on the TU to the number on-hand before it departs for its next
destination. The reason is so the fraction interdicted enroute to its
next destination can be easily determined for use in reducing the supply
order. Begin looping through the cargo vehicle types on the TU finding

ý.ifferanca in the current quantity on-hand and authori:zd. F'it r, a
;/stem ID and quantity lost onto a list for later use in paragraph 4,
UNIT UPDATES. Get the carrying capacity of each vehicle tvoe from the
dati file(S4/D5) and multiply it times the number of the vehicla tyoe
lort and times the number authorized. Aggregate the two amounts into
r.inninq totals, one for carrying capacity lost and one for carrvino
capacitv authorized. to ba used after cycling through vehi:le tvyes to
determine the fraction of total rarrying capacity lost by the TU.

3. ORDER LOSSES. Loop through the list of supply items on the oripinal'
orler to create a list of the supply order losses. Determine 'he
o.antity of each supply item lost by multiplying the authorized Ouartit,
times the fraction of TU vehicles lost (from paragraph.2). Create a
list of supply items and quantities lost.

4. UNIT UPDATES. Before considering sending another order, it is
necessary to update the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER's due-in and the TU cargo
vehicle status, so that the decisiorn is not interfered with. Tr'.qger A-
LOSE-ORDER to update the CUSTO!IER's due-in data and the TU's carpo
vehicle data (Db).

7:EECRZER DEC,1I2•. 3end reoue;t to F-COMMANDER for de:iaicn oa

decision (CS). I +# n-2n is ves, place .the reor.-er: else,
r=..rn to the invoking function.

A. ALLOCATION ORDER. !4 tre order tvoe were an 1L.-CAT1OCI 5= s .....
the lost order to transzortatron (D0 : F-Cr%_ I-R]JT. - ,, te
request were created (DIO), invoke F-DIRECT-ROST (C-42).

7. NON ALLOCATION ORDER. If not an ALLOCATION order and if a RO supply
, type, trigger F-RO-ROMT (DII: D-Fl) to check on the need to create a

new order for the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER. Otherwise, do not create an order
until the regular time.

S. RETURN. No information is returned to the invoking function. The
status of both the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER and the TU were uodated and anv
required supply makeup orders were submitted for transportation suoport.
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DF-14 F-ALLOC-ORDER TYPE: Interactive -Funct~ion

SUMMARY: This function simulates a SUPPLIER receiving the
pickup order of an ALLOCATION from an arriving
transport unit (TU) for a SUPPLY-CUSTOMER. The
ALLOCATION is already created'and, barring
interdiction of the TU or supply base, lack of
transportation, etc., the supplies available in the
ALLOCATION should match the TU's order. However.
differences are checked f:r. "f a r E ,,.; , t - :
is revised into fill and no-fill lists whi:h are
returned to F-ARRIVE'-SUPPLIER.

TRIGGERED BY: F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D-F12)

RESULTING IN: Fill and nofiil list; zf committ- : : i
in the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER's aliocated :rler.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure D-31.
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D-F14

' ' ' TRANSPORTATIO N

GND/AIR F -ARRIVE
TRANSP- - SUPPLIER ALCTO
ScUPPLER (D-F12) (D - E3)

(C - EWfE7)

3I

FIGURE D-31. F-ALLOC-ORDER SSD
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DATA DEFINITION: F-ALLOC-ORDER

Ccnnection Data
Number Transferred Comments .

D1 Prompt from invoking' F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (0-F12):

o TU ID

o AILOCAT!ON ID
o Order list (Supolv t,,:e. ite #.

quantity)*'.

Sz, Information about thbe ALLCCAP .I D . .- .

o ALLOCATION list' (Supplv.tv:e, It~m#.
quantity)*, czmmit'ta.

04 Parameter needed to access data file at S5:

o MEI ID

S5 Data file (D-OFI) on each .MEI:

o Basic load (Supply ID, item#,
quantity)*.

Do Parameters oassed to Perscnnrl iF-WSR: -

~-. ,n , D-':" • : '- : '

o .n t ID' ''E .
O'ALLOCATION 10 'J~e s : 2 t e r= , - I

personnel reauest.

o MEI order list 3 ,;tan#, a a , , t

07 Parameters returned from personnel module:

o Crew list (System#, crews)#,
available. A flag value
to indicate if crews not
required for WSRO MEI.

09 Infor'~aticn returned to F-4PR!VE-SUj0 rL!E1? -!2

P ALLOCATION :0
o Fill list
o No-fill list
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F-
ALLOC-

ORDER

(1)
'RECEIVE, ALLOCATE (11)
PROMPT BODY RETURN

SUPPLY CREW NO-FILL
PART PART PART

SUPPLY AVAILABLE --- NO--FILL--
ITEMS CREWS, LIST

Fig 0-32b ,

(3)
SUPPLY REQLUEST MEI

TYPE CREWS CREW LIST

INUOKE MEr °

F-WSRO TYPES

PUT MIN
ON CAN

FILL LIST,!

Figure 0-32a. F-ALLOC-ORDER generator
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S(3)

SUPPLY
TYPE

from G-32s

"*I ('C ) (81
WSRO NONC
MEI WSRO

CS)WSROP COMPARE PUT M1IN

SUPPLY ORDER TO ON CAN
SCPONENTS COMMITED FILL LIST

PUT (7)
SUPPLYTYP &COMPONENT WSRO
IN ARRAY ?ARTS READY

(6) * •ALC
SUPPLY OMPLETE
ITEMS W~SRO-CREW1

a 0
"LOADS

PER MEI!

CALC
LOADS IN SAVE IN

ALLOC ARRAY

Figure 0-32t. F-ALLOC-ORDER generator (continued)
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTIONt F-AL4OC-ORDER

1. RECE!VE PROMPT. Get TU I at DI. Set TU order information (S2).
Bet data on supplies committed to ALLOCATION (S3). (Motes The supplies

* remain in the assets of the supply base but are listed as committed to
an ALLOCATION. They are listed in the ALLOCATION 'as aveilable at the
SUPPLIER. These amounts may change over time as a result of
interdiction, contamination, supply arrivals, etc. A utility routine
must be developed for impacting the ALLOCATION supplies availablity "hen
cantaoinated or interict•d•.

2. SUPPLY ITEMS. geqin cycling through the items in the ALLOCATION
order list at S2.

3. SUPPLY TYPE. Check for WSRO MEl versus, other supoly tvets ýS:.

4. WSRO MEl,. If the ALLOCATION were for WSRO MEI, cycle thro4h the
component (ammunition or fuel) supply types aIlIoated to the order.
(Notes There may not be any component supply tvyes for the WSRO 'EI
type, so no iteration throulh the loop is necessarv.)

5. WSRO SUPPLY COMPONENTS. If it does require any comaonent supoly
types, load the list of supply items and their amounts in the bas;: Iad
(D4/S)) of the ME! and the type and amounts committed to the AL.OCATION
(S3) into local Park arrays.

6. WSRO SUPPLY ITEMS. Cycle throuqh the list of items In the qEI basl:
load (SS). (Notes It is assumed that the MEI are loaded into each unit
tv:e tSqC) Oy priorat', and each ammunition type is loadte .;r aý:'
system by prlorityi. 0x ode the Amount o3 the Itei y OC ::*iatet
ti the amount of the ite* toe in the MEI tioy toasic loa: . .
z -~cs tI tt ;t s~ t I' Ie I:O t' :. In
Takq the manimum of the nusber of loads and the luOer 2f t "
and save it in a temporar9 array until alI of the itims o+ t!e5 s.;;;,
type for the MEI are similarly treated. Once throuah all of tie 16e
tvoes. tale the lIn Au 3+ oall If the mumste if laIS to a.t 2r , I I!
:urrsnt number of that 1E1 tipe that is loaded with the 2jz,! Lt.
Save this amount for use in paraqraoh 7, WSRO READY, for 4xndlnq how
many complete WSRU systems are available for shipment. Contimnue cl:;
throuqh the component supply until done.

7. WSRO READY. Determine the number of the WSRO 4EI comoleted by
finding the minimum number of MEe. crews, component suPol" type loads.
Place the Mei system and ouantity on the fall last to be clhited aqAinst
the crews available. keouCa tle 3uantitv o0 cosaonent Supo.es
available in the work arrays bv the amount alloted t: the lei. so tncif
used are not available to the remaining WSRO mNI being c:ecied.
C ontinue cycl-nq through the WSRO MEI until all are treated.
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0.-F- 14

F-:ALLOC-ORDER (cont.)

9. NON-MEI. If the ALLOCATION wore for other than WSRO MEI, put the
minimum of the amount committed to the ALLOCATION and to the amount

* dqmanded in the order on the fill list for each item. If all of the
;.der cannot be filled, put the difference on the no-fill list.

9. AVAILABLE CREWS. If a list of completed WSRO ME! results from the
above algorithm, determine the number of crews available for the order
tv sondifia Pers:ýnr! the list of ME! bv invol~v F-WSE14 fDL P -5.

of crews available for each MEI type is returned (07).

10. NO-F!LL. If the number of WSRO systems ordered wert qreater thin
the number available, out the difterence on the no-+il! list. (Note: The
fill list is not put on the TU nor the supplies taken cit : t•he

'. ALLOCATION until the TU :omainder has dec.;ýd what to do at:ut a "
4 list).

11. RETURN. The information at 08 is passed back to F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER
(D-Fl2).
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D-F15 F.TUDECSION TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function triggers F-oPLIT-CK (C-F13) to request a
decision from the TU commander when there is a
part of a supply request (no-4ill list) that a
supply bais cannot fill. Once the TU commander
reaches a decision, the supply base performs the
necessary action(s) to the fill and no-fill
list~s in response to the decision. (The fill

The no-fill list is either ;Ut ;n the tac::rdar
oueue (9O0) or zeroed out.)

T5I3GERED BY: F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D-F1.)

SYSTSM SPECIFICATIC4 DI'ASRAM (SSD):

Sit fiquro D-::.

I ,
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D-F15

F- ARRIVE
-SUPPUER

(D-F12)

5

Lii
•." F-TU

F E.O- DECISION
""(D-F15)

2 3

•- f- SPLIT - CK

.': (C - F13)

SFIGURE - 33. F -TU -DECISION SSD



/
DATADEFINITIONt F-TU-DECISION

Connection Data

Il Information passed from F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D-F12):

o TU ID,
o LAST SUPPLIER FLAB 0 - another: I - last.
o Fill list supplilo t, Itemo,

quantity)*.
o a No-fill list (Supoly ID, item#,

qualtitv)#.

D2 Parameters passed to F-SPLIT-Cý (C-FI7 for T4
decision:

o TU ID
o No-fill list (quoply :D. item#,

0 SUPPLIER flag 0 or next supclv base
ID.

03 Decision returned from F-SPLIT-CK (C-F1;):

o Now TU ID 0 - If none created.
o Decision code I - Load fill: drop no-

fill list.
- - L a 'l : = a e •

f;l iL;t..
If- !o cad r:o :zt,

04 Information put on BOD:

o New TJ ID0
o 0-4111l ist'

05 Information returned to F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER tD-F4 ):

* o Fill list Could be :eroedby
decision Z in DZ.
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D-Fl.

r-TU-
DECISION

(1) (2) GET
RECEIVE' TU RESPOND CS)
PROMPT DECISION PART RETURN

F 0

F- 3) (4) NO

ISPLIT-CX SPLIT SPLIT

FILL NO-FILL
PART PART

TASK PUT IN DROP
LOAD BOO'

Figure O-34a. F-TU-DECISION generator
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I* 0; (4) NO
0, SPLIT

From, 0-34a

FILL NO-FILL
PART PART

TASK DROP PUT IN DROP
!LOAD Boo.

V7

4

I

Figure 0-34b. F-TU-OECISION generatorCcontinued)

r
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GENERATOR- DESCRIPT.ON: F.-TU-DEC1.S4I.ON

1. RECEIVE PROMPT. Read input parameters at Dl.

2. GET TU DECISION. Request decision from TU regarding no-fill list by
invoking F-SPLIT-CK (D2: C-F13). The SUPPLIER receives the TU's
decision at 03.

3. SPLIT. If the original TU is split in'. 2 TUs, the decisions
available are I or 2. The first tasks the supply oase to load tr•e till
list on to the original TU and to forget about the no-fill list. This
would be the case when part of the convoy would stay at this suoolv base
to get what was available and the rest would oroceed to another by:zi t.
hopefully get the rest of the order. The second decision :) also toa•:
"the sup)Iy base to load the original TU 4i'h the fill list ar.d ;uts týh
new TU in the backcrder queue (BCQ) to wait ;or arrivil :f the •::•s ti
fill the no-fill list. There should not be an occasion w.nen a split
occurs that both lists are dropped. (Note: the OO is not ,,is:usszZ
here. It is a set of utility routines develcped to nara:e t.i a

4. NO SPLIT. If no split occurs, decision• 1 and a'e th7--- :,-'
available. The first tasks the supply base to load the fill o.i;t ýnt
the TU and departs either for home or ancther supply hase. The thi4
decision allows the same options except the TU does not take ani of the
fill order. Again, it either goes home or to another auoplý/ base. The'
suoplv base does not care which the TU does: it simply droos the no-fill
Ii t.

S•. RETURNI. Deli',, rs, t e 11• !:at ta:":. • t -:: F "' - L S S
it.'... ao i : ;n .ere . ... .
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D-FI6 F.-L FT.-JOB TVPE: Interactive Function

SUMMAIRY.: This function simulates a s pply base being tasked
to perform a lift (load or nload) job. It tries
to determine the best way t get it done considering
other jobs it is doing and he limited -work assets

* it has for doing them. For some supply types, the
lift jobs at supply base art known beforehand to be of
equal priority, so they are treated in a FIFO manner.
For otnars, the size of tna new iti' JL, 4, ;,; 6 T

currently available work as ets, and inforzaticn about
other competing lift jobs 4ast be determined. This
information, along with oth r informat~on atcut the
job, the status of the SUPP? Y-CUSTOIER, etc.. is
oassed to the decision make- +or a D:n tio hn ,he job
priority (.e.. the order x should ra s~rv::c
relation to the other jobs tnd the amount o+ wzrk.
assets it should receive). The function thin
accommodates the decision bf either putt~no th'.e izb
on the job queue according :o the assii"Ez rr,

or assigning a part of the jork assets to the lob.
If that means diverting assits away from on-goingw;
job(s), then the scheduled :ompletion tiies are
rescheduled because of the hange in the assigned wor!k
assets. The on-going jobs re put on the job queue
if all of their work assets were diverted.

4

TRIGGERED BY: F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER 4 -F12)
F-ARRIVJE-CUST3MER - 0

RESULT'•O IN: Schedule or r2s:hadula:
S~ E23P- -- ---

A-•2EG I -UNI-0 D F I= I r a r,= a . .. .

A-END-LOAD Tranortt: n
A-END-UNLOAD 1 _ YCl) Transo c, ti;. _-,

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD): ' ,-- •02.

* See figure D-35.
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-SUPPLIER - CUSTOMER
(D-F12) (D-F17)

SUPPLIER
(D -E2)1

FiUR D35F-LFT-JOB SSD

(D- F 6 DT
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DATA DEFINITION: F-LIFT-JOB

Connection Data
N____.. ... ... Tr a•s fer_.red ________n ...Sq e nu .......... ..............

DI Information passed Py the invoking function (0-F12 or
D-F17):

a SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID The supply base or user
unit naeakn; L.
supplies.

a SUPPLIER ID The unit orovidiro the
suDolias.

o TU ID The idantifi:at.:n
c4 the trans~ortai.zn
unit

that arrived.
o Lift job list (Supply uyze, it4 i#,

quantity)*.

02 Parametirs passed to access data file at D"':

o Supply type
o Supply item ID

S3 Data file (D-D6) containing supply item information:

o Lift requi'rement Positive a weight/item;
N~ecativV 2:ý e

S4 information fron tte'UF'PLIE. 's stt_ ,o:::.':

o Auth. work assets The autý?:ri •:'

zn-hn. 7T_:.:.
hour.

S'o Amount occupied Amount being usad cer
hour.

o Maximum amount Maximum amount of lift
capability available per
hour for the supcly bas2
type. This is the na
amount oi ocr;.. asaets

that can work on :r~ec
at a time.
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DATA DEFINITION: F-LIFT-JOB (cant.)

Connection Data
_Numbr ____.T ansferred.

S4 Information from the SUPPLIER's state vector (cant.):

o Minimum amount Minimum amount of lift
capability available per
hour. Th iniýe•atas iL
least one MHE type
working on a job.

o -Unit effectiveness
6 Suppression level

01 Parameters for putting/checking jobs on the .ob queue:

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID
o TU ID
o Fill list (Supply ID, item#,

juantitv)*.

o Lift requirement Total weight of
remaining job.

o Lift assigned Also flags if on-going
job queue (OJO) or'
waiting job queue (WJQ)
for lift.

o End time On-going jobs have a
scheauled :oT:Dticr•
ti ie.

bParamet~r% t: scnecuie :-0C-PQMT (D Fl:

o Support flag Let.=' 0 for ailz _nit. I
This is the usual case,
so the iodules that :all
Supply for sir.le in:t
supoly checks are set
to 0.

o Unit ID When checking a supply
type of an individual
unit.

SSupply type

' D7 Parameter passed to ac.ess data iila at 5:

o Supply type
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DATA DEFINITION: F-LIFT-JOB (cant.)

Connection Data
, Number Transferred sCoaents

Se Information on supply types data file (D-DF3):

o RO flag

09 Iaformation passed to F-COMMANDER (D-CC2) for a
decision:

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID

o SUPPLIER ID
o Job fill list

D10 Decision returned by F-COMMANDER:

o Job priority

D11 Information needed to trigger A-BEGIN.-LOAD/A-BEGIN-
UNLOAD:

o SUPPLIER ID
o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID
o TU ID
o Lift requirement
o Storage requirement

712 Information needed to schedule A-END-LOAD/A-END-
UNLOAD:

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID
o SUPPLIER ID
o TU ID
o Fill list
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F-LIFT
-Joe

Fig D-36b FLg 1-36c rig 0-36.

(1) (2) (3) CX CX LIFT
RECEIVE LIFT LIFT COMPETION ASSIGNED
PROMPT IREIUIRMNT CAPABLITY PART PART

SUPPLY
TYPE

I TEM

LIFT a
ROMT FOR ---

ITEM

GET AMIT MULTPLY
FROM 0 'TA TIMES AGGREG

FILE GUANTITY PRODUCTS

Figure 0-36a. F-LIFT--JOB generator
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c3)
LIFT

CAPABLITY

from 0-36.

CRITICAL
MXE CXECX

ULT COMPARE
AUTHAMT TO

BY UNTEFT MINAUTH

LESS a
THAN rMN OR

fMINAUTH MIORE

SCHED SUPPLIER AMT LIFT AMT CURR UNOCC AUL
F-RO-ROIIT LIFT , 0DATA UNOCCUPO AVAILABLE 8 MIN

Figure 0-36b. F-LIFT-JCB generator (continued)
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cx
COMPETION

PART

Fromm D-36.

('t)SPLYa o0
TYPE ---

COMP ETION

(s) o (s) 0
NONCOMPET COrPETIWE

TYrE TYPE

F 7, O-36d

WAITING F- •BG

JOB QUEUE COMMANDER PRIORITY LIFT PART

EXISTS NONE
EXISTS

AO• JOB AOOLIFT ADOLIFT
TO QUEUE TO JOB TO NEWJOB

(FIFO) (ONGOING) (ONGOING)

Figure 0-36c. F-LIFT-JOB generator (continued)
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ASSIGON
L IFT PART

from D-36c

PRIORITY

LIFTo >
MINIMUM
REMAINS

ALLOC LIFT
LIFT TO D3IFFER

JOB PART

CANCEL a.
SCHED--

COtIPLT IME

Figure O-3Sd. F-LIFT-JOB generator (continued)
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CK LIFT
ASSIGNED

PART

ASSIGNED ---

C7) ce )SCXD
COMPLETON LD/UNLD

TIME ACTIONS
I ,

CALC
'- COMPLETN

TIME

b.

op

Figure 0-36e. F-LIFT-JOB generntor Ccontinued)
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D-FI&

SEN RA__.R.iESCýRIPTIONs F-LIFT-JOB

1. RECEIVE PROMPT. Read DI.

2. LIFT REQUIREMENT. Begin cycling through the job it** list to
dletermine the job's lift requirement. If the supply 'ited has a positive
lift requirement (D2/S3), calculate the amount by multiplying it times
the item quantity and totaling the amount for all of the supply items.
The result is the total lift requirement of the job.

3. LIFT CAPABILITY. Multiply the unit effectiveness times the
* authorized amount of work assets and compare it to the minimum amount.

If less than the minimum, put the job on the job wait queue (WJQ: 05)
and schedule resupply of MHE (D0: F-RO-ROMT, D-FI). Otherwise, get the
amount of work assets (lift) occupied (S4). Subtract the amount from
the authorized (S4) to get the unoccupied amount. Multiply this times
thO unit 2ffectilVne:: (94)Y tVt the 390-unt Of lift 'rifrnt1y
available. If the result is less than the minimum, then continue to
paragraph 4.

4. SUPPLY TYPE COMPETITION. Check the competitive (RO) flaO of the
supply type (07/S8). If it is zero, the supply type is noncompetitive
and treated in a FIFO manner. If greater than zero, it is comoetitive
and must compete with other jobs for limited work assets according 'to
priority. (Comment: This may seem inconsistent, because several supoly
types may be in one order. However, it should work out because mi;,ed
orders to a supply base have the same priority: otherwise there is only
one supply type in the order.)

5. NONCOMPETITIVE SUPPLY TYPES. Check for a waiting job queue (WJQ,
S4) by seeing if any jobs on the queue do not have work assets assigned.
If one exists, put the now lift job at the back (05). If unoccupied
work assets are available greater than the minimum amount, take the
first job off of the WJQ. Assign' work assets to the 'ob up to the
amount available, not to exceed the maximum amount. This flaos the job
as being on the on-going queue (OJ, 05).

B'
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D -FI6k

F-LIFT-JOB (cont.)

6. COMPETITIVE JOBS. If jobs are in the queue, a decision must be made
by the supply base commander on the priority of the new job so that dhe
scarce MHE assets can be allocated to the competing jobs. Invoke F-
COMMANDER (09) to assign a job priority. Once a priority is assigned
(010) to the job, put it into the queue with the other jobs according to
priority. Begin cycling through the jobs starting with the highest
priority job and working toward the lowest. Allocate the work assets to
each job. If the amount of work assets changes from what it was when
previously scheduled, its completion time is rescheduled. Continue

cycling through the jobs until all of the work assets above the minimum
are allocated to the job in the queue (05). (Note: Changing the work
assets assigned to an already on-going job will require diverting work
assets away from a job they are now doing. If that is the case, the
scheduled time for finishing the on-going job is changed). Divide the
amount of remaining lift requirement of a job by the lift :apabili*y
assigned to it to determine the expecteu compimtion time.

7. COMPLETION TIME. Determine the length of time to perform the job by
dividing the total lift requirement by the amount of work assets
assigned to it and multiplying that times (1.0 + suppression level).

S. SCHEDULING. For those jobs that are on-going, the scheduled A-
BEGIN-LOAD/A-BEGIN-UNLOAD (D11) should begin immediately and their A-
END-LOAD/A-END-UNLOAD (D12) actions should be scheduled at the end of
the time to complete the job. Return to the invoking function without
information.
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D-f17 F..-ARRI-{VE-CUS.TOMER, TYPE: Itntracti..v Funct.i on

""" SUM A.RY: This function simulates the arrival and servicing of
Sa loaded transport unit (TU) at a SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (0-

El, usee unit or supply base). The TU is first
assessed to see if it was irtterdicted enroute. If so,
F-TU-LOSSES (D-F13) is invoked to find the supply
order losses and to adjust the number of vehicles
currently authorized to the TU. Next, if the
receiving SUPPLY-CUSTOMER is a supply base, several
special considerations are made: ALLOCATIONS at all
supply bases in the support area are checked and
serviced if any of the arriving supplies are needed to
help fill them. The same applies to the backorder
queue (BOO) at the receiving supply base. (Note: the
reason ALLOCATIONs and BOQs are serviced before
unloading is to simulate "tailgating* (TG) which is
the transloading of supplies over the tailgate of the
TU to the waiting trucks.) Before the remaining
cargo can be. unloaded at a supply base, the lift and
storage requirements of the order (if any), and the
current capability of the supply base to perform th-e
lift job must be determined and the storage (if
required) provided. Any inability to unload the
shipment because of storage limitations is reoorted to
the TU commander so he can decide if he wants to split
off any empty vehicles into another TU to return to
home base for further job assignments or let the
empties wait for the oth;tr vehicles to. be unloadid.

TRIGGERED BY: F-ATOBJ-GRND (C-41o) Transportation
F-ATOBJ-AIR (C-FiP) Transoortation

RESULTING IN: F-TU-LOSSES (0-F13)SUPPLIER (D-E2)

ALLOCATION (O-E3)
.' A-COMMIT-ALLOC D-A7)

* F-TU-DECISION D-F15)
F-LIFT-JOB (D-F16)
F-FILL-WAITING ( -FIS)
F-SUPPLY-STORE (D-F19)

"* SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure 0-37.
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D-F17

TRANPORTTION TRANSPORTATION

FAOBJ -GNO GND - THANSP
(C-F10)-SUPPLIER (C - EG)

CUSTOMER F F-ATO BWJ- AIR AIR- TRANSIP
SU1P1 II II

(D -Ell) (-Fll) -SUPPLIER (C -E7)

F-F--RIVEE

-WTA TN -CSTORE V

(D01-F(D319

FIGURE D -37. F - ARRIVE - CUSTOMER 'SSD
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D-f 17

DATA DEFINIT'ION: F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER

Connection Data
...N...ber-- Transferred Comments

D0 Prompt received from arriving TU:

o TU ID The identification of
the transportation unit
arriving at the SUPPLY-
CUSTOMER.

S2 Information required from the TU:

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID The supply base or user
unit receiving the
supplies.

o SUPPLIER ID The unit that provided
the supplies.

o Order data (Supply ID, item#,
quantity)*
authorized, on-hand,
etc.

o Systems effective The fraction of TU's
authori:ed cargo
vehicles on-hand. This
should start out as 1.0
and be changed to a
fraction less than 1.0
by a combat module when
the TU is shot up.

D3 Parameters passed to F-TU-LOSSES (D-F1Z):

o TU ID If interdicted enroute,
sets TU cargo vehicles
authorized to number
surviving and reduces
the order e;toected ýdue
-ins) at the SUPPLY
-CUSTOMER by the amcunt
of lost carrying
"capacity.
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D0F17

D ATADEF INITION0-: F-ARR IV.E-C'US.TODME.R(cont.)

Connection Data
-. Nulebe~r------rnfra Commmnts

S4 S tate vector data from the receiving SUPPL'Y-CUSTOMER
(D-E1):

a Unit type
o Echelon
o Function
a Storage capacity Requirement and.

capabilityi to store the
supply type.

DS Parameters passed to access data file (D-DFS) at DS:

o Supply type
o Unit SRC'
o Echelon

S6 Needed from Supply Type Characteristic data fil'e
(D-DFS):

o TS flao Indicates if -IG of the
Supply type at the ¶

SRC/echelon of the
SUPPLY-CUSTOMER is okay.

o Storage flag. Indicates if storage of
the supply type at the
CUSTOMER SRC and echelon
is required.

D7' Passed to F-FILL-WAITING (0-FIS):

*o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID . Receiving suppl base.

o Owning unit ID Arriving loaded TU.

08 Passed to F-SUPPLY-STORE (D-Fl?):

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID Receiving u±nit.
o TU ID Arriving loaded TU.
O Unload list (Supply I0, item#,

quantity)*4.
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D-F__L?

DkTA-DEFINITION: F-ARRIE-1CUSTOMER (cant.)

Connection Data
Number erred _..Cpaments ..........

D9 Returned from F-SUPPLY-STORE ,(D-F19):
a o Can-store list (Supply I, item#,

quantity)*.
o Cannot-store list (Supply ID, itea#,

quantity)#.

* D I0 Information passed to F-TU-DECISION (D-F15):

o TU ID
a Last SUPPLIER flag Not applicable.
o Unload list (Supply ID,'item#,

* quantity)#.
o No unload list (Supply ID. itdm#,

quantity)*.

(Note: F-TU-DECISION is invoked by F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER and F-
ARRIVE-CUSTOMER. The information passed from each of these
functions differs. The last SUPPLIER flag is not used here-nor
is any data returned to this function. The explanation is that
the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER does not care about the result of the TU
commander's decision as long as the part of the original TU
needed for any storage remains until sufficient organic storage
is available.)

DOl Passed to F-LIFT-JOB (D-F16):

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID The supply base or user
"needing the suppl;es.

o SUPPLIER ID The unit providing the
supplies.

o TU ID The identification of
' the arriving .TU.

o Lift job list (Supply ID. item#.
S * quantity)*.

D•7/
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R=ELZ

F-
ARRIVE-

CUSTOMER

Fig D-38b

(1)(2) ()(7)
TU TU CUSTOMER TU TRETURN

ARRIVES LOSSES TYPE DECISION

CK TU NO a
SYSTEMS RESULT UNLOAD, F 7

EFFECTIYE LIST

LESS , o INVOKE
THAN - F-TU-

1.0 DECISION

INVOKE
F-TU

-LOSSES

Figure D-38a. F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER generator
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I TM I

(3)
CUSTOMER

TYPE

From 0-39a

Fiq D-38c

a 0
USER SUPPLY
UNIT BASE

(5)
STORAGE

REOUIRED

Figure D-38b. F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER generator (continued)
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KNPPLY

Fro. D-39b

TAIL STORAGE LIFT
GATING REQUIRED Joe

I NVOIKE I NVC. al o INVOKEa
p.F-FILL- F- SUPPLY- --- -

WAITIN13 STORE LIFT-JOB

Figure D-38c. F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER generator cniad
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GE NERA.TOR--D.ESCR IPTION-: F-ARRIVE -C.USTONER

1. TU ARRIVES. get the TU's I1 (0l).

2. TU LOSSES. Ascertain if the TU suffered interdiction enroute by
checking its effective systems (S2). If the TU cargo systems effective
is less than 1.0', the TU suffered interdiction, so call F-TU-LOSSES (D31
D-F13). This function adjusts downward, by the fraction of vehiclos
lost, the TU's cargo vehicles authorized to the number on-hand and the
amount of supplies expected to arrive (due-ins) at the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER
(O-El) .

3. CUSTOMER TYPE. If the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER is a seiply bass (S4) being
replenished with supplies that it stocks for other SUPPLY-CUSTOMERs,
several events peculiar to these SUPPLY-CUSTOMER types may occur. Some
supply types/items are transloaded from the arriving TU onto waiting TUs
with orders needing the supplies: other supply items wait until
unloading or trailer-swapping occurs and the supplies are ready for
issue. If tailgating is allowed for arriving supply items. ALLOCAT:ONs
at local supply bases waiting for the arriving supplies are serviced,
then any backorders at the recuiving supoly base are serviced. After
"tailgating, storage and lift capability chocks are made and unloading
(or trailer-swapping) proceeds. After unloading the TU. the remainder,
of the items in ALLOCATIONs and backorders are serviced before general
issuing begins.

4. TAILGATING. Check the TO flag (D5/S6) for the supoly type. If
okav, invoke F-FILL-WAITING (07: 0-FIB) to perform ALLOCATION and BOO
servicing: else, continue to the storage check.

5. STORAGE REQUIRED. Check if the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER has x storaoe
* capacity for the supply type (S4). If yes, invoke F-SUPPLY-STOPE (DS:

D-F19).

6. LIFT JOB. If an unload list is returned from F-SUPPLI-STORE (D9) or
eists as the arrivinq order because storaqe was not requirsd. the lift
job is identified, so invoke F-LIFT-JOB (01z: D-FI6).

7. TU DECISION.' I a no-unload list is returned from F-:UF'PLY-STCPE
(D9), invoke F-TU-DECISION (010) to notify the TU commander that some
o# the TU is needed for temporary storage. This allows solittino the
original TU into 2 IUs. so the empties can be retirned to hom* base for

9 other assignments and the remainder can stay to ;roaide temoorary
storage. The TU commander may decide not to split the TU )D;l).
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D-F-19 F-Fi14-WAI.T.ING TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function simulates the servicing of supply
orders waiting for supplies to arrive at the
supporting dupply base. It services ALLOCATIONs
before backorders, assuming they are higher
priority. It checks and fills all ALLOCATIONs in

the support area that need the arriving supply items
and that can be tailgated. It then does the same
with backorders at the receiving supply base SUPPLY-
CUSTOMER.

TRIJGERED .Yi F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER (1-F17)

SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (D-EI)
A-END-UNLOAD (D-A5)

RESULTING IN: SUPPLIER (D-E2)
A'LLOCATION (D-E3)

A-COMMIT-ALLOC (0-AT)
Update supply base SUPPLY-CUSTOMER 20O

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIA•RAM (SSD):

See figure 0-39.
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FIGURE D - 39. F - FILL - WAITING SSD
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DATA DEFINIT!. Ni F-FILL-WAITIN6

CLnnection Data
Naber -- Transferred • Comments

DI Received from invoking process:

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID Receiving supply base.
o Owning unit ID The arriving loaded TU,

or the receiving supply
base.

S2 Required from the current owning unit (either TU or
SUPPLY-CUSTOMER):

o Supply order data (Supply ID, item#,
quantity)*

S3 Required from the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER:

o Unit type
o Echelon
o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER list List of the receiving

SUPPLY-CUSTOMER's
SUPPLY-CUSTOMERs.

o o ALLOCATION file Receiving suoply base s
o BOO ALLOCATIONs and

backorder queue.

S5 Required from each supported supply base SUPPLY-
CUSTOMER:

o Unit type Only supply base
o Echelon CUSTOMERs in the same

sLpPort area.
o ALLOCATION file If any exist.

o Unfilled Supply romts (Suppli I1 . item#,
Quantity! ,.

D6 Update ALLOCATION (A-COMMIT-ALLOC), D-A7:

o Urit ID Current ownina unit.
o Unit ID ALLOCATION s-cl, tase

ID.

a o ALLOCATION I0 ALLOCATCON ;i-d.
SPart-fill l~st ($u•Dl .1, lW#,

4-13



" ~D-F18

DATADEFINITION. F-F LL-WAAITIN (cant.)

Connection Data
Number . Transferred ComuontS s

L

D7 Pass to A-END-LOAD (D-A3):

o SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID
o SUPPLIER ID
o SUPPLIER's inventory (Supply ID, itea#,

Quantity)*.
Sa TU ID

o TU's inventory (Supply ID, it ea#9
Quantit'y)*.

,.4

¶*

4'..4"
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F-FILL-
WAITING

(1) (3)
RECEIUE (2) GET SUPLYBASE (6) BOo RETURN
"PROMPT DATA CUSTOMERS

Fig D0-40C
0 0

SUPPLY EXISTS
"BASES

SUPPORT ---
," GROUP

Fig D-O0b

ALLOCATNS

"Figure D-4Oa. F-FILL-WAITING generator
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ALLOCATNS

from D3-'tO.

RECORDOF ALLOCANS
IN FILE

* ITEM ONO
ITEMS MlATCHES

IN ORDER LI ST

LOK0 0
FOR IMATCHES FOUND

MATCHES LIST

a 'a A DT S T I G..
MATCHCS --- MATCHES A-COMMIT-

LISTI ALLOC

Figure D-4Ob. F-FILLj-WAITING generator (continued).
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n-FlQ

EXISTS

From a-LOm

BOO
ORDERS

ITEMS
IN FILE

m

ITEMS
IN ORDER

LOOX

.. 
FOR

MATCHES

0S

a S

MATCHES--

SMIAKE 
A-

FILL ENB0 - LOAD

Figure D0-Oc. F-FILL-WAITING generator (continued)
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D-F 19

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-FILL-WAITING

1. RECEIVE PROMPT. Read parameters (Dl). Check the unit ID numbers.
If the unit ID numbers are different, the TU is not unloaded; tailgating
(TG) is proceeding. If the unit numbers are the same, the TU is
unloaded and waiting orders are processed.

2. GET DATA. Set the supply order data (S2) from the owning unit and
the data at S3 from the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (D-El).

3. SUPPLY BASE CUSTOMERS. Cycle through supply bases in the support
area that may have ALLOCATIONs waiting for the arriving supplies. Begin
with, the receiving supply base.

4. ALLOCATIONs. Once a unit is found with an ALLOCATION file (S4),
begin by checking the first record of the ALLOCATION file which
summarizes the supply item status of all ALLOCATIONs in the file for the
supply base. Compare the items in the summary data with those in the
arriving order list (S2). If none match, continue through the SUPPLY-
CUSTOMER list. If a match is found, cycle through the ALLOCATIONs in
the file until the item is found (W5). Find the amount of the supply
item requirement that can be filled by taking the minimum of the
requirement and the amount of arriviig supply that remains.

5. COMMIT SUPPLIES. Trigger A-COMMIT-ALLOC (D6: D-A7) which updates
the ALLOCATION and the supply status of the TU. Continue through the
ALLOCATIONs for the item until the item is gone or the ALLOCATIONs for
the supply bate have all been serviced. Continue through the suoplv
bases until finished or there are no more supplies.

6. BOO. If arriving supplies still remain and the receiving supplv
base has backorders (S), begin filling orders in the BOO with any of
the remaining, matching supplies on the TU. If a backorder is filled,
trigger A-END-LOAD (D7: D-A3);.otherwise, return the order to the
backorder queue (D8).
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D-F19 F-SUPPLY-STORE TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function simulates a supply base SUPPLY-
CUSTOMER receiving a loaded TU with some supplies
that requires storage. The storage requirement of

the arriving supplies and the supply base SUPPLY-
CUSTOMER's current storage capacity for the supplies
must be found. The amount of storaqg requiring

supplies that can be unloaded from the TU are limited
by the amount of available storage. If some of the

Ssupplies cannot be unloaded because of storage, part
of the TU must provide temporary stcraqe.

STRIGGERED BY: F-ARRIVE-SUPPLIER (D-F12)
F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER (D-F17)

" RESULTING IN1: A ":an-store* and a "cannot-store* list.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure D741.
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SUIPPLIER (C - E7)

I2

FIGURE 0-41. F-SUPPLY-STORE 580
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DATA )EFJN!TION: F-SUPPLY-STORE

Conn. tion Data

M-um iet. - Transferred.. Comments

D From invoking function:

a SUPPLY-CUSTOMER ID Receiving unit.
o TU ID Arriving loaded TU.
o Unload list (Supply ID. item#,

quantity)*C.

S TU state vect or data:

o Systems effective For arriving cargo
vehiclesi.

S Required from the SUPPLY-CUSTOMER (D-El):

o Storage capacity SUPPLY-CUSTOMER's
total authorized
storage capacity/i tern.

a Temporary storage TU storage provided
until empty. Use
and release ASAP.

o Current fill Total'amount filled
per item tefore TU
arri val.

0Parameters needed to access file at S!:

o Supply type

o Item ID

S5 Data file for supply item storage requirement:

o Storage amount Depends on the supply
type: liquid ýqais/ltrs)
or dryi' iei :h t/ .oiue)
It must ne tne sam as
"the storage containers.

D Return to invoking function:

o Can-store list (Supply ID. !t2;r#

oCannot-store list (SUDDl# ID. 'temft,

quantiti; 4.
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o-FLL

F-
SUPPLY-

STORE

Cl) C2)RECEIVE CUSTOMER (3) c(i)
PROMPT DATA STORAGE RETLRf

REQUIRED AVAILABLE ,

ITEMS * GET CREATE
ON ORDER AMOUNT STORE/NO

LIST ON-HANO STORE

0
STORAGE ---

CAPACITY,,m

CALC sum .
STORAGE TOTAL

/ITEM ROMT

Figure 0-42. F-SUPPLY-STORE generator.
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-SUPPLY-$TORE

1. RECEIVE PROMPT. Read daca at Dl.

2. SUPPLY-CUSIOMER DATA. Get the data at S3 from the receiving SUPPLY-
CUSTOMER's state vector.

3. STORAGE. Cycle through each ceo type remaining on the TU iS2), get
its authorlze'i storage capacity (if required) at the receiving SUPPLY-
CUSTOMER (S:). Multiply the amount of authorized storage capacity times
the fraction of systeas effective (S2) to get the current capacity.
Subtract the amount of the item on-hand from the current capacity to get
the amount of storage currently available. Set the storags requirement
for each item to be stored by multiplying the quantity (Dl) times its
storole requirement for one (D4/S5).

4. 'TURN. Return the can-store and cannot-store lists to the invoking
functions (06).
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APPENDIX E

PERSONNEL OPERATIONS

The personnel operations appendix includes the sectiois listed below.
Note that reference numbers are coded to indicate both the functional
area (the appendix letter CE3 is used) and the type (E a entity, A a

* action, F * function) involved. Thus, E-Al refers to the first action
listed in personnel operations (appendix E). For information on the JSD
diagram notation discussed, see appendix A.

1. sntitI ist. The entity list contains the reference number, the
* name, and tho definition (summary and attributes) of each entity used in

personnel operations.

2. Action list. The action list cortains the reference number,
the name, and the definition (summary, attributes, generators, and
associated entities) of each action belonging to the entities in
personnel operations.

3. Entity-actign diagrams ant ýross-refervnctable. The cross-
reference table provides a mapping of entities and actions. One JSD
entity-action structure diagram is provided for each entity. Following
each diagram is a narrative description of each action shown.

4. Generator- function list. The function list contains the
reference number, name, and definition (summary, triggering mechanisms,
and resulting actions) of each function associated with personnel
operations. Detailed descriptions of each function are contained in the
annex.

5. Annex. The contents of the annex are described below:

a. Dispatcher. The dispatcher serves as a road map to the
functions. It is not a JSD structure diagram, but it is presented in
tree fore to show the hierarchical nature of the structure involved.
The root of the tree is the disoatcher. The top-level nodes (boxos)
identify the critical events occurring in personnel operations and the
subsequent nodes (boxes) identify the functions and show the
interrelationships involved. The callinq routines and triqqerinq
mechanisms for each critical event are listed above the event node. The
actions and events are caused by a function are listed below function
node. Each critical event is numbered for identificaticn purposes only:
no ordering is implied. The event scheduler (SCHED) uses the critical
event numbers to identi~fy the event being scheduled. by a function.

S~E-l'



5. Annex (cant.)

b. Functions. The following information is providad for each
function belonging to personnel operations. Note that the reference
number of the function (e.g.. E-FO) appears at the top of each page.

(1) Function summary. The funrfion summary contains the
reference number, name. and definition of a function. the definition
contains a summarized narrative, a list of the mechanisms which can
trigger the function, and a list of the actionm and functions which can
result from the function.

(2) System specification diagram (SSD).' The SSD is the JSD

structure diagram of the data flow to and from a specified function, It
shows the static relationships between the entities and functions

- involvedi no calling sequence or hierarchical relationship is implied.
In addition to the standard JSD SSD notation (see appendix A), special
notation has been adopted to indicate ownership. A single box is used
to denote a function or entity belonging to the specified functional
area (e.g., personnel). Plain double boxes indicate functions belonging
to another CSS area. The area is identified in the oute., box and the
functions involved are listed in the inner box. Patterned double boxes
(diagonal slashes in the outer box) indicate functions belonging to the
host model. Whenever possible, the particular module is identified in
the inner box (e.g.. movement, chemical). A timer is considered part of
the CSS module and is represented by a plain double circle; data files
(DF) will belong to the entire model and are depicted by a patterned

V double circle. Note that although more than one data file %or timer)
may be used by the specified function, only one representation (circle)
will appear in the diagram. The indiviuual data files and timers will
be identified in the corresponding data definition table.

(3) Data definition. This table pi'ovides a listing of the
data elements and structures required for the specified function and
comments on their usage. The connection numbers correspond to the data
flow numbers shown on the SSD. A "D0 or "S" is added to distinouish
between data'and state iector elements. Detailed descriotions of the
data files can be found in appendices J and K.

(4) Generator diacram. The oenerator diagran is similar to
the JSD entit;-action diaorar described in paraoraoh 3 above. Each node
(bo,<, depicts eltnef an iteration. a selection. or a seauential steo
re.uired b,' the process.

(5) Generator scriotl,ýn. The oenerator description
protiides a detailed nr rative Ai the function arocass. StLo numbers
correspond to the L .. numbers shown on the associated qererator diaoran.
iNote tnat not a!l bo::es are assis ned a number.) Data elements cited
refer to the da.a listed in the associated data definition table.

F-



1. ENTITY LIST.

E-E1 P-CUSTOMER

SUMMARY: The P-CUSTOMER entity represents any unit in the model
with ersonnel requirements. A unit becomes a
personnel customer (P-CUSTOMER) whenever its personnel,

i •inventory must be evaluated or changed (e.g., when the
unit is evaluated during the replacement cycle, when
newly assigned systems require crews, or when a
personnel inventory is needed to determine the unit's
ability to perform a task). A P-CUSTOMER ceases to

* exist when the evaluation process' is completed and the
requirement is satisfied (e.g., when a unit has
received its replacements, it is no longer a
customer). A P-CUSTOMER has two actions associated
with it: CHANGE EXPECTATIONS (A7CHANGEX),. which
updates the customer due-in; and TRANSFER PERSONNEL
(A-TRANSPER), which coves assigned personnel into the
customer inventory. (See diagram, figure E-1.)

ATTRIBUTES: Unit ID Unit status
R-POOL ID Sister unit IDs
Inventories (personnel and weapon system)
Echelon

E-E2 R-POOL

SUMMARY: The R-POOL entity represents any unit (e.q., a
replaceaent-regulating detachment or a replacement
detachment), which contains a personnel inventor'y for
the purpose of providing replacements to units., The
R-POOL exists as a real unit on the battlefield and as
such will have all normal unit attributes. In
addition, it will contain an inventory from which the
ASSIGN PERSONNEL (A-ASSPER) action obtains personnel
to fill customer requirements. An R-POOL obtains
personnel for its inventory by becoming a P-CUSTOMER

* qentity and receivino replacements from its designated
R-POOL. (See diaoram, figure E-2.)

ATTRIBUTES: Unit ID Unit status
P-LUSTOMER IDs Personnel inventor,'
Echelon

S~'E-;



2. ACTION LIST.

E-A_ TRANSFER PERSONNEL (A-TRANSPER)

SUMMARY: The transfer personnel action moves personnel, category
by category from a holding unit to a receiving unit
(e.g., P-CUSTOMER inventory).

ATTRIBUTES: ASSGN/RQST ASSSN/RQST,ID
P-CUSTOMER ID P-CUSTOMER inventory

,. Allocated Personnel Holding Unit ID

GENERATOR: F-DISPER (E-F3) F-OLWSR (E-F8)
F-CHKCUS (E-FlI)

ENTITY: P-CUSTGMER (E-El)

* E-A2 ASSIGN PERSONNEL (A-ASSPER)

SUMMARY: The assign personnel action (A-ASSPER) removes a
specified number of a given category of oersonnel

* ,from the R-POOL inventory and places them in an
assignment (ASSGN, in a holding unit.

ATTRIBUTES: R-POOL ID Holding unit ID
ASSGN ID RQMT remainder
R-POOL remainder Number assigned
Category required Cateqorv available
R-POUL inventory

GENERATOR: F-ALLPER (E-F5) F-LOCPER kE-F3)

ENTITY: R-POOL (E-E2)

EF
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E-3 CHANGE EXPECTATIONS (A-CHANSEX)

SUM_1A RY.: The P-CUSTOMER is notified of the number and type of
replacements to expect. When personnel have been
allocated, the assignment (i.e., the number of each
category allocated) is recorded in the P-CUSTOMER
due-in. When the personnel assignment arrives at
the customer unit, the corresponding record is removed
fro* the due-in.

ATTRIBUTESi- P-CUSTOMER ID ASSSN
Action indicator (Record or Delete)
P-CUSTOMER DuerIn ASS6M ID

GENERATOR: F-ALLPER (F-5) F-PEREP '(E-FI)
F-DISPER (E-M3

ENTITY: P-CUSTOMER (E-E1'

E-S



3. ENT ITY -ACTIO 1ýDI AGRAMS.AND C-R-SS-ýREFERENCE

ENTITY ACTION

ft-POOL CE-El) A-ASSPER (E-A2)

P-CUSTOMER (E-E2) A-TRANSPER (E-AI)
A-CHANGEX (E-A3o

*E-6



CUSTOMlER

=S

* LIFE

Cl)E-Alc (2)E-A3o
A- A-

TRANSFER CHANGEX

S-i

BY B
CATEGORY, CATEGORY

Cla)SUB Clb)ADO C2a) a C2b)RMUo
* FROM TO COPY TO FROM

HOL13ER RECEIVER DUE-IN DUE-IN

Figure E-1. Entity-action diagram For P-CUSTOMER
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Entity-Action Description: P-CUSTOMER (E-El)

t. TRANSFER PERSONNEL (E-Al). The transfer personnel action (A-
TRANSPER) is selected when it is necessary to remove personnel from
their holding unit and add them to a receiving unit. The personnel in
question are part of an assignment or request. Information required
includes

o Holding unit ID
0 ASSGN/RQST ID
0 P-CUSTOMER (receiving unit) ID
o ASSGN/RQST personnel allocated
0 P-CUSTOMER, inventory

The assigned personnel are located using the holding unit and ASSON los;
the P-CUSTOMER inventory is located using the P-CUSTCMER ID.

a. SUBTRACT FROM HOLDER. The total number in each category of
personnel allocated is subtracted from the ROST/ASSGN.

b. ADD TO RECEIVER. The total number subtracted from the
RQST/ASSGN' is then added to the proper category in the receiving unit
inventory.

By the end of the action the ASSGN/RQST has been completely removed from
the holding unit and placed in the receiving unit. If the receiving
unit is the final customer, the ASSGN ID is then discarded.

2. CHANGE EXPECTATIONS (E-A3). The change expectations action (A-
CHANSEX) is selectedwhen only the record of an assignment must be
updated for the P-CUSTOMER. The required information includes:

o P-CUSTOMER ID
3 ASSGN ID
"o Action indicator
o P-CUSTOMER due-in

a. COPY TO DUE-IN. The original assignment is copied into the P-
CUSTOMER.'s due-in as a record of the expecteJ number of personnel in
each c2togor,.

b. REMOVE FROM DUE-IN. When the assiqnment arrives at the P-
* CUSTOMER, the record oi the assiqnment is removed from the due-in. The

original assignment is removed whether or not the entire assiqnment has
been provided and no attemot is made to reorder personnel.

E-1
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L LIFE

I EF

A-AESSAPER

DIFFERNCE INUENTORY REMAINDER RECE'VER- . -IC E. 
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Figure E-2. EntIty-action diagram for R-POOL
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Entity-Action Description, R-PaOL (E-E2)

I A-ASSPER (E-AV)

The assign personnel action (A-ASSPER) removes a specified number of
personnel from a given personnel category and adds thee to a designated

*category in the assignment (ASSON). The information required includes:

o R-PDOL ID
*a Personnel category to be chocked

o Personnel category required
a Category number required
o ASSGN ID
o Holding unit ID
oa R-POOL inventory

The R-POOL inventory is located using the R-POOL ID and the personnel
cateqory specified is checked:

- If the number required is less than or equal to the number
available, then the required is subtracted from the available. The 7
required number is added to the assignment, the difference becomes the

*numbe- r remaining in the inventory, and the number remaining in the
requirement is zero.

- If the number required is greater than the number available,

then the number available is subtracted from the number required. The
number available is added to the assignment, the difference becomes the
number remaining to be filled, and the' number remaininq in the inventory
is zero.

The action will update the follo wing:

o The number of personnel in the specified category
in the R-POOL inventory.

0 The number of personnel remaining in the category
required.

o The number of personnel added to the required
*category in assignment (ASSGN).

E-10



4. GENERATOR FUNCTION LIST.

E-F_ F-PEREP

SUMMARY: Determines each P-CUSTOMER unit's personnel
*�requirements and attempts to supply appropriate

replacements fror the replacement unit (R-POOL).

TRIGGERED BY: Timer

RESULTING IN: A-CHANGEX (E-A3) F-ALLPER (E-Fw)
F-LOCPER (E-FI3)' F-CHINV 'E-F4)

* F-(REATE-RQST (C-Fl) F-DIRECT-RQST (C-F2)
F-DISPER (E-F3) Scheduled
Timer Scheduled

* E-F F-WSRO

SUMMARY: Called when crews are needed to man newlv-assioned
weapon systems. Checks to see if the request is
new or old and invokes the appropriate +unction to
locate personnel. Provides SUPPLY with the number
of crews assiqned and ths RQST status.

TRIGGERED BY: F-ALOC-CRDER (D-FlI)
F-NONALOC-ORDER (D-F12)

RESULTING IN: F-NUWSR (E-F7) F-OLWSR (E-FR)

E--F F-DISPER

SUMMARY Transfers personnel from a hoidinq unit to a
P-CUSTOMER. Checks P-CUSTOMER status 4,r abilit' to
receive personnel and redistributes as necessar,.

TRIGGERED BY: F-ATOBJ-GRND (C-Fle)
F-ATOBJ-AIR (C-FII)
F-PEREP (E-FW> Schedulea

. RESULTING 1I,: A-TRANSPER (E-Ail) A-CHANGE.( tE-Aj

F-ALLPER (E-F5) F-FILLWS tE-Fg3
S~F-TRANSP-DECIDE (C-FI5i

,E-If
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E-F4 F-CHINV

SUMMARY: Determines the number of manned systems/tasks
available and the size of personnel imbalances
(excesses and deficiencies) at a P-CUSTOMER urit.

TRIGGERED BY: F-PEREP (E-FI) F-CHKCUS (E-'Il)
Any module

RESULTING IN: F-CALPER (E-F6)

E-F5 F-ALLPER

SUMMARY: Separates an entire group of personnel into
individual assignments based upon taroet
effectiveness levels listed in the allocation table.

TRIGIERED BY: F-PEREP (E-FI) F-DISPER E-F3)

RESULTING IN: A-ASSPER (E-A2) A-CHANGEX E-A3)

E-F6 CALPER

SUMMARY: Determines the cateqories and number of personiel
required to build crews for specified systems.

TRIGGERED BY: F-CHINV (E-F4) F-NUWSR E-F7)

RESULTING IN: Personnel requirements

E-F7 F-NUWSR

SUMMARY: C-eates a crew request iROST) and atternots to fill
it by checking the P-CUSTOMER, the R-POOL. ria tie
P-CUSTOMER's s.ister units for e::cess aermonne1

TRIGGERED BY: F-WSRO (E-F2.

RESU.LT.NNG. 14: F-CALLER (E-Fb) ;:-UPPEý E - F
F-ARRCRU (E-F12)

E-!S



E9 F-OLWSR

SUMMRY: Checks to see if the number of crew% to be delivered
is currently available. If not. checks the P-CUSTOMER
and sister units for excess persannel. Builds 'and
transfers :rews from 'ROST to the weapon systems.

TRIGGEREDBY: F-WSRO (E-F2)

RESULTINGIN: A-TRANSPER *(E-AI) F-AqRCRU (E-FIZ)
F-CHKCUS CE-Fli)

*E-49- F.-F ILL W.S

S.U. MMA RY:i Attempts to fill the WS RUSTS remaining in'the
R-POOL's WSR-Queue.

TRIG-GE.RED DVY: F-DISPER (E-F3)

R E.SULTI1NG_ I.N: F -S UPP E R (E-FIO) F-ARRCRU (E-F12)

E-FIO F-SUPPER

SUMMARY:. Locates personnel to man the svitems ýin a WSRO event.
Obtains personnel from the P-CUSTOMER, the R-PODL,
and the P-CUSTOMER's sitter units.

T R IGGERED- -BY : F-NUWSR (E-F7) F-FILLWS (E-F9)

RESULTING _IN% F-LOCPER (E-F1I) F-CHrCUS (E-F10)

E-F1i F-CHKCUS

SUMMARY: Evaluates a P-CUSTOMER to obtain excess personnel

for reassignment.

TRIGGERED BY: *F-SUPtER (E-FIO) F-QLWSR EFI

RESULTING.-IN: A-TRANSPER CE-Al) F-CHINV EF4

E-iZ



SjF-ARRCRU

SUMMARY: Builds crews for the specified systems from the
available personnel in a RQST.

TRIGGERED BY: F-NUWSR (E-F7) -OLWSR (E-F8)

RESULTING IN: Formation of crows

E-F13 F-LOCPER

SUMMARY: Locates personnel in the R-PO L inventory t3 fill
a request, cateqory-bv-cateqo v. If there are not
enough personnel in the speci ied category to satisfy
the request, alternative cats ories, listed in a
substitute table, are checked.,

TRIGGERED BY: F-PEREP (E-F4) F-SUPPER (E-FIO)

RESULTING IN: A-ASSPER (E-A2)

E-F14 F-LOADPER

SUMMARY: When a transporter arrives, i locates the orooer
personnel assignment (ASSGN) n the R-POOL W-Queue and
triggers A-TRANSPER to transf r the personnvl from the
W-Queue to the transporter. nce the oer;onnel are
loaded. F-TRANSP-OECIDE is tr qqered to let the
transporter decide what to do next.

TRIGGERED BY: F-ATOBJ-GND (C-Fl')) F-ATOBJ-AIR (C-FI)

RESULTING IN: A-TRANSPER (E-AI) F-TRANSP-DECIDE ýO-Fl5)

.o4
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(2)F F-PERP MODULE L I

()(3) J~(4)
PEE F- -WSRO FD:PR F -CIUNV [F DPEA R

E!- F:2 JE ~E - F3 -4 -4

A-ThPdJSPER A-IRANSPER A-WJJ$PER
F-CTE-A- Q4ANGEX F- CALPER F-WPNSP-

F-DIRECT- FIA3- EF
ROST DCD

F-OLWSR F -NJ F-ALLPER F-FLW

A-IPANSPER A-ASSPER
A-CKANGEX

F-RCRU

E-F4 E -F3 ATPANISPER

A-A"SSR A-ASSPERF- HN
CALPER E -P4

F- CALPER

Figure E - 3. Pmronnel operations dispatcher
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E-Fl

E-Fi F-PEREP TYPEs Interactive Fwiztion

SUMMARY: The periodic replacement function (F-PEREP) determines
each P-CUSTOMER's unit personnel requiresefts and
attempts to supply appropriate replacemsets from the
replacement unit (R-POOL). The R-POOL's *eriodic
demand is calculated by determinirg each P-CUSTOMER's
current shortfall. The P-CUSTOMERs are assigned
replacements from the current R-POOL inveutory and
transportation is arranged. The R-POOL dtIards are
accumulated and, at the end of the cycle, the
accumulated demand is placed in a theater replacement
queue (T-Queue) to become a future allocation of
replacements to the corps.

TRIGGERED BY: A Timer

RESULTING IN: P-CUSTOMER'
A-TRANSPER IE-A1)

F-CHINV (E-F4)
F-ALLPER (E-F5i

F-LOCPER (E-F13)
"F-DISPER (E-F3) Scheduled* F-CREATE-ROST (C-F0' Transportation
"F-DIRECT-RQST (C-F2) Transportation
"Tim•er Scheduled

"SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD)i

See figure E-4.
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E-FI

DATA DEFINITION: F-PEREP

Connection Data

NmberTransferre Comments

Dia o R-POOL list An ordered list of
R-POOL unit 10s (E-OF2).

31b a ieapon system-crew table A table showing the
maximum ana minimum

As number of each oersonnel
category needed for each
crew/task type tE-3FI).

D1: o R-POOL demand The total personnel
requirements placed upon
an R-POOL in one cycle
(E-DF7).

Did a Accumulated demand The total R-POOL demands
for the current period
(E-DF7).

Die o Standard inventory table A table providing the
eaximue nuambr of each
category of aersonnel to
be held by each type of
noncombat unit tE-OF6).

D0+ o T-Queue A queue of corps-
personnel allotments.
tE-OF7).

Dig a T-Queut ceilings A table of the maaimum
personnel levelis of each
category available at
one tiih at the thieater
level -

1lh o Cistribution points A table .:w•zdnC the
d6stribution point tor
"each potential customer
unit tE-CF:'.

S2 a R-POOL state vector

: P-CUSTOMER IDs The i0s :; :tne units
ei~na T.'r,1:e: ty :he

9-POOL.

, - i I l9



DATA OEFINITION: F-PEREP (cont.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

S2 cant. a R-POOL status A flag showing if a unit
is active or inactive.

o R-POOL echelon The R-POOL location
needed to determine the
type of transportation.

D3 a ROM.T E-DFIO. A structure
initialized at the start
of an R-POOL evaluation
to hold the following:

o P-CUSTOMER IDs The unit !Ds of the
customer units.

o P-CUSTOMER shortfall The nu'ibr of each type
of personnrl reouired by
each customer unit (9a).

o Total shortfall The total oersonnel
requirement on the
R-POOL during the
current evaluation (9b).

o Assigned personnel The personnel. by
cateqory, removed irom
the R-POOL inventory to
meet the requirement
(9c).

D4 o U-Queue E-OFB.. A structure
associated with an

R-POOL which nblds
personnel a•xsi nents

o ASSGN ID The a signment ID no.

o Distribution point ID The location where the
assignment will be sent.

E - :2'1
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DATA DEFINITIO F-PEREP (cant.)

Conrection Data
Number Transferred Comments

D4 cant. a P-CUSTOMER IDs The units listed in
f the RGMT, whose

personnel will be
delivered to the
distribution point.

* o P-CUSTOMER shortfall The number of each type
of personnel required by
each unit in the
assiqnment. (9a)

o Allocated personnel The number of each type
assigned to a customer.

o Distribution count The total number in
each personnel categorv
to be transoorted to a
distribution ooint.

o Mode of transportation The type of transport
to be used: imolicit or
,extlicit.

o P-CUSTOMER 10 The unitID.

o Personnel inventory The Personnel in each
category currentiy
available tc the unit.

o Unit status A flap showina if t?,e
unit is inactive or

* active •e.a.4-i-DEAD)

o Personnel due-in The customer' record of
the oer;onnei allocated
in a oivan as;iinment.

c Unit opcode. Codes used to determine
function code personnel cateoorv

oriorities. inventory
requirement;. and .
dellveri delav oeriosd .

V

!
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DATA DEFINITION: F-PEREP (cont.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

S6 a Distribution point state vector

o Distributibn point ID The unit ID.

o Echelon ,The unit location,
needed to determine the
mode of transportation.

D7 o Delivery delay table A table givinq delay
times based on location,
time of day. weather and
road conditions (E-CC2).

o Personnel category A list of categories
p'riority list showino the order in

which requirements are
to be filled (E-CCII.

DBa o .R-POOL ID The unit ID of t,,e
R-POOL to be evaluated.

DBb, o' ASSGN ID The number asiqin.d to
identify the assionment
(by distribution point
and time oeried).

C8c o Transportation flia A flaq returned from
F-CREATE-RQST (C-FI)
indicatino mode of
tran~Oortation.

D9a a, P-CUSTOMER shortFall The number zf each
personnel :ateoorv
required tv the customier

unit (obtained irom
F-CHIW4V (E-F4,.

D9b o Total shortf;all the number in each
category reouired durina
the current R-POOL
evaluation.



E-FI

DATA DEFINITIONs F-PEREP (cant.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

D9c o Assigned personnel The total number of each
cateaory of personnel
removed from the R-POOL
inventory and held in
the RQMT for allocation.

D9d o Required response The type of information
needed from F-CHINV
(e#g.. total inventory,
excess personnel,
shortfall).

09. a Required systems The systems to be
chocked by ý-CHINV.

D10a a Distribution count The number of personnel
to be transported ta, a
giv en distribut:on pnt.

D10b a Due-in The number and tvoe of
oersonnel allacated'to
the unit in the Ai3GN
by (A-CHANGEX1.

1O0c a Distribution point ID From B4.

01Od a Transportation mode From D4.

1• o Tioer flag The timer flao ireset it
to start a.new cvclea.

O12 o Delay time The amount of tina
desiqnated by the
del:ver%, dela/ table
(D7) for an iollic:t
deliverv.



T-PEREP

Figi

BEGIN ACTION END

ACTION BODY ACTION

(1)
RECEIVE BY
PROMPT ECHELON

(2) By
R-POOL

Fig E-Scý Fig E-Sd

(3) DET S
TOTAL ASSIGN END

REQUIRMNT BODY ASSIGN

.Fig IE-5b

CREATE CUSTOTMER ADJUST

REQUIRIINT INVENTORY R-DEMIAND

By
CATEGORY

Figurel E-Sa. F-PEREP generator
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(5) J1,

CUSTOMER
INUENTORY

From E-Sa

BY "

CUSTOMER

( C6) C 7 )
CLASS ADD

INUENTORY SHORTFALL

' 68) a (Sb) o a 5

NOT NON (sc) BY
AUAILABLE COMBAT COMBAT CATEGORY

"a IINUOKE
BY F-CHINV

CATEGORY E-F4

Figure E-Sb. F-PEREP generator (continued)
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ASSIGN
BODY

From , -S a

( 10)

ASSIGN
FR POOL

Nt

0 0
PAR•IAL NOT
ASSIGN - POSSIBLE

-74

4,,

INUCXE tlin
-, F-L3CCPER ALLOC TO

E-F13 CUSTOMERS

INUOXE
F-ALLPER

-p

.4

Figure E-Sc. F-PEREP generator (continued)
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END
ASSIGN

From E-S.

C(1) C13)A0D

CHECX TO ACC-
* DELIVERY DEMAND

BY W-0 LOOP BY
ENTRY CATEGORY

C128) c (12b)o
• IMPLICIT EXPLICIT

MOVE MOVE

F-
SCHEDULE TOTAL CREATE-
DELAY REPLACEMT RUST C-Fl

0 0

BY
• CUSTOMER

BY
CATEGORY,

Figure E-Sd. F-PEREP ,generator Ccuntinued)
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END

ACT ION

ro.m E-se

ADJUST REINIT CHECK FOR RESET
TT-UE DEMAND- RQST/T TIMER

ii .

INVOKE * INVOKE o a
A-CHANGEX By F-DIR-ROT --- SCHEDULE

Z-A3 R-POOL. C-72 TIMER
F rS..i i_ _ _ ge er o (

-. 2
S.

Ij

4.

C-'

•) Figure E-Se. F-PEREP generator (cantinued)
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C-Fl

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-PEREP

I. RECEIVE PROMPT. The TIMER invokes F-PEREP. The R-PUOLlist is
obtained from the data file (Dia) by request.

2. IDENTIFY R-POOL. F-PEREP selects the next R-POOL *a the list (0la).

3. DETERMINE TOTAL REQUIREMENT. The P-CUSTOMERs belonqing to the R-
POOL (S2) are evaluated in turn to determine 'the number and type of
pirsonnel required (D9a).

* 4. INIT RONT. The ROMT (63), where the shortfall and assignments will
be collected, is initialized.
5. CUSTOMER INVENTORY. Each customer inventory (S5) is evaluated

separately, and the customer ID and shortfall are entered into the RQNT
(03). '

6. CLASSIFY P-CUSTOMER INVENTORY. Personnel inventories are classified
by how their shortfall is to be evaluated. The inventory for combat
unit is evaluated in terms of its weapon effectiveness. The inventories
of other units, such as medical and maintenance, are comoared with the
appropriate entries in the standard inventory table 0is). An R-POOL's
personnel shortfall consists of its most recent demand (01).. The unit
code, (S5) is used to determine which classification to select.

a. NOT AVAILABLE. A P-CUSTOMER with dead/inactive status (S5) is
considered unable to receive personnel and will not be evaluated.

b. NON-COMBAT. An R-POOL's shortfall is obtained directly frow the
R-POOL demand (Dic. Other noncombat units determine their shortf~a;Il. tv
comparing inventories with the appropriate standard inventory (Die).

c. COMIAT UNITS. The shortfall at a combat unit is determined by
invoking F-CHINV to, evaluate weapon effectiveness. Information required
includes the customer ID (92), the weapon systems to be evaluated (in
this case, all systems at the unit), the information to be returned (in
this case, customer shortfall), and the location in which to store itU
(RQMT D3).

7. ADD SHORTFALL. Each P-CUSTOMER's shortfall is added, by cateaory,
to the total shortfall for the R-POOL (D9a, b).

V

9. ADJUST R-DEMAND. When all P-CUSTOMERs have been evaluated. the
total shortfall (09b) is added to the R-POOL demand (10c).

E-29



F-PEREP (cant.)

9. ASSIGN BODY. The R-POOL is checked to guarantee that the process of
assignment is possible. The personnel category priorities are checked
(D7) and arranged in order.

10. PARTIAL ASSI6N. The locate personnel function (F-LOCPER) is
performed in order to locate appropriate replacements in the R-POOL
inventory. The total shortfall (D9b) is passed to the routine and
matches or substitutes are assigned from the R-POOL inventory (S2). The
number of replacements assigned (09c) in each required category is
returned to the RONT (D3).

11. ALLOCATE PERSONNEL. The allocate personnel function (F-ALLPER) is
invoked to distribute the assigned personnel among the P-CUSTOMERs. (If
the total assigned in a category from the R-POOL equals the total.
required, each P-CUSTOMER receives the exact number needed. If the
total assigned is less, then F-ALLPER accesses the allocation table to
determine how to distribute the available personnel. The values in the
table are based on unit oacode and function code and represent the
lowest level of effectiveness deemed acceptable for the unit. They may
be changed by gamer intervention or by situation.) The input parameters
needed 4y F-ALLPER are the R-POOL ID (09a), the ASSGN i1 (04), and the
distribution point ID (Dlh). The resulting output will be the
assignments contained in the W-Queue (04).

12. CHECK DELIVERY. Personnel assignments (D9c) are stored in the W-
Queue by distribution point and P-CUSTOMER IOs (04). Transportation for
each ASSGN is determined by comparing the distribution point's echelon
(S6) with that of the R-POOL (S2).

a. IMPLICIT MOVE. If the distribution point is in the same
echelon, a delay time (D12) is scheduled using the delive,,- delav table
(07).

b. EXPLICIT MOVE. If the distribution point is in a different
echelon, the total number of replacements is calculated ýDl()) and stored
in ASSGN 04) and F-CREATE-RQST (C-FI) ii triogeree•. tF-CREATE-RQST is
a transportaiton routine which will determine whether transportation
assets will be used to transport the replacements. It will r_turn a
flag indicating the mode of transportation to be used.

-1. ADD TO ACCUMULATED. The R-POOL demand (Dlc) is added to the
"accumulated demand (Did).

""A



F-_Pjf•EP (cont.)

14'. ADJUST THEATER QUEUE. When all R-POOLs have been polled, the
aCcumulated demand will represent the total current request from corps.
For each category, the accumulated demand is compared to the coiling
allowed (Dlg) and the lower of the two is placed in the theater queue
(T-Queue, D0f) using A-CHANSEX (E-A3) to become a future corps personnel
allotment.

15.'REINITIALIZE R-POOL DEMAND. At the end of the cycle, the R-POOL
demands (Dic) are reinitialized to begin the next cycle.a

16. CHECK TRANSPORTATION. The transportation flag (stes 12b) is
checked and, if any request for transportation has been created, F-
DIRECT-ROST (C-F2) is invoked (D9, DlOac).

17. RESET TIMER. The timer is reset for 24 hours (011) and the
periodic replacement process ends.

w
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E-F2 F-USRO TYPE: Interactive Function v

SUMMARY: The F-WSRO function is called by SUPPLY when crews are
needed to man weapon systems., F-WSRO checks to see if

co the request is new or old and invoke; the appropriate
function to locate personnel. When crews are formed,
F-WSRO checks to see if the request has been satisfied
and provides SUPPLY with the number of crews assigned
and the RQST s~atus.

TRIGGERED BY: F-ALLOC-ORDER (0-F14) Supply

RESULTING IN: SUPPLY ROST status update
F-MUWSR (E-F7)
F-OLWSR (E-FS)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD)l

See 'igure E-6.
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Figure E - S. F - WSRO S30
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DATA DEFINITION: F-WSRO

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

DI o ROST ID Allocation 1D from
supply.

o WS-Customer ID/ Either the ID of the
Distribution point ID unit to receive the

manned system or the
location to which the
crews should be
delivered is passed,
depending upon whether

the ROST is new or old.

o Systems required/ The type and quantity of
Systems requested systems to be manned.

A If the RQST is new, the
. total number of systems

required is passed; if
the ROST is old, the
number of systems to be
manned immediately.
(i.e., some portion of
the original ROST) is
passed.

". S2 o WS-Custoner/distribution point state vector

o R-POOL ID The ID of the R-POOL
assiqned to the

-o specified unit (cuitomer
or distribution pt) is
"needed to locate the
"WSR-Queue.

D3 o WSR-Q4ueu" The RUST holder

(E-DF9).

o ROST ID The allocation riumber.

0 WS-Customer ID The ID of the unit to
* receive the systems.

'E
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DATA DEFINITION: F-WSRO (cant.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred ,oaeent.s..

04a a R-POOL demand The total number of each
category of personnel
requested from the
R-POOL durina the
current period (E-DF7).

04b a WSR-Oueue ID The 10 of the weapon
system request 4WSR)
queue associated with
the R-POOL (E-DFO".

05a a ROST status A flag desi'nat!Mn:
whether the ROST is
filled or not.

05b a Crews supplied/sent The number of full crews
of each type available
to the ROST or the
number of crows sent to
supply.

WI
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F-WSRO

II

cl) (2) C3) c4)
RECEIVE LOCATE CHECK CHECM (5)
INFO- R-POOL ROST ID FILL RETURN

(3m) a (3b) c a RE(IUESTc

LED I
NEW' OLD REQUEST NOT

REQUEST REQUEST FIL FILLED

INVOKE INVOKE
F-NUWSR F-OLWSR SET

E-F7 E-F8 FLAG

I

Figurm E-7. F-WSRO genurstor
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E-F2

S"NERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-WSRO

1. RECEIVE INFORMATION. The calling routine (D-P1 or D-F12) passes
the ROST ID (allocation ID), P-CUSTOMER or distribution point ID, and
the number and type of systems involved (D1).

2. LOCATE R-POOL. The R-POOL ID is obtained from the P-CUSTOMER or
distribution point (S2) and is used to locate the temporary ROST holder
(WSR-Queue, D4b).

3. CHECK ROST-ID. The WSR-Oueue (03) is checked to see if the ROST ID
is already listed.

a. NEN ROST. If a ROST is new, the ROST ID, WS-Custom,er ID, and
required systems (Dl) are entered into the WSR-Queue. F-NIJWSR (E-F7) is
invoked using the WSR-Oueue I0 (04b) and the elements in Dl as
parameters. F-NUWSR determines the number and type of personnel
required to fill the ROST are calculated, begins the process of filling
it, and returns the number of crews, available (D5b) to F-WSRO.

b. OLD ROST. Old ROSTs are handled by invoking F-OLSWR (E-FS)
using the elements in Dl and the WSR-Queue ID (D4b). The current call
from supply requests that a portion, of the original ROST be sent (01)
and F-OLWSR attempts to fill this portion by sendinq •'.e appropriate
allocated personnel (03) to the distribution location (Di) and by
returning the number of crews supplied to F-WSRO (DSb).

4. CHECK FILL. The ROST is checked to see if it has been filled by
comparing the number of systems required to the number of ctesS assigned
0D3). If they are equal, the ROST status flag (05a) is set.

5. RETURN. The number of crews available or supplied and the ROST
status (DS) are returned to the calling routine.

p
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E-F3

E-F3 F-DISPER TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMNARYi Personnel can either be transferred to a receiving
unit implicitly or can be transported by a convoy.
When transported by convoy, the personnel for several
P-CUSTOMERs are carried to a joint distribution point
for further implicit distribution. When transported
implicitly, personnel will be subtracted from the
holding unit and added to the receiving unit following
a delay. The F-DISPER routine checks for distribution
modifications caused byP-CUSTOMER status chanqes,
holding unit attrition, or new command decisions. Any
necessary redistribution is done by F-ALLPER.
Personnel are transferred to the P-CUSTOMER by the
transfer personnel action (A-TRANSPER). The
P-CUSTOMER unit effectiveness measures are updated and
the due-ins are adjusted by the change expectations
action (A-CHANGEX). When the P-CUSTOMER unit is an
R-POOL personnel inventory, the F-FILLWS function is
invoked to fill any unsatisfied weapon system requests
on the pool.

TRIGGERED BY: F-ATOBJ-GND (C-F'1O) Transportation
F-ATOBJ-AIR (C-FP1) Transportation
A timer scheduled by F-PEREP 'E-Fl)

RESULTIN6 IN, P-CUSTOMER
A-CHANGEX (E-A3)
A-TRANSPER (E-A2)

F-FILLWSR (E-F9)
F-ALLPER (E-F5)
F-TRANSP-DECIDE (C-F15: Transportation
Updated effectiveness scores

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure E-8.
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DATA DEFINITIONi F-DISPER

Connection Data
_N.umber _ __ Transferred ___n___ _.....,. . . . . .......

Dl a Holding unit ID The unit currently
holding the personnel.

a ASS6N ID The assignment
identifier.

a Assigned personn I The personnel being
#livered.

a Distribution poi t ID The unloading locations

(e.g., the brigade).

ao Transportation a do Explict/implicit.

02 o T-S6N A temporary holding unit
containinq the following
elements (E-DFIO)i

o ASSGN 1D

o a T-ASSGN ID

o P-CUSTOMER IDs The IDs of the units
requiring personnel.

o P-CUSTOMER short all The personnel
". requirements of a unit.

a. a P-CUSTOMER alloclt'ion The number of each
• "category assigned to

fill a P-CUSTOMER's
requirement.

o Total count The number of each type
of personnel contained
in the holding unit's
inventory.

o Temporary inventory Location holding
personnel for
redistribution.
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DATA DEFINITIONs F-DISPER (cont.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred . __ _CQmIets

S'3 a P-CUSTOMER state vector

o Unit status A flaq showinq if
the customer is
alive/active or

0 dead/inactive ( e.q., an
I-f-DEAD flaq).

o P-CUSTOMER due-in The number and type
personnel assiqned to
and expected..by the
customer.

o P-CUSTOMER inventory The unit personnel,
separated into
cateqories.

o R-POOL 1D

o Unit opcode, Possible parameters for

Unit function code the allocation table.

S4 a Distribution p~oi-nt. st-ate vYector

o R-POOL ID

05 o CC flag A flaq set when assigned
personnel are to be
redistributed (E-CC3).

D6a o Set/reset flag prompt A messaqe sent to
F-COMMANDER chanqinq the
CC flag status.

D6b o ASSGN ID From 02.

D6c a Personnel allocation From 02.
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F-DISPER

Fig E-Sd Fig, K-Sm

C1) C 3) 14) C13) 1B

RECEIVE ESTABLISH CHECX COMPLETE CI5)
INFORfIATN T-ASSIGN SITUATION TRANSFER RETURN

Fig E-Sb Fig IK-S

CEXCHECK CUSTOMER (10) CX
M3EATTRITION STATUS CC STATUS

-- J4

EX LT IMPII By
CATEGORY

OBTAIN 0 i°

R-POOL SET CC NO
IDENTITY, FLAG CHANGE

I .Figure E-98. F-DISPER ganerator
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(S) Cx
CUSTOMIER
STATUS

From E-Sa

( 9) CIX
CHECK TOTAL

CUSTOMER CANCEL.

* NEW a
By CUSTOMER- NO

CUSTOMER R-POOL CHANGE

C7)DET a a
NEW (51) NO

DESTINATN CHANGE

IN W-QUE 1ELSEWHERE

CUSTOMIER- SET CC CUSTOMER-

Figure E-Sb. F-DISPER generator (continued)
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(10) Cx
CCSTATUS

From E-5a

if

a (12)a
CI. NO REDISTRI-
CHANGE PERSONNEL

(183) Cl8b) (12c)
CREATE F-ALLPER RESET CC

TrIP INVEN E-Fs FLAG

Figure E-9c. F-DISPER generator (continued)
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C(13)
COMPLETE
TRANSFER

"8 From E-Sg

* 0

BY
CUSTOMER

II

A-TRANSPR CHECX
E-A , UNIT TYPE

UNIT R-POOL

UPDATE INVkE
EFFECT A-CHANGEX CHECX
LEEL -3 WS-QUE

S~INVOKE
S~F-FILLWS
S~E-F9

Figure E-Sd. F-OISPER generator (continued)
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C 16)
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Figure E-99. F-DISPER generator (continued)
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E jERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-DISPER

I, RECEIVE INFORMATION. The calling routine provides the holding unit
ID, the ASSGN ID, the distribution point ID, the assigned personnel, and
th transportation mode (DI).

2. CHECK TRANSPORTATION MODE. The transportation mode (D0) indicates
wh ther the transfer is implicit or explicit. If explicit, the R-POOL
ID is obtained from the distribution point state vector (04).

3. TRANSFER ASSSN. A teaporary ASSGN location (T-ASSSN) is initialized
and the ASSGN is transferred to it (D2) from the R-POOL's U-Queue.

4. CHECK SITUATION. The status of the P-CUSTOMERs and the personnel
ar checked before distribution.

3. CHECK FOR ATTRITION. For each category of personnel, the number
which has arrived is compared with the number which should have arrived
using the assigned personnel (DI) and the ASSGN's total count.

6. CHECK P-CUSTOMER STATUS. Each P-CUSTOMER's unit status IS3) must be
ch cked to make sure the unit is able to receive personnel (i.e., is
alive and active).

7. DETERMINE DESTINATION. If a P-CUSTOMER can no longer receive
personnel, the original holding unit ID (DI) is checked to determine
where the personnel should go.

a. U-QUEUE. If the personnel were still in the waiting queue (N-
O oue), they are reassigned to the R-POOL inventory by substituting the
R-POOL ID (S3) for the P-CUSTOMER ID in the T-ASSGN.

b. OTHER. If the personnel are held elsewhere, the temporary
i ventory ID (D2) is substituted for the P-CUSTOMER ID and a command and
control flag is set (D5).

8. NO CHANGE. When the P-CUSTOMER's status is unchanged, no
r distribution is necessary.

9

9 CHECK FOR TOTAL CANCEL. If all P-CUSTOMERs h&ve been cancelled, the
T ASSGN ID (02) is replaced with the R-POOL ID (S3) so that personnel
wil1 be returned to the R-POOL.

p

I . CHECK COMMAND AND CONTROL STATUS. If any personnel are to be
r distributed, the CC flag (D5) will have been set.
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E-F3

F-DISPER (cont.)

11. NO CHANGE. If the CC flag is not set, redistribution is not
necessary.

12. REDISTRIBUTE PERSONNEL.

a. CREATE TEMPORARY INVENTORY. Thy personnel are removed from the
inactive (i.e., nonreceiving) P-CUSTOMER allocations and added to the
temporary inventory (S2).

b. INVOKE F-ALLPER. Personnel are reassigned to the active (i.e.,
receiving) P-CUSTOMERs by the allocate personnel function (F-ALLPER).
The' parameters required include the T-ASSGN. holdino unit ID, and
distribution point ID.

c. RESET FLAG. The CC flag is reset, (6).

15. COMPLETE TRANSFER. The allocated personnel are transferred to each
P-CUSTOMER unit.

14. INVOKE A-TRANSPER. Personnel are transferred to the P-CUSTOMER
category by' category (S3) using the T-ASSGN ID. the ASSGIN ID. and the P-
CUSTOMER ID (D2).

15. CHECK UNIT TYPE. The P-CUSTOMER type ,(S3) is checked for further
action.

a. REGULAR UNIT. When the P-CUSTOMER is a combat unit, its
effectiveness levels are updated and the due-in (S3) associated with the
specified RQST/ASSGN is removed by invoking A-CHANGEX.

b. TEMPORARY UNITS. No change occurs for temporary units.

c. R-POOL. When the P-CUSTOMER is an R-POOL inventory, F-FILLWS is
invokedusinq the P-CUSTOMER ID (R-POOL ID) to process any unfilled WS-
ROSTs.

15. RETURN.

;. REMOVE ASSGN. The now-empotV ASSGN records, hold 'n the R-FOOL s
W-QUEUE. are removed.

b. CHECK TRANSPORTATION MODE. If the personnel allotment was
delivered by convoy, control is returned to the transoortation nodule
and F-TRANSP-DECIDE is triaoered so that the transporter s ne ltemove can
4e determined. Otherwise, control returns to the disoatcher.
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E-F4

.F_4. F-CHINV TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: The check inventory (F-CHINV) function determines the
number of manned systems/tasks available and the size
of personnel imbalances (excesses and deficiencies) at
a P-CUSTOMER unit. The total number of each specified

S systems/task available at the P-CUSTOMER is counted
and the numboer and type of personnel required for each
are determined. The personnel (available and due-in)
of each required category are counted and the total
number of manned systems are calculated. The

* personnel imbalances are determined by comparing the
available totals to the required totals in each
cateqory.

TRIGGERED BY: Any module
F-PEREP (E-Fl)
F-CHKCUS (E-FlI)

RESULT1ING IN.: F-CALPER (E46&)
Unit shortfall and excess data
Weapon effectiveness data

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure E-1O.
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E-44

DATA DEFINITION: F-MIINV

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

D0 o RGHT/Queue ID The location to store
returning information.

o P-CUSTOMER ID The unit to be
evaluated.

o Required systems The type of systems to
be evaluated.

o Required response The type of information
required' (e.q., number
of manned systessi
number of excess
personnel: shortfall.

D2 a Weapon system-crew table A table showinq the
number and type of
personnel needed for
each weapon/task
(E-DFI).

S3 a P-CUSTOMER state vector

o P-CUSTOMER inventory The number of the
available systems specified weapon systems

assiqned to the
customer.

o P-CUSTOMER inventory The number of each type
personnel of personnel available

to the unit.

o P-CUSTOMER due-in The number and type of
personnel 'assianed to
the customer but nct yet
available.

04 o Evaluation rqmt A tectorary location
holdingqthe evaluation
dTita containing the
followinq oaements (see
E-DFIO).:
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DATA DEFINITIONs F-CHINV (cant.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred r__el.,,_ _..

04 cant. a Required systems The number and type of
weapon systems involved.

o Rqquired personnel The number of each type
of personnel required to
man the systems
available.

o Total perscinel The P-CUSTOMER's
available personnel plus
the expected personnel
(due-in).

05 a Crewed systems count The number of the
specified systems/tasks
havinq full crews
available.

o Personnel imbalances The number of personnel
in each cateqory either

needed or in excess 4t
the customer.

D6 o RTD personnel count The number of
injured/sick to be
returned-to-duty (RTD).
(The count will be

supplied by the
medical/maintenance
module if it is not
inherent in the unit
state vector (M2).
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F-CHINU

START ACTION END
*ACTION BODY ACTION

Fig 911b

RECEIUE DETERMINE EVALUATE RETURN
INFO INUENTORY INUENTORY RESULTS

(Sa) (Sb)ADD (sc)
By WS COUNT MEDICAL ADD

ON-HAND RETURNEES D2UE-IN

COUNT ADD A01 By By
ON-HAND MNTREP DUE-IN CATEGORY CATEGORY

Figure E-11a. F-CHINU generator
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CREWS NO. FULL RED NEEDS

BY By By
CATEGORY CATEGORY CATEGORY

COMPARE
RUST TO

INVENTORY

a 0
'S NUMBER NUMBER ---

• EXTRA REQUIRED

Figure E-iib. F-CHINV generator (continued)
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E-F4

SENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-CHINV

1. RECEIVE INFORMATION. The calling routine provides the P-CUSTOMER
ID, the type of 'weapon systems/tasks concerned, the type of information
required (i.e., the type of response desired, such ai total inventory,
excess, shortfall, etc.), and the location to which to transfer the
information (01).

2. DETERMINE INVENTORY. The P-CUSTOMER's weapon system inventory is
checkedl each required system is counted; the personnel types required
are determined;, and the required number of each type it calculated and
stored in D4.

3. COUNT WEAPON SYSTEMS ON HAND. The number available of each
specified system is counted (S3).

4. INVOKE F-CALPER. The number of each personnel type required to man
the systems (04) is calculated by F-CALPER (D1).

5. TOTAL PERSONNEL. The total number 'of each required personnel type
(04) is calculated by adding the total available to the total due-in
(S3). (NOTE: If the total available in $2 does not include both the
total on-hand and the total RTD (i.e., the assigned injured and sick who
have not been evacuated), then the RTD count must be obtained from the
medical-maintenance module (06).)

6. EVALUATE INVENTORY.

a. COUNT CREWS. The number of manned systems, the number of. excess
personnel,'or the number of personnel required is calculated by grouping
'the available personnel in each category into crews using the weapon
system/crew table (02).

b. SELECT FULL CREWS. The number of full crews (05) possible is
determine'd by the minimum number of crews obtainable from *a required

, personnel type (e.g., if a system requires one type A and four type B
and four type As and twelve type Bs are available, then three full crews
can be created (limited by type B) and one type A will remain)..

c. DETERMINE REQUIREMENTS. The excess or insufficiency of the
required personnel types (D5) is determined by the difference between
the total available personnel and the number required (14) to man the
available systems (e.g., using the previous example, if five full crews
are required, three crews are available% one type A and no type B remain
to fill the remaining two crews, so the shortfall is eight type Bs and
one type A).

7. RETURN RESULTS. The information indicated by required response in
DI is entered into the RQMT/Queue (D0) and passed back to the caller.
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E-F5 F-ALLPER TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARYS The allocate personnel function (F-ALLPER) separates
groups of personnel into individual assignments based
upon unit target effectiveness levels listed in the
allocation table. F-ALLPER is invoked when it is
necessary to distribute the available personnel among
P-CUSTOMERs. The available personnel are distributed
by category. If the total available in a category
equals the total required by the P-CUSTOMERs, each
receives its full share. If the total available is
less, the allocation table is used to determine what
amount each P-CUSTOMER should receive.

TRIGGERED BY: F-PEREP (E-Fli
F-DISPER (E-F3)

RESUTINSIN: R-POOL
A-ASSPER (E-A2)

P-CUSTOMER
.A-CHANGEX (E-AZ)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SS6):

See 4iqure E-12.
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DATA DEFINITION: F-ALLPER

Connection Data
__Number Transferred Comments

DI o RONT/W-Oueue ID The locati.on holdinq the
assigned personnel, the
P-CUSTOMER IDs, and the
P-CUSTOMER shortfall
involved.

a R-POOL ID The R-POOL ID is used to
locate the W-Gueue in
which the allocation
will be built and to
obtain the shortfall

•' to be, satisfied by the
allocation.

o Distribution point 'The location to which a
customer's allocation
will be delivered.

s2 o P -CU.S T.OMERý.t _state vectorI

o Due-in The customer's record of
the expected arrivals.

o Unit opcode, Parameters for the
unit function allocation code table.

03 o R QMT A temporary structure
(E-DFIO) initialized at
the beginning of each R-
POOL evaluation to house
the following elements:

o Customer IDs Unit lDs oý those R-POOL
4 customers requiring

personnel.

o Customer shortfall The correspondin-
personnel requirements,
by category (9a).
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E-F5

DATA DEFINITION: F-ALLPER (cant.)

Connection Data
Number ransferred __________ _ Commeets

03 cont. a Total shortfall The R-POOL's current
"personnel requirement
(9a).

a Assigned personnel The personnul, in each
category, removed from
the 1-POOL inventory to
meet the requirement
(9c).

D4 w•-geue The location which holds
the allocation while it
is beinq built and: until
it can be delivered
(E-DFO). Its contains:

a ASSON ID (DI)

o Distribution point (S2)

a P-CUSTOMER IDs (03)

a P-CUSTOMER shortfall (D3)

o P-CUSTOMER allocations (06)

o Distribution pt total (Da)

a Mode of transportation, (--)

Do Allocation table A table (E-OFS) showing
the target levels of
effectiveness for units
by opcode and function.

D6 o Allocated personnel The number of each

category assigned to
. each P-CU TOdMER.

a.. a Leftovers The personnel remaining
after redistribution.
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F-ALLPER

Fig E-13c

cl), (2) M7 (6)
RECEIVE ADJUST ALLOCATE UPDATE CS)

INFORMATN SHORTFALL PERSONNEL DUE-IN RETURN

FETCH WE DETERMINE A-CHANGEX
LEVELS SHORTFALL E-A3

. l)•By By '
CUSTOMER CATEGORY

-4F 
ig E - 2 .3 b

) (5 S)COMP
INIT SHORTFALL

COUNTER S AVAIL

•'.

4-.:

Figure E-13a. F-ALLPER generator
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Figure E-13b. F-ALLPER generator Cconttnuad)
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Figure E-13c. F-ALLPER generator (continued)
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E-F5

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-ALLPER

1. RECEIVE INFORMATION. The RQNT and R-FOOL and distribution point Ils
are passed from the calling routine (01). The contents of the RomT are
shown in D3. The R-POOL ID will be used to obtain the N-Queue (D4)
which will house the assignment until it can be transported.

2. ADJUST SHORTFALL. Each category of assigned personnel will be
compared with the corresponding category in the total shortfall (13).
The individual P-CUSTOMER shortfalls will be adjusted by the algorithm
if not enough personnel are available for all.

3. FETCH TARGET LEVELS. The P-CUSTOMER ID (03) is used to obtain the
opcode and function code needed to access the allocation table (04) and
obtain the target level of effectiveness for each P-CUSTOMER unit.

4. DETERMINE SHORTFALL. Each category of personnel is checked
separately.

5. INITIALIZE COUNTER. A counter is used to keep track of the number of
iterations taken. The count is used in the distribution algorithm.

6. COMPARE SHORTFALL AND AVAILABLE. The total shortfall in a category
i% compared to the total available for assignment (03).

a. SHORTFALL <= AVAILABLE. If the shortfall is less than or
equal, to the number available, the total will be assigned.

b. SHORTFALL > AVAILABLE. If the number required is greater than
the number available, the available personnel must be distributed.

c. CALCULATE NEW SHORTFALL. A now P-CUSTOMER shortfall is
calculated based upon the values from the allocation, table (05):

- CALCULATE CURRENT TOTAL. The'current total is
calculated using the current, effectiveness level
and the current shortfall:

SSHORTFALL/(l - CURRENT EFFECTIVENESS LEVEL) = TOTAL

- CALCULATE NEW TOTAL. The new total is determined
bv multiplying the total by the table value:

TOTAL * ALLOCATION fABLE VALUE z NEW TOTAL

- FIND DIFFERENCE. The new total is subtracted
from the old total. If the result is negative,
it is set equal to 0:

OLD TOTAL - NEW TOTAL * DIFFERENCE, where DIFFERENCE >= 0
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F-ALLPER (cant.)

- DETERM'NE NEW SHORTFALL. The new P-CUSTOMER shortfall
is determined by subtracting the total difference
from the old shortfall:

CURRENT SHORTFALL - TOTAL DIFFERENCE a NEW SHORTFALL 1

TOTAL SHORTFALL. The result is added to the new
total shortfall. (03)

ADJUST ALLOCATION VALUE. The value obtained from
the allocation table for each customer must be
decremented for each iteration required by a
personnel category:

ITERATION COUNT 4 1. s NEW ITERATION COUNT
VALUE - (ITERATION COUNT/IO0) a NEW VALUE

d. COMPARE SHORTFALL TO AVAILABLE. The new shortfall is compared
with the available personnel. If it is still greater, the process is
repeated; if not, the allocation value is reset to its original table
value and a new personnel categoty is checked.,

7. ALLOCATE PERSONNEL. The categories of personnel will be distributed
according to the new shertfall levels to be achieved.

a. ASSIGN PERSONNEL. A P-CUSTOMER's distribution point (S2) is
identified and the N-Queue (04) is searched to see if it is already
listed. If not, it is added. Personnel are allocated by category to
each P-CUSTOMER by the assign personnel action (A-ASSPER). The P-
CUSTOMER ID, personnel category, number required, number available (D3).
and ASSON ID (04) are parameters.

b. ASSIGN LEFTOVERS. Any category with personnel still available
(05) is uniformly distributed to the appropriate P-CUSTOMERs.

c. ACCUMULATE FOR DISTRIBUTjnN. The total number of personnel
traveling to each distribution paint is determined.

8. UPDATE CUSTOMER DUE-IN. The change expectations action (A-CHANGEX)
is invoked to record the allocation in each P-CUSTOMER's due-in (S2).

9. RETURN.
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E-F6

k:F6 F-CALPER TYPEs Interactive Function

SUM•ARY, The calculate personnel function is called when it is
necessary to determine the categories and number of
personnel required to build crews for specified
systems. F-CALPER determines the number of each type

* of personnel required for one crew and multiplies it
by the number of crews needed.

TRIGGERER EUY F-NUSWR (E-F7)
F-CHINV (E-F4)

_E.LNTI.JN: Personnel Requirements

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD)/

See figure E-14.
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DATA DEFINITION, F-CALPER

Connection Data
Number Transf erred-_ _ Comments

D1 o Queue/Rqmt ID The ID of the location
(WSR-Outue, N-Oueue'or
evaluation rqmt) where
the KOSTIRQMT resides.
Note that the location
is treated as a P-
CUSTOMER entity in this
function (see E-DFS-10).

o ROST ID The supply allocation ID
or the PEREP ASSGN ID.
if any.

So% Ou•u•eu/#E.._Al .qmt The structure containing
the following elements
(E-DFS-lO):

o Required systems The number of each type
of weapon system
specified.

o Required personnel The numeor of each
category required to man
all of the specified
systems.

03 o. System/crew table A table showing the crew
breakdown (category and
number) for each
system/task (E-DFI).

04 n Personnel required The number of each
category of personnel
needed for each required
system,.(accumulated by
personnel category in
S2).

I.;
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F-CALPER

* (1) (82 j (5
RECEIVE DETERMINE (S)

INFORMIATN REGUIRMNTJ RETURN

By
WEAPON
SYSTEII

-• " (3)
ACCESS
TABLE

Fig E-lSb

'BY

CATEGORY
4

Figure E-1Sa. F-CALPER generator
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Figure E-1Sb. F-CALPER generator (continued)
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTIONt F-CALPER

1. RECEIVE INFORMATION. The calling routine passes in the Queue ID and
ROST ID (DI).

2. DETERMINE REQUIREMENT. The number of personnel in each category
required to man the specified systems is calculated.

3. ACCESS TABLE. The crew table (03) is accessed for each system (S2).
The personnel cotegories required by the system are obtained.

4. CHECK CATEGORY. Each category is checked against the existing
required personnel (S2) to see !f the category is already listed. If
not, it is added.

5. CALCULATE REQUIRED PERSONNEL.. For each syrtes, the number of varh
category requi-ed by one crew (Dý) is muitiplied by the isumber of
systems required (S2). The result (D4) is added to the acLuaulated
rezuired p2rsonnel by catelory (S2).

6. RETURN.
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E--Nk"R TYPE

SUMMARYt When supply needs crews to man weapon systems, it
invokes F-WSRO (E-F2) which checks to see if the
supply request is new or old. For new requests.
F-WSRO invokes the new MS request function (F-NUWSR)

* which creates a crew request (ROST) and attempts to
fill it by checking the MS-CuStoner, the R-POOL, and
the US-Customer's sister units for excess personnel.
From the personnel obtained,,crews are built and
counted. The number of full crews for each system

9 •specified is returned to F-WSRO.

TRIGGERED BY: F-WSRO (E-F2)

RESUING IN: F-CALPER (E-FV)
F-SUPPER (E-FIO)
F-ARRCRU (E-F12)
R-POOL Demand updated

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure E-16.
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E-F7?

DATA DEFINITIONs F-NUWSR

Connectior Data
Number Transferred Comments

DI o ROST ID The allocation ID from
Sasupply.

0. o WS-Customor ID The ID of the unit to
receive the manned
system.

o Systems required The type-and number of
systems needing crews.

* WSR-Queue ID The queue where the
ROST will be built.

S2 a WS-Customer state vector

o R-POOL ID The R-POOL assigned
to the customer.

03 a W SR- OAuu A ROST holder (E-DF9)
comtaining:

o' ROST ID Filled by DI.

o WS-Customer ID Filled by Dl.

o Systems required Filled by DI.
(number and type)

o Personnel required The number of each
category required to
fill the request.

o Personnel available The number of each
* category already

obtained.

o Personnel allocated The number of each
0 category already

assigned to crews.

o Crews available Filled by 05 (F-:.ARRCRU).
(number and type)
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(4F7

DATA DEFINITION: F-NUWSR (cant.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

04 a R-POOL demand The personnel
requirement, by
category, on the R-POOL
during the current
period. Accessed using
R-POOL ID (S2)(E-DF7).

05 a Crew count The number of acth type
of crew already formed.
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WS-QUE OBTAIN FORM (4)
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BY
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Figure E-17. F-NUWSR generator
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E-P7

GENERATOR DESCRIPTIONt F-NUUSR

1. CREATE WS RQST. The ROST ID, US-Customer ID, systems required, and
WSR-Oueue ID are passed from F-WSRO (Dl).

a. ENTER ROST. The ROST is entered into the WSR-Quous by storing
the ROST ID, the WS-customer ID, and the system requirements (D3).

b. INVOKE F-CALPER. The number of each type of personnel required
for each specified weapon system is calculated by invoking the calculate
personnel function (F-CALPER). The parameters required are the number
and type of each weapon system (Dl). F-CALPER creates a list of the
required personnel types and calculates the humber required of each and
returns the values to the ROST (D3).

c. ADJUST R-POOL DEMAND. The personnel requirements (D3) are added*
to the current R-POOL demand (04) by category.,

2. INVOKE F-SUPPER. The supply per sonnel function (F-SUPPER) is
invoked using the ROST ID and the USR-Qumue 1 (D1).- It obtains
personnel from the WS-Customer, the R-POOL, and the US-Customer's
sisters (units under the same brigade and/or sharing the same
distribution point) and adds them tc the available personnel in the ROST
(D3).

3. INVOKE F-ARRCRU. The personnel available are aliocated'into crews
(03)' by the arrange crews function (F-ARRCRU). The WSR-Queue ID and

ROST ID are the calling parameters and the number of crews Formed (D0)
is added to the ROST (03).

4. RETURN. The number of each type of crew (05) is returned to F-WSRO,
the calling routine.
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E-F9 F-OLWSR TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: When F-WSRO (E-F2) is invoked by supply, it checks to
see if the ROST ID passed by the caller is for a new
ROST or an old one. If the ROST already exists,
supply is asking that a portion of the original ROST

a be sent. F-OLWSR is called and checks to see if the
number of crews to be delivered is currently'available
in the ROST. If ftot, the WS-Custoeer and its sister
units are checked for excess personnel and crows are
built. The crews and personnel to be supplied (either
the number requested or the number available) are
removed from the ROST and sent to join the weapon
systems. The number of crews' bing tr.nsferred is
returned to the caller.

TRI6GEGRREUD Y: F-WS'RO CE-F2)

RESULTING IN: P-CUSTOMER
A-TRANSPER (E-Al)

F-ARRCRU (E-F12)
F-CHKCUS (E-FII)
R-POOL ODmand updated

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SS):

See figure E-18.
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E-FS

DATA DEFINITION: F-OLWSR

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

'a

Di a ROST ID Allocation ID from
* SkIpply.

o Delivery point ID The location that the
crews are delivered to.

o• Systems requested The number of each
system to be manned
immediately; it equals a
portion of the original
R9ST.

o WSR-Queue ID ID of the temporary
holding unit.

S2 o WS-Customer state vector

o Sibling ID* los of the units that
belong to the same
brigade or share a
distribution point with
the WS-Customer.

o R-POOL ID The customer's R-POOL ID
is used to locate the
R-POOL demand and the
R-POOL inventory.

S3 o The R-P OL s tat_ v.cto-r

o R-POOL inventory The location that the
aextra personnel are
returned to.

04 o WSR-QueuP A temporary ROST holder
* containing the following

elements (E-DF9):

o RQST ID The original allocation
ID.

o WS-Customer ID The weapon system
customer.
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E-F9

DATA DEFINITION3 F-OLWSR (cont.)

Connection Data
,,-9uber Transferred Cgmment

D4 cont. o Systems required The number of each type
of system still required
by the ROST.

o Personnel required The number of each type
of personnel still
roquired by the ROST.

a Personnel available The personnel available
for allocation.

a Personnel allocated The personne: already
assigned to crews.

O Crews available The number and type of
crews composed of the
allocated personnel.

D~a o R-POOL demand The personnel requested
from the R-POOL during
the current periodic
cycle (E-DF7).

D5b o Crew and personnel The information
assignment concerning the number of

crew and personnel to be
transferred (D4).

D6. o Assigned personnel The personnel to be
transferred to the
delivery.location.

06b o Assigned crews The crews assigned in
response to the current
request.

06c o Excess personnel The personnel left over
after all the crews have
been formed. They are
returned to the R-POOL
inventory.
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F-OLWSR

Cl) CZ) C7)
RECEIVE DETERMINE TRANSFER (a)

INFORMATN NEED PERSONNEL RETURN

By f INUOKE
WEAPON A-TRANSPR
SYSTEM. E-A1

Fig E-19b

(3) a (210)a
RQD>WPN ROD 4- WS

SYS AVAIL AVAILABLE

Figure E-19a. F-OLWSR generator
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Figure E-1Sb. F-OLWSR generator (continued)
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Figure E-19c. F-OLWSR generator (continued)
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SENERATOR DESCRIPTION, F-OLWSR

1. RECEIVE INFORMATION. F-WSRO passes the original ROST ID, the
delivery point, systems required, and the NSR-Queue ID to F-OLWSR (D0).

2. DETERMINE NEED. The number of crews required by the current request
(01) is ¢copared with-the number of crows available (04).

3. REQUIRED EXCEEDS AVAILABLE. If the required number exceeds the
available number, the function attempts to provide additional personnel
by using F-CHKCUS (E-FIi) to extract the excess personnel from the WS-
Customer. The WSR-Oueue ID, ROST ID, and WS-Customer ID (D1, D4) are
passed to the function and the R-POOL demand (DSa) and available
personnel (04) are updated.

4. CHECK FILL. The ROST is checked to see if it has been filled. If
not, the F-CHKCUS is invoked passing a sister ID (S2) instead of the WS-
Customer ID. The process is repeated until each sister has been checked
or until the RQST is completely satisfied.

5. ARRANGE IN CREWS. The WSR-Oulue iD and RQST ID (DI) are passed to
the arrange crews function (F-ARRCRU) which builds crews from the
available personnel (04). After locating the ROST, F-ARRCRU counts the
maximum number of full crews that can be made from the personnel
available (D4). If the count is less than the required number of crews,
the crews are redistributed into minimum-sized crews and recounted. The
crews are arranged into both full and minimum-size to best achieve ths
required number of crews. The available crews and the available and
allocated personnel (04) are updated and the number of crews returned to
the caller.

6. DETERMINE ASSIGNED. The available personnel are allocated to crews.

a. CHECK AVAILABLE. The number of crews (systems) requested is
compared to the updated crews available. If the number available
exceeds the number requested, the requested number of crews will be
assigned; if not, the total available number will be assigned instead
(D~b).

b. ALLOCATE ASSIGNED. The personnel to be allocated (i.e., the
assigned (06a) are removed from the available personnel and required
personnel, added to the allocated persnnnel (D4), and recorded in the
assignment (DSb) by category. The number of crews created (D6a) are
removed from the systems required and added to the crews available (D4)
by weapon system.
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F-OLWSR (cant.)

c. CHECK LEFTOVERS. Once the ROST has been completely sati sfied, a
check is done to ensure that no personnel remain in the NSR-Oueue (0bc).
If any personnel are left after the last crew has been formed, they are
returned to the R-POOL (SD) and the R-Demand is updated (M5a).

p
7. TRANSFER PERSONNEL. The transfer personnel action (A-TRANSPER) is
invoked using the delivery point (01), assigned personnel, and ROST ID
(D4) as parameters. The personnel are removed from the personnel
assignment (DMb) and transferred to the delivery location (Dlb) to join

4 the weapon systems.

B. RETURN. The number and type of crews (D4a b) art returned to the
calling routine.
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E-F9 F-FILLNS TYPEi Interactive Function

SUMMARY: When personnel have been added to a replacement pool
(R-POOL) inventory, F-FILLWS is'called to fill the WS
requests (ROSTs) remaining in the R-POOL's WSR-Oueue.
For each ROST, the size of its current shortfall is
calculated and the R-POOL demand is adjusted to
reflect it. F-SUPPER is invoked to fill the ROST by
checking the WS-Customer, The R-POOL, and the
WS-Customer's sister units for excess personnel.
F-ARRCRU is then called to build crews and update the
ROST.

T R IGGE-R.ED DBY: F-DISPER (E-F3)

RESULTING IN: F-SUPPER (E-FIO)
F-ARRCRU (E-F12)
R-POOL Demand updated

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD)i

See figure E-20.
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E-F9

DATA DEFINITION: F-FILLWS

Connection Data
___ __ eTransftrred Consents

aI o R-POOL ID -The ID of the R-POOL
needed to locate the
V9R-Queue and the R-POOL

'demand.

D2a a Shortfall The number of personnel
in each category still

mneeded to fill the
requirements.

02b o WSR-Oueue I The ID of the queue
attached to the R-POOL
(E-DF9).

03 o WSR-Oueue The temporary RQST
holder containing the
following (E-DF9):

a ROST ID The allocation ID from
suppLy.

o WS-Customer ID The weapon system
customer.

o Systems required The number of each type
(number and type) of system remaining

in the request.

o Personnel required The number of each
cateqorl required to
fill the. emaininq
request.

o Personnel available The number of each
cateqory already
obtained.
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E7F9

DATA DEFINITION: F-FILLWS (cont.)

Connection Data
Number Transerred Comments

D3 cont. a Personnel allocated The number of each
cattqory already
assioned to crews.

a Crews available The number of each tvye
of crew already formed.

04 a R-POOL demand The total personnel
requirement in the
R-POOL durin; the
current ýnriod (E-DF7).

4.
44
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P-!-"LLWS

C1) BY
WSR-QUEUE

ENTRY

D-ETERMINE P-OOL OBTAIN FORM CS)
SHORTFALL DEMAND PERSONNEL CREWS RETURN

1 * NVOKE INV3KE
By F-SUPPER F-ARRCRIJ

CATEGORY CATEGORY E-F10 E-Fl1

S SUBT

AVAIL * TOTAL ADD
ALLOCATED FROM ROD SHORTFALL

Figure E-21. F-FILLWS generator
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E-F9

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-FILLWS

I. CHECK QUEUE. The WSR-Oueue is located using the R-POOL ID (DI) and
an unfilled WS request is obtained from the queue (D3).

2. DETERMINE SHORTFALL. The available personnel and the allocated
personnel (D3) in each category are added together and the result
subtracted from the required personnel in order t& obtain the current

-4 shortfall (02a).

3. ADJUST R-POOL DEMAND. The current shortfall (02a) is added to the
Scurrent R-POOL demand (D4).

4. INVOKE F-SUPPER. The supply personnel function (F-SUPPER) is
invoked using the ROST ID (D3) and the WSR-Queue ID (02b). It obtains
personnel fro* the WS-Customer, the R-POOL, and WS-Customer's sisters
(units under the same brigade and/or sharing the same distribution
point) and updates the available personnel (03).

5. INVOKE F-ARRCRU. The arrange crews function (F-ARRCRU) is invoked
using the RQST ID (03) and the NSR-Queue 1D (D2b). It builds crews by
allocating the personnel available and updates the WSR-Queut elements

6. RETURN. (NOTE: Currently, supply is not being notified as soon as
a ROST is filled. Instead, ROSTs filled during F-FILLWS remain ;n the
queue until supply triggers F-OLWSR. An alternative method of handling
filleo RQSTs would be to pass the necessary information (e.g., ROST ID,
status flag) to supply whenever a ROST is filled. Then supply would te
able to reevaluate its requiraments.)
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E-FlO F-SUPPE] TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMHARY The supply personnel function (F-SUPPER) is called
when it is necessary to locate personnel to man the
systems in a NSRO process. The number and types of
personnel required ha-ve been determined by F-ZALPER.
F-SUPPER, obtains personnel from the WS-Customer, the
fR-POOL, and, if still necessary, the WS-CustoIer's
sister units in order to meet the riquirement.

TRIGGERE 0 Yt F-NUSWR (E-F7)
F-FILLWS (E-F9)

RESULT_!IINi F-LOCPER (E-F13)

F-CHKCUS (E-Fl)

SYSTEM SPECIFIUATION DIAGRAM (SSD)i

See figire E-22.
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DATA DEFINITION: F-SUPPER

Connection Data
Number Transferred mme*nts

DI a WSR-Quueo 10 The location holdinq the
ROST.

o ROST 1D The SUPPLY or F-PEREP
allocation ID.

S2 o WS-Customer state vector

o Personnel inventory The customer s
personnel. by category.

o R-POOL ID ID of the customer's
assigned R-POOL.

o Sister unit IDs The 10s of the unit3
/elonoina to the same
briaade or sharino tne

/ same distribution point

asthe custaer.

D3 o WSR-Queue E-0F9.

o Available personnel Personnel not vet
allocated to crews.

o Regtired personnel Number of each catecorv

o WS-Customer ID The P-CUSTOMER'i unit
ID.

w



4 F-SUPPER

(1) ca) C3) (*)
SECE IVIE CHECX CHECK CHEMK CS)

IwFo CUSTOMIER FILL FILL RETURN

F-CHKCUS By 13Y
E-F11 CATEGORY CATEGORY

01 0 a
FILLED CHECK FILE. LTCXEC

Rý. S. .ii i ii

R-POOLSISTER

i-1 L! ISTER
BYI

INVOKE
F-CHKCUS CHECK
--F,11 'FILL

Figure E-23. F-SUPPER generator
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E-F 10

SENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-SUPPER

1. RECEIVE INFORMATION. The calling routine passes the WSR-Oueue ID
and ROST ID (DI).

2. CHECK CUSTOMER. Personnel are obtained from the WS-Customer using
the WSR-Queue ID, ROST ID (01), and WS-Customer ID (04) to invoke F-
CHKCUS. F-CHKCUS will add the personnel obtained to the ROST (03),
update the R-POOL demand, and return.

3. CHECK FILL. Each category in available personnel (D3) is checked tc
see if the requirement has been 4illed. If one category is still
unfilled, the R-POOL is checked for personnel by invoking the function,
F-LOCPER. Parameters required include the R-POOL ID (S2) and the
required personnel (03).

4. CHECK FILL. Each category is again checked until an unfilled one is
located. Then, the WS-Customer sister units are accessed, one at a
time, by invoking F-CHKCUS using the queue I1, ROST 10 (Dl) and sister
10 (S2).

5. RETURN. When all the units have been checked or when the
"requirement has been filled, the routine returns.,
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E-FI1

E11 F-CHKCUS TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: The check customer function is called wthen a unit
must be evaluated and the excess personnel located
for reassignment (e.g., as in a WSRO process).
F-CHKCUS sets up the parameters needed by the check
inventory function (F-CHINV) and calls it. The
personnel returned are transferred to the holding
location and the R-POOL demand is adjusted to reflect
the new level of demand.

4 TRIGGERED BY: F-aUPPER (E-FIO)
F-OLWSR (E-FB)

RESULTING IN: P-CUSTOMER
A-TRANSPER (E-41)

F-CHINV (E-F4)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure E-24.
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DATADEFINITION: F-CHKCUS
Connection Data

Nueb!!~i -er 04 - - - - -

D1 o WSR-Queue ID The location holding the
ROST.

a ROST ID The supply or PEREP
allocation ID.

o P-CUSTOMER ID ID of the unit to be
evaluate.d for personnel
(e.g.,. th'a customer or a
sister unit).

S2 o P-CUSTOMER state vector The unit being
evaluated for per'sonnel.

o Personnel inventory The unit',s personnel,
by category.

o R-POOL ID Unit ID of the assigned
R-POOL.

D3a o R-POOL demand The current demand
against the R-POOL'
(E-DF7).

D'b o Required response The response from.
F-CHINV: e:ýcess
personnel.

04 o WSR-Queue E-OF9.

o ROST ID (01)

o WS-Zustomer ID The ROST customer s unit
* ID.

o Systems required The numoer ot eah tvOz
o+ system required.

o A•vailable personnel The personnel nct yet
alloca:ed :o crews.
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DATA DEFINITIONt F-CHKCUS (cant.)

-Connection Data
Number Transfarrre..dg e nt

Da Personnel obtained Personnel' to be added to
the ava~ilable personnel.

D5b o Excess count The number of excess
personnel in each
category returned by
F-CHINV.
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(1) (2) C 3) 1NIJO (Ii)
RECEIUE SELECT F-C I NU ACCEPT' (S)
INFO PARAfIS E-F't EXTRAS'. RETURN

By
CATEGORY

(4as) A- (L4b)
TRANSFER ADJUST

E-Al RP-OErIANO

Figure E-2S. F-CHKCUS generator
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-CHKCUS

I. RECEIVE INFORMATION. F-CHKCUS is called using the parameters listed
In Dl'.

2. SELECT PARAMETERS. 'The parameters needed for F-CHINV are the P-
CUSTOMER ID (i.e., the unit being evaluated, D1), the systems specified
(04), and the type of value to be returned (D3b). Here, F-CHINV will be
.sed to determine the number of extra personnel in each of the required
categories (05).i/
3. INVOKE F-CHINV. The check Inventory function evaluates the
personnel Inventory of the designated P-CUSTOMER and determines the
number of full crews available,.the number of replacements required to
fill out crews for available systems, and the number of extra personnel
available for reassignment. F-CHINV is Invoked here to locate possible
extras for reassignment to crews in the.WSRO process.

4. ACCEPT EXTRAS. The extra personnel (05) located at 'the unit must be
transferred and accounted for..

a. INVOKE A-TRANSPER. The personnel are moved by invoking the
' transfer personnel action. The NSR-Queue (04) is considered a P-

CUSTOMER and the personnel are transferred to its inventory as available
S, personnel (04).

b. ADJUST R-POOL DEMAND. The demand on the R-POOL C03a) must be
.11 'adjusted'domnward to account for the personnel no longer in demand and

the number of extras obtained (05) are subtracted, category by cateqory.

5. RETURN.
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E-F12Z f-ARRCRU TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARYi The arrange crows function (F-ARRCRU) builds crews for
1 the specified systems from the available personnel in

a ROST. The number of eachcategory required for one
crew is obtained from the system/crew table. F-ARRCRU

* determines how many crews, of maximum and minimum
size, can be made with the available personnel and
"then allocates the personnel required to man those
crews.

" T R I..G.GERED_ DB.Y F-NUSWR QE-F7)

F-OLSWR Q4-F8)
F-FILLWS (E-F9)

SR ESULTIN-_INt Organization of personnel into cre ws.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure E-26.
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D.ATA DFI Nj_TIiju F-ARRCRU

Connection Data
_N-umber -Transferred_____ ~ omns

Dla WSR-Oueut ID The 1D of the queue in
which the ROST resides.
Not# that the queue 15
treated as a P-Customer
in this function.

a ROST ID The supply or PEREP
allocation ID.

S2 o WSR-OueueY-' E-DF9.

o Required systems The number of eac~h type
of weapon system
specified.

o Available personnel The personnel assigned
to the ROST but. not yet
allocated to a crew.

o Allocated personnel The location for
personnel who have been
assigned to a crew.

o Available crews The crews with personnel
allocated.

03o System/crews table A table showing the crew
breakdown (category and
number) for each
system/task (E-DFI).

04a o Crew count The number of newly
formed crews of each

* . system type.

*DOb o Personnel assigned The number of each
category newly allocated

* to a crew.
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E-F12

F-ARRCRU

*ALLOCATE CS)
PERSONNEL RETURN

BY
WEAPON
SYSTEM

(2) (3) C'*)
/--BUILD SELECT ADJUST

*CREWS CREWS WSR-QUE

By COUNT By
*CATEGORY TOTAL CATEGORY1

'I.J

SUSTRAC
COUNT COUNT FROM ADD TO

MAXSIZE fIINSIZE AWAILABLE ALLOCATED

,Figure E-27. F-ARRCRU generator
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GS.NERATOR DESCRlPTIOQNt F-ARRCRU

1. ALLOCATE PERSONNEL. The ROST is located using the in4ormatioi
passed in DI. The available personnel must be formed into crews,
system-by-system (S2).

2. BUILD. CREWS. The crew table (D3) is accessed and, for each required
personnel category. CS2), the number of crews possible,, of both maximum
strength and minimum strength, are counted.

* 3. SELECT CREWS. When all required personnel categories for the system
have been checked, the maximum number of crews to be assigned, less than
or equal to the number required 02Z), is selected.

4. ADJUST WSR-QUEUE. The personnel to min the news crews are allocated
and the number of crews available is updated 0D4).

5. RETURN. The number~ of crews available (D4a) is returned to the
calling routine.
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E-F13 F-LQCPER' TYPE: Interactive Functign

SUMMARY: The locate personnel function (F-LOCPER) accesses an
R-POOL inventory searching for personnel to fill a
requirement/request (RQMT/RQST). Each oersonnel
category needed is checked in turn- if not enough
personnel of the same category are available, a
substitution table is used to determine alternative
categories. When personnel are located, they are
transferred to the assiqnment by A-ASSPER. When the
requirement of one category has been either satisfied
or the alternatives exhausted, the next category in
the RQMT/RQST is checked.

"TRGGERED BY: F-PEREP (E-FI)
F-SUPPER (E-FIO)

:.4

RESULTING IN: R-POO'L
A-ASSPER (E-A2)

SYISTEN SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure E-28.
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EC-F I3

DATA DEFINITIONs F-LOCPER

Connection Data
-Number -_ Transferred. Coments .

o R-POOL 1D Location of inventory to
obtain personnel from.

o Requirwd personnel The number of each per-

sonnel category required
to fill the RQMT/RQST.

92 a R-POOL state vector
-.4

a R-POOL inventory

D3 a Substitute category 'An alternative category
suoplied by the
cubstitution table
(E-OF 4).

04a o Assigned personnel The number of oersonnel
assigned in each
category.

D4b o Reaaining requirement The number in each
cateqory not supoled.

.E4.
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E-F13

F-LOCPER

LOCATE
PERSONNEL

LOOP BY
CATEGORY

(2) J(3)

BEGIN CONTINUE (4) END
LOCATE LOCATE LOCATE

EXACT SUB
MATCH CATEGORY

6i

a INVOKE INVOKE

SCATEGORY A-ASSPER A-ASSPER NO SUBS

Figure E-29. F.LOCER generator
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTIONt F-LOCPER

1. LOCATE PERSONNEL. The required personnel (the number and cateqory)
and the R-POOL iD are passed by the callinq routina (1). Each category
is handled in turn.

2. BEGIN LOCATE. The R-POOL inventory is accesswA and the specified
catoqory is checked IS2).' If not empty, the number required, the
cateqory, and the R-PGOL 10 are passed to A-ASSPER (E-A2). A-ASSPER'
will update the R-POOL inventory by reaoving oersonnel for the
assignment. The number assioned and the number remaininq (in the
reqatrement) are returned (D4).

. CONTINUE LOCATE. 'If the category is not satisfei. a substitution
table is accessed. usinq the cateqory as a parameter (Dlb). An
alternative category is returned (D)) and is checlked as aboves if not
empty, the number required (i.e.. the number remaininq (04)). the
category (i.e., the alternative cateoory (0:)). and the R-POOL ID are
passed to A-ASSPER and the number assigned and the number romainina are
returned. The returninq values are used to uodatm the require; category
results in D4. If the requirement is not. comoletely filled, another
substitute cateoory can be sought.'

•. END LOCATE. When the category's requirement has been either
;ati 0 ed or all alternativts exhaustd. another cateoorv is obtaanad
from the requirement, The orocess continues until all cat~qor:a; in the
requirement have been addressed.
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E-41-

E.-F14 F-LO.A.DPER TYPE: Interactive.. Function

SUMMARY: This function is triggered by the transportation
module whenever it arrives at an R-POOL to pick up
personnel. The function obtains the transport unit
ID, objective location, and the supplier (R-POOL) ID
from the calling routine and locates the proper
personnel assignment (ASSGN) in the R-POOL N-Queue (by

, checking the objective location). It' then triggars
A-TRANSPER to transfer the personnel assignment from
the W-Queue to the transporter. Once the personnel

are loaded, F-TRANSP-DECIDE is triggered so the
transporter can decide what to do next.

"" TRIGSERED BY: F-ATOBJ-SND (C-FIO) Transportation
"F-ATOBJ-AIR (C-Fl1) Transportation

Si

RESULTING IN: P-CUSTOMER'
A-TRANSPER (E-A1)

F-TRANSP-DECIDE (C-FIS) Transportation

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:
See figure E-",).a
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E-F14

DATA DEFINITION: F-LOADPER

Connection Data
Number .Transferred Comments

0 D1 o R-POOL ID The supplier unit ID.

o Transporter ID, The receiving unit ID.

o Objective location The distribution point
ID.

S2 a W-Queue E-DFS.

o ASSGN ID

o Distribution point ID The objective location.

o Distribution count The total number of
personnel to be
transported at this
time.

o Mode of transport Implic•t/explicit
enroute/waitinq.

D- a W-Queue I E-DF8.

,D4 o Cancel flag Needed when the ASSGN no
lonqer exists.

5 o Transoorter ID (DI)

o Objective location (L1/S2)

o Distribution count (SZ)
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F-LOADPER

(1) (2)
RECEIUE LOCATE M

INFO ASSGN RETURN

W-OUEUE W-QUEUE SEARCH C-FlS
j Ui

ASSGN FOUND FOUND

-TRANSPER

Figure E-31. F-LOADPER generator
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61E.NXR ATO0.R DES.CRI1PT-10.N.: F-.LOADPESR-

1. RECEIVE INFORMATION. The R-POOL unit ID, distribution point ID;, and
transporter ID (Dl) are obtained from the cailing rcutine.

2. LOCATE ASSGN. The R-POOL ID (01) is used to obtain thj W-Oueue ID
(S3) and the W-gueue's ASSGNs are searched for a distribution point ID
4h~ch matches the transporter's (0l). If none exists, the transporter
is so notified (04).

3. TRANSFER PERSONNEL. When the ASSGN is located, the personnel

* allotment is transferred to the transporter by the A-TRANSPER action
using the W-Queue (holding unit) ID (03), the ASSGN ID, allocated
personnel (S2), and transporter JD (receiving unit) (D1) as parame'.ars.

4. RETURN. When the transfer is coampieted, F-TRANSP-DECIDE (C-FIS) is
triggered using the parameters listed in D5.
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APPENDIX F

MEDICAL AND MAINTENANCE

The medical and maintenance appendix includes the sections listed below.
Note that reference numbers are coded to indicate both the functional.
area (the appendix letter [F] is used) and the type (S * entity, A a
act.on, F z function) involved. Thus, F-Al refers to the first action
listed in medical and maintenance (appendix F). For information on the
JSD diagram notation discussed,' see appendix A.

1. Entity list. The entity list contains the. reference number, the
name, and the definition (summary and attributes) of, each entity used in
medical and maintenance.

2. Action list. The action list contains the reference number,
the name, and the definition (summary, attributes, generators, and
associated entities) of each action belonging to the entities in medical
and maintenance.

3. Entity-action diagrams and cross-reference table. The cross-
reference table provides a sapping of entities and actions. One JSD

entity-action structure diagram is provided for each entity. Following
each diagram is a narrative description of each action shown.

4. Generator function list. The function list contpins the
reference number, name, and definition (summary, triggerino mechanisms,
and resulting actions) of each function associated with medical and
maintenance. More complete information on each function is contained in
the annex.

5. Annex. The contents of the annex are as follows:

a. Dispatcher. The dispatcher serves as a road map to the
functions. It is not a JSD structure diagram, but it is presented in
tree form to show the hierarchical nature of the structure involved.
The root of the tri is the dispatcher. The top-level nodes (boxes)
identify the critical events occurring in medical and maintenance and
the subsequent nodes (boxes) identify the iunctions (and show the
interrelationships) involved. The calling routines and triggering
mechanisms +or each critical event are listed above event node. The
actions and events caused by a function are listed below the function
node. Each critical event is numbered for identification purposes only:
no ordering is implied. The event scheduler (SCHED) lises the critical
event numbers to identify the event being scheduled by a function.
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5. Annex (cont.)

b. Functions. The following information is provided for each
function belonging to medical and maintenance. Note that the reference
number of the function (e.g., F-F4) appears at top of each page.

(1) Function summary. The function summary contains the
reference number, name, and definition of a function. The definition
contains a sucmarized narrative, a list of the mechanisms which can,
trigger the function, and a list of the actions and functions which can
result from the function.

(2) System specification diagram (SSD). The SSD is a JSD
structure diagram of the data flow to and from a specified function. It,
shows the static relationships among the entities and functions
involved. No calling sequence or hierarchical relationship is implied.
In ado-ition to the standard JSD SSD notation (see appendix A), special
notation has been adopted to indicate ownership. A single box is used
to denote a function or entity belonging to the specified area (e.g..
medical and maintenance). Plain double boxes indicate functions
belonging to another CSS area. The area ia identified in the outer box
and the functions involved are listed in the inner box. Patterned
double boxes (diaqonal slashes in the outer box) indicate functions
belonging to the host model. Whenever possible. the aarticular module
'is specified in the inner box (e.g., chemical, movement;. A timer is
considered part of the CSS module and is represented by a plain double
circle; data files (DF) will belong to the entire model and are depicted
by a patterned double circle. Note, that although more than oaie data
file (or timer) may be used by the specified function, only one
representation (circle) will appear in the diagram. The individual data
files and timers will be identified in the correspondino data definition
table.

(3) Data definition. This table provides a listing of the
data elements and structures required for the specified function. The
:onnection numbers correspond to the data flow numbers shown on the SSD.
A "D" or *S" is added to distinguish between data and state vector
elements. Detailed-descriptions of the data files involved can be found
in appendices J and K.

(4) Generator diagram. The generator diagram is similar to
the JSD entity-action diagrams described in oaragraoh'> abcve. Each
node (box) depicts either an iteration, a selection, or a iequential
step required by the orocess.

(5) Generator description. The generator description
orovides a detailed narrative of the function process. Step nembers
correspond to the box numbers shown on the associated oenerator diaaram.
(Note that not all bo-:es are assigned a number.) Data elements cited
refer to the data listed in the associated data de4inition table.



I. ENTITY LIST.

F-El REPAIR- JA

SUM.MARY: This entity models the life of damaged systems.
failed systems, wounded personnel, and diseased non-
battle injured (ONBI) personnel. The life of the
entity reflects user-defined sequences of movements
(recovery and evacuation) and repair/treatment
actions reouired to transform the svstemsipersonnel
back into an operational state. The number of
unique repair job types to be represented 4ill be a
user-defined model input. The actual life of the
entity (i.e., where it is repaired, when it is
repaired, where it is moved, when it is moved) is
all dynamic and a function of the repair job type as
well as the total workload on the repair
orqanizational aspects of the repair arqanization'.
Additional definition of some nf the attributes
listed below can be found in the appendix J
description of Repair jcu Templates F-DFl1.

ATTRIBUTES: RJ-ID R:-Tvaa
RJ-Qty Current-Repair-Site
System-Type RJrCreation-Time
Current-RA (pointer to RA list)
Ex-Parts-Avail(PT)#*
Evac-Flag Mov;-Action-Flao
Contaminated-Flag Unrecovered-Flao
Mobilit,-Flaq Personnel-RJ-Flaa
Repair-Progress-Flag Unit-Accountable-Flau
Evac-Destination
Convoy-ID RAs°°
RA-Tvpe RA-Time-Remainino
Critical/Fatal-RA-Start-Ti'me
RH-Req(RT)oo Parts-ReoaPT)oo

"indicates zero or more instances ot the
iar i aol e

F-:
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F-E2 BOOKKEEPER

SUMMARYi This entity models the assets belonoinq to each unit.
played in the model (i.e., the systems. personnel, and
parts that can be utilized in repair). The repair
module will consume Darts and decrease assiQned and/or
OH counts based on damage/patient assessment and
evacuation actions. The repair module will increase
OH counts of systems/personnel when returninp some
directly to the unit from the repair system. The
assets of a unit will also be used in determinino its
capability to recover, evacuate, and repair systems.

ATTRIBUTES: Parts-Balance (Part-Type)
Assigned-Oty (System/Personnel-Ty;e)
OH-Qtv (System/Personnel-Tvoe)

CNOTE: The model implementor should note that the
attributes of this entity must be shared wit", other
modules. Supply must be able to add to al! the
attribute values. Personnel must be able to add to
the personnel counts. Attrition must be able to
subtract from the values. The desion of tne state
vector and data structures for this enti-ty should te
don& with this in mind. Also if a similar entitv
already exists in the host model with a defined data
structure and operations correspondino to the actions
of 'this entity, perhaps it could be used directlv.or
modified.]
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2. ACTION LJIST.

F-All CREATE REPAIR-JOB (A-CREATE-Ri)

SUMMARY.: This action sets up tns REPAIR-JGB '(Ri) as an
entitv by performing the initialization of all
o4 the repair-job attributes.

ATTRIBUTES: Ri-Type-Tomplate EF-DF1l]
Ri-Type
Personnel-Type [if personnel]
RJ-Qty
Unit-ID Cif~svstsm]

or Repair-Sits-ID [if personnel]
Ri -Cr sation-Time
Contasi~nated-Fl ao

GENERATOR: F-TRANSFORM (F-F4)
F-RAM/DNBI-INIT (F -F4)
F-BATTLE-EFFECT (F-FS)

ENTITY: REPAIR-JCB (F-El)

F-Al2 PASSBACK UNnECOVERED Ri (A-PASSOACK-RJ)

SUMMARYt This action removes o uantity considered to be the
*exoected value iuantity that fell behin'd u.mit lines
into the division rear on an advance while anoaaed
with'the enlmy. The remamnino quantity is used to
adjust the resource requirements for accaomlishino
the repair actions.

*ATTRIBUTES: RJ-Tvpe-Temoiate (F-DFll)
NJ-ID lized to identifv REPAIR-JOB 0assback-0tv

GENERATOR: F-BATTLE-EFFECT (F-F5)

ENTI T': REPAIR-JOB ,F-E.



F-A3 COI91NINS FRACTIONAL RJs IN SAME STATE (A-COMDINE-RJ)

* SUMMARY:, This action is used to include fractional ouantities
of RJe in the same state of reisar to tht current RJ.
The new RJ ouantity is used to adjust the resource
requirements needed to accoenlish the repair actions.

ATTRIBUTESI RJ-Type-Template (F-CFll)
RJ-ID used to identify REPAIR-JOB
Additional-Qtv

SENERATOR: F-TRANSFORM (0-F3)
F-RAM/DNBI-INIT F-F4)
F-BATTLE-EFFECT (F-FS)

ENTITY, REPAIR-JOB (F-El)

F-A4 CONTAMINATION OF UNCONTAMINATED RJ tA-CONTAMIN-RJ)

SUMMARY: This action calculates the increased resource ti#e
reouired to accomplish repair actions or a
contaminated RJ.

.TTRIBUTES3 Rj-Tvoe-Temolate (F-DFII)
RJ-ID

GENERATORs F-CONTAMIN-EFFECT iF-F9)

ENTITY: [EPAIR-JOB rF-El)

F-A5 REMOVE PARTS FOR EXCHANGE (A-EXCHANGE-P4RTS)

SUMMARY: This action chanses the RJ attributes to reflect he
removal of operational parts to repair anotter PJ.
It reduces the remainino e;,chanoe wats5.aialable
that could be used on another RJ and adds the
removed Oarts to the part, requirements li~t -ePetd
to ultimateiv repair t)e )jo .

CR..,
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F-IA HOLD MOVE CLASSIFICATION (A-CLASSIFY-RJ)

SUMMARYi This action is used to tag the RJ for evacuation from
or for holding at its current repair site.

ATTRIBUTES: Evac-Destination or Hold flaq

GENERATOR: F-H/M-ASSESS (F-F2)

ENTITY: REPAIR-JOB (F-El)

F-A7 REPAIR PROGRESS (A-PROGRESS-RJi

SUMMARY: This action shows the chanqes to the repair jot
caused bythe allocation o' resources and time'. 'The
allocated resources and time are deducted from the
current repair action reouirements. If the current
repair action is comoleted hased on the allocaticns.
then eithor the next repair action is set ior 'uture
allocations or, i'f all repair actions have been
completed, the A-REPAIRED action is inv:#ad tý
process the comoleted )ub.

ATTRIBUTES: RH-Alloc (RT) Tise-Alloc
RJ- ID

GENERATOR: F-REP-PES-ALLOC 'F-Fj)

ENTITY: REPAIR-JOB (F-El)

F-AS RECOVER RJ (A-RECOVER-RJ,

SUMMARY: fhis action is used to reqister the •ec:ser4'of
repair lop bvylts unit recair site.

ATTRIBUTESi RJ-IO

3ENERATOR: r-;ECC•YE-

r-RECOvERY-SHORT 7-r3

ENTITY: REPAIR-Joe, F-E,



F-A9 RJ EVACUATION -(A-EVACUATE-RJ)

SUMMARY: This action registers whether a repair job has
departed to or arrived fro* an evacuation.

ATTRIDUTESs Regair-Site-Unit-Accountability-Flaq (F-CCI6)
RJ-ID
Arrival /Dgeprture-Flaq
Convoy-ID

GENERATORi F-EVAC-NANA6ER (F-FlI0
F-EVAC-RECEIVER (F4FI2)

ENTITY: REPAIR-JaB (F-El)

F-AIO PATIENT DEAT(4 (A-OIE.-PRJ)

SUMMPARYi Uoen determination of death to the cationt(ie
REPAIR-JOB). this action notifies qraves realst r a ion.
If the Datient was still at a level where Unit
accountability is maintained. then the death is
Prorated out to the suooorted units. the
entity (RJ) life is then cosoloted.

ATTRIBUTES: Ri-ID

GENERATOR: F-REP-RES-ALLOC (F-Fl)

ENTITY: REPAIR-JOB (F-El)

F -All RJ RETURN (A-RETURN-RJ,)

SUMPIARY: Whom allI r eojar act Ions have been com I to
action returms the easoired sostem .O It

wirit. the zarscmnol :ool . -,r the su:.! inw.
decondino 4joon wthere it is toe!o rotirs01 ',0,.
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F-Al2 RJ ABANDONED (A-ABANDON-Ri)

SUMMARY- This action reflects the loss of repair jobs. If it
is a fractional loss, the RJ ouantitv is reduced as
are the repair resource requirtments. If it is a
total loss, the RJ life is ended.

ATTRIBUTES: Ri-Template (F-DFl1)
RJ-ID
Abandoned-9ty

GENERATOR: F-BATTLE-EFFECT (F-F5)
£

ENTITY: REPAIR-3O0 (F-El)

F-Al' INVENTORY PARTS (A-INVENTORY-FARTS)

SUMMARY: Used to record the parts invintor. re~ainina at a
repair site a'ter allocations have been made.

ATTRIBUTES: Unit-ID
Parts-Resaaninq (PT)

GENERATOR: F-REP-RES-ALLOC (F-Fl)

ENTiTYi BOOKKEEPER (F-E2)

F-414 UNIT ASSIGNED STRENGTH LOSSES (A-ASSIGN-LOSS)

SUJMMARYt This dction reduces the assugned systems and
personnel strenqths of a unit due to RV
classification or evacuation beyond a 'o: en level a+
r3aiir/treatment.

ATTRIBUTES: Unit-ID
.ost-Qtv (Svstem/Personnel Ti/ov)

GENERATOR: F-TRANSFORM-
P -PAM/041B1-INIT ,!!-P 4

q-BATTILE-EF:ECT

ENTITY: BOOC)'EEPER
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F-A.151 U.NIT..O.N-HAND. S.T.REN.GT.H L-OSS.E.S_(A.-.LOSE-O.H.).

SUMMARY.: This action reduces the OH systems and personnel

strengths of a unit due to assessment of RAM-
* failures or DNBI.

t4

*ATTRIBUTES: Unit-ID

Loss-9ty (Systea/Personnel Typo)

GENERATOR: F-RAM/DNDI-INIT (F-F4)

*ENTITY: BOOKKEEPER (F-E2)

F-A16 UNIT ON-HAND GAINS (A-GAIN-OH)

SUMMARY: This action increases the 'OH systems and oersonnel
strengths of a unit due to the direct return of
repaired systems or treated Patients.

ATTRIBUTES: Unit-ID

Gain-Qty (System/Personnel Type)

GENERATOR: F-RTNS-ALLOC (F-F0))

ENTITY: BOOKKEEPER (E-F2)

F-A17 EAC EVACUATION (A-EVAC-RJ-EAC)

SUMMARY: Used to recooni:o the s Itart of evac.Jati~n of the RJ
out of corps and hence the end of the antitv life in
t0e Coros game.

ATTRIBUTES: RWI-I'D
End-RJ-Entity-Life

GENERATOR: F-EVAC-MANAGER (F-FiI)

S NTITY: REPAIR-JOB tF-EI)

I
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3. ENT.I.TY.-A.C.TION CRO.SS -REFEIRENCE -ANID D0IA.GRAMS.

ENT IT -_ACTION _

REPAIR-JOB (F-El) A-CREATE-Ri (F-Al)
A-PASSBACK-RJ (F-A2)

I *A-COP¶DINE-RJ ( F -A3')
A-CONTAP!IN-RJ (F-A4)
A-EXCHANGE-PARTS (F-AS)
A-CLASSIFY-Ri (F-A6)
A-PROGRESS-RJ (F-A7)
A-RECOVER-Ri (F-AS)
A-EVACUATE-RJ (F-A9)
A-DIE-PRJ (F-A10)
A-RETURN-Ri (F-All)
A-ABANDON-Ri (F-A12)
A-EVAC-Ri-EAC (F-A17

BOOKKEEPER (F-E2) A-LOSE-OH (F-415)
A-INVENTORY-PARTS FA:
A-GAIN-OH (F-416)
A-ASSIGN-LOSS

F



E-
REPAIR-

JOB

CF-Al)
A- RJ-LIFE RJ-

CREATE-RJ DISPOSIIN

0 (F-A12.)o CP-A12)o CF-A17)o
WAIT/ CF-AlO) A-RETURN A-ABAN13ON A-EtVAC

PROCESS A-DIE-PRJ -RJ -RJ -RJ-EAC

Fig lb

WAIT PROCESS

(F-AB) a 0 0
A-RECOVER REPAIR MIOVEMENT

CF-A7) * F-AS)
A-PROGRES A-EVACUAT

-RJ -RJ

Figure F-la. Entity-action diagram for E-REPAIR-JDB



WAIT

From F-l.

QUEUED
RJ

OPERATONS

CF-A2) 0 CF-A3) o CF-At) al CF-S aAS) ( F-12) 0
A-PAS5BAK A-CO.MBINE A-CDNTAMN IAEXCXANGI ACASSF A-ABANDON

-RJ -RJ -RJ -PARTS -RJ -RJ

Figure F-lb. Entity-action diagram for E-REPAIR-JOB (continued)
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ENTITY-ACTION DESCRIPTION: REPAIR-JOB (F-El)

1.A-C-REATE-RJ CF-Al). Initialize state vector as follows:

o RJ-ID 2 next available unique ID
o RJ-Qty a RJ-Qty Lovent given]
o Repair-Progress-FlIag xOff
o Current-RA-Type aRJ-Templato
o Ex-Parts-Avail (PT) a RJ-Qty * Ex-Parts-Avail (FT)

ERJ-Template]
o RJ-Creation-Time a (event given]
a Evac-Flag Off
o Mave-Action-Flag a Off
o Contaminated-Flap a [event given]
o Nobility-Flag tCR3-Template given]
o Personnel-RJ-Flao zCRJ-Template given]
o O*RAs (for each RA involved):

o RA-Type ERJ-Temolate given]
o RA-Tiiie-Remainino CRJ-Template given]
o Critical /Fatal -RA-Start-Ti me RJU-Creation-T1De- +

a time given in RJ-Temalate:
o. **RH-Rea IRT)l = RH-Oty * RH-Req (RTh
o *!Parts-Rea (PT) x RH-Oty * Parts-R*4 k.PT)

If RJ is Personnel-Tvoe C*RJ-Temol ate given.] then

o Current-Repair-Site =Reoair-Site-ID
o Unrecovered-Flao = ff
0 System-Tjoe Personnel-Type [event given]

otherwise,

o System-Type ERJ-Template aiven)
o Current-Repair-Site =Unit-10 [event qiven]
o Unrecovered-Flaa On.

A-PASSBACý-Rj '(F-'Z).

o RJ-QTY RJ-OTY( - PASSBACK-QTY [EVENT GIV,,EN]
o **EX-PARTS-AVPULL R3-QTY *EA-PARTS-A..~AIL (PTý

[RJ-TE1MF'PLTE'

o *IRH-REO kRT. = RJ -QTY ' RH-REQ .RT) RJ-TEMiFLATEI
o -PARTS-REQ tRTI Ri-OTY * F'RTSý-REO IPT) rRJ-TEr1FLiTE,



REPAIR-JOB (F-El) (cant.)

3. A-(COMBINE-RJ (F-A3).

o RJ-QTY 2RJ-UTY + ADDITIONAL-OTY
o *OEX-PARTS-AVAIL (PT) *EA-PARTS-AVAIL (PT)

+ ADDITIONAL-QTY
tEn-Parti-Avail given in RJ-Template]

o OORAs
o OORH-RED CRT) z RJ-QTY * RH-REQ (RT) given in RJ-Template
o OOPARTS-REO (PT) 2 PARTS-REQ (PT) + ADDITIONAL-QTY

EPARTS-REQ (PT) aiven in RJ-Template).

Note 1: Values of Parts-Req (PT) and Ex-Parts-Avail tPT) were not
recomputed basad upon the new RJ-QtY but were increased based upon the
Additional-Qty.- Thus, A-EXCHANGE-PARTS say have previously altered the
values.

Note 2: A possible modification in th~e future mioht be to recompute th?

P3-Creation-Time and the RA-Time-Remaining values as weiqhted averaqes
of the jobs being combined (weights based on RJ-0tv/s'.

4. A-CflNTAI¶IN-RJ (F-A~4). If contaminated fimo is already on. then do
nothino. Otherwise, turn the contami'nation 4lac on and. for all R'A,

o 0*RH-REQ =RJ-QTY * RH-PEQ-CON t9T) CRJ-Temolatell.

~.A-EXCHANGE-PARTS (F-A5). For all PT involved,

o -EA-PARTS-AVAIL (PT) EX-PARTS-AVAIL (PT)
-EX-PARTS-OTY tPT).

For the current RA.

o **PARTS-RED (PT) PARTS-REQ (PT) + EX-PARTS-QTY iPT)

A-CLA'SIFY-RJ (F-iA) . If Evac-Dfrstination is aiven in the event,
turn the Evac-Flao on and set the Evac-Dettinat ion toth '.e
location. Otherwise. set Eyac-Flaq to "off.'

7. .A-PRC;GRESS-PJ (F--7). Tu~rn the Repair-Proaress-Flao on. For th.e

'"ur rent-RH`.

o PRA-TIME-REMAITNIfG = R-TIME-REMAININt3 TIME-H'LLCCL
C "RH-REQ ('1T) = RH-RELQ (Pr) - RHI-ALLOC iRT,.

If, for all PT,

o RH-REQ \PT) .1-E. 0' AND RA-TIME-REMAINING .LE.

*4



REPAIR-JOB (F-El) (cont.)

7. F-A7 continued, then, RA is complete. Turn the Repair-Progress-
Flaq off. If anoti.-r RA follows, then set the Current-RA to the next.
RA. Otherwise, RJ i. repaired. End this action and perform A-REPAIRED.

8.. A-RECOVER-RJ (F-AS). Turn Unrecovered-Flag off. (Note to
implementor: Include logic from F-F3 3.1 that will use A-COMBINE-RJ as
much as possible to reduce the number of like RJ entities with small
fractional ouantities.)

9. A-EVACUATE-RJ (F-A9). If departure, then set the Hove-Action-Flao
on an~d the Evac-Flag off. If the Unit-Accountability-Flag is on and
Evac-Destination is not at the Unit-Accountability-Level tF-CC16), then
set the Unit-Accountability-Flag off and invoke immediate F-LOSSES-ALLOC
giving the Current-Repair-Site, RJ-Qty. and the Personnel/Systems-Type
as attributes. Set the Convoy-ID to the input value. If not deoarture.
than arrival. Set Move-Action-Flag off and the Current-Reopair-Site to
Evac-Destination.

1). A-DIE-PRJ' (F-AO) . Send a messaqe to graves registration aivinq
the Current-Repair-Site and the RJ-Qtv. If Unit-Accountabiliti-Flao is
on. then invoke F-LOSSES-ALLOC. Otherwise. do nothina: the RJ-Entitv-
Life 'is over.

11. A-RETURN-RJ (F-AllW. If the Unit-Acountaoilitv-Flaq is on,
triager, F-RTNS-ALLOC using Current-Reoair-Site, System-Tope, and RJ-2ty.
If the Personnel-RJ-Flao is on. send a mess'age to personnel using
Current-Reoair-Site, System-Type, and RJ-Qty. Otherwise, send a message
to supply using Current-Repair-Site, System-Type,. and RJ-Qtv: -the RJ-
Entity-Life is over.

12. A-ABANDON-RJ (F-A12).

o RJ-QTY F RJ-OTY - APANDONED-OTY.

If RJ-OTY = 0, then the RJ-Entity-Life is over. OthL-W2se,

o ~"EX-PARTS-AVAIL (PT) = RH-QTY * EX-PARTS-AVAIL IRJ-Temolatel
o -- RA'

o **RH-REQ(RT) = RH-QTY * RH-REODPiT CRJ-Temolzate
a *°PARTS-REQ(PT) PH-QT? * PARTS-REQýPT, ,.-,mo-late].

I1-. A-E','AC-RJ-EAC .F-A17_. End the RJ-Ent~ty-Life.

indicates' zero or more instances of the var•en le.
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FE2

BOOKEEPER

ASSET
TRANSACTN

CF-A13)a CF-A1'i)o CF-,AlS)a CF-AlB)o
A-INVNTRY A-ASSIGN A-OE A-GAIN

-PARTS -floss-O -OX

Figure F-2. Entity-action diagram for- E-BOOKEEPER
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ENTITY-ACTION DESCRIPTION: IOOKKE PER (F-E2)

1. A-INVENTORY-PARTS (F-A13).

o �Parts-Sa1 (PT) eQual to evant-qive amounts.

2. A-ASSIGN-LOSS (F-A14).

ASSIGNED-OTY (SYSTEM/PERSONNEL-TYPE) * S�IGNED-QTY
(SYSTEM/PERSONNEL-TYPE) - LOSS-QTY SYSTEM/PERSONNEL-TYPE).

3. A-LOSE-OH (F-A15).

OH-QTY (SYSTEM/PERSONNEL-TYPE) u OH-OTY
(SYSTEM/PERSONNEL-TYPE) - LOSS-QTY SYSTEM/PERSONNEL-TYPE).

4. A-GAIN-OH (F-A16).

OH-OTY (SYSTEM/PERSONNEL-TYPE) * OH-QTY
(SYSTEM/PERSONNEL-TYPE) + GAIN-OTY SYSTEM/PERSONIEL-TYPE�

-- indicates :�ro or more instances of the var.�b1e.
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4. GENERATOR _F.UNCTION LISTI.

F-F~l F-REP-RES-ALLOC

SUMMARY.: This function computes the available resource-hour
c 'apability of a unit for th~e given time period. then
allocates the capability to the demandinq REPAIR-
JOBs.' updating their states accordingly.

TRIGGERED BY: Repair dispatcher

RESULTING I.Ni REPAIR-JOB (F-El)
A-PROGRESS-RJ (F-A7)
A-DIE-PRJ (F-A10)
A-EXCHANGE-PARTS (F-AS)

BOOKKEEPER (F-E2)
A-I,3VENTORY-PARTS (F-A13)

F-F- F-H/M-ASSESS

SUM¶MARY: this $unction computes the current requirement for
movSement of RJs from their existing location.

TRIGGERED 9Y: Repair dispatcher

RESULTING IN: REPAIR-JOB (F-El'

A-CLASSIFY-RJ (F-.46)

F-F3 9-TRANSFORM

SUMMARY: This function transforms information on combat damiaoe
hits in RJs based uoon expected value tables.

TRIGGERED BY: Repair ii,soatcher

RESULT14G IN: REPAIR-JOB (-l
A-COMBINE-RJF-A,
A-CREATE-RJ F-1

900KKEEPER ýF -E2
A-ASSI134-LOSS



F-F4 F-RAMDNDBI-INIT

SUflMARYi This function computes unit RAPN/OMI! losses by
resulting RJ types.

TRIGGERED BYt Repair dispatcher

RESULTING INi REPAIR-309 (F-ElI
A-COMBINE-RJ (F-A3)
A-CREATE-RJ (F-Al)

BOOKKEEPER (-2
A-LOSE-ON (F-AIS)

*A-ASSIGN-LOSS (F-A414

F-F3 F-BATTLE-E.FFECT

SUMMARYi This function qmnerates unrecoverad RJ losses to
withidrawing units in combat.

*TRIGGEREC BYi Reaoir dispatcher

RESULTING INi REPAIP-309 (F-EI)
A-COMBINE-PJ
A-CREA IF-Al

'ATE~C -R:

90C,ý1VEPER *F-E:)

4-ABANDON-pi FAJ
A-)S'3IG4-LCSS (F-A14)

F-F6 F-RECOVERY

3UMMARYi Ti s sum: t ioh c omout os tý@ &vatIlatl e !Cgtr
Cacabit it/ of' a unit for a aii ef tit# ovri:c. t~tn
allocates the caoabilbtv to de'sandinQ R.'§ odt-
their statvs accordtmqly.

.TRIGGERED MY Repair dioaitcher

R~ESULTING IN: QE~r)IR-J0P 1



F-F7 F-RECOVERY-SUPPORT

SUMMARYi This function allocates any unit capability r eeainfnq
after a unit has performed its own support recovery
mission for any defined direct-support recovery and
cross-levelinq recovery support relationships. By
plavynq support units in a table-listed order (S2)
and allowmnq a unit to be supported by 0 or more
supportinq units, any RV allocation and support unit
concept can be played. Examples includes

o unit recovery onlvs no support oro-.ijed
(complete decentralization)

o n o unit supporti-recovery from a support unit
(complete, centralization)

o 8riqade-wie support only

p Division-wide support only
a Brioade and division support
* Different support structures in different

ohrts of the corns over time

TRIGGERED BYM Repair dispatcher

RESULTING INi. REPAIR-JOB F-E)
A-RECUVER-RJ

F-F9 F-RECOVERY-SMORT

SUMMARYi This funmction represents operational Systems
performino recovery missions when there. it A sh;rt'al[
in the usual recovery caoaiblltv. It isc:ntr:olld by

a table tht shows the threshold for recover,
oerforeance 34 coperational systems for each init.
Tte threshold is the percentape of the aut',:ri:ad
ouantitv of each svstom. If a ,nit has scte 3uartitv

of a lost@* 3nhand (ON) 'over this threshai,3 am ,rt
that ouantitv is authorized to oetrors reco,,er, If
and when tnis aua&.tity it used for recover/.. In:

is *ade aaainst its use in its or~sari tission
i in eoerational tan; is uled to reczver an:zter
tanm. no c'iecV exists t. tnsure it was ,ot :.r mC.A3
.ýot be invol ted in c~stat). ;;r this .!-c, ,r
threshold ialues Should be Cautiouslv sle'cted and tto
e@tent to which a umit Is used for. rec:.,r :1:;el
zonitored for doubie ti1i:atior orotleit.

TRIcGERED DY: Reoair di$oatcner

RESULTI'1G I : RE A::P-;Q -

.,



F4-9 F-CONTAIIN-EFFECT

SUMMARY: When unit receives a contaminating attack, all RJ%
in the unit are contaminated. This function invokes

S A-CONTAMIN-Rh (F-A4) on the RJs in the unit.

TRIGGERED bY: Repair dispatcher

RESULTING IN: REPAIR-JOB (F-El)
A-CONTAMIN-RJ (F-A4)

F-F4O F-RTNS-ALLOC

SUMMARYj This function allocates repaired systems or personnel
to owning units. Two methods are available for
allocation and are emoloved based upon a flag.

0% TRIGGERED BYi Repair dispatcher

RESULTING IN: BOOKKEEPER (F-E2)
p..A-GAIN-OH "(F-AI6)

F-FII F-EVAC-MANAGER

SUMMARY This function detersines which RJs should te noed
when a transportation asset becomes available for
evacuation.

TRIGGERED BY: Transportation module

RESULTING INt REPAIR-JOB (F-El)
A-EVACUATE-RJ (F-49)

BOOKKEEPER IF-E2)
"A-EVAC-RJ-EAC (F-Al7)

F-F12 F-EVAC-RECEIVER

SUMMARY: This 4un:tion is used to recooni:* the arriil :f aa:
aateriel and to trlqQ.r RJ state :hanoes iýowir~o 4J at
the new raoair tite.

TRIGGERED BY: Transoortation module

RESULTING IN: REPAIR-JOB F-EII
A-E')ACUATE-RJ (F-AQ)



F-F13 F-JOSSES-ALLOC

SUP MARYi This function allocate% assigned strength losses of
personnel and svstesl (normally treated/repaired and
directly returned to their unit) who have been or will
be evacuated to a higher repair echelon from which
returns are allocated through personnel and supply
channels. If a patient normally treated and
directly returned dies, the assigned stren4th loss
must also be allocated.

TRIGGEREDBY: REPAIR-3J9 (F-El)
A-EVACUATE-Ri (F-A9)
A-DIE-PRJ (F-AIQ)

REVULTINS IN: BOOKKEEPER (F-E2)
A-ASSIGN-LOSS (F-A14)

, I
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miTAN EVEW~ ~NT TRANS EVENT

MANAGER UIrFEA E

AEVAACATC-R

F-FE OV R I -E OV R

F-REP-RES F-CONTAMIN[ F-HIM- F- F -RMD~
ALNLOC - EFFECT ASSESS j TRTAýNSORM -INIT

A.. PPR)GRES3 - RJA - CONTAMIN - RJ A- QLASSI~Y A - COMBINE - RJ A - COMBINE - RJ
A.- E(CH-PARTS A-COfATE-R.j A - CEATE - R
A-PARTS-MLLOC A-A330J-LQSS3 A - ASIGN -LOSS
A-DIE -PRJ f t A-LOSS-OH

P ~A-'Efl N-RJ F-RECOVERY[1 1 1
L~- -EFFECT

* F-Fej

A -COMBNE -RJ
F-A3SIGN FRTNS- A - CEAT - RJ

LOSS ALJ.OC A -PASSBACK -RJw 1 -F10 A -ABANDON -RJ
A-A~S=Gý-LOSS A-GAI'-OH AASG-LS

FiueF-3. Mdcladmintenance dispatcher

* T-26



F-Fl

F-F4 F-REP-RES-ALLOC TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This is part of a sequence of functions performid
for each model-portraved unit during every repair
module timestep. It computes the available resource
hour capability of a unit for the given time period.

. then allocates the capability to the demanding REPAIR-
JOBs, updating their states accordinglY.

TRIGGERED BY: Repair dispatcher

RESULTING IN: REPAIR-JOB. (F-E1)
A-PROGRESS-RJ (F-Al)
A-DIE-PRJ (F-AIO)
A-EXCHANGE-PARTS (F-A5)

BOOKKEEPER 1F-E2)
A-INVENTORY-PARTS (F-Al3)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See fioure F-4.

F 7



DISPATCHERý 
JOB

F- REP- RES

F - COMMANDER

FlgtnF-4. F-REP-RES--ALLOC SSD
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F-F_

DATA DEFINITION: F-REP-RES-ALLOC

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

DI o Unit-ID
* o Time-Inc Aaount represented

by this timestep
o Beg-Ti~me-Inc

S2 o OH-Str On-hand strenath by
resource type (RT); RT

o Unit-ID 'key' within the repair module
can be any unit

o RT key' asset (personnel or
equipment).

ST o Daily-Avail-RH Daily available resource
hours (RH) by RT. Gives

o' Unit-ID 'key' the number of hours in a
24-hr period a resource

o RT 'key' would be available for
work. (F-DFI)

S4 o Unit-RA-Priarity-Table Used in allocating
o Unit'ID 'key' available RH a,nd parts

to RJs in a prioritized
order. :F-CCI)

$5 o 'R4 state vector
o RJ-ID 'key'

D6 o RH-AlIoc Action attribute o+ A-
PROGRESS RJ (F7A7).

o Time-Alloc
a RJ-ID 'kev'

07 o RJ ID A-DIE-PRJ attribute

08 o ,Parts-Avail A-PMRTS-4LL attribute
a Urit-ID 'key'

F-29
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F-Fl

DATA DEFINITION: F-REP-RES-ALLOC (cont.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comeents

S9a o Degradation factors Factors (unit states)
o Unit movement the model must record

degradation factor every saint cycle.
o MOPP degradation factor
o Radiation degradation factor
o Suppression factors (Direct, air, artillery)

S9b a Unit-ID, 'key'
o time 'key'

SLO o E:.-In-Pri-Policy F-CC2
o Ex-Out-Pri-Policy
o Unit-ID 'key'

SIl o RT-Substitutes F-DF2
o RT-Req 'key'

D12 o E:x-PARTS-ALL A-EXCHANGE-PARTS (F-A5)
o RJ-ID 'key attributes

S13 o Parts-Bal
o Unit-ID 'key'

F -
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F-REP-
RES-ALLOC

Cl) (2)ALOC M7ALOC ( 18)
COMPUTE TO STARTO NONSTARTU UP13ATE

CAPABILIT RJS RJS 5BJOKEEPER

Fig F-5b Figý F-Sc

CB)NO- a 17)EX a
RJ EX OR -OUT-PR I

CYCLE EX-IN-PRI POLICY

NEXT f RJ ALLOCATN STATE COM1PLETE?

YES- ao-
PERFORM

c9)

Figure F-Ea. F-REP-RES-ALLCC generator

.F- . ..1.



(5)NO- a
EX OR

EX-IN-PRI

From F-$a

SELECT
& PROCESS

CYCLE

Cs)

SELECT PROCESS
NEXT RJ RJ

13Ak AVAILABLE START JOB

C12) (13) C 14)

ALLOCATE ALLOCATE UPOATE RJ (is) RJ
PARTS RHi su COMPLETE?

YES -oo
PERFORM

Figure F-Sb. F-REP-RES-ALLOC generator Ctontinued)

F-32



(17)EX o
-OUT-PR I

POLICY

From I F-Sa

SET PERFORM SET PERFOiRM
EX-IN-PRI SEL/PROC EX-IN-PRI SEL/PROC

OFF CYCLE ON CYCLE

Figure F-Sc. F-REP-RES-ALLOC generator (continued)

F-i3
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F-REP-RES-AL,ýOC (cont.)

6. qJ COMPLETE? If the current RJ has a now RA (i.e., ex amine the
state vector of the RJ just processed ($5) and determine if the old RA
was just completed) and the nes RA is repairable at the unit (i.e., the
RA is listed in the Unit-PA-Priority-Table (W4)), then perform the RJ
process described in step 9 and return.

S7. ALLOCATE TO'NOT-STARTED RJS. If no parts exchange is permitted
(SI,) (i.e., E::-ln-Pri-Policy.eq.false and Ex-Out-Pri-Policv.eq.alIte)
or if a parts exchange in priority sequence processina is permitted
(Sl)) (i.e., Ex-ln-Pri-Policy.eq.true), then perform the No-Ex or Ex-in-
Pri cycle.

8 S. NO-EX OR EX-IN-PRI. Cycle through the RJs to select and process,
"" those not bequ,. If any RUs not started have not been selected, then
* select the next RJ not yet started. RUs should be selected based upon a
S first-level sort by Unit-FlA-Prioritv (S4) and a second-lovel sort O'v

ascending RA-time-Remaininq (S5). Priority ii specified with RA-ID and

the contamination ftao. An RJ not yet started is an RJ with keoair-
Prooress-State flao off. The RJ evac flaq must be ignored or no .PJs

" will remain for selaction. If no RJ can be selected then stoo the

. C/icle.

9. PROCESS RJ. The RJ process is a selection between steos 1,). 11
' through 1l. and 16 based on the conditions describol.

. 10. PATIENT'S DEATH. If the current-RA (S1) has Critical Fatal-RA-
' Start-Ti~e(SJ5).LT.Beo-Tiae-Inc (DIJ. then the patitnt hats lied. sc

invoke A-DIE-PRJ TD71 ar.L stop the'RJ process.

11. ALL PARTS AVAILABLE. If' Ex-ln-Pri-Policv.eq.true. the darts
reouirements should be satisfied from the rtlular Pirts-mvailaPT,

inentor'y first and then. if needed, from the Ex-Parts-Aaa-iPT, of
other RJs: otherwise, it must be satisfied only from the Parts-A.,.il Pi
inventori. When selectina one or more RJ% for E;!-Firt-•Aail. do ;-ot
"select from RJs already started. Search RJs in rverste oriority order
from the Unit-RA-Prioritv, Table (S4i. It RA Parti-Pe ,P , -il' can •e

A s4tisfied ,n '•,l and ;H-s.vaiJ14ti.GT.o for all regilred or
. ;ubititti 1tle RT. t..mn -i]..catq Oarts and PH A &ailable.

12. ALLOCATE PARTS. AllocAte to PARTS-ALLIPT) the Parts-ReoPTD amount
;r,)m the Parti-Aail'PTI inventorv and/or the EU-Parts- a 1alPT ' r
ot er PJs. If Ex-ln-Pri-Policv.eo.true. the oart% requirement~s should
fir-t be satisfied from the reiular Oar s-•Avtil(PTI in,,entor, inJ then.
if needed. from the E:-Parts-4.ailtPTl of other PJis: otherwise. it *us'

i ;ati;f;ed only frci ttio Parts-A,a I iPr) in.entor:. $paduce tnoe Parts-
ii I PT i an6 E,:-P r.tk-4/f 'RT. inyentories accordin;li.

S• - '
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F-FL

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-RSP-RES-ALLOC

1. COMPUTE CAPABILITY. Compute the resource hours (RH) for each
resource type (RT) available in the unit (D1) using the following
algorithm:

RH-AVAIL(RT) 2 ((OH-STR(UNIT-ID,RT) 0 DAILY-AVAIL-RH(UNIT-

ID,RT)) /(24/TIME-INC))

* (I - RADIATION DEGREDATION FACTOR)
* * (I - MOPP DEGRADATION FACTOR)

. (1 - DIRECT FIRE SUPPRESSION DEGRADATION FACTOR)
0 (1 - AIR SUPPRESSION DEGRADATION FACTOR)

* (I - ARTILLERY SUPPRESSION DEGRADATION FACTOR)
* (I - UNIT MOVE DEGRADATION FACTOR)

where: RH-Avail(RT) is local data
OH-Str from S2
Daily-Avail-RH from 53
Time-Inc from Dt
last s:;. factors are recorded from CORDIVEM for the
unit every seant cycle timestep

Initial:ze Parts-Avail(PT) from values in BOOKKEEPER (S13i.,

2. ALLOCATE TO STARTED RJs. Cycle through the RJs selerting and
allocatinq capability to those alrtady started (steps . throuoh 6'. If
no RJ can be selected or no resource hours remain (all RH-Avail a 0).
then stop the cycle.

. SELECT NEXT RJ. If any RJs already started have not been selected,
then select the neo:t RJ already started. RJs should be selected based
upon a first-leiel sort by Unit-RA-Priority (S4) and a second-level sort
by ascendino RA-Tiae-Remaining (S5). Priority is specified with RA-Ir
and the contamination flao. RJs already started are those RJs witn the
Repair-Prooress-State flag on. The evac tiaq in RJ must be ignored
during selection or no RJ can be selected.

4. MOAE RH ALLOCATION. Allocate to RH-Alloc(RT) as mani RH-Avail'RTj
as oossible to satisf/ the RH-ReqkRTý of current RA of the selected
""RJs•). It any allocation does not comolately satisfv the PH-ReatFRi.
attempt to satisfy the shortfall with a substitutaole RT defineo in
SI1). Any substitute all-cation should be from the RH-A•a~i;RT) of the
substitute RT to the'RH-Alloc(RT) of th, required RI. Reduce the PH-
Avail(RT) amcunts by the amounts allocated.

¶J. UPDATE Ri STATE. Invoke A-PROGRESS-RJ usinq RH-Alloc'RT) ind Time-
Inc fýrom 01) as parameters (D6).

.0• F--,4
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F-Fl.
F-REP-RES-ALLOC (cant.)

13. ALLOCATE RH. Allocate to RH-AlIoc(RT) as many RH-Avail(RT) as
possible to satisfy the RH-Req(RT) of the current RA of the sele:ted RJ.
If any allocation does not completely satisfy the RH-Req(RT). attempt to
satisfy the shortfall with a substitutable RT (defined in Sti). Any
substitute allocation should be from the RH-Avail(RT) of the substitute
RT to the RH-Alloc(RT) of the required RT. Reduce the RH-Avail(RT)
amounts by the amounts allocated.

14. UPDATE RJ SV. Invoke A-PROGRESS-RJ usino RH-Alloc(RT) and Time-Inc
as parameters (06). For each RJ from which Ex-Parts-Avail were used.
invoke A-EXCHANGE-PARTS usin qu antity allocated (012).

15. RJ COMPLETEV If the current RJ has a ntw RA (i.e., examine the
state vector of the RJ just procested (SS) and determine if the old RA,
was just completed) and the new RA is repairable at the unit (i~e., the
RA is listed in the Unit-RA-Priority-Table iS4)), then perform the RJ
process described in step 9 and return.

16. CANNOT START JOB. If' all of the parts cannot be obtained for a RA
or if some of the rescurces of each resource type are not avaisablF. the
joo cannot be started.

17. EX-OUT-PRI POLICY. If the conditions needed for the No-S:: or Ex-
In-Pri cycle (steo 7) are not avaialable, then do the foll:minq:

o Set the Ei-ln-Pri flao off.
o Perform the select and orocess cycle (step 8).
o Set the E::-in-Pri on.
o Perform the select and-process cycle.tsteo 8).

I1. UPDATE BOOVKEEPER. lnvnoo A-INVENTORY-PARTS usino Parts-AvailIPTý
as oarameters (08?.

*. . C .- . . . .I% * - . I.. . . . . . . . .



E-F2

F-F2. F-HOLD/MOVE-ASSESS TYPE: Lnteractive Function

SUMMARY: This function computes the current requirement for
movement of RJs fro& their existing locations.

TRIGGERED BY: Repair dispatcher

RESULTING IN: 'REPAIR-JOB (F-El)
A-CLASSIFY-RJ (F-A6)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See fiqure F-6.
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DATA DEFINITION: F-HOLD/MOVE-ASSESS

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

DI o Unit-ID Function trigger.

S2 a OH-Str On s.and Strenqth by
o Unit-ID 'key, resource type (RT); RT

.0 RT 'key' within the repair module
can be any unit asset--
personnel or equipment.

S3 0 Hold-Evac-Time-Factor
o Daily-Avail-RH Daily available resource
o Unit-ID 'key' hours (RH) bv RT. Gives
o RT 'key' the number of hours in a

2i-hr period a resource
would be available for
work (F-DFI).

S4 o Unit-PA-Priorit'y-Table This table is used in
o Unit ID 'kei' allocatino available RH

and parts to RJs in a
priorit, order tF-CC1).

S3 o 0R. state vector
o RJ-ID key'

0b o Supnort-Location-ID Action attributo for
A-CLASSIFf-RJ (F-A6).

Sla a Hold-Evac-Time-Factor F-CC,
o UNIT-ID 'key'

S7b o Accountable-flaq Reoair-Joo-Ownina-Unit-
o Unit-ID 4ev' Accountailiýiv-Table

(F-CCl61.

37c Suuoort-Un:t-ID
o Unit,-ID ke/
o RJ-T/o key

F-49
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' F-F2

DATA DEFINITION: F-HOLDI/OVE-ASSESS (cont.)

,i Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

Sga a Degradation factors Factors (unit states)
O Unit movement the model must record

degradation factor every maint cycle.
a ¶MOPP degradation factor
o Radiation degradation factor
"o Suppression factors, (Direct, air, artiller,.)

S~b a Unit-ID 'key
a time 'key,

S9 a RT-Substitute, F-DF2
o RT-Req 'key

SlO a Parts-Bal
"o Unit-ID 'key

IN

.4

I,p.,

- F- 4')



E=EZ

F-
HOLD/MOVE
ASSESSMNT

Fig F-7b

(1) (2) (6ASES
*COMPUTE ASSESS NONSTRTD

CAPADILIT STRTD RJs R~s

RJ
CYCLE

(4)DTRM (5)
*(3) REPAIR DEDUCT

SELECT R3 RQMTS ASSETS

Figure F-7a. F-HOLD/MOVE ASSESSMENT generator
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E-EZ

(6) ASES
NONSTRTD

RJs

From F-7a

SELECT *
& PROCESS

CYCLE

(7) (8)DTRM (9)HOLD
SELECT REPAIR /MOVE
NEXT RJ RQMTS ASSESSMNT

HOLD RJ MOVE RJ

Figure F-7b. F-HOLD/MOVE ASSESSMENT generator (continued)
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F-F2

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-HOLD/MOVE-ASSESS

I. COMPUTE CAPABILITY. Compute the estimated resource hours (RH)
available to satisfy existing current RJ requirements within the
established hold/move thresholds:

RH-AVAIL(RT) x ((OH-STR(UNIT-ID,RT) * DAILY-AVAIL-RH(UNIT-ID,RT)) /
(24/HOLD-EVAC-rIME-FACTOR)

l (I - RADIATION DEGREDATION FACTOR)
0 (1 - MOPP DEGRADATION FACTOR)
* (1 - DIRECT FIRE SUPPRESSION DEGRADATION FACTOR)
* (I - AIR SUPPRESSION DEGRADATION FACTOR)
# (1 - ARTILLERY SUPPRESSION DEGRADATION FACTOR)
# (I - UNIT MOVE DEGRADATION FACTOR')

where: RH-Avail(RT) is local data
OH-Str from S2
Daily-Avail-RH from S3
Hold-Evac-Time-Factor from S7a

Initiali~z Parts-Avail(PT) from valurs in BOOKKEEPER SI,).

2. ASSESS STARTED RJs. Cycle thrcouqh the RJs. svl'ectina those already
started to assess the RJ asset reouirements.

. SELELT RJ. If any RJs already started have not been selected, then
select next RJ already started: otherwise, select no RJ. RJs should be
selected based upon a first-level sort by Unit-RA-Priaritv tD4) and a
second-level sort by ascendinq RA-Time-Remainjna(SS). The oriority is
specified bv the RA-ID and the contamination flaq. RJs already started
are defined as RJs wth the Repair-Proaress-State flao on.

4. DETERMINE REPAIR REQUIRMENTS. Determine the total RJ Repair
requirements for the RAs to be performed at the current sita. Chec k
aain;t the RA-Priority-Table (D4) to determine which RAs are to be
performed at the current site. Cumulate Part-Req(PT) and RH-Reo(RT)
totals to complete ll of the current reoair site RAs of the RJ.

5. DEDUCT ASSETS. Deduct cumulated Part-PeotPT) and RH-RevRT) totals
from the remaininq aiailable parts and resource nours.

b. ASSESS RJS NOT STARtED . Cycle throuqh the RJs to select and
orocess those not vet bequn. If no RJ can be selected, then stoO the
cycle. Note: This cycle should end without havino checlked all the RJs
because the remainino RJs have a current RA not authoru:ed for tha
reoai'r site and tneraobre are not listed in the unit RA-Priorit,-Table.
Take the remainina RJs rnd perform a MOVE RJ (steo 11) on each.

F-4-
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F-F2

F-HOLD/MOVE-ASSESS (cont.)

7. SELECT NEXT RJ. If any RJs not started have not been selected,
select the next RJ not yet started. Otherwise, no RUs remain for
selection. RJs should be selected based, upon a first-level sort by
Unit-RA-Priority (04) and a second-level sort by ascending RA-Time-
Remaining (S5).. Priority is specified by the RA-ID and the
contamination flag. An RJ not yet started is defined as an RJ with the
Rep~ir-Progress-St'ate flag off. The RJ evac flaq must be ignored or no
RJs will remain for selection. It no RJ can be selected. stop the
cycle.

8. DETERMINE REPAIR REOUIRMENTS. Determine the total RJ repair
requirements for RAs to be performed at the current site. Check aqainst
the RA-Priority-Table (Q4) to determine which RAs are to be performed at
the current site. Cumulate the time reouirements, the Part-Req(PT). and
the RH-Req(RT) totals to complete all of the current repair site RAs of
the RJ.

9. HOLD/MOVE ASSESSMENT. If the current RA isrepairable at this site
(i.e.. check against Unit-RA-Priority-Table (04)) and if total Parts-
Req(PT) can be satisfied in full from Parts-Avail(PT) and the total RH-
ReW(RT) can be satisfied in full (i.e.. if any reouirement cannot be
completely satisfied with the required RT) then a substitutable RT
(defined in S9) sýould be used to satisfy the'shortfall. Note that any
substitute allocation should be made from the RH-Avail(RT) of the
substitute RT.). and if TIME-REQ TOTAL .LE. HOLD-TIME-EVAC-FACTOR. then
the RJ RAs for this site can theoretically be repaired 4ithin the
hold/move guidelines given in HOLD RJ (step 10) and MOVE RJ (step 11).

I':. HOLD RJ. Deduct the total parts and RH allocated to the complete
RJ from the totals available.

11 MOVE RJ. Determine the support location to which the RJ should be
moved to form the Support-Location-Table (Unit-ID.RJ-Type) (G7c).
Invoke A-CLASSIFY-RJ (D6) using the support location identified above as
the parameter.

Y
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F-F

F-F3 F-TRANSFORM TYPE: Interactive Function.

SUMMARY: This function trins orms combat damaae hits
information in R"3 ased upon expected value tablv.e.

TRIGGERED BY: Repair dispat her

RESULTING IN: REPAIR-JOB (F-El)
A-COMBINE-R (F-AZ)
A-CREATE-RJ (F-At)

BOOKKEEPER (F-E2)
A-ASSIGN-LO S (F-At41

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM iSSD):

See fioure F-B.
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Figure F-8S. F -TRANSFORM SSD
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F453

DATA DEFINITICN: F-TRANSFORM

Connection Data
Niumber Transferred_________ Comments

DI o System/Personnal-Type Loss records
o Loss-Oty
o Round-Type
o Unit-ID) 'key'

D2 a Time-Step-Ending-Time Function tricoer

S Za o RJ-Types and PersonneliVictim-Tyat

Probabilities Probabilit-, Table F-OF;

SZbo RJ-Tvpes an~d Svstem-T~oe/Round
Probabilities T-, a,; ic t im-Tý, ae

o System-Type Probabiiiti Tatle FF-DF4

04 o Per saoinel -T /ae flessaae to ýra,.e3
o Loss-Otv reqi stration
o Unit-IO

D5a Personnel /Sistem-T,/pe Triaqoer ~~~iL
o Lcss-Qty tF-Al4i

S 6 a RJ State Vector
o RJ-ID '1eý

o7 Coimbininq-Flaa 'Repair s.st~a-wijca f130

28a o RJ-I Triccsr A S 1 NE-f

Deb o RIJ-T-/e Tr~ coer 1-CREM"TE-FeJ.'
Qf tv

- nt-11) or repair site A ersonrne!2
SPersonnel-TioeIfern:.'.

o Contaminnated
o Current-Tiame

F - 7
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DATA DEFINITION: F-TRANSFORM (cont.)

Connection Data
Number Transferred Coamenti

S9 o KIA RJ-Types defining
o Catastrophic losses Personnel (F-DF5).
o 6S and hospital-bound

S10 o Previous-OH-9ty Saved for use in
o, a Systep-Type 'key' deterlietinu combat
o Unit-li 'key' losses to unrecovered

jobs each cycle.

sit a Spt-Cleating-Station-Table F-CC6
o Unit-ID 'key'

F'

.I

L.

4.
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* TRANSFORM

*(1) (5) RPRT (41) (7)
TR CATASTPPC ASSESS, CRATE RJ

HITS LOSSES LETHALITY ENTITIES

(2)READS COIUI ASSES13 PROCE99SILOSS rLETHAL I TY RECOVERED EACI 4 RJ
RECORDS , /SYSTE RJ.

13)(4)1 0
PERSONNEL jMATERIEL. (S) (9)

LOSS LOSS COMUINE CREATE RJ

SFigure F-9. F-TRANSFORM guneratur
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTIONs F-TRANSFORM

1. TRANSFORM HITS. Transform the hits into RJ quantities and cumulate
for each Loss-Record (Dl) of the unit with a Loss-Time less than or
equal to the Time-Step-Endinq-Time (D2).

2. READ LOSS-RECORD. Read the loss record to determine if the loss
type was a personnel or material loss and perform the appropriate
transformation.

:. PERSONNEL LOSS. Transform the loss-qty by personnel-type into
quantities by RJ-type usinq the ratios of personnel-tyoe to RJ-types
contained in the personnel-type/victim-type probability table (S'a).
Add each computed RJ-type quantity to the cumulative RJ-t-oe loss-qty.

4. MATERIEL LOSSý Transform the loss-qty by system-type into
quantities by RJ-type using the ratio of system-type to RJ-type
contained in the system-type/round-type/yictim-type probability table
(S'b). Add each computed RJ-type quantity to the cumulative RJ-type
Iloss-qty.

5. REPORT CATASTROPHIC LOSSES. For each RJ type that represents
personnel KIA (W9). report the KIA (personnel) losses to the graves
registration functional representation (04). For each RJ type that
represents system catastrophic or GS maintenance losses or hosoital
bound or KIA personnel (S9), invoke A-ASSIGN-LOSS using quantity and
sistem/personnel type as parameters (05) to reduce the 4t0-assiqned
personnel count.

b. ASSESS LETHALITY. Assess the lethality to RJs in units not
recovered duringprevious maintenance cycle. First. comoute the
lethality for each system type usinq

k -LOSS-RATIO(ST) * LOSS-OTY(CATASTROPHIC/KIA RJ-TYPE)

/ PREVIOUS-OH-OTY(ST'

where.

o K-Loss-Ratio'ST) is passed to F-BATTLE-EFFECTS iF-FS).
o Loss-Qtv is the comouted ouantitv for the catastr~ohic'K.A

RJ-tvae defined for the Qiven svstem/oersonnel tvoe t5Q,
o Previou3-OH-Oty (in S10),

Then, assess unrecovered Uas by invoiano F-BATTLE-EFFECTS usino the Unit
:D and the K-Loss-Ratio as parameters.

F - 0



F-TRANSFORM (cant.)

7. CREATE RJ ENTITIES. Process each RJ type with a non-zero quantity
excluding personnel KIAs but including catastrophically damaged systems.
If combining is allowed (flag in S7) and an RJ entity exists in the same
state, search the RJU for an RJ type at the current location. If it is
a non-personnel RJ type or it is at the repair site (given in the Sot-
Clearing-Station-Table), or if it is a personnel RJ in the same state
with a quantity less than 1.0, then proceed to COMBINE (step 81:
otherwise. do CREATE RJ (step 9).

8. COMBINE. Add to the existing job the amount of the loss quantitv
required to bring it to the quantity 1.0 byimmediately invoking A-
COMBINE-RJ with the quantity to be added 0DBa). If any quantity

* remains, perform CREATE RJ with the remainder.

9. CREATE RJ. Invoke A-CREATE-RJ (08b) to create jobs. Create as many
RJs with quantity 1.0 as possible and then create one RJ with the
remaininq quantity (an amount less then 1.0). If unit has been
contaminated (see lais records (01)) then so indicate in the oarameter
passed. If the RJ is personnel, then the location equals the reoair
site given in the Spt-Clearinq-Station-Tablt: otherwise, the RJ is non-
personnel and the location should equal the Unit-ID.

4
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F-F4 F-RAM/DNBI-INIT TYPE: Interactive Function

SSUMMARY: This function computes unit RAM/DNBI losses by
resulting RJ types.

TRIGGERED BY: Repair dispatcher

RESULTING IN: REPAIR-JOB (F-El)
A-COMBINE-RJ (F-AZ)
A-CREATE-RJ (F-Al)

BOOKKEEPER (F-E2)
A-LOSE-OH (F-AlS)
A-ASSIGN-LOSS (F-A14)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

%4
See fiqure F-l0.
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F - COMMANDER
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F-F4

DATA DEFINITION: F-RAM/DNBI-INIT

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

DI a Time-Inc Trigger function.

S2 o OH-Str
o System/Personnel-Type' 'key'
o Unit-ID 'key'

a RJ-Types F-DF6
o Expected-Values
o, a System-Type 'key'

o Unit-Activity 'key'

S4 o Combining +iag Repair system-wide flag.
F-CC6

'5 a RJ State Vector
o RJ-ID

D06 o RJ-ID Trigger an A-COMBINE-RJ.
o Oty

D7 o RJ-Tvpe. Trigqer an A-CREATE-RJ.
a oty
o Unit-ID
a Contaminated flag
a Current-Time

So Personnel/System-Type

S8 o RJ-Types definina GS and hospital-bound F-DF5
z

% D9 o System/Personnel-type Triqger A-LOSE-OH.
o Oty
"o Unit-ID

oDI a System/Personnel-t/pe Triooer "'-HSIGNI-LO5S.
o Ot..
a Unit-ID

S'i o Unit-Contamination The model must record'
a Unit-Activity these unit attributes
a, Unit-ID 'key' eqer-v maintenance c,,cle.

:12 o Spt-Clearing-Station-Tabl2 F-CC6
o Unit-ID ýe./'

", , F-51,
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RAII/DNBI-
7 iINIT

(1)ASESO
SYSTEM

TYPES

* OBTAIN (7)
OH RAM/DN8I ADJUST OH

STRENGTH RJs QUANTITY

€ (~2) o

9. RAM/DNBI
TYPES

(3) C')
COMPUTE CONVERT

QUANTITY TO RJ

I

C(S) C6)

COMBINE CREATE RJ

"Figure F-li1' F-RAM/DNBI-INIT generator
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F-F4

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-RAM/DNBI-INIT

1. ASSESS EACH SYSTEM TYPE. Assess each system type in the unit (S2)
for on-hand strength (OH-Str) greater than 0 to obtain the OH-Str of
system type (S2).

2. RAM/DNBI TYPE. For each RA10/DNBI RJ-type (S3) associated with the
system type. COMPUTE QUANTITY (step 3) and CONVERT TO'RJ (step 4).

3. COMPUTE QUANTITY. Use the expected value for each RJ type contained
in 3Z, EV(RJ), to compute RJ quantities by multiplying the ex:pected
values by the OH-Oty. EV(RJ) is the 24-hour expected value of RJ-tvoe
occurance given'the unit activity (S3). The unit activity and time
increment are given in Di; OH-0ty is given in S2.

4. CONVERT TO RJ. If combining is allowed (flag in S4) and an RJ
entity exists in the same state, search the RJs for an RJ type at the
current location. If it is a non-personnel RJ typ.e or it is at the
repair site (given in the Sot-Clearinq-Station-Table), or if it is a
personnel RJ in the same state with a quantity less tiarn 1.0). then
proceed to COMBINE (step 5): otherwise, do CREATE RJ (step 6).

5. COMBINE. Add enough of the loss quantity to the existing job to
bring it up to 1.0 by immediately invoking A-COMBINE-RJ usinq the
quantity being added (D6) as the parameter. Perftrm CREATE RJ (step 6)
with any remainder.

6. CREATE RJ. Invoke A-CREATE-RJ (W7) to create Jobs. Create as many
RJs with a quantity of 1.0 as possible; then create one RJ with an'
remainder. If a unit has been contaminated (as determined from the loss
records-OH)o then so iidicate in the action attribute passed. If the RJ
is personnel, then the location eluals the repair site qiven in the Sot-
Clearing-Station-Table: otherwise, the IJ is non-personnel and the
location should equal the unit ID.

7. ADJUST Oh-OTY STRENGTHS. Invoke A-LOSE-OH using the cumulative
Loss-Otv for the system type as the parameter (D9). For each RJ tvoe
that represents GS maintenance losses or hospital-bouna aersonnel (S8i,
invo.:e A-ASSIGN-LOSS. witm the parameters guantitv and svstem,,Dersonnel
type (0lo). in order to reduce the Qt,-assiqned count.

F-5
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F-F3 F-BATTLE-EFFECgT TYPE: Triter-active Function

SUMMARY: This function generates unrecovored RJ losses to
9 withdraw units in combat.

TRIGGERED-BY.: Repair dispatcher.

R.ESU L-TING. IN": REPAIR-JOB (F-El)
A-COMBINE-RJ (F-A3)
A-CREATE-RJ (F-AL)
A-PASSDACK-RJ (F-AZ)
A-ABANDON-Ri (F-A12)

BOOKKEEPER (F-E2)
A-ASSIGN-LOSS (F-A14)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

* See figure F-121.
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F -F5

.DATA DEFINITION: F-BATTLE-EFFECT

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

0l Triqqer function.

S2a o New-Unit-Location The model must record
o Old-Unit-Location these unit stat2 data
o Unit-diameter every maintenance cycle.
o Unit-ID 'key'

4

S2b o Old-Support-Unit-Location
o Unit-ID 'key'

S2c o Combat-Act.jn-Flao
o Unit-tD 'key'

Sa o RJ State Vector
o RJ-ID key'

D4 o Otv Trigger A-PASSBACK-RJ.

S5 o Combining flao Reoair svytem-wide flaq.
(F-CC5)

D6a o RJ-ID Trigger A-COMB[NE-RJ.
o Qtv

D6b o RJ-Tvpe Trigqer A-CREATE-RJ.
0 Oty
o Unit-ID
o Contaminated
o Current-Time

D7 o System/Personnel-Tyae Trigger A-ASSIGN-LOSS.
0 Oty
a Unit-ID

DS o Otv Trioaer A-ABANDOH-RJ.
a RJ-ID
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F-
BA 'TLE-
EFFECT

S!..

(1'BATL
EFFECT ON]

R. . J l ,

UNIT IN
COMBAT

dlo)
TERRITORY MULTIPLE
GAIN/LOSS HITS ASES

(3) o 0
UNIT ---
MOVED

F ig ,F-13b

(C) (S)ASES
DISTANCE NONPERSON
GAIN/LOSS RJs

Figure F-13a. F-BATTLE-EFFECT generator
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CS)ASES
NONPERSON

RJS

FromI F-13a

(s) a CS) a
TERRITORY TERRITORY

GAIN LOSS

0 0

COMBINING
ALLOWED

COMBINE CREATE RJ

Figure F-13b. F-BATTLE-EFFECT generator (continued)
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTIONs F-BATTLE-EFFECT

1. BATTLE EFFECTS ON RJ. If a unit has suffered any combat losses
(S2c) during the time increment, then it is a UNIT IN COMBAT (steps 2
through 10). Otherwise, the unit is not in c€abat and there are no
combat effects.

2. UNIT IN COMBAT. Compute the movement distance by determining the
distance between the New-Unit-Location and the Old-Unit-Location usino
New-Unit-Location, Old-Unit-Location, the Unit-Diameter in S2a, ani the
Old-Supoort-Unit-Location in S2b.

3. UNIT MOVED. If the movement-distance is greater, than 0, t*'en the
unit has moved. Compute the relative DISTANCE GAIN/LOSS (step 4) and

* ASSESS NON-PERSONNEL RJs (stop 5). If the movement-distance is not
"qreater than 0. the unit did not move and there is no territorial
effect.

4. DISTANCE GAIN/LOSS.

AREA-VACATED M NOVEMENT-nISTANCE, / UNIT-DIAMETER

Note: This is not a mathematiellv accurate method for computing the
area assuminq circular dispersi( *' a unit: it is accurate for an
unchanginq rectanhular shape anu ie enough for corps,'division qodel
:esolution.

5. ASSESS NON-PERSONNEL RJ. Compute the movement direction usina:

MOVEMENT-DIRECTION - (DISTANCE BETWEEN NEW-UNIT-LOCATION AND
OLD-SUPPORT-UNIT-LOCAT!ON) MINUS (DISTANCE BETWEEN
OLD-UNIT-LOCATION 'ND OLD-SUPPORt-UNIT-LOCATIONi.

6. TERRITORIAL GAIN. If the movement direction is osliti•e. then there
was a territorial q&4n so for each unrecovered RJ. comoute the auantite
passed back to higher echelons usino

QUANTITY-PASSBACK v MIN(l.0,AREA-VACATF.D) * RJ-QT:.

Invoke A-PASSBACY-RJ usinq 3uantit,-oassoack as the Daraneter. This
reduces the quantity ot each unrecovered RJ within the unit area that is
susceptible to further catastrophic loss. If .combininq is allowed t541
and an RJ entiti e::ist; in the same state (i.e.. seatch the RJs for a
similar RJ-t/pe with a quantity less than 1.9 at the sale location in
the same state ; because the PJ is oassed back to the 3,Pomortina anit.
the se2rh must be oi PJs at the supportino unit), tren oroceed to
C1149NE (steo 7,; otherwise, proceed %ith CREATE RJ (iteo 9).

IF-o'



F-F5

F-BATTLE-EFFECT (cant.)

7. COMBINE. Add enough of the quantity.passback to the existinq job to
bring the total amount to 1.0 by invoking A-COMBINE-RJ (D0a) using the
quantity beinq added as the parameter. If any quantity is left, perform
CREATE RJ (step 8) with the remainder.

9

8. CREATE RJ. Invoke A-CREATE-RJ to create jobs immediately. Create
as many RJs of quantity 1.0 as possible, then create one RJ with any
remainder (i.e., any quantity less then 1.0). 1f the unit has been
contaminated (as determined in the original RJ). then so indicate in the

46 iaction attribute passed. The location of the RJ created should be that
of the supporting unit.
9. TERRITORIAL LOSS. For each unrecovered RJ, compute the quantity

lost usinqt

QUANTITY-LOSS NIN(I.0,AREA-VACATED) * RJ-QT.

Invoke A-ASSIGN-LOSS using ouantity and system type at oarameters (O7bP
in order to reduce the Qty-assiqned equipsent count. Use Quantit-e-Loss
and RJ-ID to invoe. A-ABANOON-RJ.

10. MULTIPLE HITS ASSESSMENT. For each unrocnvered RJ remainina.
S perform the following loss assessment:

OUANTITY-KILLEO s RJ-QTY 0 K-LOSS-RATIO(ST)

Note: The K-Loss-Ratio was comouted in F-F, System-t',oe (ST snotuL0
be the same as the ST of the RJ.

In order to reduce the Ot.-assioned equipment count. in,ose A-A&SLIri-
LOSS usinq quantity and ivstva type as paraaeters 0701. Inioie A-

SASAPIDON-RJ using Ouantitv-Loss and RJ-[O.

!w,



Fj F-RE:COVERY TYPE: Int erkactive Function

SUMMARY: This function computes the availabli r-'cvery

capability of a unit for a given time period and
allocates the capability to the demanding RJs,
updating their states accordingly.

TRIGGERED BY: Repair dispatcher

RESULTING IN: REPAIR-JOB (F-El)
A-RECOVER-RJ (F-AS)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD)l

See fiqure F-14.,
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DISPACHERJOB

JdJo±

' F-61 F-F.2PA' R•

• IHE E II

:.•F- R ECOVERY4O 7

F- COMMANDER

I.I

Figure F-14. F-RECOVERY SSL)
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DATA DEFINITION: F-RECOVERY

Connection Data

Number Transferred Comments ___

Dl o Time-Inc Trigger

S2 o RJ-Rec-Priority-Table F-CC7
o Unit-ID 'key'

S3 o RJ State Vector

D4 a RJ-I.D Trigger A-RECOVER-RJ.

S5 o RV-Table F-DF7

S6 o OH-Str

37a o Daulv-Avail-RV-RH F-DF8
o Unit-lO 'key'

.0 RV-Tvp# .' key'

S7b o Like-Rec-Systems, F-DF9

S7c o Sinql&-RJ-RVI4-Raq F-OF11)
o Unit-ID 'key'
o RJ-Tvpe 'key'
a Origin 'ke'
0 Destination 'Key'

So RJ-RV-Priorit'ius F-CC8
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F-
RECOVE]RY

F ig F-, 1b

(1) (5) NON
MOBILE RJ MOBILE RJ
RECOVERY RECOVERY

RJ
CYCLE

.'1
SI

* (2)
SELECT INBOUND/

MOBILE RJ OUTBOUND

(4

INBOUND OUTBOUND

6!

TALLY A- TLLY A-

RECOVERY RECOVER- RECOVERY RECOVER-
CAPABILIT RJ CAPABILIT RI.

Figure F-15a. F-RECOVERY generator
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(5) NON
MOBILE RJ

RECOVERY

From. P-15a

* 6) RV TO (11)
RECOVERY RJ ALLOC SAVE RMNG
CAPABILIT PART CAPABILIT

.1

RJ
CYCLE

-SELECT RJ RGMT ALLOCATN SV

*Figure F-15b. F-RECOVERY generator (continued)
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-RECOVERY

I . MOBILE RJ RECOVERY. Cycle through the RJs (step 2 through 4)
selecting the next unrecovered mobile RJ (i.e., the mobility flag and
either the unrecovered flag or the evac flag are on in S3).

2. INBOUND/OUTBOUND. If an RJ has an unrecovered flaa set on, then the
RJ is INBOUND (step 3); if the RJ EVAC flag is on an4 the REC EVAC
policy is on, the RH is OUTBOUND (step 4).

3. INBOUND. Tally the like-recovery capability using

LIKE-REC-AVAIL(ST,R/E) x LIKE-REC-AVAIL(ST,R/E) + RJ-OTY

where the ST is the ST of the RJ and R/E - R a Recovery.

'Then update the RJ state vector by invoking A-RECOVER-RJ.

4. OUTBOUND. Tally the like-recovery capabilitf using

LIKE-REC-AVAIL(ST,R/E) = LIKE-REC-AVAIL(STR/E) + RJ-OTY

where the ST i; the ST of the R.J and RIE/ E Evc.

Then invoke A-RECOVER-RJ.

5. NON-MOBILE RJ RECOVERY. Fir;t compute the RECOVERY CAPABILITY (steo
) ). then cycle thrcuqn the RJs allocating the capability .steps 7

throuqh 10) and perform SAVE REMAINING CAPABILITY (step 11).

6. RECOVERY CAPABILITY. For each recovery vehicle tiae (S5). compute
the recovery capability usinq:

RVH-AVAILtRVT) - OH-STR(RVT) $S6] * DAILY-AVAIL-RH LS7]/
("14/TIME-INC) (Dle.

Convert Like-Rec-Avail to RVH-Avail(RVT) by multiolvino the quantities
of Like-Rec-Avail bv the RJ-RVH-Req found ior non-mobile RJ'of the same
ST. Keep the RVH-Avail +or these systems seoar ated bv tield recover =R
and unit-to-DS=E catecaries.

7 SELECT RJ. Select the ne:,t ncn-mobile RJ reouirino re:over4 (S:
shows unrecovered flaq on or the evac flao (with non-EAC Iestination)

"" on).

8. V')H REQUIREMENT. Compute the RJ to RVH reauirement usina:

RVH-RED RJ-QTY * RJ-RVH-REQ (S7C).
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:F-F
F-RECOVERY (cont.)

9. RV ALLOCATION. Allocate as many RVI as possible to satisfy the
recovery requirement. Allocate RVHs of the RV type in the order listed
in the RJ-RV Priority (S$).

10. UPDATE RJ SV. If the'recovery requirement has been complete'?
satisfied. then invoke A-RECOVER-RJ immediately. To change the : state
vector to show recovery, deduct the allocated amounts from P'.H-Avail.

11. SAVE REMAINING CAPABILITY. Keep RVH-Avail(RVT) for use by F-
RECOVERY-SUPPORT and F-RECOVERY-SHORT.

7
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F-F7 F-RECOVERY-SUPPOR TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: After unit has performed its own unit support.
recove y mission, this function allocates any
remain ng unit capability for defined direct-support
recove y and cross-leveling recovery support
relati nships. By playing support units in a table
listed order S2 and allowinq a supported unit to be
suppor :ed by ) or more' supporting units. any RV
alloca ion and support unit concept can be played.
E::amples include:

Unit recovery only; no support provided
(i.e.. complete decentrali:ation)
No unit support: all recovery from a support
unit (i.e.. complete centrali:ation):
Brigade-wide support only
Division-wide support only
Brioade and division support
Different support structures in different
parts of the corps over time

TRIGGERED BY.: epair dispatcher

RESULTING IN: 4 EPAIR-JOB (F-El)
A-RECOVER-RJ (F-A8)

SfSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAiRAM (SSD':

See fiqigre F-lb.
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DATA DEFINITION: F-RECO-VE-PRT

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comm,_ents _ .. .. ..

01 Trigqer function.

S2 o Rec-Spt-Unit-Relationship F-CC9

S3 o Rec-Spt-RA-Priority-Table F-CCIO

S4 o RJ State Vector

S5 o Single-R.1-RVH-Ren F-DF10
o Unit-ID 'key'
o RV-Tvae 'key'

S6 o RJ-RV-Priorities F-CC8

07 o RJ-ID Triaqer A-RECOVER-RJ.

F-7:
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Figure F-17. F-RECOVERY-SUPPORT generator
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F-47

GENERATOR DESCRLPTLON: F-kREqyjRY-!SUPPORT

1. RECOVERY SUPPORT CYCLE. Cycle through the recovery support units,
allocating remaining capability.

2. SELECT NEXT UNIT. If any supporting units have not vet been
selected, then select the next recovery support unit (recovery support
units identified by the processing order in S2).

1 COMPUTE CAPABILITY. Compute the recovery support capability for each
supported unit (supported units identified in S2 include the supportina
unit also) usinqi

SUPPORT-RVH-AVAIL(RVT) a SUPPORT-RVH-AVAIL(RVT)
RVH-AVAIL(RVr)

Where RVH-Avail(RVT) is avail by unit from F-F6 and the RJTs are
of recovery vehicles and are not excess like the recover' capabiliti.

4. PROCESS UNRECOVERED RJ. Cycle throuph the RJs, selectino the next
unrecovered RJ (S4 shows unrecovered flaq on or the evac fliq twith nci-
EAC destination) on).

5. SELECT NEXT RJ. Rj. should be selected in a Recoveri-uooort-RA-
Priority I53i sequence. Unrecovered RJs in all succorted units (02)
should be processed.

6. RV REOUIREMENT. Compute the RJ RVH reouireaent usino:

RJ-RVH-REQ = RJ-QTY # SINGLE-RJ-RVH-REO

Where Sinale-RJ-RVH-Req is in S5.

7. MAýE RV ALLOCATION. Allocate as many RVHs as possible to sat.stv
the reccverv requirement. Allocate RVHs of the Rv tioe in the order
listed in the RJ-RV prioritv table .

9. UPDATE RJ SV. I; the allocations comoletely ;ati5{. tne
requirement. invoke 4-RECOVEP-;J to :onane tne R. state .ezor't:

show recovery. Deouct the aill cated amounts +rom R.H- ,.ail. It an,'
rscuireuents remain, the RJ remains in the unrecoiered State.



F-F_

F-F8 F-RECOVERY-SHORT TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function represents the utilization of
operational systems performinq recovery missions when
there is a shortfall in the usual recovery caoability.
It is controlled by a table that shows, for each unit,
the utilization thresholds for recovery performance of
operational systems. The threshold is a percentage of
the authorized :,'antity of each system. If a unit has
some quantity of a system available (on hand) over the
threshold amount, that quantity is authorized to
perform recoverV. 14 and when this quantity is used
for recovery, no check is made aaainst its utilization
in its primary mission (i.e., if an operational tank
is used to recover another tank, no interface exists
to ansure it was not or would not be involved in
combat). For this reason, threshold values should be
cautiously selected and the extent to which a quantitv
is used for recovery should be closely monitored for
oostible double utilization problems.

TRIGGEREDBY-: Repair dispatcher

RESULT IN G IN: REPAIR-JOB (F-El)
A-RECOVER-RJ tF-A8)

3YSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure F-18.
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F -F8

DATA DEFINITION: F-RECOVERY-SHORT

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments _______

D1 o Time-Inc Trigger function.

S2 o Percent-Avail Operational-Svstems-
a 2Yt#*-ryq* Like-Recovery-Table

o Unit-ID (F-CC11).
Sz; o RJ State Vector

S4 o OH-gb,
o Auth-Oty
o Sys-Typo 'key'
o Unit-ID 'key'

S5 o RJ-Rec-Priority-Table F-CC7
o Unit-ID key'

a6 Op-Sys-Like-Rec- F-CC12
Util ization-Pri-Table

D7 o RJ-ID Triooer 4-RECOVER-RJ.

Se a Single-RJ-RVH-Req F!F~
o Unit-ID 'key
o RY-Type 'key'

F -7.
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Figure F18. F-RECOUERY-SHORT generator
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F-F8

GENERATOR nESCRIPTION: F-RECOVERY-SHORT

1. UNIT CYCLE. Cycle through the units by SELECTING UNITS (step 2)
with unrecovered RJs, computing RECOVERY CAPABILITY (step 3). and then
processing UNRECOVERED RJs CYCLE (step 4 through 8).

2. SELECT UNIT. Select the next unit with any unrecovered RJ (examine
"the RJs in S3).

* 3. RECOVERY CAPABILITY. Compute the operational systems like-recovery
* capability for each system type listed in the Operational-Systems-Like
* Recovery-Table (S2) using:

. OP-LIKE-RVH-AVAIL a COH-QTY(SYS TYPE) - (PERCENT-
AVAIL(SYS TYPE) # AUTH-QTY(SYS TYPE))] * TIME-INC

* where OH-Qty, Auth-Oty, Percent-Avail are taken from S2 and Tim2-Inc is
* obtained from D0.

4.. UNRECOVERED RJ CYCLE. Cycle th~rouoh the unit's RJs. selectino any
S. UNRECOVERED RJ (step 5), comoutinq RV REQUIREMENTS (step 6). allocatina

RECOVERY CAPABILITY (step 7) and UPDATING THE RJS' STATUS (steo 9;.

5. SELECT UNRECOVERED RJ. If any unrecovered RJs have not been
selected, select the ne:;t unrecovered RJ (S3). RJ should be selected in
a RJ-Move-Priority-Table .55) sequence.

* 6. RV REQUIREMENTS. Compute RJ RVH requirement; usino:

RJ-RVH-REQ x RJ-QTY * SINGLE-RJ-RVH-REQ.

7. ALLOCATE RECOVERY CAPABILITY. Allocate as aany Op-Like-RVH-Avail as
possible to satisfy the recovery requirement. Allocate Go-Like-PVH-
Avail of the system type in the order listed in the RJ-OD-Svs-Like-Rec-

*"Pri Table (S6). Deduct the allocated amounts from Oo-Like-R"H-Avail.ý

* 8. UPDATE RJ 3V. If the allocations completely satis+; the
requirement, invoke A-PECOVER-RJ (D7) to chanae the RJ st:,te vector to
show recovered; otherwise. the RJ will wait unrecovered.

A

.,:



F-F9

F-F9 F-CONTAMIN-EFFECT TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: When a unit receives a contaminating attack. all RJs
in the unit are contaminated and this function invokes
A-CONTAMIN-RJ (F-A4) on the RJs in the unit.

* TRIGGERED BY: Revair dispatcher

RESULTING IN: REPAIR-JOB (F-El)
A-CONTAMIN-RJ (F-A4)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

Set figure F-20.
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F-F9

DATA DEFINITION: F-CONTAMIN-EFFECT

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

DI Triqer function.

S2 o Unit-Contaminated-flaq For mach maintenance
cycle, the model must
record whether or not

a unit was contaminated
durinq'that time period.

o RJ-ID Trigqer A-CONTAMIN-R'J
(F-A4).

F--
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I .Figure F-21. F-CONTAMIN-EFFECT generator
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F-F9

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-CONTAMIN-EFFECT

I. UNIT CONTAMINATION. Read S2 to determine if the unit was
contaminated during the maintenance cycle.

2. ASSESSMENT. If it was not contaminated, do nothinq. If it was
* contaminated, cycle through each RJ in the unit invokinq A-CONTAMIN-RJ.

3f



F-F 10

F-F4O F-RTNS-ALLOC TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function allocates repaired systems or personnel
back to the owninq units. Two methods are available
for allocation and are employed based upon a flaq.

T.RI.GGERED BY: Repair dispatcher

RESULTING IN: REPAIR-JOB (F-E1)
A-GAIN-OH (F-A16)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD): a

See fiqure F-22.
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F-FIO

OAT-A DEFINITION: L- RTNS-,A L L0C

Connection Data
Number . Transferred Comments

Di o Rtn-Qty Trigger function.
a Repair-Site
o System/Personnel-Type

S2o Priority-Allocation-Flag F-CCI3
o Repair-Site 'key'
o System/Personnel-Type *'key'

S3 o Supported-Units F-CC17
o Repair-Site, 'key'
o .System/Personnel-Type 'key'

S4 o Assigned-Oty
o OH-'Jty
o Unit-ID ' key'
o System/Porsannel-rype 'key'

o Alloc . Trioqer A-GA IN-OH.
o Reoair-Site 'key'
a Svstem/Personnel-Tvpe key'
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UNIT I UPDATE SHARE UPDATE

Figure F-23. F-RTNS-ALLOC generator
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F-FPO

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-RTNS-ALLOC

i. METHODS. If Priority-Alloc is true (S2), then do PRIORITY method
(step 2); otherwise, do the PROPORTIONAL method (step 5).

R

2. PRIORITY. Do ALLOCATIONS (step 3) and UPDATES (step 4) to the unit
until the Rtn-gtv. is all allocated.

3. ALLOCATE TO UNIT. Select a.unit from the prioritized Supoort-Unit-
List (tS).

ALLOC MIN ( RTN-QTY, ASGN-QTY(SYS/PERS-TYPE)-OH-
OT-Y(SYS/PERS-TYPE))

Where: Ason-Oty and OH-Qty are from S4 and
Rtn-Qty s Rtn-Qty - Alloc.

4. UPDATE. Invoke A-GAIN-OH using Unit-ID, Svstem/personnel-Tvbe, and
Alloc as parameters (DIS).

S. PROPORTIONAL. If it is not priority, compute the TOTAL IEED istae
6) and distribute it accordino to each unit's share (steo 7 and 8).

6. TOTAL NEED. Compute the total allocation base. For each suooortao
unit (33). cumutlate

(ASGN-OTY(GSYS/PERS-T1PE) - OH-QTY(SYS/PERS-TePE)) •34J

into Alloc-Base.

". UNIT S SHAE. For each suoorted unit (S3), comoute the share:

ALLOC = (ýASGGI-TY(SYS/PERS-TYPE) - OH-QT¥(S(S/PEFS-TYPE))
/ ALLOC-BASE) * RTN-QTY.

3. UPDATE UNIT. Invoke A-GAIN-OH usino Unit-ID. Svstem,'Feronohrel-T-oe,
and ;lloc as Darameters . ).

P -•



F-FlI

F-FII F-EVAC-MANAGER TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function is used to determine which RJs should be
moved when a transportation, asset becomes available
for evacuation.

TRICBERED BY: Transportation module

RESULTING IN: REPAIR7JOB (F-Eli
A-EVACUATE-RJ (F-Aý)
'A-EVAC-RJ-EAC (F-Al7)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See fiqure 7-24.
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F-F 11

DATA DEFINITION: F-EVAC-MANAGER

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

DIo 9tys(Evac-Typo) T'rigger function.

S2 o RJ-Stat*-Voctor
o RJ-ID 'key'

S3 o RJ-Evac-Priority-Table F-CC14
o Unit-ID 'key'

S4 o Evac-Utilization- O-CC15
P r ior iti as

D5o RJ-10 Trioqer A-EVACUATE-RJ.
o Departuro-Flaq
o Convov'-ID

o Rec-Evac-CapabilitIOg F-OF13
o R J -T ip
o Evac system type

07 .0 RJ-ID Triqoor A-EVAC-RJ-EAC.

sa a RJ-Load/Unload-Tim4 F-OF14

o RJ-ID 'key'

D9 o Ot-ts-Used(Evac-Ty~t)
o Evac-Mission-Comoletion-Time
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Figure F-25. F-EUrMC-r1ANAGER generator
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F-FI1

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-EVAC-MANAGER

I. ALLOCATE EVAC CAPABILITY. "*Capability(Evac-Type) Q Oty(Evac-Type)
(01). First SELECT RJ (step 2), then assess REMAINING EVAC CAPABILITY
(step 3), and finally schedule evac completion (step 5).

2. SELECT RJ. While some capability remains, select the next RJ (RJs
to evac are identified by evac flaas (S2)). RJs should be selected in
the order qiven in the RJ-Evac-Priority-Table (S3).

3. REMAINING EVAC CAPABILITY. If any capability remains to evacuate
the selected RJ, then do RJ EVACUATION (step 4); otherwise, do RJ STAYS
(step 5). Evac capability is determined by utilizing the RJ-EV-Pri-'
Table in priority order. If sufficient capability, yiven Rec-Evac-
Capabilities. exists for an evac vehicle type given in the table to
satisfy the RJ requirement, then that evac vehicle type will be chosen:
otherwise, the next lower priority evac vehicle type in the table is
checked.)'.

4. RJ EVACUATION. Use Rec-Evac-Capabilities (F-DF13) to comoute and
deduct the amount of capability (Evac-Type: utili:ed. If the convoy
deltination is EAC, invoke A-EVAC-RJ-EAC usinq the RJ-ID: otherwise, the
destination is non-EAC. so compute the implicit evac-mission-hours e-ac
type) using the process in F-GND-IMP-TRAVEL (C-F7) with the computed
evac-delivery-time (i.e.. the time from the current conov location to
the evac pickup locat i on to thn evac dulivery location plus the RJ
load/unload time (S8)i. and the computed convov-•itili:ation-time'•i.e..
the computed evac-delierv-time plus the travel time between tne
-delivery location and the convoy return location). Cumulate the
.eiqhfed evac-doliver/-time and convov-utili:ation-time b. aultiplyina
bý, the quantity of the evac type used. Invoke A-EvACUATEr-J using the
RJ-ID and the departure flao as parameters iDSi.

•. RJ 'TAY^. Schedule a non-EAC evac completion and convoy return. It
the convoy return location is not EHC, then

E/-EVAC-COMPLETION-'IME = CUMULATED WEIGHTED EVAC-DELI';ERf
-TIME/EVAC VEHICLE QTi USED

EV)-CoNVOY-urILI ,ArT?ýl-rl1lE = CUMULATED WEIGHTED Cý1N.'J1,
-UTILIZATION-TIME/EvAC 'EH QTY USED.

6. SCXEDULE EVAC COMPLETION. 3chedule F-E'AC-RECEI/ER ýF-F12 ,usina

the Convoy-ID, to occur in EV-Eac-Comoletior-Tie. Return to
transcortation (0q) tile used and unused quantities. EV-E.ac-,lomcltion-
Time anc EV-Coniov-Utilization-Time.

F -



F-F 12

F-FI2 F-EVAC-RECEIVER TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function recognizes the arrival of ovacuated
materiels and triggers the Rj state change to show
the RJ at the new repair site.

TRIGGERED BY: Transportation module

RESULTING IN: REPAIR-JOB (F-El)
A-EVACUATE-RJ (F-A91

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM iSSD):

See figure F-26.
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F4F12

DATA DEFINITION: F-EVAC-RECEIVER

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comments

DI o Convov-ID Trigqer function.

S2 o RJ state vector

D7 o RJ-ID Trigger A-EVACUATEiRJ.
o Arrival-Flaq



F-EVAC-
RECEIVER

(1) RJ
UPDATES

SELECT UPDATE
"EX RJ SV

Figure F-27. F-EVAC-RECEIVER generator
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F4F12

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-EVAC-RECEIVER

1. RJ UFDATES. For each RJ moved by the evac caoability (i.e.. match
the convoy ID in D! with the one in S2), select and ujdate the RJ state
vector by invoking A-EVACUATE-RJ using the RJ-ID and Arrival-Flaq as
parameters (D3).

F - I, .



F-F 13

F-F13 F-LOSSES-ALLOC TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function allocate- assigned strength losses of
personnel and systems (normally treat ed/repai red and
directly return~ed to their unit) which hate been or
will be evacktated to a higher repair echelon, from
which returns are allocatesd through the personnul and
supply channels. If a patient rnoriall'v treated andý
'directly returned dies, the assiqned strength lois
must also be allocated.,

TPIGGERED BY: REPAIR-JOB (F-ýE1)
A-EVACUATE-RJ (F-A9)
A-OIE-PRJ (F-A10)

R-ESULTING IN: BOOKKEEPER (F-E.2)
A-ASSIGN-LOSS (F-Al4)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

See figure F-28.
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F'-F 13

DATA DEFINITION: F-LOSSES-ALLOC

Connection Data
Number Transferred Comeatnts

D1 o Repair' site unit ID Trigger function.
o RJ-Gty
o Personnel/Systea-Type

S2 o Supported-Units F-CC17
o 'Repair-Site 'key

# o System/Personnel-Type key'

S3 o Assiqned-Oty
o OH-Qty
o Svstem/Personnul-Type key'
o Unit-ID 'key'

D4 o Allocation Triager A-ASSIGH-LOSS.
o Unit.ID 'key
o Sv•tem/Personnel-Type Jev'

F- i'
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.Figure F-29. F-LOSSES-ALLOC generator
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F-F 13

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-LOSSES-ALLDC

I . COMPUTE TOTAL ALLOCATIN. For eacm supported unit (S2), accumulate
(ASGP4-GTY (SYS/ PERS- TYPE) -OH-QTY (SYS/ PERS-TVPE) ) (S3) into the Alloc-
Base.

2. DISTRIBUTION. Compute the share for each supported'unit (S2):

ALLOC 2((ASGN-OTY(SYS/PERS-TYPE) -OH-OTY(SYSIPERS-TeFE)'

/ALLDC-BASE) # RJ-QTY

and update the unit status by invok-.ng A-ASSIGN-LOSS usina ~ Unit-ID.
S9'stem/Pmrsonnu1-Tpvp, and Alloc as parameters 0D4).



APPENDIX 6

DECONTAMINATION

The decontamination appendix includes the sections listed below.
Note that reference numbers are coded to indicate both the functional
area (the appendix letter ES] is used) and the type (E * entity, A
action, F a function) involved. Thus, G-Al refers to the first action
listed in decon'tamination (appendix G). For information on the JSD
diag'ram notation discussed, see appendix A.

1. Entity list. The entity list contains the reference number, the
name, and the definition (summary and attributes) of each entity used in
decontamination.

2. Action list. The action list contains the reference number,
the name, and the definition (summary, attributes, generators, and
associated entities) of each action belonging to the entities in
decontamination.

3. Entity-action diagrams and cross-reference table. The cross-
reference table provides a mapping of entities and actions. One JSD
entity-action structure diagram is provided for each entity. Following
each diagram is a narrative description of each action shown.

4. Generator function list. The function list contains the
reference tumber, name, and definition (summary, triggering mechanisms,
and resulting actions) of each function associated with decontamination.
Detailed descriptions of each function are contained in the annex.

5. Annex. The contents of the annex are as follows.

a. Dispatcher. The dispatcher serves as a road map to the
functions. It is not a JSD structure diagram, but it is presented in
tree form to show the hierarchical nature of the structure involved.
The root of the tree is the dispatcher. The top-level nodes (boxes)
identify the critical events occurrino in decontamination and the
subsequent nodes (boxes) identify the functions and show the
interrelationships involved. The calling routines and triggering
mechanisms for each critical event are listed above the event node. The
actions and events caused by a function are listed below the function
node. Each critical event is numbered for identification purposes only;
no ordering is implied. The event scheduler (SCHED) uses the critical
event numbers to identify the event being scheduled by a function.

JI.
G-I
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5. Annex (cont.)

b. Functions. The following information is provided for each
function belonging to decor tamination. Note that the reference number
of the function (e.g., 6-F ) appears at th, top of each page.

(1) Function su mary. The function summary contains the
reference number, name, an, definition of a function. The definition
contains a summarized narr tive, a list of the mechanisms which can
trigger the function, and list of the actions and functions which can
result frre the function.

(2) System spec fication diagram (SSD). The SSO is a JSD
structure diagram of the data flow to and from a specified function. It
shows the static relations ips between the entities and functions
involved; no calling sequence or hierarchi:al relationship is implied.
In addition to the standar JSD SSD rotation (see appendix A), special
notation has been adopted o indicate owne-ship. A single box is used
to denote a function or enýity telonoing ti the specified functional
area (e.g., decontasinatio ). Plain double boxes indicate functions
belonging to another CSS ar~ea. The area i; identified in the outer box
and the functions involvediare listed in tie inner box. Patterned
double boxes (diagonal sla he% in the oLte- boxes) indicate functions
belonging to the host mode . Whensver possible, the particular module
is specified in the inner box (e.g., :hemical, movement)w A timer is
considered Dart of the CSS modu;e and is represented by a plain double
circle; data files (DF) will belong to the entire model and are depicted
by a patterned double circle. Note that although more than one data
file (or timer) may be use* by the soecified function, only one
representation (circle) wi I appear ii. the diarir e. The individual data
files and timers will be i entified in the core-espondinq data 1efinition
table.

(3) Data defini ion. This table provide; a listing of thw
data elements and structures reouired for ýhe specified function and
comments on their usage. The connection njimbers correspond to the data
flow numbers shown on the $SD. A 'D" or "3" is added to distinguish
between data and state veotor elements. Detailed descriotions of the
data files can be found in appendices J and K.

(4) Generator d aqran. T:c oenarator diagram is similar to
the JSD entity-action diao ams jescri.ed ;n ;aragraph 3 above. Each
node (box) depicts either •n iterAtic., a ;election. or a sequential
step required by the pro: e s.

(5) Generator d scription. The qenprator description
prcvides a detailed narrat ie of the 4ur:tlon process. Step numbers
correspond to the box numb r5 shuowf o: t~e associated ienirator dia~jraw.
(Note that not all boxes ate Lss :,oti j nunter.) Data elcients cited
refer to the data listed i the jssociated datj deeinition table.
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1. ENTITY LIST

G-El DECON-UNIT

SUMMARY: This entity represents any unit which performs
deliberate decontamination operations. A DECON-UNIT
will exist as a real unit in the model and as such
will have all of the normal unit attributes. In
addition, it *ill maintain an inventory of decon
equipment and supplies. A DECON-UNIT can receive
orders to perform detailed personnel and/or equipment
decontamination, move to another decon site, perform
detailed decontamination, use and receive equipment
and supplies, and rest. Site preparation
and cleanup will be handled as a delay factor added
to the decon proceis.

ATTRIBUTES: Unit ID Unit' opcode
MOPP level Unit status
Unit suppression Unit effectiveness
Personnel inventory Unit location
Decon equipment/supply inventory

G-E2 D-CUSTOMER

SUMMARY: This entity ripresents any contaminated unit which is
to receivu deliberdta decontamination. When a unit in
the game .s contaminated, a decision is made regarding,
what decon (hzsty, deliberate, none) should be used.
If deliberate decon is selected, the unit becomes a
decon customer (D-CUSTOMER) and as such will be able
to be split (into a parent unit and a temporary D-
CU3TOMER unit), move to a designated decon site, use
its equipment and' supplies in the decon process,
undergo decontaminaLion, return to its original
location, and rejoin its parent unit (as the need
arises).

ATTRIBUTES: Unit ID Unit status
MOPP level Unit oocode
Unit suppression Unit effectiveness
Personnel inventor/ Unit location
Equipmer.t/suLOlI inventory



2. ACTION LIST

6-Al A-BE6IN-DECON

SUMMARY: The BEGIN-DECON action notifies the D-CUSTOMER and
the DECON-UNIT that the decontamination process has
begun by setting their status flags and removing the
amount of equipment and supplies to be used by the
process (calculated in F-DECON) from the inventory.

ATTRIBUTES: D-CUSTOMER unit ID D-CUSTOMER itatus
DECON-UNIT ID DECON-UNIT status
Decon equipment!supply inventory
Amount of equipment/supplies used

GENERATOR: F-DECON (G-F6)

ENTITY, DECON-UNIT (G-El) D-CUSTOMER (G-E2)

G-A2 A-END-DECON

SUMMARY: The END-DECON action notifies the DECON-UNIT and
D-CUSTOMER when the decon process has baen completed
by resetting tthl unit status flags and the HOPP level.

ATTRIBUTES: DECON-UNIT ID DECON-UNIT status
D-CUSTCMER Urit ID D-CUSTCMER status
D-CUSTCMER MOPP Level

GENERATOR: F-DONE DECON (64F7)

ENTITY: DECON-UNIT (G-El) D-CUSTOMER (G-E2)

G-A3 A-DETACH

SUMMARY: The DETACH action is trioqered when only a portion of
the contaminated unit is to be decontaminated. The
DETACH'actior, remo'.'e• a desiqnated percentaoe of each
equipment, supply, ..,n personnel type from the parent
unit and tratrcse-s .t to the newly created unit.

ATTRIBUTES: Parent unit K', Unit status
Parent eou:')nt/sjop1,//personnel inventcrv
D-CUSTCMER ur t ID Percentage to detach
D-CUSTCMErC cQL:i ment/suopl/personnel inventor,,'

GENERATOR: F-DETACH kG-F4)

ENTITY: D-CUSTOMER ku-LZ)

0-4



6-A4 A-ATTACH

SUMMARY: The ATTACH action reunites the temporary D-CUSTOMER
and its parent unit by returning the D-CUSTOMER's
personnel and equipment/supply inventories to the
parent unit.

ATTRIBUTES: Parent (contaminated) unit ID

Parent equipment/supply inventory
Parent person~nel inventory
D-CUST3MER (Temporary) ID
D-CUSTOMER personnel inventory IJ
D-CUSTOCIER equipment/supply inventory

GENERATOR: F-DECON-ATOBJ (6-F5)

ENTITY: D-CUSTOMER (G-E2)

G-A5 A-BEGIN-REST

SUMMARY: The'BEGIN-RES action notifies the DECON-UNIT of the
beginning of its rest cycle by -setting its unit
status fl~ag.

ATTRIBUTES: DECON-UNIT ID Unit status flag
J,

GENERATOR: F-DONE-DECON (G-F') F-DECON (6-F&)

ENTITY: DECON-UNIT (G-E2)

G-A6 A-END-REST

SUMMARY: The END-REST actio-. notifies the DECON-UNIT when it is
time to wake up anJ enter its work cycle by resetting
its unit status flaq.

ATTRIBUTES: DECON-UNIT ID Unit status flag

GENERATOR: F-DECON-AVAIL (j-F2, F-DECON (G-F6)

ENTITY: DECON-UPIT (G-E2)
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3. CROSS-REFERENCE AND ENTITY-ACTION-DIAGRAMS

ENT ITY ACTION

DECON-UNIT (G-El) A-BEGIN-DECON (6-Al)
A-END-DECON (6-A2)

A-BEGIN-REST (6-A5)
A-END-REST (S-A6)

D-CUSTOMER (6-E2) A-DETACH (G-A3)
A-SESIN-DECON (6-Al)
A-END-DECON (G-A2)
A-ATTACH tG-A4)



DECON
UNIT

LIFE

a aWORK REST

A-BGIN A-END A-BGIN A-END
-DECON -DECON -REST -REST

G-A1 G-A2 G-A3 G-A5

Figure 0-1. Entity-action diagram for DECON UNIT
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Entity-Action Description: DECON-UNIT (G-El)

1. A-BEGIN-DECON (_-Al). The BEGIN-DECON action is triqqered by F-
DECON (G-F6) and notifies the D-CUSTOMER and the DECON-UNIT that the
decontamination process has begun by setting their status flags and

removing t-he amount of equipment and supplies to be used by the process
from the DECON-UNIT inventory. The information required includes:

o D-CUSTOMER unit ID
o D-CUSTOMER status
o DECON-UNIT ID

o DECON-UNIT status

c Decon equipment/supply inventory
o Amount of equipment/supplies to be used

. A-END-DECON (G-A2). The END-DECON action notifies the DECON-UNIT

and. D-CUSTOMER when the decon process has been completed by resettino
the unit status flags, and the D-CUSTOMER MOPP level and sett'nq the
DECON-UNIT's current D-CUSTOMEk slot to 0. The required inforaation
includess

o DECON-UNIT ID
o DECON-UNIT StatLuS

o D-CUSTOMEH unit ID
o D-CUSTOMER status
o D-CUSTOMER MOPP level

3. A-BE.IN-REST (G-A5). The BEGIN-REST actinn notifies the DECON-UNIT
of the beqinnino of its rest cycle b, charqino its status flaq. The

required information includes:

o DECON-UNIT ID
o Unit status flaa

4. •.-END-RES T (G•AOb The END-REST action notifies the DECON-UNIT when
it is time to wake up and enter its work cycle by resetting its status

flag. The required information includes:

o DECON-UNIT ID
o Unit statas flaq

U-. • :
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WHOLE SPLIT
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0-Al a-A2 G-A3 G-Att

A-BEqGIN A-
-DECON ENO-DECON
0-Al G-A2

Figura 0-2. Entitgj-action diagram f'or DECON CUSTOMER



Entity-Action Description: D-CUSTOMER (G-E2)

1. A-BEGIN-DECON (G-Al). The BEGIN-DECON action is triggered by F-
DECON (6-F6) and notifies the D-CUSTOMER and the DECON-UNIT that the
decontamination process has begun by setting their status flags and
removing the amount of equipment and supplies to be used by the process
from the unit inventory. The information required includes:

o D-CUSTOMER unit lb
o, D-CUSTOMER status
o DECON-UNIT ID
o DECON-UNIT status
o Decon equipment/supply inventory
o Amount of equipment/supplies to be used

2. A-END-DECON (G-A2'). The END-DECON action notifies th2 DECON-UNIT
and D-CUSTOMER when the decon process has been completed by resetting
the unit stat'is flags and the D-CUSTOMER MOPP level and setting the
DECON-UNIT's current D-CUSTOMER slat ta 0. The required information,
includes:

o DECON-UNIT ID
o DECON-UNIT status
o D-CUSTOMER unit ID
o D-CUSTOMER status
o D-CUSTOMER MOPP level

3. A-DETACH (G-A3). The DETACH action' it triggered when the decision
has been made to have the contaminated unit undergo decontamination in
sections. A temporary D-CUSTOMER is created by removing or splitting
off a portion of the contaminated unit. The percentage to be removed
depends upon the type of unit involved. DETACH removes the designated
percentage of each equipment, slipplv, and'personnel troe from the parent
unit and transfers it to t~a new temoorarv unit. The split-off portion
will then act as an independent unit (i.e., it will be able to perform
all the actions of a regular unit) until it has been decontaminated and
re.ttached to its parent. The required information includes:

j Parent (cottam nrated) unit ID
o Unit type
o Parent equipment/supply inventory
o Parent personnel inventory
3 D-CUSTOMEF (t.emicrarv, ID
o Percentage to dý,tach
o D-CUSTOMER personnel inventory
o O-CUSTOMER equioment/supoly inventory



Entity-Action Description: D-CUSTOIER (G-E2) (cant.)

4. A-ATTACH (6-A4). The ATTACH action reunites the temporary D-
CUSTOMER and its parent unit by transferring the D-CUSTOMER's personnel
and equipment/supply inventories to the parent unit.

o Parent (contaminated) unit ID
o Parent equipment/supply inventory
o Parent personnel inventory
a D-CUSTOMER (temporary) ID
o D-CUSTOMER personnel inventory
o 0-CUSTOMER 'equipment/supply inventory
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4. GENERATOR FUNCTION LIST.

G-FI F-DECISION

SUMMARY: This function can be called by eithur the chemical
module or a game controller when a decision is needed
on whether the D-CUSTOMER requires deliberate decon,
hasty decon, or no decon.

TRIGGERED BY: C:emical module Game controller

RESULTING IN: F-PREPARE (6-F3)
Request on the queue/dropped

G-F2 F-DECON-AVAIL

SUMMARY: This function is called when a DECON-UNIT is available
for a job (i.e.. whcn it has at least one empty slot
in its D-CUSTOMER list and it is not 'at rest"). A
decon request is removed from the control queue and
checked to see if tý,e designated unit still needs
decontamination. If it does, the unit is added to the
DECON-UNIT's standby list. I.f not, the request is
discarded and the next request checked.

TRIGGERED BY: F-DECON-ATOBJ (G-F5) F-DECON (G-Fb)
F-DONE-DECON (0-F7)

RESULTING IN: F-PREPARE (G-F3)
DECON UNIT G-El)

A-END-REST (G-A6)

G-F) F-PREPARE

SUMMARY: This function determines the D-CUSTOMER percentaqe to
be detached, the amount of supplies required, the
amount of supplies to order, and the decon site.

TRIGGERED BY: F-DECISION (G-FI) F-DECON (G-46)
F-DECON-AVAIL (G-F2) F-DONE-DECON (G-F7)
F-DECON-ATOBJ (G-F5) F-DONE-CUSTOMER (G-F8)

RESULTING IN: Movement module
F-JF-ROMT (D-46) Supply
F-DETACH (G-44)
Detach percent, decon site, supplies to order



6-F4 F-DETACH

SUMMARY: This function triggers the host model routine which
creates temporary units and triggers A-DETACH to fill
it with a designated portion of the contaminated unit.

TRIGGERED BY: F-PREPARE (6-F3)

RESULTING IN: D-CUSTOMER (6-E2)
A-DETACH (G-A3)

Temporary unit created by a host model routine

6-F5 F-DECON-ATOBJ

SUMMARY: When either the b-CUSTOMER or DECON-UNIT has arrived
at its objective, this function determines what the
objective is (decon sitm or parent unit or other) and
triggers whichever is appropriate: F-DECON or A-ATTACH
or none). Following A-ATTACH, the parent unit is
checked and F-PREPARE is called for additional deccn
requirements.

TRIGGERED BY: F-DONE-DECON (G-F7) Movement module

RESULTING iN: F-DECON (G-Fb) F-PREPARE (6-F3)
F-DECON-AVAIL (G-F2)
D-CUSTOMER (G-E2)

A-ATTACH (6-A4)

G-F6 F-DECON

SUMMARY: The DECON function schedules decon, computes the delay
time, calculates the amount of supplies and equipment
tc be used, orders replacement supplies, determines
the time the decon Process will be comuleted.

TRIGGERED BY: F-DECON-ATOBJ (G-AI) F-DONE DECON (G-F7)
Wakeup scheduled by F-DECON (G-F6)

RESULTING IN: F-PREPARE (G-F") F-DECOt4-AVAIL (G-F2)
F-DONE-DECON (G-F7) Scheduled
DECON-UNIT (S-El)
D-CUSTOMER (G-E2)

A-BEGIN-DECON (G-Al)
DECON-UNIT (G-El)

A-BEGIN-REST (G-AS)
A-END-PEST (G-A6.

Wakeup

G-'7



6-F7 F-DONE-DECON

SUMMARY: This function determines what the DECON-UNIT does once
the unit has completed 3 deton job (i.e.. rest, beqin
another job, look for another D-CUSTOMER) and triqqers
F-DONE-CUSTOMER to check the D-CUSTOMER's next move.

TRIGGERED BY: F-DECON (6-F6)
Wakeup scheduled by F-DECON or F-DONE-DECON

RESULTING IN: F-DECON (B-F•) F-DECON-AVAIL (G-F2)
F-DECON-ATOBJ (S-Fi) F-PREPARE (G-F3)
F-DONE-CUSTOMER (G-FB) Wakeup
DECON-UNIT (G-El)

A-BEGIN REST (G-Al)
DECON-UNIT (G-EL)
D-CUSTOMER (G-E2)

A-END DECON (G-A2)

G-F8 F-DONE-CUSTOMER

SUMMARY: This function determines what the D-CUSTOMER does
once the decon procoss has been completed.

TRIGGERED BY: F-DONE-DECON (G-F')

RESULTING IN: F-TRANSP-DECON (C-FI&) Transportation
F-PREPARE (G-F3)
D-CUSTOMER (G-E2 )

A-ATTACH (G-A 4)
Movement' module
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i WATCH-ER

CHEMICAL j
MODULE MOVEMENT I WAEUP

GAME -r MODULE I
ACON- ECON F-DONE-

ATOI DECONF

L m J i i •(4

II
Ak-ATTA04 A-9UoN4-DEcoN4 A-END-DECON

A-BEGI-REST A-BEGIN-REST
A- BND - REST -AN#P-
WADEUP 30iED (4)
SO-lED (4)

Q -Fa I" ....... ....................... "
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Figure G- 3. Decontamilnailon dispatcher
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s-F I

G-Fl F-DECISION TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function reads a file of decontamination (decon)
requests and determines. usinq the F-COMMANDER, what
type of decor the D-CUSTOMER should receive. The
requests can come from either the chemical module,
the controller, or i potential1 D-CUSTOMER unit. If
deliberate dpcon is selected, F-PREPARE is called.
If no DECON-UNIT is available, the request is placed
in the control unit's waitinq queue. If deliberate
decon is not selected, the request is dropped.

TRIGGERED 9Y: Dzcon oispatcher from:
a Chemical module when a unit is hit by a

persistent or seeipersistent hazard
Game controller when, the qame controller

directs a unit to be decontaminated

RESULTING _IN: F-PREPARE (6-F3)
(when ? unit is to receive deliberate
decon and needs to have a DECON-UNIT assiqned)

SYSIEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM (SSD):

,See fiqure G-4.
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DATA DEFINITION: F-DECISION

Connection Data
Number Transferred .... Comments

Dl a D-CUSTOMER unit ID Read to trigger function
o DECON-UNIT ID (opt.) of a decon request.
o Decon site location (opt.)

S2 o D-CUSTOMER type D-CUSTOMER state vector
o D-CUSTOMER opcode
o "OPP level
o Combat status In combat/not in combat
o Time unit was contaminated
o Time since last, hasty decon
o Type hazard

D3a o Hazard Factors affecting the
oo Persistent type of decon selected
O0 Semipersistena

D3b o Decon control unit ID Decon request assignment
o Control unit echelon
o Number of requests

D4a o Decon type Hasty/Deliberate/none
(6-CC2)

D4b o D-CUSTOMER decon status Queue or forward (G-CCI)

D5 P Maximum shift time G-DFI
o Control unit ID Locate the next control

unit in the hierarchy
(G-DF2).

Da o D-CUSTOMER unit ID Written 'to waitino queue
o Type hazard

D7 o D-CUSTOMER unit ID Written to F-PREPARE.
o DECON-UNIT ID
o Objective location

S5 o Decon control unit

$9 o Current D-CUSTOMER lb DEC'ON-UiIT state vector
o Standby Iist
o Time worked thls shi+t
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DECISION

(1,

READ FILE DEFINE DETERMINE RETURN
1 TYPE DECON

(2) (31) a

DEFINE INVOKE F- (4) DELIB-
PARAMETRS COMMANDER HASTY ERATE

Figure ~ ~ DCO -e. FDEIIO gnrao

F0I

CONTROLER ASSIGN
LOOP CUSTOMER

SINVOKE

F-PREPARE
G-F3

rl Figure G-Sa. F-DECISION generator
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C!JNTROLER
LOOP

from 0-S.

(6) C7)FIND (11)
SELECT DECON CHECK
CONTROLER UNIT ASS103NMNT

(14)oo
OECON DECON NOT

UNIT LOOP IASSIGNED ASSIGNED

(6 I WO E (1 3) a a
CHECK F-RPARE FORWARD1
SPACE a-3 REQUEST O U

NEXT 
CHECK

BECON TIMEy

(10) 0 (1) 0
NEXT ASSIGN
DECON CUSTOME

Figure G-Sb. F-DECISION generator (crnntinued)
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6-Fl

GENERATOR DESC.RIPTION:. F-D.ECISION

I. READ FILE 1. Read DI. If the model t.-iggers this function, only D-
CUSTOMER ID will be defined. If the qamer triggers this function with a
decon request, he has the option of dofiniig a DECON-UNIT and a dpcon
site location. All three elements aro needed in D7.

2. DEFINE PARAMETERS. 'The following paraseters (92) are used to
determine the D-CUSTOMER's decon status:

o Unit type and opcode
o Combat status (in ground combat, no' in ground combat)

3. TRIGGER F-COMMANDER. This function is called (using the parameters
in D3a) to determine whether hasty or deliberate decnn will be done.
The decon type (D4a) is returned.

4. HASTY. If hasty is the decon type sulo•cted, the contaminated unit
(D-CUSTOMER) will perform its own hasty decon, implicitly. The decon
module takes no action but to return to the calling routine.

5. CONIROLLER LOOP. Each controller unit in the contaminated unit's
decon reporting hierarchy is checked for availability. The decon
request will either be filled or put on a controller queue.

6. DETERMINE CONTROLLER. The contaminated urit's state vector (S2) is
checked to determine the decon control unit supportino it. If its
assigned decon control unit is full, then the control unit's own
controller will be examined (SB). This search is repeated until an
availablp controller is locatedi

7. LOCATE DECON-UNIT. Each DECON-UNIT reporting to t he decon
controller is checked for availibilitv.

9. CHECK SPACE, The dvailability of the DECON-UNIT to begin work
immediately (S9) is checked. A DECON-UNIT can be working on a D-
CUSTOMER and/or have a standby D-CUSTOMER in the queue. If a DECON-UNIT
has two D-CuSTOMERs (one current and one standby), it caienot accept
another. If no D-CUSTOMER is on sta-dbv, ur if none is currently bei,1
deconned, the DECON-UNIT is able to rccelve another D-CUSTOMER.

9. CHECK WORK TIME. A DECON-UNIT can onl, perform decon a certain
length of time without rest. Before ;airinq up a D-CUSTOMER and a
DECON-UNIT, the time the DECON-UNIT has wor'ed in its shift is
determined (S99. If the time worked is greater than or equal to the
maximum shift tima (S5), or f it ii cjrrertly "at rect,* thj DECON-UNIT
will not be available until the end of its scheduled rest period.
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G-Fl

F-DECISIOM (cont.)

10. NEXT DECON. If the DECON-UNIT is not available, the next DECON-
UNIT is checked.

11. DETERMINE ASSIGNMENT. If no DECON-UNIT under the controller is
immediately available, F-COMMANDER is triggered usinq parameters in D3b
to determine what to do with the request. The request can either remain
assiqned to this controller and be put in a queue or it can be forwarded
to the next controller (D4b).

12. QUEUE. If the decision is to have the request remain with the
current control unit, the request is added to the request queue. A
first-in, 4irst-out (FIFO) priority system is used.

'3. FORWARD REQUEST. If the decision is to.foeward the'request, D5b is
checked to determine the next control unit in the hierarchy. The new
control unit is processed starting at :tep 5.

14. DECON ASSIGNED. When the DECON-UNIT is assiqned by the gamer, no
search is necessary.

15. ASSIGN D-CUSTOMER. If a DfCON-CNIT is available, the D-CUSTOMER ID
is ddded to the DECON-UNIT's U-CUSTOMER list and F-PREPARE is triggered
usinq parameters in D7.-



G-F2

G-F2 F-DECON-AVAIL TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function checks the DECON-UNIT's control unit
queue for work to ba done. It removes a decon request
from the queue and checks to see if the designated
unit still needs decontaiination. If not, the request
is discarded and another removej from the queue. If
it does, the designated init is added to the DECON-
UNIT's standby list as either the current or next
D-CUSTOMER. This p.-ocess simulates the chemical
officer being informed tiat the DECON-UNIT is ready
for another mission and the assignment of the mission.

TRIGGERED BY: F-DECON-ATOB (G-F5)
F-DECON (S-F6)
F-DONE-'ECON G-F6)

RESULTING IN: F-PREPC.:E G-F")
DECON-LNIT (G-En

A-ENL REST (5 A6)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See figure G-6.
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I
I 9-F2.

DATAKF~iI~ F-DECON-AVAIL

Connectioin Data
N .jubr . Trans.rr .. Cofrrets .

aD o DECON-UNIT ID Read to trigger function
1 of work request.

of D-CUSTOMER type Current or standby

S2 o Controller queue
o D-CUSTOMER ID Locate customer unit and
o Hazard type identify hazard needs.

S0 Time unit was
I contaminated

D3 o Hazard type Read to find out
a Hazard lifetime expiration time ofhazard (G-DF3).

D4 o D-CUSTOMER ID Written to F-PREPARE.

o DECON-UNIT ID

S5 0 DECON-UNIT status DECON-UNIT data required

4

'4

p

'C

D'
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A F-"S DECON-

"V IA AVA IL'

* (2)

(1) SEARCH RETURN
READ DATA QUEUE

.5

.5
.5.r

CHECK LOOP
CALLER

ol A- a 3) (it)
--- END-REST GET CHECK

G-A6 CUSTOMER TIME

Figure. G-7. F-CECON-AUAIL generator
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G-F2

GENERATOR_ D CRIPTIONt F-DECON-AVAIL

1. READ FIL 1. Dl identifies a DECON-UNIT available for work or with
room on its tandby list. The DECOR-UNIT status is checked and if it is
currently "at rest,* an END-REST action is triggered.

2. SEARCH GQEUE. The DECON-UNIT's control unit queue is searched until
a D-CUSTOMER is found.

3. GET D-CUSTOMER. The first D-CUSTOMER (i.e., request) is removed
from the waiting queue (S2).

4. CHECK TIME. The hazard's expiration time is checked by retrieving
the hazard's type and its expiration tize from the contamination table
(S3) and by calculating the length of ties since the D-CUSTOMER tas
contaminated (i.e., subtract the time the D-CUSTOMER was contaminated
from the current time). This time is compared to the expiration time of
the hazard foand in 03.

5. ASSIGN. If the D-CUSTOMER's contamination tie@ length is less than
or equal to the hazard's expiration time length, the D-CUSTOMER is
placed on the DECON-UNIT's list and the D-CUSTOMER unit ID and DECON-
UNIT ID are sent to F-PREPARE (04).

6. DROP REQUEST. If the D-CUSTOMER's contamination time is greater
than the hazard's expiration time, drop the decon request; no action is
taken.

, f fy
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Q-F3

G-F3 F-PREPARE TYPE: In.t.eract.ive Funct-oin.

SUMMARY: This function obtains a DECON-UNIT and contaminated
unit pair from F-DECISION or F-DECON AVAILABLE and,
using F-COMMANDER, determines the percentage of the
unit to be detached for decontamination; where the
decon process will take place; and what supplies/
equipment will be needed. It then issues the orders
for supplies/equipment, unit detachment, and movement.

TR.GGERED..A BY. F-DECISION (6-FI)
F-DECON (6-F6)
F-DECON-AVAIL (G-F2)
F-DONE-DECON (G-F7)
F-DECON ATOBJ (6-F5)
F-DONE-CUSTOMER (6-F8)

RESULTING. .N, Detach percentage F-COMMANDER
Supply/equipment amounts F-CGMMANDER
Obj'ectivelocation F-COMMANDER
F-DETACH (S-F4)
F-JF-RQMT (D-Fb) Supply
Movement module

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See figure 6-8.
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DAT-A-DEFINITIO0N: F-PREPARE.

Connection DataS...Number ... ..... _Tri}n.sfered .......... . ... C•ornmjtp _ __

Di a D-CUSTOMER unit ID Read to trigger
function.

SDECON-UNIT 
ID

o Objective location
decon site

02 o D-CUSTOMER unit ID Information used to
o Combat status determine movement.
i DECON-UNIT ID
o DECON-UNIT location:

oo At decon site
oo Not at decon site

03 o Decon/customer movement Selecti D-CUSTOMER moves
table (6-CC4) to decon sitel DECON-

UNIT moves to D-
CUSTOOERt both move.

D4 a Parent unit ID See DETACHMENT
PERCENTAGE

o Percent detached (6-DF4)
o New D-CUSTOMER unit ID

D5 o Supply type(s) Types of supplies/
o Quantity equipment and amounts

required of each.

S6 o Movement flag D-CUSTOMER state vector
o Unit status
o Equipment/supply inventory
o Unit location
o Unit,ID
o Hazard type
o Time of contaoination

S7 o Movement flag DECON-UNIT state vector
o Unit ID
o Equipment/supply inventory
o combat status
o location

D8 o Moving unit IDs Used to determine unit's
o Objective location location.



F-PREPARE

Fig; 3-'Sb

DETERM _i) SUPPLY
(1) DETACH 8 CHECK SMOVE

READ DATA [TYPE MOVE DETACHMNT PART

C2) (3) o (5) D0 a
DEFINE INVOKE F- DETERMINE NOT

PARAMETRS COMMANDER PERCENT DETACH

(5)

F-DETACH
1-F4

Figure G-ga. F-PREPARE generator
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SUPPLY
& MOUE
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from a -9.

(7) (11)
CHECX MOVE

SUPPLIES ORDE

(10)
DETERMINE F-JF-ROMT
REOUIRMNT O-F6

BY *
SUPPLY

TYPE

(a) BY *
CUSTOMER
EQUIPMNT

(9)
COMPUTE
AMOUNT

Figure 6-Sb. F-PREPARE generator (continued)
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64.3

GENERATOLR_.CRP-TI!ON F-PREPARE

I. READ FILE 1. DI is read.

2. DEFINE PARAMETERS. The D-CUSTOMER status (whole/detached) and the
movement type are determined by considering the following parameters
fro* D2 and Sbi

a D-CUSTOMER ID, type, opcode, status, location
o DECON-UNIT ID, status, location
o Hazard type, time of contamination

3. TRIGGER F-COMMANDER. F-COMMANDER is triggered first to determine
whether to detach or not and then to determine which movement action to
use (D3)s

o D-CUSTOMER moves to decon site
o D-CUSTOMER and DECON-UNIT move to decon site
o DECON-UNIT moves to the D-CUSTOMER

4. CHECK DETACHMENT. If a D-CUSTOMER is to be detached, D4 is checked

to determine the percentage.

5. TRIGGER F-DETACH. F-DETACH is triggered using 0D9

o O-CUSTOMER unit ID
o Detach percent C%)

6. DON'T DETACH. The D-CUSTOMER will get deconned as a whole.

7. CHECK SUPPLIES. Check amount of every supply type needed for each
D-CUSTOMER.

9. D-CUSTOMER EQUIPMENT. Check amount needed for each 0-CUSTOMER
equipment type (including persunnel;.

9. COMPUTE AMOUNT NEEDED. The total amount of decon supplies needed is
accumulated. The amount of decon supplies needed is a function of D-
CUSTOMER equipment type (S9) and decon supply type.

TOT.L AMOUNT SUPPLIES u TOTAL PREVIOUS AMOUNT SUPPLIES
+ AMOUNT OF THE SUPPLY TYPE/EQUIPMENTTYPE
+ [AMOUNT OF THIS EQUIPMENT TYPE IN THE UNIT
X DETACHED PERCENTAGE CX')
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F-PREPARE (cant.)

10. TRIGGER SUPPLY ORDER. This is a job refill action to order
supplies. All the supplies that are needed are ordered even though the
DECON-UNIT has enough supplies on hand to decontaminate a maneuver-size
brigade. While the DECON-UNIT and D-CUSTOMER are waiting for the
supplies to arrive, the DECON-UNIT can start per4orelnk the decon
process with the on-hand amount and finish when the other supplies
arrive. This will allow the unit to maintain the on-hand supplies at
the threshold level. F-JF-RQST (D-F6) is triggered using D5.

a



G-F 4

6.-FA F.-DETA-CH TYPE% jqtir;;ti~ve _-Functi on

SUMMARY: This function is triggered by F-PREPARE when the
D-CUSTOMER reqvires detachment. It triggers a host
model routine to, create a timporary unit and calls
A-DETACH to fill it from the contamiaated unit.

TRIGGERED BY: F-PREPARE (6-F3)

RESULTINGS.IN: D-CUSTOMER (6-E2)
A-DETACH (G-A3)

Temporary unit created by a host model routine

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See figure 6-10.

2,
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____________ 3

F - PREPARE D - CUSTOMER

,ETC F- DETACH

FIgure oG-10. F-DETACH 880
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9.-F4

D~ATAOff 11!JO, Q F -D. TA.CH_

Connection Data

D1 a D-CUSTOMER unit ID' Parameters fret-
a Detach percent Of Lnit F-PREPARE.

D2 a Detached unit ID Returned to F-PREPARE.

D3& o Supplies assigned Amounts to create a no*
o Equipment assigned unit by subltracting from
o Personnel assigned the parent unit.

D3b o New supply inveantory
o Now equipment unventary
o Now personnel inventory

S4 a D-CUSTOMER unit ID, Parent unit-state
o Supply inventory vector.
o Equipment inventory
o Personnel inventory
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F-DETACH

S~c 
l ) 

(2 3 )

RECEIUE CREATE ADJUST (5)INFORMATN NEW UNIT INUENTORY RETURN

TRIGGER ('I)
HOST A-DETACH
MODEL G-A3

'w

%4

%

4-3

.4

S~Figure 

6-11. F-DETACH generator
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTIONi F-DETACH

1. READ FILE 1. Tha input parameters are read (Dl).

2. CREATE NEN UNIT. The host model routine that creates a temporary
unit is triggered. A temporary unit is created to become the new D-
CUSTOMER. The contaminated unit becomes the parent umit.

3. ADJUST INVENTORIES. The quantity of each system type in the parent
unit is determined. The system types inclide all the different
equipment types and personnel in the unit.

4. TRIGGER A-DETACH.. A-DETACH is called using 01. The detach
percentage (%) of the unit (DI) is multiplied by the total quantity of
each system typE (S4). The formula for each system:.

TOTAL QUANTITY FOR ONE SYSTEM X DETACH Z1 OUATITTY DETACHED FOR INE SYSTEM

The resulting quantities are transferred from the parent ,lnit to the new

D-CUSTOMER (D3).

5. RETURN. The new D-CUSTOMER ID is returned to F-PREPARE (02).
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G-F5 F-D.E COR-AT Q 9 TYPE: Interactive Function

SUMMARYi When either the DECON-UNIT or D-CUSTOMER has arrived,
this 4unction determines the next step or action
to take place. If a DECON-UNIT has arrived, F-DECON
or F-DECON-AVAIL is triggered. I1 a D-CUSTOMER
has arrived, either F-DECON or A-ATTACH can be called,
depending upon the unit's status. If A-ATTACH is
triggered, the parent unit's MOPP level is checked
and, i; additional decontamination Is needed,
*-PREPARE is triggered.

d? TRIGGERED BY: Movement module
F-DONE-DECuir (6F7)

RESULTING IN: D-CUSTOMER i3-E2)

A-Ah'TA^H (6-A4)
F-DECON %3-F6)
F-PkEPARE (643)
F-DECnN-AVAIL (G-F2)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

S-#s figure 6-12.
4.•.
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DATA DEFINITION: F-DECON-ATOBJ

Connection Data
Number . . Transferred ....... Colments .. . . . .

Dl 0 Unit ID The I9 o4 the D-
CUSTOMER/DECON-UNIT that
has just arrived at its
objective.

S2 o Parent unit ID The parent unit state
o Parent MOP) level. vector.
a D-CUSTOMER ID
o Parent locition'

D3a o D-CUSTOMER unit ID Required for F-DECON.
o Setup delav time

D3b o DECON-UNIT ID

S4 o DECON-UNIT status DECON-UNIT state vector
o Standby li',t Checked to see whether

it is ready to move,
to decon, or to rest.

D5 0 Setup time The time it will take
the DECON-UNIT to set up
based on D-CUSTOMER
uni: t 'pe and status and
on current suppression
level (G-DF6).

o6 o D-CUSTOMER unit status D-CUSTOMER state vector
o D-CUSTOMER unit location
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(a) D 0
CUSTOMER

From 1-13a

(5) a (10), o
DECON PARENT
SITE SITE

CHFCK TRIGGER
DECON A-ATTACH CHECK
UNIT G-A4' MOPP'

0. 0 0 0
F-ECON LEAVE F-PREPARE ---
6-Fe ON QUEUE G-F3

Figure G-13b. F-DECON-ATOBJ generator (continued)
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6-F5

6ENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-,DECON-ATOBJ

1. READ DATA FILE. DI is read to trigger function.

2. OBJECTIVE BODY. If DI indicates that a D-CUSTOMER has arrived, then
the D-CUSTOMER stat.us is checked to determine if it is to be reattached
to its parent or prepared for decon. If the arriving unit is a DECON-
UNIT, the decon site must be prepared.

3. DETERMINE SETUP TIME. The setup time for a DECON-UNIT to prepare a
now decon site is obtained ,rom D5. If the DECON-UNIT is already at a
site, the setup-time is 0.

4. CHECK LIST. The DECOW-UNIT's standby list is checked to see if a D-
CUSTOMER is ready for decontamination. Such a D-CUSTOMER must be at its
objective (i.e., at the decon site/same location as the DECON-UNIT).

5. D-CUSTOMER READY. If a D-:USTOMER is ready, an F-DECON event is
scheduled using D3 and the delay time obtained in step 3.

6. D-CUSTOMER NOT AVAILABLE. If no D-CUSTOMER is ready, a check is
made to determine why. If no D-CUSTOMER unit is currently assigned, F-
DECON-AVAIL is triggered to locate one.

7. D-CUSTOMER ON WAY. If a D-CUSTOMER is on the DECON-UNIT's standby
list, but is not yet at the decon site, the DECON-UNIT waits.

8. D-CUSTOMER ARRIVES. The location is checked to determine the next
step to take (S6).

9. DECON SITE. If the DECON-UNIT is available, the F-DECON function is
called using D3.. If a DECON-UNIT is not immediately available, the D-
CUSTOMER is left'on the standby queue.

10. PARENT SITE. If the D-CUSTOMER has returned to its parent unit
location (objective) then A-ATTACH is triggered using S2. The parent
unit's MOPP is checked to determine if the it requires additional
decontamination. If so, F-PREPARE is called, to continue the decon
process on the unit.
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6-F&

6-F6 F-DECON TYPE: In.teracti.ve. Funct; on

SUMMARYi This function calculates the aa unt of tie* and the
amount of supplies needed for t.e decon process and
determines the amount of supplies available. If
sufficient shift time and suppl es are available, it
schedules F-DONE-DECON, trigger1 A-BE9IN-DECPN, and
checks its standby D-CUSTOMZR list. If the standby
list is filled but the standby [-CUSTOMER is not at
the decon site, F-PREPARE is triggered; if the standby
list is not full, F-DECON-AVAIL is triggered to locate
a new D-CUSTOMER. If there is rot sufficient time or
supplies to complete the decon curing the current
shift, then a wakeup is scheduled and A-BE6IN REST is
triggered.

TRISGERED BY: F-DECON-ATOBJ (6-F5)
Wakeup scheduled by F-DECýN (6-F6)
Scheduled by F-DONE-DECON (6-F7)

RESULTING IN: DECON-UNIT (6-El
A-BEGIN-DECON (G-Ail
A-BEGIN-REST (6-A5S
A-ENO-REST (G-A6G

F-DONE-!ECON (G-F3 Scheduled
F-DECON-AVAIL (G-F2
F-PREPARE (G-F31
Scheduled wakeup

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See figure 8-14.
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ISUPPLY

D - CUQTOMER DECON

F-EC N F-PREPARE

-A'IIBJ .

AVAIL REAE OEO
G-F2 G-F3

Figure - 14. F-DOECON SSO
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%-Fi

DATA DEF1N1T--ON, F-DECON

Connection Data

Number - Tran~sf~e~red - --- CC.e012 --------t.

Di a D-CUSTOMER unit ID Passed by calling
o DECON-UNIT ID routine.
o Setup time
o Job status New/continuation

D2 o D-CUSTOMER unit ID Written to scheduler.
o DECON-UNIT ID
a Delay time
o Aesulting function ID
o Wakeup time

D3a o Supplies required Ouan.tity of
decontaminants needed
(B-DF5).

o Time required Length of time needed to
decon a specified number
of vehicles (9-DF7).

13b o Work time Maximum time to work in
one shift (B-DFI).

S4 o DECON-UNIT ID DECON-UNIT state vector.
o Location of unit
o Suppression level
o Start time of this shift
o Accumulated time on this job
o Amount of time worked this shift
o Decontaminants on hand

D5 o Start time of decon Job Id~ntify the decon job.
o D-CUSTOMER unit ID

S6 o Unit ID D-CUSTOMER state vector.
o Unit status flag
o Suppression level
o Supplies/equipment to use
o Supplies/equipment to be deconned

D7 o DECON-UNIT ID F-DECON-AVAIL

D8 o Supply replacements From the supply &odule.
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F-DECON

(2) (3) (8)
(1) DETERMINE COMPUTE COMPUTE JOB

REA DAA UPL RO WRK TIME SUPPLIES PART

(4) (5)
REMAINING AVAILABLE
TASK TIME SHIFTIME

Figure G-15a. F-DECON generator
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JOB
PART

Piram ;1a,

(7) ( 12) CK
CALC TASK FOR NEXT
COSIPLETON CUSTOMER

181A- (9) F- a a
B9E3GIN- COMPUTE DECON- F-PREPAR
DECON DELAY AAIL -F3

SSUPPL.IES SUPPLIES

F
(10) P-a (11) a 11DONE- SCHEDULE ISCHEDULE
DECON WAKEUP WKU

A- A- A-
BEGIN-ý BEGIN- END-REST

REST G-A! REST 9-A! G-A&

Figure 9-15b. F-DECON generator (continued)
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GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-DECON

1. READ DATA FILE 1. This function is triggered (using DI) when both a
D-CUSTOMER and DECON-UNIT have arrived and are ready to begin the decon
process.

a*

2. DETERMINE SUPPLY REGUIREMENT. For earh equipment type, the amount
of supplies needed is calculated by multiplying the amount of each type
(S6) by the amount of decontaminants needed to decon one piece (D3a).
The total amount of supplies needed to decontaminate the entire 0-
CUSTOMER is accumulated.

3. COMPUTE WORK TIME. The tite needed to complete decon of the D-
CUSTOMER's equipment is a function based on the time required to decon
one piece of equipment 0D3a) multiplied by the quantity of equipment to
be deconned (S6), the number of crews, the amount of setup time
required, and the level of suppression. 1he total time required for the
job, given the number of crews available and no suppression. is
calculated (G-DF7). The amounit of setup time required (01) is added,
then the suppression factor (S4) is apalied. The suppression factor is
provided as a percentage. The total time is multiplied by the
suppression factor and the result is addec in:

TOTAL TIME =TOTAL TIME # SUPPRESSION: + TOTAL TIME.

4. TASK TIME REMAINING. The time remaini-; to do the task is
calculated by suotracting the total ti~e spent working on the job so far
(S4) from the total time required (computed in step 3). The percentage
of the tack remaining is then computed by dividing the time remaining by
the time required.

S. SHIFT TIME AVAILABLE. The amount of time remaining in the shift is
calculated by subtracting the amount of time worked so far (S4) from the
maximum time allowed (D3b).

6. DETERMINE SUPPLIES NEEDED. The amount of supplies needed to perform
the portion of the job that time will allow this shift is calculated by
multiplying the total supplies needed (computed in step 2) by the task
remaining (computed in step 4) yinlJing the amount of supplies needed to
finish ihe task.

7. TASK COMPLETION. The on-hand amount of decontaminant supplies (S4)
is divided by the total amuunt needed (computed in step 7) to determine
the percentage of the task which can be completed during the current
time period.' If the on-hani is greater than the amount needed, the task
completion is set at 100!.

9. TRIGGER A-BEGIN-DECON. The bq:.n uecon action is triggered by
passing the DECON-UNIT ID. The status flag is set to active.
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F-DECON (cont.)

9. COMPUTE DELAY. Compute the scheduled delay time (task completion
time) by multiplying the task time remaining (computed in step 4) by the
task percent (computed in step 7).

10. SCHEDULE F-DONE-DECON. If the task completion (step 7) is 100%, F-
t DONE-DECON is scheduled using D2 and the delay time computed in step 9.

11. SCHEDULE MAKEUP. 14 the task completion (computed in 7) is greater
than 0 and less than 100, the job cannot be completed during the current
time period. If the problem is insufficient shift time, the beginning
of the rest period is determined from the amount of time remaining in
the shift and A-BEGIN-REST is scheduled to start then. A wakeup is
scheduled using D7. The makeup time is calculated by adding the length
of period required to the begin rest time calculated above. If the
problem is lack of supplies, A-BESIN-REST is scheduled and a wakeup time
is scheduled at 15-minute intervals until the end of the shift or until
supplies arrive. When supplies arrive, A-END-REST is triggered and
steps 5-S are repeated. The 15-minute rest intervals are accumulated
and applied against the overall rest period.

12. CHECK FOR NEXT D-CUSTOMER. Once the current D-CUSTOMER is scheduled
for completion, the standby list is checked for another D-CUSTOMER. If
no standby D-CUSTOMER is listed, F-DECON AVAILABLE is triggered. If a
standby D-CUSTOMER exists, its location is checked to determine if it
needs to move. If it is not at the decon site, then F-PREPARE is
triqqered to determine what movement is necessary.
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6-7 F7.

8F7 FDOONE-DECON TYPE: Interacti.ve Function

SUMMARY: This function is scheduled by F-DECON when a decon
job can be completed using the supplies and time
available. F-DONE-CUSTOMER and A-END-DECON are
triggered and the work time is checked to determine

".4. if the shift is over. If the shift is over, A-BEGIN-
REST is triggered and a wakeup time is scheduled;
if not, the standby list is checked for the next
D-CUSTOMER. F-DECON is scheduled if a D-CUSTOMER is
available and a&. the site; F-PREPARE is triggered
if the D-CUSTOMER is assigned but not at the decon
site: F-DECON-AVAIL is triggered if a D-CUStOMER is
not available.

TRIGGERED BY: Scheduled by F-DECON (6-F3)
Wakeup (scheduled by F-DECON or F-DONE-DECON)

, RESULTING IN: F-DONE-CUSTOMER (6-F8)

F-DECON (9-F6)
F-DECON-AVAIL (G-F2)
F-DECON-ATCBJ (8-F5)
"F-PREPARE (G-F2)
DECON-UNIT (6-El)
D-CUSTOMER (6-E2)

A-END-DECON (G-A2)

DECON-UNIT (6-El)
A-BEGIN-REST (6-A5)

Schedule wakeup time

,.. YSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See figure G-16.
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S-F7

DATA_.DF.INITION: F-DONE DECON

Connection Data
Number . Transferred ... .Comments .

C
DI o DECON-UNIT ID Passed by calling

a D-CUSTOMER unit ID function.

D2 o Maximum work tiae (6-DFI)

S3 o DECON-UNIT ID DECON-UNIT state vector.
o Current work time
o Current shift start time
o Standby list
o Status flaq resting/not resting
o Last rest period
o Total shift work time

S4 o Unit ID D-CUSTOMER state vector.
o Unit location
o Status flag
o MOPP level

0Sa a D-CUSTOMER unit ID
D5b a DECON-UNIT ID
D5c o Unit status
D5d o MOPP reset value
D5e o New D-CUSTONER unit ID
D54 o Current location
D5g o Wakeup time
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F-DONE-
DECON

rig 03-17b
riN

I C2) Ni) CK
cl) CHECK CUSTOMER

READ DATA WORK TIME LOC

IF
A- F-DONE-

END-IECON CUSTOMER CHECK CHECK
G-A2 G-FB SHIFT WORK

,a a (3) a

2 4i RESET SCHED <-24
HOURS REST HOURS

-AVAI

Figure G-17a. F-DONE-DEC-N generator
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C4) CK
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from 0-17a

NNOT EMPTY
aE EMPTY
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0 0
F-DECON (4ib) (cic)

6-5EPROUTE UPI T IN10

A-

SCHEDULE BEGIN- F-PREPARE
""'WAKEUP REST 0-AS G-F3

%'S

"Figure G-17b. F-DONE-DECON generator Ccontinued)
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6.-F7

GENERATOR DESCRIPTIONt F-DONE DECCQN

1. READ DATA FILE 1. Dl is read and A-END-DECON and F-DONE-CUSTOMER
are triggered using the DECON-UNIT ID and D-CUSTOMER unit ID
respectively.

2. DECON-UNIT WORK TIME. The time the DECON-UNIT has worked during the
current shift (S3) is compared to the maximum shift time allowed (D2).
and the total shift time -is checked to iee if the 24-hour period has
elasped. If 24 or wore hours have elapsed since the start of the shift,
the shift timer is reset. If the maximum work time has been reached or
exceeded, A-BEGIN REST is triggered and a wakeup is scheduled. Wakeup
time is computed by calculating the amount of rest time (24-hour maximum
work time) and adding it to the current time (the time the rest period
is. to start). The function triggered by the wakeup will be F-DECON-
AVAIL.

3. NEXT D-CUSTOMER. If work time is still available during the shift,
a new D-CUSTOMER is sought. If one is in the standby list (S3), it is
made the new current D-CUSTOMER and F-DECON AVAIL is triggered using the
DECON-UNIT ID to locate a new standby D-CUSTOMER.

4. CHECK LOCATION. The D-CUSTOMER's location is checked to see if
further action is needed.

a. AT SITE. If it is currently located at the decon site, F-DECON
is triggered.

b. ENROUTE. If D-CUSTOMER is cirrentl, 2nroute (i.e., moving), the
D-CUSTOMER's status is checked to determine i4 it still requires decon.
If not, a new D-CUSTOMER will be sought via F-DECON-AVAIL. If it does
require decon, F-DECON-ATOBJ is triggered.

c. WAITING. If the D-CUSTOMER is assigned but the location has not
yet been selected, F-PREPARE is triggered using D5a.

d. NONE. If nc D-CUSTOMER is currently listed, F-DECON-AVAIL is
triggered (using the DECON-UNIT ID) to locate a new current D-CUSTOMER.
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6-F8

G-F9 F-DONE-,CUSTOMER TYPEI Interactive Function

SUMMARY: This function determines the D-CUSTOMER's movement

objective following the completion of the decon
process and triggers the movement module. If the
D-CUSTOMER is a convoy and if the entire convoy is
ready to leave the current site, F-TRANSP-DECON is

triggered. if the 0-CUSTOMER is detached and at the

parent location, A-ATTACH is performed and the unit
MOPP level is :hocked to determine if additional decon
is required.

TRIGGERED BY: F-DONE-DECON (6-F7)

RESULTING IN: Triggers movement module for D-CUSTOMER
F-TRANSP-DECON (C-Fib)

F-PREPARE (6-F3)

D-CUSTOMER (G-E2)
A-ATTACH (G-Ab)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DIAGRAM:

See figure 6-18.
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G-F9

DATA DEFINITIONt F-DONE-CUSTOMER

Connection Data
Number Trankf•rred - Comments.

DI o D-CUSTOMER ID Passed by callLng
function.

S2 o Objective location' D-CUSTOKER state vector.
o Unit ID
o Current unit location (decon site)
o MOPP level
o Supply and equipment inventory
o Personnel inventory
o Movement 4laq

D3 o New objective location From F-TRANSP-DECON.

S4 o Parent unit ID Parent unit state
o Unit location vector.
o HOPP level
o Supply and eouipment inventory
o Personnel inventory

DS o Parent unit !D
o DECON-UNIT ID

D6 o Supply and equipment inventory
o Personnel inventory
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F-DONE-
CUSTOMER

(1) C2) EET CS)
READ DATA OBJECTIVE RETURN

0 o TRIG
NOT (4) MOVEMENT

CONVOY CONVOY MODULE

Fie G-19b

a l o l F-TRANS
(3) NOT -OECON

SAME SITE [AE ITEJ C-A6

Figures -19m. F-DECON-CUSTOMER generator
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(3)
SAMtE SITE

From 19.

CHECX
DETA"H

o 0
DErACHED 01 OL

A-ATTACH ffCHECK
1G-A4 MOPP

0 0
F-PREPARE

G-F3
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6-FS

GENERATOR DESCRIPTION: F-DONE-CUSTOMER

1. READ DATA FILE 1. DI is read to get the D-CUSTOIER unit ID.

2. SET OBJECTIVE. The D-CUSTOMER's state vector (S2) is checked to
determine its next objective. The unit type is checked and if it is not
a convoy, the "old unit objective' (i.e., not the decon site) is
compared to the current unit location (i.e., the decon site).

3. NOT CONVOY. If the unit location and unit objective are not equal,
the movement flag is set (M2). If they are equal, the D-CUSTONER will
not move (i.e., the customer was deconned at its objective location).
The D-CUSTOMER is then checked to see if it was detached by comparing D-
CUSTOMER unit IDs (M4, Di). If it was detached, A-ATTACH is triggered
using bnth D-CUSTOPER and parent IDs. The parent unit's MOPP level is
checked and F-PREPARE is triggered if the parent unit requires
additional decontamination.

4. CONVOY. If the D-CUSTOMER is a transporter (e.g., transportation
convoy), then F-TRANSP-DECON is triggered using S2 to determine the next
oojective. A convoy has the option of going to another decon site or
going to its next scheduled objective. The objective location is
returned in D3 aod the movement flag, is set.

5, RETURN. The movement flag is checked and, if it is set, the module
is triggered using D5.
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APPENDIX H

HOST MODEL REQUIREMENTS

1. Introduction. Host model capabilities that are needed and not
airectly addressed in the CSS functional area design are described in
this appendix. If they are not currently in the host model, they will
need to be added with the MOD 11 design in order to exercise the full
potential of the new module. General requirements (i.e., those
capabilities required by more than one CSS area) are discussed in
paragraph 2. Additional special capabilities (i.e., those required for
a particular CSS area) are discussed in separate paragraphs below.

2. General Reguiroments. The designers have attempted to create a
flexible design which will adapt to a number of diiferent host models.
However, certain assumptions concerning host model capabilities and
structure had to be mades

a. The host model will be event sequenced.

b. The host model will be capabla of handling explicit movement,
attrition, contamination and suppression. Where CSS requirements differ
from combat requirements, the CSS module will define th* interface and
attempt to conform to the host model's needs (e.g., if CS$ unit
effectiveness is evaluated differently, the CSS module wil identify and
provide any algorithm or data necessary for the enhancement).

c. The host model will oe capable of measuring effectiveness levels
(unit, combat, weapon, personnel) and these levels will be current when
the CSS module is accessed.

d. The host model will have the ability to create temporary units
(e.g., transportation and decon).

e. The host model will consider personnel. Personnel must be
countable in the game (e.g.,personnel can be attritted, contaminated) so
that a lack of' personnel affects the the effectiveness level of a unit.

f. The host model must be capable of handling the data requirements
specified as entity and action attributes in the CSS module (see the
functional area appendices). The designers each attempted to identify
the variables needed for each entity. These variables, or appropriate
substitutes, should reside in the data structure of the host model
(e.q., in the unit state vectors).

H-I
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3. Mai n..Spp)youe

a. A transportation model must look at- the availability of
transportation assets and constrain the supply system accordingly.
However, this is only part of the problem. The road network used by the
ground transporter's and the capability of that network to carry the
number of vehicles required to support the battle must be represented.
The ability to establish and maintain movement control must also be
addressed.

b. The movement of ground transportation is accomplished along the
Main Supply Route (MSR). An MSR is defined by the Movement Control
Center (MCC). The MCC also defines the priority of movement along the
route and redefines the route if necessary. Any vehiclo type and any
unit type cab move on the MSR. Normally supply vehicles are given
priority but that can depend on the situation.

c. The CSSRO states that the module must be capable of degrading
the transportation network by natural (weather, wear, etc.) or unnatural
(combat damage, obstacles or congestion) causes thus necessitating
traffic rerouting and subsequent delays. The CSS transportation assets
must compete with other vehicle types belonging to non-CSS units for the
road networks.

d. The following assumptions are made.

(1) A road network's capacity can be measured by the short tons
per unit distance on the network. This assumption is consistent with
the TRANATTACK Model at LOBC.

(2) The entire route a convoy will take along a MSR from start
to finish is selected before a convoy enters the network.

(3) If a MSR is interdicted, the convoy will not be rerouted.
A delay time will be added to the travel time. The assumption by
transportation 9xperts is that,- once a route has been designated, the
convoy will stay on that route. If the route is disrupted because of a
blown bridge, minefield, or crater, the convoy would either call for
support or find a way around the blocked area. Of course, there are
always exceptions so the model will have a redirect capability.

d. The following methodology is oriented toward the CORDIVEM model
but it can apply to any corps level model with some minor modifications.

(1) A separate logic will be developed for MSR so that normal
model zoves handled by the movement model will not select the MSR.
However, the ability to select the MSR will exist for a model-generated
non-CSS unit given a high priority move. The gamers will alsu be able
to specify a move on the MSR for any unit.

Hj
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(2) The gamer will define the NSR dynamically. The model will
define existing road networks loaded as an MSR by the following
procedure:

(a) The gamer will point to the hex at the beginning of the SR
,using the cursor.

(b) The gamer will then point to the hex where the first saj r
node of the network is located. A road network must already exist

9 between these two points.

(c) The model will determine the shortest existing road netw rk
between the two points. A linked list uf the hexes along this netwo k
is generated.

(d) Note than one road can exist on a hex side. One of the
roads is flagged as an MSR. The road flagged as an NSR cannot be us d

*' by the movement module without going through the MSR logic.

(e) Each hex is considered one road link. For each link, th
following information is kept:

- Road type. The road types defined in CORDIVEM are
Autobahn, P. imary, Secondary, and Tertiary. The
capacity of each of these road types will be defined

- for a 3.57-km link.

- Curren. weight on road. A total convoy weight will be
a state variable for each convoy. If non-convoy units
use the MSR, accumulate a total weight for the unit.
Add this weight to the hex link as it enters and subtr ct
it frca the hex as it leaves. The total weight of all
the convoys cannot exceed the capacity defined in (1)
above.

- List of units on the road. In addition to the unit
. occupancy list, a list of all units using each MSR is

kept.

- Time next unit leaves the link. The movement module
computes the time to travel I hex distance. When this is
done, th? state variable defining the time the next
unit leaves is checked against the computed travel

Stime. If the unit just computed will.leave earlier th 'i
"the time in the state variable, the time the next unit is
to leave is replaced in the state variable.

3) The model will move a convoy along an MSR by the followig
*, procedure:
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(a) When a convoy gets an order to move, search for the
shortest route to the objective. The objective probably will not be
located on an MSR node. Find the node that is closest to the objective
and move to that node by the shorteit'routo. This search process is
performed only once before the move starts so the computer time consumed
is not repeated. Keep a linked list of hexes to the objective node for
eaci convoy.

(b) Check the first link to determine'if the weight capacity of
the link minus the total weight already on the link is greater than the
total weight of the convoy.

(c) If the remaining capacity of the link is less than
requir.ed, wait until another unit moves off of the link. Put the unit
in a first-in, first-out (FIFO) queue.

(d) If the remaining capacity of the unit is greater than
required to accommodate the convoy, add it to the list of units at that
link, add its weight to the total weight occupying the link, and compute

the delay time to cross the link.

(e) When a unit leaves a link, check to sa if another unit
from a different direction is ready to move in. Check the waiting queue
for each link (defined in (c)). If a unit is on the queue, repeat steos
(d) and (e).

e. The designers feel that the MSR use should be restricted to CSS
units at this point in the design development. 'Transportation experts
have argued on both sides of the issue.

(1) Those wanting all unit types to move on MSRs point out that
the MCC can and does allow any Unit in the corps to use an MSR if it has
high priority.

(2) Those wanting only CSS units to move on the MSR point out

that except for an extreme circumstance, such as one corps passing

through another corps, the MSRs are located in the rear area and are
reserved for supply vehicles.

f. The process described would allow for any unit to use an MSR but
the realism will be questionable. An inherent assumption in the process
is that a conioy will fit in a 3.57-km hex. This wculd not be true for
a maneuver battalion on a road march. Current CORDIVEM methodology
places a unit in the hex where the unit center is located. If the user
will accept this limitation, then, the weight restriction comes into
play. The total weight of a maneuver unit would certainly exceed the
limit of one link of the road. This would mean that, when a maneuver
unit moves on an MSR, no other traffic could be on that portion of the

road.
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4. Recons t A.t ut. oaný.

a. Reconstitution is the act of restoring units to desirable levels
of combat effectiveness commensurate with mission requirements and the
availability of resources. Reconstitution exists in two main forms:
reorganization and regeneration.

(1) Reorganization is the redistribution of internal resources
within a degraded unit to increase its level of effectiveness:

0 personnel and equipment can be traded to balance combat capabilities;
crews can be built for operational weapon systems and composite units
can be formed from seieral devastated units.

.(a) Imsediate battlefield reorganization is the action taken to
quickly restore degraded units to minimum levels of combat capability.
It i. considered a temporary measure and is normally implemented by the
affected commander in or close to the specified location.

:.

(b) Deliberate reorganization involves actions taken to restore
combat capability when greater time and resources are available but not
in sufficient quantities to permit a complete rebuilding of the unit
(i.e., regeneration). Procedures used are similar to those of immediate
battlefield reoranization but deliberate reorganization will normally
occur farther to the rear.

(c) The primary objective of reorganization is to temporarily

improve the combat capability of a unit until more extensive efforts can

occur. It is the primary means by which combat power can be maintained
during the early stages of a conflict and it provides a basis upon which
regeneration efforts can be designed. In addition, it is the option
"most frequently executed by commanders and provides a means of
maintaining a continous level of combat effectiveness with a minimum of
training requirements.

(2) Reqeneration is the reconstruction of a unit through large-
scale replacement of personnel, equipment, and supplies. The intensive
nature of regeneration may require the withdrawal of the unit to a
designated, protected area where personnel, equipment, and supplies can
"join together. Regeneration is considered the more difficult
reconstitution option to execute because it requires the greatest amount
of effort, coordination, and training.

(a) Incremental regeneration is the infusion of individual
personnel replacements and single equipment items as shown in the WSRO
process.

(b) Whole unit regeneration is the complete replacement of
entire units or definable sub-elements.
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(c) Aspects of the reconstitution concept would be appropriati
additions to the MOD II personnel operations; however, its inclusion in
the model must be carefully cinsidered by other areas as well. Decause
reconstitution is a replacement system for both equipment and personnel,
it would depend heavily upon the supply, transportation and movement
capabilities of the model.

b. Currently, the immediate battlefield reorganization process

• 4 could be adopted for personnel and equipment using many of the available
functions and incremental regeneration is already represented in the

, WSRO process. (See chapter 5, paragraphs 5'and 6,and the appendix E
annex.) Unit reorganization would be handled by identifying one unit as
a supplier and one unit as a customer and designating the number of each
type of weapon system to be transferred from the supplying unit to the
customer. This event would be triggered by a game controller who would
provide the necessary information (e.g., the unit IDs and the amount and
type of systems involved). The amount to be transferred could be givenI either in quantities (preferred) or in percentages. A decision table
containing possible reorganization situations could be defined (e.g.,

threshold levels of unit effectiveness, special combinations of unit
status and battle strategy). During a unit evaluation, the decision
table would be checked and the gamer notified if necessary. The gamer

. would then make the decision.

* c. Because deliberate reorganization and whole unit regeneration
require movement of all or part of the unit, it is recommended that
these options be handled by the host model with its normal unit maneuver
capabilities. Situations could be defined (as in 4b above) in which the
game controller would be notified to decide whether or not to regenerate
a unit. If the decision is to regenerate a unit, the gamer designates
which, units are involved, what movement is-necessary, the priority of
the moves and the objective locations.

5. CSS Unit Attrition.

a. All units in the corps battlefield must be subject to attrition.,
The designers of this combat service support (CSS) module recognize
that, as CSS units are assessed and equipment is lost, the unit
capability is degraded. All processes developed for this module take
this into consideration.

b. The designers recognize that the biggest difficulty in modeling
the attrition of CSS assets in a c'orps-level model is the availability
of data. Th? fractional damage of an artillery round against an armored
unit is readily available. The fractional damage of an artillery round
against an ammuntion supply point or a maintenance depot is not
available. This docs not reduce the importance of such data.

c. The designers cannot suggest where such data can be acquired.
However, before a reasonable representation of CSS cn the battlefield an
be obtained, this attrition must be represe.ited.
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1 6. Rear BattlI.

/ a. The latest rear battle doctrine addresses the concept of
grouping combat support and combat service support units for security.
Units will be formed into a base cluster for mutual support (FM 90-14).
The base cluster commander will establish a base cluster operations
center (BCOC) for command and control purposes. The BCOC will be manned
by personnel and equipment inside the cluster.

b. The current CORDIVEN model will allow any unit to be attaoked in
direct fire ground combat. Each unit, however, fights individually. An
attacking unit would move easily between support units in the rear.

c. Support clusters could easily be modeled using the following
methodology:

(1) An interactive routine could be developed to allow a gamer
J# to build a cluster. He could define the cluster name and point to

cluster members.

(2) The cluster member would retain the member name. Cluster
membership would not eftect the operational performance of a support
unit.

(3) A maximum separation distance should be loaded. If a unit
• moves, it could automatically lose its membership in a cluster by

exceeding a specified distance from other members.

(4) When any of the cluster members i~s attacked in ground
' combat, all units would be under attack. The ground combat module would

use the assets from all of the cluster memters to compute the defenders
firing capability. If military police (MP forces are to be played as
part of a cluster's defense, the MP assecs can be loaded into one of the
cluster members.

d. The model will automatically adjust assets of a unit in combat
as a function of operation and threat. These would simulate the command
and control duties of the BCOC.

'd

e. The modr: will automatically restrict the movement of an
P attacking unit through a defending unit. Because the cluster unit would

be considered a single unit by' the ground combat module, movement
through the individual support units would be resticted. This would
give the clust,rd units an advantage over the non-clustered units in
CORDIVEM.

H-
U
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7. LevelJ iand.II-Threa.t

a. A level III threat (see Fff 90-14) is the only enemy threat
activity that can be explicitly represented in. a corps-level model.
Level I threat (e.g., enemy agent sabotage and terrorism) and level II
threat (e.g., raids and ambush by small teams) can not be explictly
represented. However, there is nt doubt that these activities can

.. ' impact on a support unit's performance.

b. For several reasons (e.g., model resolution, the lack of
credible data), the designers feel that the impact of both level I and
level II threat should be represented in a very simple, aggregated
manner.

c. The foilowing methodology s suggested:

(1) Reserve one word for very resolution unit played. This
word would be the amount of degrai ation suffered in the performance of

its task because of level I and lvell 11 threat.

(2) The gamer can enter t a amount of this degradation by unit
or by echelon. He could also ent r a time that it would be lost. An

* event would be set to remove the degradation (i.e., reset the value to
• ! zero) .

(3) If the gamer enters t e value by echelon, every unit in
that echelon would be affected. or example, if a brigade is affected,

all battalions and support units in the brigade would be affected.

8. Chemical Module. The chemica module is responsible for putting a
unit in MOPP and designating the nit's MOPP level bWfore the unit is
contaminated. The chemical modul should also be able to trigger the
decontamination process. The dec n module (see chapter 8 and appendix
6) is designed to be triggered ei her through gamer intervention or by

. the chemical module whenever a unit has been contaminated by a
persistent or semipersistent hazard.

9. Supply Module. Numerous list of various types must be maintained

by the host model in order to acc modate the supply module. The eupply
module must be able to create, ch rge and delete elements from numerous

types of lists including queues, llocations, etc. Also, the affect of
actions taken by'other modules on elements (e.g., units, supplies, 'etc.)
in lists that the supply module d als with must be portrayed by the host
model. The host model requiremen s that have been identi4ied are listed
and briefly discussed in the foll~wing paragraphs.
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APPENDIX I

GAMER INTERFACES AND OUTPUT

1.TRANSPORTATION-GA"IER INTERFACES.

DECON SUPPORT

SUMMARY: A gamer can designate decon support for a unit. The
gamer must move a decon unit to the supported unit
before making the designation. Decon can be performed
on all transporters leaving the supported unit,
entering the supported unit, or both.

SINPUT DATA: Supported unit ID Decon unit ID

Support Type: 0 s No Decon
I - Leaving Unit
2 = Entering Unit
3 - Leaving and Entering

aUILD MSR

SUMMARY: A main supply route (MSR) will be distinguishable
from other road networks. Ground transport units will
select an MSR before delivering supplies. It can
exist in the same hex as other routes and will
restrict traffic. It can be defined by cursor or hex
numbers input in order.

INPUT DATA: Location of each connecting node.

REDIRECT

SUMMARY: The objective of a unit can be changed while the
transporter is enroute. The gamer can change the
supplier or the customer.

INPUT DATA: New objective unit ID
Supplier or customer ID
Transporter I1

E.,
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2. SUPPLY-GAMER INTERFACES.

SEND SUPPLY CONVOYS

SUMMARY: The gamer can send a supply convoy from a supply
unit to a receiving unit, assuming both supply and
transportation assets are available one or more times
on either a.periodic basis or a gamer-specified
schedule. The gamer enters either the list of
supplies to be shipped each time or a planning factor
for each supply item. The planning factors would be
set up to vary the shipment by some amount dependent
upon the number of personnel or systems on-hand.

/

INPUT DATA:' Receiving unit ID Sending unit ID
(Supply Type, Item#, guantity)*Repetitions
Shipment time(s)

RELOCATE SUPPLY BASE

SUMMARY: The qamer can specify that a supply base be moved to a
specific locttion starting at a certain time. If
adequate transportation is available and enough time
is allowed, the move should take place on schedule.
The support relationships remain the same unless the
qamer chan 4 es them because a new unit assignment (a
new temporary boss) triggers the gamer to assiqn the
new support relationships.

INPUT DATA: Supply base ID New XY location
Begin move time

SET/CHANGE SUPPLY SUPPORT RELATIONSHIP PER UNIT

SUMMARY: At any time before or during the running of the
qame, the gamer can set/change the assigned suppliers
of a unit. ' Each unit will have a primary, a
secondary, and three alternate suppliers for each RO
supply type and a primary and secondary supplier for
all other supply types.

INPUT .DATA: Unit ID Supply type
Primarv supplier Secondary supplier
Altcrnate I Alternate 2
Alternate 3 Event time
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2. SUPPLY-GAMER INTERFACES (cant.).

SLT THE DAILY CONTROL SUPPLY RATE (CSR)

SUMMARY: The qamer will set the controlled supply rate for the
various supply items off-line every 24 hours for the

next day. This was described in some detail in the

Supply chapter (Volume I, chapter 4) in paragraph
7a(2) (b).

INPUT DATA: War duration estimate
Supply type
Control possible items list
Control threshold fraction
Corps-level apportionment
Division-level apportionment
Brigade-level apportionment

CHANGE RESUPPLY THRESHOLDS PER UNIT/SRC

SUMMARY: The gamer can at any time change the resupply
thresholds that are used. Each unit has up to three
thresholds for each RO supply type (the number will
vary depending upon the unit status, etc.). (Note:
an alternative method would be to use a command and

control process (F-COMMANDER) to change the threshold
levels. This would allow more factors to be
considered.)

INPUT DATA: Unit ID/SRC Supply type
Now thresholds Event time

CHANGE AUTHORIZED _QANTITY'OF SUPPLY PER UNIl CR SRC

,SUMMARY: The gamer car change the authorized level of a supply
type or a supply ite& by some frartional amount for a

unit or SRC by echelon or operation. The new
authorized level can be set for one to infinite
repetitions of supoly check. This interface changes
the lev2l of supplies that the supply process attempts
to maintain: it is not performing *magic' resupply.

I NUT _ A': Unit I[L/SRC ClIpply type
Echelor Operation cooe
Qepetitions Event time

J.



2. SUPPLY-SANER INTERFACES (cont.).

TRIGGER RESUPPLY CHECK

SLUMAR___Y:i This interface qives the gamer the capability to
cause a resupply check immedia^ely for a unit or SRC
type per echelon and operation.

INPUT DATA: Unit ID/SRC Supply type
Echelon Operation code
Event time

CHANGE RESUPPLY CHECK SCHEDULE

SUMMARY: The gamer can chanqe scheduled resupply check times
for a unit or SRC type oor echelon and operation.

INPUT DATA: Unit ID/SRC Supply type
Echelon . Operation code

Event time

CHANGE SUPPLY TYPE CHARACTERISTIC FILE (D-DF5)

SUMMARY: The gamer can chanoe thi data in the supply type
characteristics file to include the fraction of
throughput (TP) or ALOC in the theater each day for
a given unit or SRC typo. The fraction of TP or ALOC
arriving at the other units will be automatically
adjusted.

INPUT DATA: Unit ID/SRC Supply type
Echelon Fraction received
Event time

CHANGE SUPPLY ITEMATJ IBTE FILE (D-DF6)

"SUMMARY: The gamer can alter the data in the supply item
attribute file to include the total amount of a supply
type or supply iten arriving in the theater, total
ALOE arrlvinQ, exception flaq, etc.

INPUT DATA.: Day (Supply Item. Amount)*
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2. SUPPLY-SANER INTERFACES (cont.).

CHANEE RO SUPPLY ITEM FORECAST DATA FILE (D-DF7)

SUMMARY: The gamer can alter the data file of the forecast
amount of a supply item per gased systems or nongamed
systems 'or a unit or standard requirements code (SRC)
type per ichelon and operation.

INPUT DATA: Unit ID/SRC Supply item
Echelon Operation code
Repetitions Event time

3. PERSONNEL-SAMER INTERFACES.

UPDATE UNIT STATUS

SUMMARY: The gamer can change a unit's personnel-receiving
status by setting or resetting the unit's live/dead
flag.

INPUT DATA: Unit ID Flag status

RELOCATE R-POOL

SUMMARY: The gamer will be able to change the R-POOL servicing
a unit by enterino the customer ID, and the now R-POOL
ID. The change will be racorded in both the customer
state vector and in the R-POOL list.

INPUT DATA: Customer ID (new) R-POOL ID

FRkýQqATE DISTRIBUTION POINT

S•U.MMARY: The gamer can chanqe a unit's distribution point by
selecting the new distribution point and mapping it
to the customer in the distribution point table.

INPUT DATA: Customer ID (net) Distribution point I1
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3. PERSONNEL-6AMER INTERFACES (cont.).

TARGET EFFECTIVENESS LEVELS

SUMMARY: The allocation table consists of the target weapon
effectiveness levels for every unit in the game. The
target levels give the level of weapon effectiveness
to be reached if 100% weapon effectiveness cannot be
reached. The qamer can change a unit's target level
to anticipate future needs.

INPUT DATA: Unit ID Target level
Opcode (optional)

CREW SIZE

SUMMARY: The gamer may chance a weapon system's crew size fro*
full crew to minimum crew by setting the max and min
flag.

INPUT DATA: Weapon system ID

UNIT PERSONNEL INVENTORY

SUMMARY: A persohnel inventory shows the maximum number of
each personnel category needed by a unit to man its
systems and perform its tasks. The gamor can alter
the number of personnel allotted to a unit but it is
reccmended that this only be done in conjunction with
alterations on the weapon system/task inventory.

INPUTDATA: Personnel category IUni't ID
Cateqory quantity

PERSONNEL REDISTRIBUTION

SUMMAR : It is desirable that the distribution of personnel
reflect the most recent command control decisions.
When a unit's personnel allotment will be affected
(i.e., when the unit' effectiveness target levels have
been chanoed) , the gamur can set the unit's CC flag.

INPUT DATA; t'stribution point unit ID Unit ID

i
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~.PERSONNEL-GAMER INTERFACES (cent.).

DEL IVERY TIMNES

SUMMARY: A delay table will be used to determine how long the
personnel assignment (ASSGN) will take to be
(completely) delivered. The gamer may alter the times
to better reflect nonparametric conditions.

INPUT DATA: R-POOL ID Unit to
Distribution point ID Delay ties

4. DECONTAMINATION-GAMER INTERFACE.

DECON REQUEST

SUMMARY: A unit can be directed by a game controller to receive
decontamination. The unit must have been. hit by
either persistent or semipersistent agents. In
addition to specifying a unit to be deconned, the
gamer can specify the decon unit and the decon site.

INPUT DATA: Contaminated unit ID Decon unit ID
Decon ;its (optional)

5. HISTORY OUTPUT.

a. The designers of this model, spent considerable time working with
the school repres(,.tatives and the anticipated model users learning each
functional area and identifying the anticipated model usage and output
requirements.

b. Analysts from the Studiits and Analysis Directorate (SAD) and

Sc~nario and War Gaming Direct~rate (SWG). Combined Arms Operations
Research Activity (CAOFA) prov~ded the designers with a list of output
data needed to support the an4.ysis of studies they anticipate will be
doie with a balanced corps-lev,?l model. Listed below are tho loqistics
output requirements for the Com:bined Arms Mission Area Analysis provided
by SAD:

o Ma)or Equipment Items.

- Number of damaged or destroyed items that were.not
replaced within expe(,ted time.

Reason for nonreplaccaent

1-
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oo Evacuation capability shortfall

Equipment
Crew%

- Road conqestion

O0 Repair capability shortfall

S- Support unit overload
- Repair parts

oo Replacement shortfall

- Items not available
S- Reason

o Poroleum. uils. and lubricants (POL), ammo

* - Number of times that shcrtaqes were noted
(unified requests')

- Reason #of shortaqe

oo Supply point shortfalls (reason?)

oo Carrier capability from supply point to unit
-4

- Equipment
- Personnel
- Road conqestion

Personnel

Number and type of units not returned to full strength
*witnin expected time

- Reason for shortfall

oo Evacuation system caaabality

O0 MldaCal faclity capability

Capacitv
PToronnel

Equipment and Supplies

oo Personnel replacement svitem

- Miitarv occupational quecialty (MOS)
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c. Each designer performed a detailed analysis of his functijnal
area to determine where in the model logic the output functions should
be located. The -esult of this analysis was prodictablet the output
data needod by the analyst could be extracted from the action
generators.

d. For the desiqners, the review of each functional area was an
affirmaton of their ideas concerning the JSD eothodologyi

(I) The entities were selected because they were the critical

£ elements in the simulation that needed to be tracked. Any real world

entity that was considered important to a corps-level model was made a
mo'el entity.

(2) The actions for each entity were selected because they

represent key changes of state in the entity.

e. The entities that are selected for the model should be those
that need to be traced by, the analyst. The actions selected should

Srepresent the events that are important in the life of the eftity and
that record a change in the entity. The JSD entities and actions should
correspond to the entities and actions of interest to the analyst.

2 f. Each time an action is executed for an entity, the data changes
should be recorded in the history file. As described above, this file
wiil consist of all the key event data for the simulation. With very
few exceptions, this is all that is needed to meet the output

requirements of the users. The exceations thus far identified lie in
the personnel operations area and are listed belowt

(H) The Soldier Support Center has requested strength accounting
-* output data. The data will be accumulated for an entire period (24
F, hours) for each replacement pool (R-POOL). for each echelon, and for

each period. The information avaiiable will be the number of each
pQrsonnel category. reqvisitioned, the unit requesting the personnel, the
reason (i.e., unit shortfall or weaoon system replacement operation
(WSROi crew request), and the number of personnel of each cateqory

supplied.

(2) Other possible personnel outputs would include the number of
substitute ;ersonnel provided for a qiven perscnnel cateqore: the length
of time required to satisfy WSkO requestst the length of tioe required
tor replacement personnel to reach thpir assiqned unitl and the number

, .*1 personnel assignments cancelled or rerouted.

4
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APPENDIX J

DATA REOUIREMENTS

1. DATA F.LE CROSS-REFERENCE.

RE.F NAME USER

C-DFI CONTROL. UNIT REPORT STRUCTURE F-DIRECT-ROST (C-F2)

C-DF2 MAXIMUM REQUEST LIFE F-TCONTROL ,(C-F3)
F-TSUPPLIER (C-F4)

C-DF3 HAULING CAPACITY F-TCONTROL (C-F3)
F-TSUPPLIER (C-4)

P-DF4 COMMODITY MEASURE F-TCONTROL (C-F3)
F-TSUPPLIER (C-F4)

C-DF5 TRAVEL TYPE F-TSUPPLIER (C-4)

C-DF6 IMPLICIT MOVE RATE F-GND-IlP-TRAVEL (C-F7)
F-AIR-IMP-TRAVEL (C-F9)
F-SCHED-IMP-TRANSP (C-F14)

"C-DF7 PM DATA F-TRANSP-PM (C-F12)

C-08S MINIMUM TRANSPORT SIZE F-SPLIT-CK (C-413)

C-OF? IMPLICIT UNIT MANY

C-DFI,' IMPLIC1T STATIONARY DATA F-SCHED-IMP-TRANSP (C-F14)

C-DFII r-SUPPLIER C2 TIME F-TSUPPLIER (C4F4)

C-DF12 T-CONTROL C2 TIME F-TCONTROL (C-F3)

D-DFi SCHEDULED SUPPLY CHECK F-RO-RQMT (D-FI)

D-02 SCHEDULED SUPPLY CHFCK TIMES F-RO-RQMT (D-F)

D, f-DF' SYSTEM FUEL CONSUMPTION F-FUEL-USED (D-F)

,',J -
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REF NAME USE*

D-DF4 RESUPPLY TH4RESHOLDS F-RO-SUPPLYCK (D-F3)

D-DF5 RO SUPPLY TYPE CHARACTERISTICS F-RO-SUPPLYCX* (D-F3)

D-DF6 RD SUPPLY ITEM CHARACTERISTICS F-RO-SUPPLYCK 04-3)
F-ALLDC-ORDER (D-F14)

D-DF7 SUPPLY TYPE RWflNT FORECASTS F-RO-SUPPLYCK (D-F3)

D-DF9 PLANNING FACTORS F-PF-ROMT (04F5)

D-0F9 PLANNING FACTOR SUPPLY SCHEDULE F-PF-RGMT (D45S)

*D-DFIO SPECIAL SUPPLY ORDERS F-JF-RQNT ID046)

D-DFII WSRO ME I AMMO/FUEL BASIC LOADS F-WSRO-SPLY-ROD (D-F8)
F-SHIP-AVAIL (D-FI(.u
F-ALLOC-ORDER (D-Fl41

D-DF12 SUBSTITUTES FOR SUPPLY ITEMS F-SUPPLY-RQST (D-FiI)

E-DFI SYSTEM/CREW TABLE F-PEREP tE-FI)
F-CALPER (E-46)
F-AARCRU (E-412)
F-CHINV (E4F4)

E-DF2 R-POOL LIST F-PEREP CE-Fl)

E-DF3 DISTRIBUTION POINTS F-PEREP CE-FI)

E-DF4 SUBSTITUTION TABLE F-L0CPER (E-F14

E-DF5 ALLOLATION TABLE F-ALLPER CE-F5)

E-DF6 STANDARD INVENTORY F-PEREP (E-Fl)

E-DF7 DEMAND GROUP F-PEREP (E-FH)
F-HNWSR (E4F7)
F -OLKSR (E-FB)
F~-F ILLWS iE-F91
F-SUPPER iE-FlO))
F-CHVCUS (E-Fil)

-sE-DF9 W-QUEUE F-FEREP (E-FI)
'p FALLf:ER Eý

F-CALPER



*REF -NAME USER

E-DF9 WSR-QUEUE F-WSRO Q4-2)
F-NUWSR (E-F7)IF-OLWSR fE-F9)
F-FILLOS (E-F9)
F-ARRCRU (E-F12)
F-SUPPER (E-FIO)
F-CHKCUS (E-FII)

F-.CALPER (E-Fb)
E-DFIO RQHT F-PEREP (E-FI)

F-CHINV (E-F4)
F-ALLPER (E-F5)
F-CALPER (E-F6)

IE-DFIl T-QU'EUE CEILINGS *F-PEREP' IE-F'I)

F-DFI' DAILY-AVAILABLE-RlESOURCE HOURS F-REP-RES-ALLOC tF-F)
F-HOLD/MOVE-AS,SESS fF-F2)

F-DF2 RESOURCE-TYPE-SUBSTITUTES F-REP-RES-ALLOC IF-FPU1<F-HOLD/MOVE-ASSESS (F-F2)

F-DF3 PERSONNEL/VICTIM-TYPE F-TRANSFORM (F-F3)
* PROBABILIT.Y-TAOLE

F-DF4 SYSTEM-7YPE/ROUND-7YPE/VICTIK- F-TRANSFORM (F-F3)
TYPE PROBABILITY-TABLE

F-DF5 RJ-TYPE-CLASSES F-TRANSFORM (F-F3)
F-RAN/DNBI-INIT (F-F4)

F-DF6 SYSIEM-TYPE/RAM-ONBI-TYPE F-RAM/DNBI-INIT (F4F4)
PROBABILITY-TABLE

*F-DF7 RECOVERY-VEHICLE-TADLE F-RECOVERY (F-Fbo

F-DF8 -DAILY-AVAILABLE-RECOVERY F-RECOVERY (F4F6)
VEHICLE RESOURCE HJURS

IF-DF9 LIKE-RUEOVERY-SYSTEMS F-RECOVERY IF-F6)

F-DFIQ REPAIR-JOB-RECOVERf-VEH F-RECOVERY (F-F6)
HOURS-REQUIREMENT F-RECOVERY-SUPPORT (F4F7)

p F-RECOVERY--SHORT (F-FBI

J_



REF NAME USER

*.F-DFII REPAIR-JOD-TEMPLATE A-CREATE (F-Al)
1A-ABANDON-RJ (F-A12)

A-PASSBACK-RJ (F-A2)
liA-COMBINE-RJ (F-A3)

A-CLASSIFY-RJ (F-A4)

F-DF12 UNIT ASSETS MANY

F-DF13 REC-EVAC-CAPADILITIES F-EVAC-MANA6ER (F-FlI)

F-DFI.4 RJ-LOAD/UNLOAD-TIME. A-CONTAMINERJ (F-A4)

6-DFI DECON MAXIMUM SHIFT TIME F-DECISION (6-Fl)

G-DF2 DECON UNIT REPORT STRUCTURE F-DECISION (G-Fl)

4 -DF3 CONTAMINATION LIFE TABLE F-DECaN-AVAIL (G-F2)

G-DF4 DETACHMENT-PERCENTAGE TABLE F-PREPARE (64F3)

G-OF5 SYSTEM TYPE QUANTITY F-DECON (64Fb)

G-DF6 DECON SETUP TIME . F-DECON-ATODJ (-~

G-DF7 DECON PROCESS TIME F-DECON (G-F6)

* -DF8 DECON CLEANUP TIME ý-DONE-OECON (G-F7).

J -



2. DATA FILES.

C-DI CONTROL UNIT REPORT STRUCTURE

SUMMARYs a. This is a transportation control unit reporting
structure. Every unit of any type that can request
transportation must have a control unit to report to.
A requesting unit can report to itself (e.g., maneuver
unit with its own trucks) or it can repurt to a higher
echelon control unit (0.q., division movement control
officer (MCO)).

b. These data should bk preprocessed and the report
relationships set up automatically. The default

should be that each unit report first to division NCO,
then to the movement control center (MCC), then to the
theater army MCC. The TA NCC can control any
transportatlon assets outside of corps. The
preprocessor must have override capability.

c. Each unit should have a -tate vector attribute
that identifies its transportation control unit.

d. Each control unit must have a separate state
vector attribute to identify its next corvtrol unit.

o. two separate attributes for c and d are necessary
so that a customer can be its own control unit.

DATA USER: F-DIRECT-ROST (C-F2)

J-5



C.-DF2 MAXIMUM iNEQUEST LIFE

SUMMARY: Thi% provides the maximum tie@ a request can. be in
one place without being processed. After that time
has elapsed, a decision is made about what. to do mitts
the request. The request lIfe defiuies the maximum
time a request can exist at a co~itroller and at a
transportation supplier.

DATA USER: F-TCONTROL ý(C-3)
F-TSUPPLIER (C-Ffl

PARAMETERS: Request processor type:
(controller or transportation supplier)

Request processor echelon
Support type

RESPONSE: Any time considered the maximum time before a
decision is made about the request (0-999999)

J -6



C-DF3 HAULING CAPACITY

SUMMARY: This provides the hauling capacity of each vehicle
and aircraft. Any vehicle or aircraft that will be
used by the transportation model must be included
here. The capacity must be given in both volume and
weight; gallons for liquid. The unit of measure can
be in any measurement as lonq as it matches file C-DF4
for each side (Blue or Red).

DATA USER: F-TCONTROL (C-F3)
F-TSUPPLIER (C-F4)

PARAMETERS: Vehicle type
Commodity liquid or solid

RESPONSE: Solid: Volume in cubic meters or feet
Weight in short tons (STONS)

Liquid: Volume in gallons
Weight in STONS



C-DF4 COMMODITY MEASURE

SUMMARY: This provides the capacity needed to haul each
commodity. The commodity must be defined in the same
terms as ia is ordered in (e.q., rounds, bladdors!.
The size must be qiven in both weiaht and volume.
NOTE: The unit of measures. between C-DF4 and C-DF5
must match for each side (Blue and Red).

DATA USER: F-TCONTROL (C-F3)
F-TSUPPLIER (C-F4)

PARAMETERS: Comodity type

RESPONSE: For each commodity:
Weiqht in STONS
Voluce in cubic meters or feet or ballons

J-8



C-DF5 TRAVEL YPE

SUMMARYs This defines whether an implicit or explicit
transportation unit should be created. If an explicit
unit is to be created, this* defines whether implicit
ur explicit travel will be used.

DATA USER: F-TCONTROL (C-F3,
F-TSUPPLIER (C-F4)

PARAMETERSZ Transportation type (air or ground)
Origination point (parent unit) echelon
Destination point (customer) echelon

RESPONSEs Implicit transportation
Explicit transporter implicit travel'
Explicit transporter explicit transporter

J-9



C-DF6 IMPLICIT MOVE RATE

SUMMARY: This is used in the computation to determine
ioplicit travel time. Because ground units will NOT
check conditions along a tout*, some ;reassumed
conditions must be established when defining the
implicit movement rate data. Every vehicle and
aircraft type that can be used as a transporter must
be defined in this table.

DIAT A U-SER: F-SND-IMP-TRAVEL (C-F7)

F-AIR-IMP-TRAVEL (C-FB)

?ARAMETERS: Vehicle type

Environmental conditions;
o Day/Night
o Summer/Winter
o Dry/Rain or Snow

RESPONSE: Movement rate in meters per minute.,

J-iQ



C-DF7 PH DATA

,•UIMARY, This is used to determine the delay between the
time a vehicle/aircraft arrives back at its parent
unit and the time it will be available for service.
This delay should incLude all preventive maintenance
(PHI) tie., refueling time, etc.

Q DTA, QjjtRz F-TRANSP-PM IC-F12)

PARA•ETERSt Vehicle type

RESPONSg't PH dulav time

0
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IUMPARVe Thas definei the inlneme size for a convo• of qround
vehicles and for ' flight of aircraft. This is

especially isportant tn & fractional dasaq#eamdel like
CORDIVER in order to avoid s*all fractions of
transporters eovino on the battlefield.

WA4 USER, F-SPLIT-CK (r-Pi3l

PARAATIRsI Irjnsqp'rt type Wqro"nd or air)
Echelon of parent unit

R(SIrQ4%EI minleue transporter site (0-99) .

4NOTEI The detigners see no reason to ever have
the minieum at any echelon loss than 1.

-o.5

".5
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C-0F9L!IJLVi

ee1V!_AA!!Y3 This will be a temporary file. When an implicit unit
is created, an entire explicit unit record is not
needed. This smaller record can be passed and treated
in ouch the so*e way as an explicit unit record. It
*ill be smaller and easy-to create and delete.

DATA. USERs Most transportation units

*,DATA ENTRIESI Unit record ID Customer ID
Supplier ID Current location
Transportation supplier ID (Parent)
Objective unit Objective location
Vehicle type Load type, quantity
Mission statusl

0 a at parent ready for mission
I a at supplier

* * 2 a at customer
3 a at parent with mission complete

.4

S.'.
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cPf_~JEi.JL TSTATIONARY DATA

9MMARYi This is used in the computation to determine implicit
transporation time. Implicit transportation is the
most aoqreqated fora of materiel and personnel
movement. No d tailed load/unload time or
administration iie will be considered. This allows
the user to inp t constant times so that it will be
considered. This time is added to the move time.

PAT A. ýUm R. F-SCHED-l P-TRANBP (C-FI2)

PARAMETERSI Ground or air transporter
Startina point (parent, supplier, customer)

,ESPONSEs Ties to account for stationary time
(e.q. . load time) (0-99999) in 'minutes.

-%r

S.

p.
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C-DFII T-SUPPLIER C2 TI 9

SUMMARY: This defines a co*sand and control delay time at the
transportatioc supplier unit. The time accounts for
the time not Pxplicitly modeled such as coordination
time within a unit, time to decide what vehicles to
use, and tig'j to qet the vehicles toqether at a
debarkation point.

*DATA US ERt F-TFUPOLIER (C-F4

PARAMETERS: Transportation supplier types

!e.q., truck, helicopter)
Echolon

RESPOfWSj CZ delay time (Oto 9999) in minutes

.- 4
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C-DFU CONTROL C2 TIME

t UNARY: This defines a command and control delay time at the
transportation control unit. The time accounts for
the tiý- not explicitly modeled such as coordination

* time within a command center, time to make a decision,
and time to communicate the decision within an
echelon. This shou!d only account foe communication
within an echelon. Communcation between e&helons is

throuqh the Comao module.

QkTýA YSKR: F-TCONTROL (C-F31

PARAMETERS: Transportation controller echelon

RESPONSEI C2 delay time (0 to 9999) in minutes

.3
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D-DFl SCHEDULED SUPPLY CHECK

SUMNARY: a. This file lists the units which have one or more
of their RO supply types checked on a scheduled

.• basis.

b. These data should be preprocessed and the support
relationships set up automatically. During the play
of the game, lists are maintainud by priority
changes. They include new units added to the list,
dead units taken off. the list, changes in support
relationships, etc.

c. Each unit has a list of suppliers to which it
sends its supply requirements. In some-cases (e.g.,
ammo), this means breakinq.the supply requirements
into sore'than one ,order because the unit's suppliers
each provide different itees of the supply type in
the unit's basic load.

4.

DATA J_5ERi F-RO-RQNT (D-FI)

PARAMETERSs Side Unit type (SRC)
RO supply type Scheduled time

RESPONSEs List, of units in required order

J.1

p
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D-DF2 SCHEDULED SUPPLY CHECK TIMES

SUflMARY: This file specifies the times of units that have RO
supply types checked on a scheduled basis. See
SCHEDMLED SUPPLY CHECK (D-DFI).

DATA USER: F-RO-ROMT (D-FI)

"PARAMETERS: Side Unit type (SRC)
RO supply type turrent game time

RESPONSE: Schedule time for a particular group of units
to be checked.

pa

a,.

a,

I

I
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D-DF3 SYSTEM FUEL CONSUMPTION

SUMMARY: a. This data file qives the fuel type and
consumption rate of a system operating in a unit
type (SRC) performing a specific operation type
(OPCODE).

b. This file also provides the data for nonplayed
fuelburning systems. This accounts for the fuel.
consumption for systems found in the TOE of a unit
that are never specifically played in the model,
suLh as generators. The amount obtained from the data
file is for the unit at 100 percent of its table of
organization and equipment (TOE) strength. This is
altered in the function by the unit's level of system
effectiveness.

DATA USER: F-FUEL-USED (0-F2)

PARANETERS: Side Unit type (SRC)
OPCODE System ID

RESPON.SE: Consumption rate in quantity/hcur. The measurements
must be consistent with the other fuel measures
used in the force, includina. system fuel tank
and storage facilities capacities.

J
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D-DF4 RESUPPLY THRESHOLDS

SUNMARY: This file provides the threshold level, in fractional
fore (0.0 - 1.00), to which a unit's current supply
status for any supply type is compared. The unit's
current status is the fraction of the unit's
requisition objective (RO) amount that is currently
available or due-in. There are three threshold
levels: one for the reorder point, one for the
critical point, and one for the emergency resupply
point. AllRO supply types need at least the reorder
threshold. A set of thresholds is needed for each
supply type, unit type (SRC), and MSNCODE. Default
tables will be provided before preprocessing. These
can be changed by the gamer in preprocessing or durinq
the running of the game. (Notes Decision tables can
replace the threshold logic that is in the desiqn).

DATA USER: F-RO-SUPPLYCK (D-F3)

PARAMETERS: Side Unit type (SRC)
RD supply type MSNCODE

RESPONSE: Reorder threshold (0.0 to 1.0)
Critical threshold (0.0 to 1.0)
Emergency threshold (0.0 to 1.0)

j _,,



D-DF5 SUPPLY TYPE CHARACTERISTICS

SUMMARY: This file provides information on several supply
type characteristics. These data qenerally apply to
all items of the supply type and are often fractions
or flaqs.

DATA USER: F-RO-SUPPLYCK (D-F3)
F-LIFT-JOB (D-F46)
F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER (D-F17)

PARAMETERS: Supply type
Current unit type (SRC)
Echelon of current unit

RESPONSE: RD flag Tailgate flag
Fraction ALOC arriving at unit SRC
Fraction throughput to unit SRC

(Note: This includes pipeline/barge delivery)

J 1
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D-DF6 SUPPLY ITEM CHARACTERISTICS

SUMMARY: This file provides information peculiar to various
supply type items. Some of the data are in terms
of the total amount of an item or the weight of an
item; others are flags indicating special treatment.

DATA USER: F-RO-SUPPLYCK (D-F3)
F-ALLOC-ORDER (D-F14)
F-ARRIVE-CUSTOMER (D-F17)

PARAMETERS: War state (peace, transition to war, or war)
Side Supply type
Item ID

RESPONSE: Total amount (less ALOC) arriving in theater
this day

Total amount of ALOC arriving in theater
this day

Weight of item (STONS)
Storage requirement per item

(Gals, Ltrs, CuFt, etc.)

J-22
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D-DF7 SUPPLY ITEM FORECASTS

SUMHARY. This file provides the amount of a supply type itel
that should be added (if any) to a unit's regular
order to account for an assigned mission beginning in
the near future.

DATA USER: F-RO-SUPPLYCK (D-F3)

PARAMETERS: Side Unit type (SRC)
RO supply type Item ID
MSNCODE

RESPONSE: Total additional amount reqiired per day of the item

J-23
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D-DFS SUPPLY PLANNINS FACTORS

SUMMARY: This file cont3ins the planning factor for
determining how such PF supply type is elloted to
or consuemed by a unit, based on the personnel
available.

DATA USER: F-PF-RQMT (D-FS) 4

PARAMETERS: Side Supply type
Unit type "OPP posture UPCDDE
Contaminati~n level

RESPONSE: Weiqht asount/man/day

J- 4



SUMMARY: This file contain% the tiC. -chedduio for the PF
supply type consumption and appraisal occurancus.
The tiUes are not qase clock times but daily time
schedules based on the 24-hour clock.

*.pT A.i.Us..r P-PP-RMgfl (3-Ps)

PWAITIMS: Side supply type.

* .ftqqS.OH9s Time 04 next occurrence.

el
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Eol KWA-SUMNLAYKRI

p.

% ty.AARi a. This file catpains the inforeation about any
special job supply orders that are set up by the
gaaer/user before or during the Ia&e or that are
requested by a unit during the qgae.

Ib. The special suoply orders are those that are
required to provide supplies for special sobs nnt

ordinarily expected by a unit or those for which
adeauate supplies are not usually available. For
example, the sines needed by an engineering unit to

lay a enefinrold. The sines require too such cargo
space to be carried ds pert of a unit's regular
inventory.

c. This file is also used for setting up one or sore
shipaents from one supplier unit to a receiver unit
which can be either specified in detail or based on a
planning factor (co., surviv.nq systass or on-hand

personnel). The shipsents can be sent on a regularlv

scheduled basis or on any specified periodic basis.

DATA USERS F-JF-4GMT (D-Fb)

PARAPIETEkSi Side Order fusber

RfESPONM$J: SUPPLY CUSTCMER ID SUPPLIER I1
Order list Schedule time

* Reoetitions

i.,
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QFj.WSRO ME! A~fO~~jMýkk

JUM ARYi This file contains the amount of each ammunition/
fuel iteo contained in a weapon system replacement
objective (WSRO) major-end-item (MEi) basic load.
(Note: This is not necessarily the sao as the
ite*-to-systeo relationship that euists in CORDIVER.
For instance, a unit's basic load of an ammunition
type used by several different systems may be
determined during preprocessing by multiplying the
number of each system using it in the unit by the
system's basic load size and adding thee together.
However, a basic load would not be issued to the
system.)

DATA USERs F-WSRO-SPLY-RQD (0-48)
F-SHIP-AVAIL (3-10)
F-ALLOC-ORDER (3-14)

!,PARAIE.TRS Side NlI

RE.SPQNSjt (Supply type, itemo, aeount)# in N-I types IL
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D-OF12~ 24SL T95O PPYITE-mS

SUMMAR.! This file contains any assiqned substitutes for
supply items. If the supply Item oripindlly
reouired by the unit is not available or the SUPPLY
CUSTOMER has surpassed its controlled allotment,
then zubatitates are looked for.

DATA US-E.R: F-SUPPLY-ROST (0-Fll)

PARAMXTE"%: Side Supply TO

Supply Itie ID

RgSPONSE_ Substitute supply ite* 10

I"
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E-DFI SYSTEM/CREW TABLE

SJLMMRYs The weapon sy.tel/task crew table consists of mappings
of weapon systems and personnel categories. For each
svstim, the full crew and minimum crew sizes are
provided for each personnel type involved. It is
currently assumed that there can be at most two types
of personnel associated with any one system type.

PT 0T49S1: F-PEREP 4-I
F-CALPER (E-F&)
F"CHINV (E-F4)
F-ARRCRU (E-F12)

PARA_ TRýS: weapon system ID
Max or Min indicator (full or sin crew sizes).

RESPONSj: Returninq values would consist of the category and
the number of each personnel category required for a
single crew of the specified system.

A
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tyHqAR~s A list of the R-POOL uni't Its i to be set. up in the
order in which they are 'to lt evaluated (looest
echelon to highest, etc).

DATA MJtE!: F-PEREP (E-FI)

PARAMNTE!RS None

R.PJ';$Ea When F-PEREP begins, the list Is obtained and
the R-POOL unit IOs are referenced in order.

''
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E-DF3 DISTRIBUTION POINTS

SUNMARYi The distribution points are units-to which convoys
will deliver personnel. For example, the brigade
headquarters for a qroup of battalions will be their
distribution point. Because each distribution point
will be a defined unit in the game, the table will
consist of a mappinq of customer unit IDs to
distribution point unit IDs.

JATA USER: F-PEREP (E-FI)

PARAMETERSs Customer unit ID

RESPONSE: The distribution point ID is returned.

V
V

I.
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E-DF4 SUBSTITUTION TABLE

SUMMARYs The substitution table contains 411 of the acceptable
alternative categories for each category of personnel
used in the game. One suggested format would be a
square matrix with each row/column being a category of
personnel. The entries would indicate whether the
column category was a substitute for the row category.
Another format would be a list of linked lists. With
either arrangement, one-way substitutions would be
permitted.

DATA USERk: F-LOCPER Q4E-13)

PARAMETER: Personnel category needing a substitute.

RESPONSE: Returning value would be either an appropriate
substitute category or a NIL (neqative) response.
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E-DF5 A"OCATION TABLE

SUMMARYs The allocation table contains the target weapon
effectiveness levels for every unit in the gase.
The target levels represent the level of weapon
effectiveness that should be attained if 100% weapon
effectiveness cannot be reached. The table values can
be changed by gamer intervention.

DATA USER: F-ALLPER (E-Fl)

PARAMETERS: Unit ID Unit opcode
Unit function coJe

RESPONSE: Allocation percentage
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E-DF6 STANDARD INVENTORY

SUINVARYi The personnel inventorio* a# units which are, not,
evaluated in terms of weapon effectiveness, such as
replaceent pools (R-POOLs), medical units, and
meintenance units, are coap•rtd w*itr a dwfault
inventory when it is neces-sary to determine what
replacements they require. The inventory should
consist of a mapping of required tasks and required
personnel (by number and by category). If one
category of personnel can be used for more- than one
task, the total number of personnel in the category
should be provided. The inventory (quantities and
categories) can be adjusted by gamer intervention.

DATA USER: F-PEREP (E-FI)

PARAMETERS: Unit ID Unit opcode

RESPONSE: Personnel categories and quantities
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E-DF7 DEMAND GROUP (R-POOLDemand,. Accumulated0.Domanqd Theater Queue)

SUMMARYA The R-POOL demand represents the personnel requests
against the R-POOL during the current time period.
The customer shortfalls and the WSRO RQSTS which have
occurred during the period are accumulated to show the
number in each category requested, whether they Nprc
supplied or not.

The accumulated demand (ACC-Demand) is created during
F-PEREP. Following the evaluation of each R-POOL and
the assignment of its personnel, the R-POOL demand is
added into the accumulated demand. When all R-POOLs
of an echelon have been evaluated, the ACC-Demand will
represent the total personnel requirement of that
echelon for the current period. At the end of the
cycle, the total personnel requirement for the corps
will be available. It will be stored in the theater
queue to be used as a future personnel allotment.

The theater queue (T-Queue) will be a first-in-first-
out (FIFO) queue representing the personnel allotments
arrivinq at tOh theater for distribution to the corps.
At the startof the game. the T-Queue will be filled
with estimated allotments. The uppermost entry in the
queue will be popped off when a corps allotment is due
and the new ACC-Demand will be added to the end of the
queue. TheT-Queue will hold enough entries to
simulate the length of time needed for personnel
requested in reponse to equirements to arrive (e.g..
five entries will be needed if it takes five days for
the replacements requested (i.e., the-demand) to
arrive at the front).

DATA USER: F-PEREP (E-Fl)
F-OLWSR (E-F8)
F-NUWSR (E-F7)
F-FILLWS' (E-F9)
F--CHKCUS (E-FII)
F-SUPPER (E-FIO)

I

DATAENTRIES: Personnel cateqory Personnel quantity
(i.e... the rumber of each personnel category
required.)



E-DF8 W-QUEUE

SUMMARY: The W-Oueue is the assignment structure associated
with each R-POOL. When replacements are assigned, an
assignment (ASSG?4) is created which groups the
replarements according to the distribution points
involved (i.e.. the personnel are assi ne4 to P-
CUSTOMER units: the P-CUSIOMER units are grouped
according to their distribution points: the personnel
assioned to P-CUSTOMERs with the same distribution
point will be an ASSGN). The W-Queue will hild the
ASSGN until it can be transferred to either the

distribution point or a transporter.

DATA lUSER: F-PEREP (E-FI)
F-ALLPER (E-F5)
F-CALPER (E-Fb)

DATA ENTRIES: Asson ID Distribution point ID

Customer IDs Customer shortfalr
fDistribution total Delay time
Mode o+ transportation
Allocated personnel (each customer's, by

category)



E-DF9 WSR-QUEUE

SUMMARY: The WSR-Queue is associated with each R-POOL and is
used to hold the WSRO personnel crews while-they are
beinq built and until they are sent 4or. When supply
issues a ROST. the ROST is entered into the
appropriate MSR-Queue and remains there until either
the crews are supplied or the ROST is cancelled.

DATA USERS: F-WSRO (E-F2)
F-NUNSR tE-F7)
F-OLMSR (E-F8)
F-FILLMS (E-F9)
F-ARRCRU (E-F12)
F-SUPPER (E-FIO)
F-CHKCUS (E-Fll)
f-CALPER (E-F6)

DATA ENTRIESt ROST ID Customer ID
Systems required Personnel allocated
Personnel required Personnel assiqned
Crews available

J-:
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E-DFjQ RONT

SUNARY: The requirement (RQHT) is a temporary array created to
hold the customer and total personnel requireseLts

(shortfalls) and the peracnnel assigned from the
R-POOL during the replacement process (F-PEREP). The

total customer shortages in each personnel cateopry
are determined and the personnel to meet this demand
are removed from the R-POOL inventory and placed in

the RONT. Later, when all categories have been

accounted for, the personnel will be removed from the
RONT, allocated to the individual customers, and

placed into the W-Queue.

DATA USER: F-PEREP (E-FI)
F-CHINV (E-F4)
F-ALLPER (E-FS)'
F-CALPER (E-F6)

DATA ENTRIES: Customer lUs ASSGN ID
Customer requirements (shortfall)
Total requirement (total shortfall)
Assigned personnel (by cateqory)

J-•8
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*E-DFI I !--QEILC~jkI "Oq

SUtFlIARO: The T-QUEUE ceilines are the maxzium quantities for
each cateqory of personnel replacesents arriving at
the theater for distribution. The values can either
consist of one quantity for each category or graduated
qua.,ties for each category based on the day of the
gase and type Of battle. The quantities of each
category in the T-QUEUE are compared to the
appropriate value in the accteulated desand and the
ainimus is selected for inclusion in the T-QUEUE.

P*JAT USERO F-PEREP IE-FI)

P..RAMETERSt If using a constant for each categorvi
Personnel catecory

If using the graduated optioni
Personnel cateoory battle type
O.a of the game

RESPONSE: Personnel category quantity

*, . .
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F-.DFI DAIL AVAjILA R SQURCE HOURS

UQfMARYYi This i formation is about resource types (systems
and/or personnel) used in repair (i.e., a referenced
resour * type on Repair-Job-tlmplate see F-DFII).

For ei rv unit where resource types exist and can be
utiliz d in reGair 'actions, a value oust be entered
for ea h resource type that represents the number of
hours n a 24-hour day that the resource type could
be uti iazed for repair work if the unit is in a
"normal operational mode. If the resource type
simulated is materiel, then the value eiqht be 241
if it ls personnel, it would be less than 24 to
accoun for sleep periods and nonproductive tie@.

The re ource allocator uses this factor to determine
the av, raqe resource hours available in a time
incres nt. If the daily availabla resource hours
iDARH) '4or rosource tvpo (RT) A in unit XYZ is 12.

,and th on-hand strenqth of A in unit XYZ is 6. then
for a ý-hour tf-e increment the resource hours
.aalla It (R'H-Avaii? for RT A is calculated as

H-AveiJ (RT, (6 * 12 1 24 / 1)

4hIch ill t•v further adjusted if the unit is in
other than norsal operational mode (e.q., movinc.
",I •nr ttack. etc., See F-REP-RES-ALLOC (F-Fl).

To qt the effect of worlino shifts, this factor can
be rhar aed o.er sia*ul,,tej ties to obtain the effect
fe.a., for a sirialu 1|2-hour'shaft, set the factor
t• .'4 ht tih beqarinq of the %hift and t%, 0 at the
end of the 0hi0t).

J

DATA USEP: -PEP 94E3-AtLOC IF-Fl)
F ((OLLý MOVE- -SESS (F-F-)

AP•MEIER3: 'ni t IL

"PFSPONSEi #,;our e-ho,'r

1
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FDF2 RESOURjJ.YP•TSPJJ,$YSTJU

S•jMHARYt This defines which resource types, if any, are
substitutable.

As an example of substitutability, one type of
powertrain mechanic, type A, can work on self-
propelled artillery, 1hOs, and APC; another powertrain
mechanic, type I, is triined to work on His but can
also substitute #or a type A; another powvrtrain

C mechanic, type C, is trained to work on an IFV but can
also substitute for a type As and lastly, a powertrain
mechanic type 0 is trained to work on wheeled
vehicles. The substitutablilty data would look like
the followings

Resource Type substitute
A I
A C
I

C
D

DATA USER# F-REP-RES-ALLOC (F-Fl)
F-HOLD/MOVE-ASSESS (F-F2)

4.

* PAPFLh.XkSS Resource type.

RESPONSE: Resource type substitutes

.4
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F-DF3 PERONNEL/VCTlN-TYPE-PROBABILITY-TABLE

jiM___ARYI This table defines which repair job (RJ) types have
been defined for classifyinq wounded personnel a&ona
with the probability of occurance that the victim
would be so classifiag as that type. For examples

RJ Type
d Classification Probability De4inition

A .25 Kllled-ln-Action 41IA)
B .06 Patient requires 24-hrs

division-level care'
C .08 Patient requires 48-hrs

division-level care
"D .09 Patient requires 72-hrs

division-level care
E .05 Patient requires 4 davs

hospital care
F .05 Patient requires 5 days

hospital care
a .05 Patient requires 6 days

hospital care
H .05 Patient requires 7 days

hospital care
S.05 Patient requires 7. davs

"hospital care
J .25 Patient requires l2-hrs

unit-level care

Unlike the probability table for nonpersonnel.
there are no parameters for the type of personnel
wounded or the mu,aition type causinq 'the wound. If

0 statist1ially sioni4icant data could be developed that
* classifies patients into differina RJ types (soo F-

.F12) based upon any parameters, then this table and
function F-F, would have to be modified to use ;4,01'aSp dr a met er

' D••A USER: F-TPANSFORt¶ (F-F3)

F'ARAMETEPS: None

RESPONSE: Ri-type classifications with correspondinn
probabilities

I 4'



F-DF4 SYSTEN-TYPE/ROUND-TYPE/VICTIN-TYPE/PROBABILITY TABLE

SUHMARYs This table identifies which repair job types will be
used to classify combat damaged systems and provides
the probability of occurance for each one as a
function of the damaged system-type and the first
round-type causinq the damage.

This table is applied to the attrition counts and
specifies the extent to which jobs are repairable.

0 For repairable jobs, it specifies the repair time, the
resources required, and the extent to which recovery
and evacuation resources would be required.

The application of this information provides:

o workloads, to supply and transportation to replace
* the catastrophic and GS lossesl

ao workloads to the recovery system which, if
overwhelmed, can lead to sooe further losses under
hostile conditions or add rtco'very queueinq time to
the repair turnaround time;

o , workloads to the maintenance oroanizations which
can add queuetnq time to the repair turnaround time
and increase evacuation requirements to avoid queupinq
problems in forward areas

The data in this table should be consistent with the
S .data and assumptions used by the attrition

methodoloov. It 'should also consider damaqe and
% survivabi•ity beyond the first hit. It should be

based on the expected ccnditions up to the point of
recovery or the end of the enqaqement. F-BATTLE-
EFFECTS will assess further losses to unrecovered
recoverable systems when a unit has subsequent
"""er, qaqem.nts.

*DATA ,USER.i F-TRANSFOpft (F-F3)

PARAMETERS: System-type, Round-type (of first hit)

* RESPONSE: RJ-tvpe classification-Probability

Note: it is imperative that the developer of this table and the
as;aciated repair-)ob-tvpe-temolates understand the data assumptions and
attrition methodoloov in the eodel as well as such data sources as
sinile hit shotline data. SPARC methidolooy. multiple-hit output data
or.1 ittrition met(,odolo~v, and the maintenance MARC methodoloqy used in

hith-resolution models such as CASTFOREk.

JJ 4
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F-DF5 RJ TYPE CLASSES

SUMNARYi This table defines classes of repair job types so
that certain actions unique to each class can be
performed. The classes and effects of each are:

Class Reason

Personnel KIA Will qenerate immediate
personnel replacement
actionst will quantify
workload for aravesi will
remove KIA fro& the
recovery repair system.

Catastrophic Syitem Will qenerate immediate
supply system replacement.

GS Maint and Hospital Will qenerate immediate
equipment and bound
patients personnel
replacements.

DPTA.USER: F-TRANSFOPM (F-F3)
F-RAMiDN8I-INIT (F-F4)

PARPMETERP.: Class ¶defined above)

RESPONSE: RJ-tvpe

J-44
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F-DF& SYSTEM-TYPE/RAM-ODBI-TYPE-PROBABILITY-TADLE

SUMM.ARY: This table identifies which repair job types have been
defined for classifying RAM-DNBI job types along with
the probability of occurance for each type. The
probability of occurance is a function of the system
type, unit type, and unit posture for eaterielt and
system type and unit type for personnel.

This information is used to specify the rate at which
DNBI and failures occur, the repair time and resources
required, and the extent to which recovery and
evacuation resources are required.

* The effect is to:

o Provide workloads to supply, personnel, and
transportation to replace the GS and hospital-bound
lossesi

o Provide workloads to the materiel recovery system
which, if overwhelming. can lead to some further
losses under hostile conditions or add recovery
queueing time to the repair turnaround time.

o Provide workloads to the maintenance organizations
*.' woich, when excoedino cApability, will add additional

queueing time to the repair turnaround time and
possibly additional evacuation requirements to avoid
queueing problems in forward areas.

o Specify RAM rates using system type. unit type, and
unit activity as parameters to allow for consistency
with the data and methodology in the maintenAnce MARC
process.

_DATA USER F-RAI/DNBI-INIT (F-F4)

PARAMETERS: System-type Unit-type
,.Unit-posture (if System-type is materiel)

SJ-45
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F_-F7 RECOVERY VEHIPLLTABLE

SUMHARYi This table de4ines which systems in the qame are
recovery systems.

D ATAUSE R.: F-RECOVERY (F-F6)

ARAMETERS: Nont

RESPOONSE: System-type

I
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F-DF8 DAILY-AVAILABLE-RECOVERY-VEHICLE-RESOURCE-HOURS

SUMMARYs This table defines the number of hours in a 24-hour
day that each recovery vehicle type in a unit could
be utilized for recovery work, assuming the RY is
crewed.

The F-RECOVERY function (F-F6) uses this factor to
determine the average recovery hours available in a
time increment. The formula for computation of

* recovery capability is given in F-F& and explicitly*1 considers only these data and recovery vehicles, not
¶ crews. This table can be gamer manipulated to

account for crew availability. For example, one can
set recovery vehicles available for 24 hours if two
crews were present per vehicle each woiking 12-hour
shifts; or, if one crew per vehicle is available, set
it to 24-hour avail.,bility to obtain maximum support
until utilization was too high for too long at
which point the availability factor can be set lower
to reflect the requirement for crew rest.

SDATA USER: F-RECOVERY (F-F6)

PARAMFTERS: Unit ID
Recovery-vehicle-type (subset of system types)

RESPONSEt Resource-hours

-4

.5

.5

,5 .
.5
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F-DF9 LIKE RECOVERY SYSTEMS

SUMMARY: This defines which systems in the qaae that are not
recovery systems but could bw used for like system
recovery, if needed.

DATA USER: F-RECOVERY (F-F6)

PARAM!ETERS: None

RESPONSE: System-types
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F-DF1O REPAIR JOB RECOVERY VEHI;LE HOURS REQUIREMtENT

SUMMARY: This defines the averaqe time (in hours) required to
recover a nonmobile system both from the field into
the unit repair site and between repair sites.

The parameters used are the RJ-tvpe, RJ-oriqin, and
RJ-destination. The data must reflect round-trip
travel times as well as hookup and drop times.
Field recovery is indicated when RJ-oriqin and RJ-
destination are set the same, but the associated
time allows for unit-unique area dispersion and the
resulting averaqe field recovery distances and travel
time requirements. It also allows for definition of
unit-unique qeographical separation from support
units and the resultino average recovery distance and
travel time requirements. The RJ-type'parameters can
be used to reflect system-type variations in hookup
and drop times as well as a relative location of the
system type in a unit' and the correspondinq recovery
times.

DAJA. USER: F-RECOVERY (F-Fb)
F-RECOVERY-SUPPORT (F-F7)
F-RECOVERY-SHORT (F-F8)

PARAMETERS: RJ-type

RESPONSE: Recovery-vehicle-hours-required

J-49
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F-DF11 REPAIR 102 TEMPLATE

S.U.MMARY: This template defines the various types of repair jobs
to be modeled in trie simulation. Each repair-job
type uniquely defines the sequence of repair actionr
which must be performed before the system can be
returned in an operatiunal state. Each repair action
defines the time, and the type and quantity of
resources required. The defined quantities are
associated with one whole system; but. because
fractional quantities are played in the model, the
functions that use these data will multiply the
amounts by the actual fractionalquantities of the
created repair job (RJ) entities.

Each data element or attribute of a repair iob
template is discussed below:

o RJ-tvpe - is used to uniauelv identify the
different repair ;cb types kand templates) modeloo.
't also serves as , Vey to thi3 and other tables.

System-type - i•entifies the system type if RJ-
type is a system; if it is gersonnel, the personnel
t',oe will be 5upolied by the personnel module.

o Current-RA - a pointer initiali:ed to'the first RA
in the RA list.

o E.i-Parts-Avail ,PTJ list - Exchanqe-Parts-Available
(Part Type),lists the quantities by part type of
operational parts on the svstes type that could
possibly be removed for use in repairinq another
system. Note: this would not be appropriate for
personnel.

" Mub,ilitv-flaq - defines whether the repair job will

p be able to self-recoier or not.

o Personnel-PJ-fl.o - indicates whether the repoir-
job is for personnri o( nat.

4T
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F -0FI. REPAIR JOBTEMPLATE (cont.

For each Repair action (RA) required:

a RA-tyoo - Repair-action-type is used to uniquely
identify the repair action described. It also serves

as an identifier and key in other command and control

tables.

o RA-time-remaininq - defines the expected value
(averaqe) time required to complete the repair action
once it is started. if no RT or PT requirements are
specified, then no queueing (waitinq) would occur for
those resources and the RA-time would be the only
constraint.

o Critical/Fatel-RA-Start-time - for use by personnel
type RJ only and specifies the elapsed time from
initial injury by which the RA must be started or elso
the patient dies.

o RH-Req (RT) list - Resource-Hour-Requirements
resource type defines the resource-hour (RH)
requirements by each resource type (RT) required to

accomplish the reoair action. The determination of
what RT to play is discussed in the chapter narrative.
These requirements can be optional if no queueinq is
expected due to resource constraints.

o Parts-Req (PT) list - Parts-Requirement part type

defines the quantities of parts by each part type (PT)
required to accomplish the repair action. The

determination of how to define and play parts is
discussed in the chapter narrative. These
requirements can be optional if no queueinq is
expected due to inventory shortfalls and no

siqnificant supply/transportation replacement
requirement is qenerated.

D AT USER: A-CREATE-RJ (F-Al)

A-PASSBACK-RJ (F-A2) /

A-COMBINE-RJ (F-A3)
A-CONTAMIN-RJ (F-A4)
A-ABANDON-RJ (F-A12)

PARAMETERS: RJ-type

RESPONSE: RJ-template (see above' discussion)
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F-,DFI2 UNIT ASSETS

SUMMARY: Because recovery and repair of systems and personnel
are dependent upon recovery systems, resource types
and parts type. it is important that careful
consideration be aiven to the initialization of tKe
came's unit asset data. One could start with TOE
information, but it' should be modified to reflect the
resource types specified in RJ-template. If. for

instance, repair actions are authorized/desired for a
repair site, then the asset types should be there
also. If dedicated forward support is provided by
teams, then the team assets must be included in the
forward repair site unit assets for thee to be
properly utili:od. (This is not true data-file

information but ir listed here as a reminder o+ ddt,-

preparation requirements.)

DATA USER: Model

PARAMETERS: N/A

RESPONSE: N/A

.r / /r



F-DFIS E Ei~~VAC CAPABI LITLkS

SUMMARY.: This do4ines the quantity of an RJ-typq that a

recovery/evac system can sove.

DATA USER: F-EVAC-NANAGER IF-Fit)

PARAMETERSs System-type o4 recovory/evac system
I System/perst~fnel-typel of RJ

RESPONSks Capability quantlity

4-
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F-Of 14 R J- LýOAD/ 1UNLOADT IME.

SUMMARY: This de4spes the tia it takes to load and unload an
I RJ-type. !f there is any variation aaonq evac systee

types, an averaqe should be entered.

DATA USER: F-EVAC-*ANAGER

PARAMETERS3 RJ-type

RESPONSI: Ties

%4
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SDFJ D•04N MAXIMUM SHIFT TIME

tUNNAfY: This is a constant number :nd:•L.•nq how lon9 (in
hours) any DECON-UNIT can work constantly without rest
in a 24-hour period.

DATA USER& F-DECISION (S-F6 )

!LRAIqCTERjs None

.'RESPOS t One tie* will be furnished for all DECON-UNITS
4 (a constant hour number between 0 and 24 hours).

JI
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G,-k.ZPfl ECN-4V1! REPQR.T RUCTVRC

SUNARYs a. This is' a decoentamiation control unit reporting
structure. Any unit of any type that can request
decon must have a control unit to report to, A

2 requesting unit can report to itself (e.a., maneuver
unit) or it can report to a higher echelon control
unit (e.g., division chemical officer).

b. These data should-be preprocessed and the report
relationships set up automatically. The default
report relationship should have eacb unit report first
to the brigade chemical officer, then to the division
chemical officer. The preprocessor must have override

capability.

I c. Each unit should have a state vector attribute
that identifies its decon control unit.

d. Each control unit must have a separate state
Lcctor attribute t, iden'tify its next control unit.

e. Two separate state vector attributes are necessary
for c and d, so that a customer can bo its own control
unit.

DATA USER: F-DECISION (S-F )

4.•
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G-.DF.3 CONTAMINATION L'FE TABLE

SUMMARY: Thi5 tQ4l. consists- of the hazard type and lifetime
of snv contaminant which can be used against a
particular customer. The lifetime is the length of
time that the hazard will remain persistent.

DATA USER: F-DECO[N-AVAIL (6-F2)

PARAMETERS: Customer 1D Hazard type
0 Time customer was contaminated

RESPONSE: Lifetime of hazard (length in hours)

• q
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P-RDF4 DETACHMENT PERCENTAGE TABLE
A

SUMMARY3 This table qAves the detachment percsntaae for a
particular customer unit type and opcode. It also
aives the detached unit th-i ;itw customer unit ID.

DA.TAUSER: F-PREPARE (6-F3)

PARAMETERS: Customer unit ID

_RESPONSE..: New customer unit 1D Percentaqe of detachment

i.4
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G-DF5 SYSTEM TYPE QUANTITY

SU'MMARY: This provides the detachment percent3qe 4 r earh of
the different system types. The system t pos consist
of personnel, supplies, and various equip ent type"

identified for a particular type of custo or.

DATAUSER: F-DECON (4-F6)

PARAMETERS: Customer unit ID Detachment parc ntage
System type

RESPONSE: Customer unit ID New customer unt ID
Detach percentaoe of each system type

A
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G-DF6 DECON GETUP TIME

SSUMMARY: This provides the constant setup time that a DECON-
UNIT takes to qet a site ready for the decontamination

or-.:ess.

DATA USER: F-DECON-ATOBJ 64-F5)

PARAMETERS: None

RESPONSE: A constant tiew period will be provided for all
* DECON-UNITs.

b
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G -DF.7 DECON PROCESS TIME

SUMrARY: This provides the time it takes a team to decon a
vehicle or weapon system. It is used to compute the

* decon process time. The length of time required for
01) the decon process will be a function of the customer'sii size and the availability of equipment and supplies.

(The total amount of equipment and supplies required
for the job will be calculated and the job time
determined; additional delays to wait for supplies and
equipment and to rest will be added in as necessary.)

DATA USER: F-DECON (6-F6)

PARAMETERS: System' type personnel
equipment
supplies

% RESPONSE: A lenqth of' time (in hours). Constant decon periods
will be provided for equipment, for supplies, for

' personnel.

* 4
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G-DF8 DECON CLEANUP TIME

SUMM.ARY: This provides the variable cleanup time that a DECON-
UNIT requires to clean up a site after decontaminatinq
a customer. The cleanup time is a function of the
amount of equipment and type of unit that *as
deconned.

DATA USER: F-DONL-DLCJl (G-F7)

PARAMETERS: Customer unit type Customer equipment type
Customer equipment quantity

RESPONSE: The lanqth of time needed to clean upthe site.

....



APPENDIX K

COMMAND AND CONTROL DATA REQUIREMENTS

1. DATA FILE CROSS-REFERENCE.

REF NAME -USER

40C-CcI TASK PROCESSING F-TCONTROL (CC-I3)

C-CC2' SUPPORT UNIT PRIORITY F-TCONTROL (C-F3)

C-CC3, TASK SPLIT F-TCONTROL (C-F3)

C-CC4 REQUEST PRIORITY F-DIRECT-RQST (C4F2)

C-CC5 SUPPORT TYPE F-DIRECT-RQST (C-F2)

C-LC6 SPLIT DECISION F-SPLIT-CK (C4F13)

C--CC7 TRANSP NEXT MOVE F-TRANSP-DECIDE (C-F15)

D-CCI LOST SUPPLY REORDER F-TU-LOSSES (D-F13)

0-CC2, LOAD JOB PRIORITY F-LIFT-JOB (D-Fib)

E-LLL PERSONNEL CATEGORY PRIOFkITY F-PEREP (E-Fli

E-CL2 DELIVERY DELAY TIME F-PEREP (E-Fl)

E-CL3 CC-FLAG F-DISPER . (E-F3)

F-CCI UNIT-RA-PRIORITY-TABLE F-E-E-LO(F-Fl)

F-CC2, EXCHANGE-PARTS-POLICY F-HOLD/M0VE-ASSESS (F-F21

.-c HOLD-EVAC-TIME-FACTOR. F-HOLD/MOVE-ASSESS (F-F2)

F--r{4 SUPPORT-IJNIT-TABLE F-HOLD/MOVE-ASSESS (F-F2)

F-~c5L COMBINING-FLAG F-TRANSFORM (F-FZr
F-BATTLE-EFFECT (F-F5)
F-RAM/DNBI-INIT (F4F4)

K -
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REF NAME -____ USER

F-CC6 SUPPORT-CLEARING-STATION F-TRANSFORNt (F-F3)

F-rCC7 RJ-REC-PRIORITY-TABLE F-RECOVERY (F-F6)
F-RECOVERY-SHORT (F-FB)

F-CC8 RJ-RV-PRIORITIES F-RECOVERY (F46&)
F-RECOVERY-SUPPORT (F-F7)

F-CC9 RECOVERY-SUPPORT-UNIT- F-RECOVERY-SUPPORT (F4F7)
RELATIONSHIP

F-CCIO RECOVERY-SLIPPORT-RA- .. F-RECOVERY-SUPPORT (F-47)
PRIORITY TABLE

FtCCII OPERATIONAL-SYSTEMS- F-RECOVERY-SHORT (F-F8,
LIKE-RECOVERY-TABLE

F-CC12 OPERATIONAL-SYSTEMS-LIKE- F-RECOVERY-SHORT- (F-FO)
RECOVERY-UTILIZATION-PRIORITY

F-CC13 UNIT-PRIORITY-ALLOCATION- F-RTN.S-ALLOC (F-FIO)
POLICY

F-CC14 RJ-EVAC-PRIORITY-TABLE . F-EVAC-MANA6ER (F-Fl!)

F-CC15 EVAC-UTLILIZATION-PRIORI TIES F-EVAC-MANA6ER (F-FlI.)

F-CC16 REPAIR-JOB-OWNING-UNIT- A-EVACUATE-RJ (F-A9)
ACCOUNTABILITY-TABLE

Fý-CC17 RETURNS-ALLOCATION- F-RTNS-ALLUC (F-FIO)

PRIORITY-LIST4

6-CC! DECON REQUEST ASSIGNMENT F-DECISION (G-FD)

G-CC2 DECON TYPE F-DECISION (G-Fl) /.
S-CC3 DETACH INSTRUCTIONS F-PREPARE (G-F3)

G-CC4 MOVEMENT INSTRUCTIONS F-PREPARE ( G-FZ)

F-DONE-DECON (G-F'7)

)j'



2. COMMAND AND CONTROL DATA.

C-CCI TASK PROCESSINE

SUMMARY: This fiie is used to determine what to do with a
request that is unfilled and on the controller's
queue longer than the MAXIMUM REQUEST LIFE (C-DFS).

DATA USER: F-TCONTROL (C-F3)

PARAMETERSt Support type Request priority
Request processor echelon

RESPONSE. One of the following messages:
o Drop the request from the queue.
o Forward the request to the next controller.
o Continue processinq the request.

/-



C-CC2 SUPPORT UNIT P R _TY

SUMNARY: This is used when more than one support unit is
avail le to fill a transportation request. The
possit le support units are listed in priority order.
The s lection will be based upon the unit with the
close t ranoe and the eost vehicles. This is only
an in Fication of what could be done. As more
optio s are selected, a now selection routine mill
be ad ed.

DATA USER: F-TCONTROL (C-F3)

PARAMETERS: Echelon of control unit
Support unit type (e.q., TNT, NCC, NANEUVER)

RESPONSE: Suppo t unit ID

k-• I----



C-Cj• tASK SPLIT

SUNMARY, This will tell the contrmIler whether to send the
entire task to the suppert unit and have it queued
there or to try to fill it 4ith other supporters.
This can occur when a task is being filled by a.
controller and one transoortation supplier cannot
fill the entire request.

qfArA USER: F-TCONTROL (C-FI)

PARAMEjT[jas Support type Request prior'tyEchelon of transriort sapplier

MLSPONS,, Split Dol't split

8':
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C-_Cs.l RFUUEST PRIORITY

SIMARY: This will he used to "Sig* a priority to "ch reouest
casinq into a control unit. Only control units can
sot priorities. rThs si$uLates such activities as
these oa the corps sovement control cevter
establishinq transportation requests.

, D.AP&!US[Ra F-DIRECT-ROST IC42-

PARAMlETERS: Customer unit type
Customer unit mission
Customer echelon
Customer supply indicator
Supply type
Supplier echelon
Request type (normal. eoercency, allocatio)

PESPONSE: Request priority (1-9)

J.
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C:-91 W!PPORT TYPE

SUMMARY: This is used to determine the type of support a
request is to receive. 14 sore than one support type
is acceptable, a priority is qiven to each nupport
type. The control unit makes this determination. A
code is always returned for each support option. If
the option is not to be used, a 0 is returned. The
same priority can be assiqned to more than one type.

ATA USER, F-DIRECT-R9ST (C-F2)

PARAMETERS: Control unit u•chalon
Request priority

4 Commodity to be transported

RESPONSE.' Support types. Return one or earet
* o Airdrop

o Airlift
o Ground transport
a Rollin'qstock

Priority codes. Return one for each support types
a O's do not use, nost desirable
a I a hiqhest priority
o 2 2 second priority
o 3 a third priority
o 4 a fourth priority, least desirable

VK
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ýý-CCj SPLIT gECj jQN

L!kJAýR.Ys This de4ines the actiow to be taken Sy a around
transport unit or air transport unit after it arrives
3t a supply point. The supply module triggers the
routine that requiros this decisisa.

LATAUSE.R: F-SPLIT-CK (C-F13)

PARA.ETERSt Transport type

Supply class
Last supply point (V or N)
Amount not filled Pinioue for convoy (Y or N)
Supplies availability at supply point (SP)l

a All supplies at SP
a.0 No supplies at SP
o Partial supplies at SP

RESPONSE: 0O SPLIT:
o Entire convoy stay and load available
o Entire convoy abort mission (drop due-in)
o Entire convoy go to next SP

SPLIT:
o Part stay to loadi part abort (drop due-in)
o Part stay to load; part go to next SP

e,
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C-CC7 TRANSP NEXT MOVE

SUBMARYs This defines the next move for a transporter after
the key *vents of loading and unloading carqo or
personnel.

DATA USERs F-TRANSP-DECIDE (C-FI5)

PARAMETERS: Transport type (e.q., NET, 5-ton, helicopter)
Current location (i.e.. supplier, customer)
"Ci~rrent location echelon
Parent echelon

RESPONSE: The possible responses ares

4 o So to customer
o So home

o Chrck backhaul file

k
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DCI LOST SUPPLY REORDER

SW9NARYI ftis -4 .1a uW -to dotureiae Nkuther to ioesediately
rveorder .the part of a :aupplv vrdar last due -to
interdiiction o4 the -trans~wrati~on .Amit or to reorder
at the -reqular -orde*r ýtimi.

DATA USER: F-TU-LOSSES I14L

PAR4RIETRS: Custouor unit elission
Castosier saupply Anin~cater
Request type (nourmal.. esergoncy, ALLOCATION)
'Suppy type
Frazti-an .of -order .ket

RESPONSE: Yes - place order for imount 1ost
No - wait until nhext rsqular order



D-CC2 LOAD JOB PRIORITY

SUNNARY: This file is used to determine whether to reorder the
part of a supply order lost due to interdiction of the
transporation unit immediately or at the reqular order
time.

DATA USER: F-LIFT-JOB (D-Fi6)

P.ARRMETERS,| Customer unit type
Customer unit mission
Customer echelon
Customer supply indicator
Supply type

!. 4Supplier echelon
Request type (normal, emergency, ALLOCATION)

* RESPONSE Job order priority (1-9)

'V
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E-CCI PER5LNNEL CATEGORY PRIORITY

SUMMARY: If personnel categories can be substituted for each
other (see E-DF4, appendix J), the order in which the
category requirements are filled say aake a difference
in what system and what unit requirements will be-met.
Which cateqory is supplied first will depend upon the
system priorities (e.g., is a tank more important than
a truck) and, the general combat situation for the
customer units. Other parameters will depend upon the
types of categories played and the types of
substitutes permitted.

DATA USER: F-PEREP (E-FI)

" PARAMETERS: Cateqory type System types
Customer's combat situation

RESPONSE: Category priority

'p
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E-CC2 DELIVERY DELAY TABLE

SUMMARY: The delay table is used to determine the length of
time that an implicit personnel delivery should take.

DATA USER: F-PEREP (E-Fl)
PARAMETERS: Weather Implied travel type

Time of day Current travel conditions
R-POOL location Distribution point location

RESPONSE: The amount of time to schedule (in hours)

* , 7
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SSUMMARY: When personnel arrive at a distribution point, the
status of the distribution point and each customer
must be checked to determine if the personnel can be
received. I1- not, the CC flag is set. If the unit
involved is a distribution point, a ne* distribution
point is located and the caxvoy redirected. If this
cannot be done, the personnel are returned to the
R-POOL. If the unit involved is * customer, the
allotted personnel are redistributed asonq the
remaining customers at the distribution point or they

are returned to the R-POOL. Possible decision factors
include the current customer unit status, the unit

allocation level, and the battle strategy (e.g.. any
recent chanqes in the strategy). For exasple,'if a
unit has been wiped out. its status will be Ot if it
is to be withdrawn in the near future, its target
allocation level may have been reset to 0 to
prohibit replacements.

DATA USER': F-DISPER (E-F3)

PARAMETERS: Receivinq unit ID (distribution point or
customer)

RESPONSE: Possible flag settings:
o 0 2 continue
o I = redistribute
o 2 = return to R-POOL

"I,.
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F1-C C, IUNIT. RA-PRIO.RI1TY- TAIBL-E

SUMMARY: This table defines which repair actions (RAs) are
authorized for reoaar at a repair site and the order
in which repair jobs (RJs) are allocated resources
within a qiven unit performinq repair. I1 the next RA
for an RJ is not in the table, it will be flaiqed for
movement to a support unit. Prioriti~ation is the
sole method used in this model in the allocation of
scarce resources and therefore it affects the relative
queueinq and repair cycle ti'mes between different RJs.
Betause of the processinq requirements associated with
repairino contaminated RJs, the prioritization is
actually based on the combination of HA and the
contamination status +lag.

DATAUSER: F-REP-RES-ALLOC (F-F1)
F-HOLD!O/VE-ASSESS (F-F2)

PARAMETERS: Unit ID'

4 RESPONSE: Prioritized list if RA-type and contaoination

status flap pairs7

/
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F-CC2 EXCHANGE PARTS POLICY

S

SUMMARY: This policy defines unit doc-trine/policy for removino
operational parts/cooponents/assemblies fro* damaqed
systems and usina theA in the repair of other
systems wherc neadea iut not in inventory. These
data specifically state whether or nat oxchanq& is
permitted ar,J, if so, whether or not such techniques

should be used when considering jobs in the RA-
priority sequence or after trving to start all jobs
in the RA-priorit4 sequence.

DATA USER: F-REP-RES-ALLOC (F-Fl)

PARAMETERS: Unit lU

RESPONSE: Ex-In-Pri-Policy: if true then perform exahanoe
if required for RJ durinq/in RA priority
sequence

Ex-Out-Pri-Policq: if true then perform exchanQes
if required only after jobs were first
processed in RA prioritv sequence ,usino oniv
parts in noraal inventory

If one is true, tho' other oust be false.
If both are faise. no exchanqe'is permitted.

I
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F-CC3 HOLD EVAC TIME FACTOR

SUMMARY: This unit-specific factor is used to model the
operational policies governinq the period of time
within which a system oust be repaired or else it
should be evacuated farther from the front. Because
the repair completion time cannot be forecast with
certainty since new work with high priorities can
arrive after the current'set of queued jobs is
considered. the factor loaded should perhaps be some
value less than the actual operating policy value.
For example. if the actual policy is six hrs, perhaps
the factor used should'be 3 or 4 to allow for higher
priority work to arrive in the interim.

DATA USEf: F-HOLD/MOVE-ASSESS (F-F2)

PARAMETERS: Unit ID

I ' /RESPONSE: Hold-Evac-Tiae-Factor

K - I 7



F-CC4 SUPORT UNIT TABLE

SUIMIARYa This table defirmns hwers an RJ should be evacuated to.
given its current repair site.

IATkASE F-HOLD/NOVE-ASSESS (F-F21

PARAMETERS: Unit ID
RJ-t.ype

RESPONSE: Sipport-unit ID

I/



F-CC5 COMBINING FLA6

SUMARY3 This flae defines which damaqed or injured RUs in the
pane can be combined in fractional quantities. 14
allowed, fractional quantities up to a whole amount
will be combined when in the same state.

The cosbininq process will cause distortion to the
times recorded ab RJ attributes and for this reason
say not be desirable for critical patient types. it
is.recbsnended that coebinino be used wherever
possible as it should reduce the shortage and
processino A'•ts associated with a potentially larqe
number of entities with small fractionalquantities.

DAT .USER: F-TPANSFORM (F-F3)
F-RAM/DNBI-INIT (F-F4)

FRAT•!LE-!EFFECT (F-F45

PA.AMETERSt RJ-tvop

RESPONSE: Coabirino-tlao Yes/No

.4
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F-CC& SUPPORT CLEARING STATION'

SUHMARYi This t•able defines the cleat inq station to which
p.tients will implicitly be recovered.

DATA USER: F-TRANSFORM OF4F3)
F-RAM/DC.I-IIT (F-F4?

PARAMETERS: Unit IIU

* RESPONSE: Unit ID of support clearinqstation

!:
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F-CC7 RJ REC PRIORITY TABLE

SUMMARYi This table defines the order in which repair jobs
requirinq recovery will be considered for recovery
support. Because recovery can be from either field
to unit maintenance (inbound) or from unit
maintenance to DS maintenance (outbound). the
priority list must specify inbound or outbound in
addition to the Ri-Type.

Moving a tank with XYZ damage in from the field may
ta given a hiaher p,'iority than movinq a tank with
XYZ damage from the Bn to the Bde,

DATA USER: F-RECOVERY (F-F6)
F-RECOVERY-SHORT (F-Fl)

PAIR AM.ETERS i Unit 1D

RESPONSE: Prioritized list: RJ-Tvpc with inbound/outbound-
* flag

,4
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F-CC9 RJ RV PRIORITIES

SUMMARY: This defines which RVs cot perfora recovery for each
RJ and the preferred order for their utilization.

DAT.A USER: F-RECOVERY (F-F•)
F-RECOVERY-SUPPORT 4F-F7)

PARAMETERS: RJ-type

RE SPONSE: Lapable RV-types in the preferred order of their
utilization

'p.•
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F-CC9 RECOVERY SUPPORT UNIT RELATIONSHIP

SUMIMARYs This is a list of units (wi h their supported units)
used for aqqreqatinq recovery capability. For a qiven
support unit, any remaininq recovery capability it
has is combined with any remaininq capability within
the supported units. The r maininq recovery
requirements of the support d units are considered
collectively and allocation are made.

DATIA USER: F-RECOVERY-SUPPORT ( -F7)

PARAMETERS: None

RESPONSE: A list of unit IDs and their supported unit IDs

* 4
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F-CCIO RECOVERY SUPPORT RJ PRIORITY TABLE

SUMMARY: This table defines the order in which repair jobs
requirinq recovery will' be considered for supportina
unit recovery. It is similar to RJ-Rec-Priority-Table
(F-CC7) but is created for prioritization from a
support perspective.

D'ATA USER: F-RECOVERY-SUPPORT (F-F7)

PARAMIETERS: Unit ID of supoort unit

RESPONSE: Prioritized list: RJ-type with inbound/outbound-flaq

hI
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F-CCII OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS LIKE RECOVERY TABLE

SUMMARY: This table shows the thresholds for utilization of
operational systems for each unit to perform the
recovery; the threshold is a percentaqe of '-Ie
authori:ed quantity of each system. If a unit has
some quantity of a system available (on hand) over
this threshhold amount, that quantity is authorized
to perform'recovery. If and when this quantity, of the

* system is used for recovery, no check is made aqainst
its utilization in its primary mission.

DATA USER: F-RECOVERY-SHORT (F-FB)

PARAMETER'S: Unit ID
System-type

RESPONSE: Percent-avail '(threshhold of assigned quantity)

4-.
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F-CC12 OPERATIONAL SYSTEM LIKE RECOVERY UTILIZATION PRIORITY

SUMMARY: This is similar to the RJ-RV-Priority-Table (F-CC8)
but addresses the preferred order of *hich capable.
operational vehicles are to be used to perform the
recovery of a Qiven failed/damaqed system.

DATA USER: F-RECOVERY-SHORT (F-FS)

"PARAMETERS: RJ-typ2

SRESPONSE: Prioritized list of capable recovery systems

,%
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F-CCI3 UNIT PRIORITY ALLOCATION POLICY

SUM.MARY: This flaq. if true. indicates that any returns
directly to units from a repair site will be made
based on unit priority (as defined in F-CCI7 Return-
Allocation-Priority-List)

If false, returns will be proportionally distributed
to all supported units based upon each unit's
percentaqe of the system in Lnit and DS
repair/treatsent.

DATA USER: F-RTNS-ALLOC

PARAMETERS: Repair site
System/personnel-type

RESPONSE: Flag True/False

K7
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F-CC14 RJ EVAC PRIORITY TABLE

s.UM.MARY: This table defines the order in which repair jobs
requirinq evacuation will be considered for
evacuation support. It is similar to. the RJ-Rec-
Priority-Table (F-CC7ý but is concerned only with
evacuation. In addition to specifying RJ types, it

should also identify which repair site to consider.

This can allow for the very implicit representation of
transportation assets arrivinq in brigade ready for
an evacuatior mission being utilized to evacuate
some RJs from battalion.

DATA_ USER: F-EAC-MANAGER (F-F411

PARAMETERS: Unit ID of repair site where evacuation

J resources are available

RESPONSE: Comhinationi of RJ-types and unit IDs

J.
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F-_CC15 EVAC UTILIZATION PRIORITIES

SUMMARY: This is sisilar to RJ-RV-Priorities IF-CCT) and
Operational-Systess-Like-Recovery-Utilization-Priority
(F-CC12) It defines for a repair site for each RJ
type which evac system can perform the evacuation and
the preferred order for their utilization.

DATA USER: F-EVAC-IANAGER (F-FII)

PARAMETERS: RJ-type

RESPONSE: Capable evac systes types in the preferred order of
their utilization

21ý
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FC 16 RE AIR JOB OWNING UNIT ACCOUNTABILITY TABLE

SU UMARY: This table defines for each repair site whether RJs
at that site are still unit accountable or not. If
an arrivinq RJ is unit accountable, it has already
been deducted from the 0H-Qty but not from the
assigned quantity of its owninq unit. If the repair
site is flaqqed as riot being unit accountable then the
RJ-Accountability-Flag should be turned off and the

amount prnportionally reduced from the assigned
quantities of all supported units.

This allows the representation of such policies ai
unit accountability of personnel of DS while in
division level medical channels but not once they
are passed' into the corps hospital system.

" A.AUSER: A-EVACUATE-RJ (F-A9)

P.A AME.TERS? Unit I1 of repair site
p.

RE;PONSE: Flaq: True (accountable)
False knot ac-ountable)

I.
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F-CC17 RETURNS ALLOCATION PRIORITY LIST

SUNMARYi This list defines which units will be allocated
direct returns fro& a repair site. If the Unit-
Priority-Allocation-Policy flag is true, then the'
allocations will be made to cospletely satisfy units
in the order in which they are listed. If the flag
is false, then all units on the list will receive,&
proportional'share of the returns.

DATA USER: F-RTNS-ALLOC (F-FIO)

PARAMETERS: Unit ID of repair site
System/personnel-type

RESPONSE: Prioritized list of units receiving support for the
given system/personnel type

'I
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G-CCI DECON REQUEST ASSIGNMENT

SUMHARY: This determines whether a rpauest for decontamination
short'o be forwarded to the rýxt decon control unit
or should be placed in the current control unit s
request queue.

DATA ..USERI: F-DECISION (5-Fl)

PARAMETERS: Decon control unit echeIon
Number of requeits on current controller queue.

R ESPONSEI Two responses are possiblei
o 0 2 forward request to next controller
o I a put the request in the queue

I.-- 2
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I'6-CC21 DECON TYPE

SSUMARY: This determines what type o4 decon operation should
be used on a tontaminatqd customer.

DA.T.AUSER: F-DECISION (6-Fl)

PARAPIETERSt MOPP Time attacked
Hazard tvpes Persistent or seomipersistent

RESPONSE: One of the followinqa
o 0 a Hasty
o .1 a Deliberate

%I
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G_-CS DETACI !NS-TRACT __ON

SUMINARY: This determines whether a customer should or should

not detach.

DATA USERt F-PREPARE (6-F3)

PARAMETERS: Customer unit ID Combat status
Hazard type Custumer location
Time of attack

'x. RESPON 0 a Don't detach
I - Detach

,:i:



6 -CC.41 MOVEME.NT ANST.RUCTION

SUMMARY: This-dotermints the objective location and the type
of movement needed by the customer and/or DECON-UNIT
to get there. The objective location can be the
customer or DECON-UNIT location (the decon site), a
designated decon site (if. previously selected by the
9qamtr), the DECON-UNIT hose location. (I4 the DECON-
UNIT is at the customer location and has finished
the decon job, it should either rotm.rn to its normal
location or travel to another customer location.
Note that c~urrently no provision-is m ade in the model
for the DECON-UNIT to move back to its previously
designated home site "hen it has finished deconning
a customer at the customer location and it has no
other customer to decon.)

DATA USER: s,-PREPARE (043D
F-DONE-DECON (64F7)

PARAMETERS: Customer unit ID Combat status
Decon unit ID Decon site (optional)
Customer location' Decon unit locat~ioni
Job statusi o gettinq ready to decan,

o -done deconning

RESýPpNqEi Possible objective si tes:
o DECON-UNIT location
a Customer unit location
o Gamer designated decon site
o DECON-UNIT home site

Movement instructions:
0 a Customer moves to objective site
I z Decon unit moves to the objective site
2 a Both move to objective site



ACRONYIS

ALOC air linet of communication
ASP ammunition supply point
ATP ammunition-transfer point
BSOC base cluster operations center
BL basic load
BSA brigade support arei

SCs' command, control, and communications
CONMZ communications zone
CORDIVEN Corp/Division Evaluation Nodel
COSCOM corps support command
CPOC corps personnel operations center
CSA corps storage area
CSR controlled supply rate
CSS combat service support
CSS MOD 11 Combat Service Support Nodule I1
CSSRO Combat Service Support Representation Objectives
DAO division ammunition officer
DISCO" division support command
DMMC division materiel management center
DNHI disease nonbattle, injury
DODAC ,Department of Defunse ammunition code,
DS direct support
DSA division support area

SDTO division tranoortation officer
EAC echelons above corps
EV evacuation vehicle
EVH evacuation vehicle hours
EVT evacuation vehicle type
FASCO forward area support coordinator
FESA forward edge of the battle area
FIFO first-in first-out
FSb forward support battalion

"uS qeneral support
HET heavy equipment transport
JF job fill

i.JSi Jackson System Development
SKIA killed in action
MARC manpower authorization requirements criteria
MAC Military Airlift Command

MICA movement control aqency
"d NCC movement control centir

MCD movement control, offic'er

MEI major end item
PIHE material handlinq equipment
- JSL Michael Jackson Systems. Ltd.
MLH medium lift helicopter
SN"C materiel manaaement center
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MOPP mission oriented protective posture
MOS military occupational specialty
MSR main supply route
NBC nuclear, bioloqical, and chemical
NPS nonplayed systems
OH on-hand
ORF operational readiness float
FDS personnel daily summary
PF planninq factor
PM preventive maintainance
POt petroleum, oil. and lubricants
PT part type
RA repair action
RH resource hour
RT resource type
RAM reliability, availability, and maintainability
RD replacement detachment
ROD required delivery date
RES repair and evacu,,tion qroup
RJ repair job
RD requisition objective

RRD replacement requlatory detachment
PSR required supply rate
RTD return to duty
RV recovery vehicle
RVH recovery vehicle hours
RVT recovery vehicle type
S&P stake and platform
S&S support and service
S&T supply and transport
SASP special a&munition supply point
SE system effectiveness
SP supply point
SRC, standard requirements codes
SSD system specification diagram
STON short ton
TAMCC theater army materiel manaoement center
TMO transportation movement otficer
TMT transportation motor transport
TOE table of orqanization and equipment
r U transportition unit
WESS weapon systems status
WPU water oroces•inq unit
WSM weapon systems manaqer
WSRO .ovapon system replacement oper'ations
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